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Aim at Disk Royalty
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being investigated by governmental and private

would give producers and performers the right to collect royalties for
commercial play el copyrighted
recordings.
CRS. Inc.. with its highly profitable record division, is the lone exception and favors the record royalty.
The other networks. NBC and
ABC, have decided to go against the
record royalty, although both have
recording interests. They have
joined individual broadcasters, the
National Assn. of Broadcasters
(NAB) and state broadcasting associations, in urging the Senate
Judiciary Committee members to
vote against the record royalty in the
revision bill S. 1361. now being considered.
Sources close to the action believe
the vote in the full Senate Judiciary
Committee is about evenly divided
on the record royalty at titis point.
The bill would set up compulsory li(Corr»nued on page 14)

Studio Contractor Is
Disk's Unsung Hero

EMI Sets 3 Divisions
For U.S., U.K. & Tape

B(Jlt KIRSCH
LOS ANGELES -Have advanc-

GRAHAM PUNTER
LONDON -EMI is developing

ing recording techniques and the
changing mush:scene forced the stu
dio contractor to become a "creative
force' in a recording session. as well
as acting as a hiring agent and liaison between the musician. union
and recording company?
These are among the important
questions arising today. mostly as a
result of the changing industry. In
addition. what is the exact role of the
contractor? What is a leader and
when is he required to be present?
And who acts as a contractor and a

separate sales and marketing operations for the United Kingdom.
United States and tape product. The
internal redevelopment is the most
radical move in the company's history,
The three -way split is the most signifteant move in sweeping changes
aimed at a longterm 40 percent
growth on top of a 50 percent sales
boost secured over the past 12

NEW YORK -In a ruling which
may slow the production process of
polyvinyl chloride IPVCI. the Federal Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has placed an emergency health standard regulation
into effect to safeguard vinyl chloride workers from possible cancer.

health organizations

as a

rare liver curter.
As an emergency

cause of

a

ruling, the

OSHA regulation has six months to
run: it went into effect April 5. At
the end of rite six -month period, a
decision as to whether it will become
(Continued on page 14)

causing agents.
The OSHA regulation limits the
atmospheric particle count of vinyl
chloride monopolymer -which is a
vapor -to 50 particles per million
air particles in both polymer and
PVC production plants throughout
the U.S.
I

An agency spokesman says that

implementation of the ruling is
prompted by recent findings of upwards of 100 -300 vinyl chloride
monopolymer particles per million

100th Year Fete
In IMIC -5 Plans
LONDON -Executives representing the international record commun itv will suet at a luncheon May 8 to
dixuss plat,s thin celebrating the
100th anntversar of recorded sound
as part of the IMIC -5 activities.
Mort Nasatir. president of inter (Continued on page 12)

IádiliLRT SOBEI.
\LW YORK- Northeastern
country music men will press for
state antipiracy legislation for
ü)

Maine and Vermont and for closer
distribution cooperation between
Northeast mass retailers. wholesalers and record companies.
The plan Ihm both campaigns was
revealed by Mickey Barnett. president of the Eastern States Country
Music Inc. (ESCMI, 300 -member

organizaton. during the association's 10th convention held April
18 -21 at Kntahers Country Club.
Monticello. N.Y.
During the convention, which
drew 500 persons. 25 percent more
than last s ear. the l SCMI also
elected lice nosy cOíeers to its hoard
(Continued on pace 311

WASHINGTON
Broadcasters
are training their big guns on the
record performance royalty section
of the copyright revision bill that

`Summit' Meet
To Report on `Q'
LON DOA RCA Recorda. the
WKA group of labels, National(
Panasonic and JVC /Niviso -have
invited a bevy of record industry executives font; around the world to
attend a special quadrasonic progress
May A at the Dorchester Hotel.
The gathering is limed to coincide
with IMIC.5 and the Dorchester is
only a few blocks from the Crowe(Continued on page 12)

I

air particles in certain plants.

Monopolymer

is

isy

leader?

"The recording studio contractor
(Continued on page 12)

By

months.
SANDY DENNY, one of Britain's best young musical poets.

is

rently

louring the U.S. with the group she helped (arm in the late u Surins.
Fairport Convention. Sandy's latest solo album is the rust released.
LIKE AN DLO FASHIONED WALTZ. It is amiable on Island Records, dis.
hibuted through Capitol Records. SW 9340.
(Advertisement)

HE

SUTHERLAND BROTHERS AND QUIVER were Introduced to thousand

fans when they perlormed with Elton John on his American tour hs
ummer. Their new album, DREAM RIO, has lust been released and
f

(ready getting heavy EM airplay. Dream Rid is on Island Records, dis
through Capitol Records. SW 9341.
(Advertisement)

anted

With U.S. and U.K. repertoire
salesmen operating parallel in their
regions, EMI's sales force of about
40 will nearly he doubled.
(Continued on page 54)
Adverneemnt

"Melanie's Best LP

In

Years"
Mike Jahn, Cue Magazine

r'Madrugada is Melanie at her best -innovative and

captivating"
Chris Huizenga, After Dark
Melanie currently on tour in the United States and Canada.
Neighborhood Records
The Single: "Love To Loge Again"
NRA 4214

Produced and Directed by Peter Schekeryk.
Distributed by Famous Music Corporation. A Gulf * Western Company.
Avaliable on GRT Tapes
www.americanradiohistory.com

The

Album:' Madrugada"
NRS 48001

"here's not one rough track

'Vic last 'Britain has someone
to join the sparse ranks of female
superstars!' `Disc NIP. 24 73

on this su

eYtelody emaker `Dec.22'73

Loving & glee
`Produced by Elton 'John and Clime CJranks
.MCA

R{OROS

www.americanradiohistory.com

General News
11 -HOUR

Pride Exits UA for
Join Country Bandwagon Atlantic In Distrib Pact

GALA AT RACE TRACK

Aqueduct to

LOS ANGELES -Pride Records has left United Artists and is moving to Atlantic for distribution in the States and Canada. Label owner Michael Viner
will shortly present Atlantic with four LP's under terms of the new pact: the
Incredible Bongo Band, New Sensations, Jimmy Smith and Dianne Steinberg.
Prides hot act, the Sylvers family, collectively and individually, remains on

By ROBERT SOBEL

NEW YORK -Aqueduct Race Track, known as the
"Big A," will become the "Big C" when country music
stages an l I -hour spectacular May 25 featuring 13 superstars in a program that will span the spectrum of
country music.
The spectacular, which will run from p.m. to midnight, is the most ambitious presentation of country
music ever conceived in the East. It is being promoted
by Lou Flax and his firm. Concert Spectaculars, at a
cost of some $200,000 for talent and rental of the track,
plusan additional 550,000 outlay for print advertising.
In addition. Flax is lining up an independent film

MGM.

1

company to shoot the event at a cost of some 5180,000
for possible commercial distribution to theaters. The
concert will also be recorded live, and a deal is being
negotiated with a record company.
Ticket orders for the concert are already pouring in,
according to Flax, from many areas of the Northeast.
Flax attributes the wide response to the fact that
"country music is no longerjust fiddles, but is now contemporary and reaches an audience it never reached
before. The charts tell the story. Lynn Anderson,
Donna Fargo and Charlie Rich, three of the artists appearing at the show, have all been No. 1 on the pop
chart. And a national food company has already
bought 11,000 tickets."

Although the track, located in the borough of
Queens, holds 70,000 for racing, 41,000 seats have been
made available for the presentation, each affording an
(Continued on page 3.3)

DJ Awards Competition Begins
LOS

ANGELES -Competition

for the annual Billboard air personality of the year awards opens this
week. Jack G. Thayer, chairman of
the advisory committee for the seventh annual International Radio
Programming Forum, announces
that Rod McGrew. station manager
of KJLH -FM in Los Angeles, has
been named head

of

the awards

committee.

Thayer is vice president and general manager of Nationwide Communications, which headquarters in
Columbus, Ohio. He is guiding the
structure of this year's Forum, as
weft as topics and speakers. Last
week, he announced that Ben
Hooks, commissioner with the Fed-

Pye Plans U.S.
Label on Coast
LOS ANGELES -Pye Records
will be launched in the States with
offices here. Louis Benjamin, chairman of the British label and label
managing director Walter Woyda
were here last week on an exploratory visit pending the label's entering the U.S. market this fall.
Through ATV Music Corp., the
parent firm of ATV Music already
has Granite Records,

fledgling
country music label, operating in the
U.S. The Pye label will headquarter
at the ATV Music Corp. offices here.
a

eral Communications Commission,
will be a speaker at the Forum,
which will be held Aug. 14-17 at the
Plaza Hotel in New York City.
The air personality awards will be
presented at the awards luncheon on

(Cowinned on page 46)

14 Nations, 24 Songs

Will
Vie In Tokyo Fest Contest
By

HIDEO EGUCHI

TOKYO -Fourteen countries and
compositions are expected
to vie in the third Tokyo Music Festival's International Contest June
29 -30 at the Imperial Theater. Frank
Sinatra and Shirley Hassey will be
special guest stars. Assn. told Billboard here April 17.
Strongest contender for the 1974
World Popular Song Grand Award
of three million yen -over $10,000
and other cash prizes totaling 3.1
24 vocal

-

Seek Higher `Sting'
LOS ANGELES -The suggested
list price of the soundtrack album
"The Sting" on MCA Records will
go up to 56.98 for disks and $7.98 for
8 -track cartridges, according to Rick
Frio, marketing vice president of the
label. The price raise is contingent
upon the Wage Price Control Board
lifting its pricing restriction.

WB Completes Best First
Quarter With Sales Up 15%
LOS ANGELES -Warner Bros.
Records has just completed its best
First quarter in history, with sales up
15 percent from the 1973 first quarter, which was WB's previous
record -holder for this time period,
according to chairman Mo Ostie.
During the first three months of
1974, Warner notched five gold albums with new releases by Black
Sabbath, Deep Purple, Uriah Heep,
the Doobie Brothers and Seals
Crofts.
Billboard's 4-13 issue reported
that of the 16 albums in Warner's

Aug, 17 at the Forum, as well as
awards for Radio Station of the
Year. Program Director of the Year,
Record Promotion Man of the Year,
College Radio Station of the Year,

February release, I I were charted,
with most of the LP's entering the
chart in the mid 50-60s and moving
up fast. It is most unusual for an album release of this size to produce
such a high percentage of quick moving hits.
WB treasurer Ed West says that
although first -quarter sales never
equal the grosses during the annual

holiday fourth quarter period,
percent sales boost over the
same period last year is a powerful
sign toward a record- breaking year
coming up for WB again.
1974's

million yen appears to be the U.S.
with six final entries. followed by
France with three and the U.K. with
two. Entries from overseas totaled
301 this year.

Japan will be represented by the
three Golden Canary Award winners of the Tokyo Music Festival's
National Contest to be held May 25.
Three of the 21 final entries from
abroad also will be supporting the
"Land of the Floating Yen" with
songs composed, written or arranged
by Japanese professionals.
By country, singer or vocal group,
composer /lyricist and armnger(sl, if
any, the 21 final entries from overseas are:

UNITED STATES: Melveen
Lad -"Yoe It See-Herb Ohta/

Ms. Steinberg's debut LP is produced by Tony Bell, brother of
noted soul a&r man Thom Bell. Viner calls her a "cross between Barbra
Streisand and Aretha Franklin."
Jimmy Smith's first LP for Pride is
a production team effort involving
Viner, Keg Johnson and Jerry Peters. The LP has the jazz organist
working through several pop-flavored works.
In addition to these American
acts, Viner has picked up some oplions for several European ans, including Smyle from Holland.
Viner plans recording an upcoming George Bums concert at the
Shubert Theater here with a number
of guests including Jack Benny, Alice Cooper. the Sylvers and the Mike

Curb Congregation.
The Burns LP, a double pocket
set, will include other "surprise
guests." Proceeds from the event,
sponsored by the Variety Clubs of
Southern California, will go toward
charity.
Overseas, the Bongo Band is handled by ORT in Canada and Pal ydor in Europe. Viner is currently
seeking distribution in Europe and
Asia for his other acts.
The Sylvers family's next LP,
Sylvers Three" is due out in May
and features a heavier involvement
in soul music. It was produced by
Perry Botkin Jr., Viner, Keg Johnson
and Jetty Peters.
In the publishing area, Viner and
Harry Nilsson are partners on the

copyright of "The World's Coming
to An End" which is handled
through Silverpride Music. Nilsson
and Perry Botkin Jr. wrote the song.
Viner is also associated with Nilsson and Ringo Starr on the multimedia film, "Harry and Ringo's
Night Out." Viner is financing and
producing the movie being shot
here. A soundtrack LP will emerge,
he says.

There is a $1.5 million budget for
the feature which will first be shot in
pilot form at a cost of $25,000, according to Viner. "We are doing the

pilot

to

test some different tech-

niques like 3 -D and quadrasonic
sound," Viner says. The pilot will be
"premiered" June 17 at a Beverly
Hills theater before invited guests
from the music industry.

Ogden Will
Go Outdoor
In Concerts

HOROWITZ
NEW YORK -The Ogden Corp.,
major provider of food services to
By IS

arenas, stadiums, race tracks and
other mass- audience facilities, is
steaming ahead into the rock and

jazz concert field.
Tests last summer of eight outdoor
concerts has encouraged the firm to
greater participation this season and
the corporation's recently formed
subsidiary, Ogden Presentations, expects to be involved in as many as 30
concerts from mid -June through
September.
Much of this involvement in musical events arises out of the experience of its corporate wing, Ogden
Foods, in servicing outdoor venues.
Each ticket holder buys at least S1
worth of internal refreshment while
listening to a concert, the company
finds, and the greater the number of
events, the greater the food and
drink volume.
"We occupy a new intermediary
position between the location and
the promoter." says Norman Stephen, head of Ogden Presentations.
who views his role as kin to that of a
matchmaker. "We bring the two
parties together."
In the process, Ogden cuts a thin
slice of the action from both location
and promoter. Perhaps more significant income, however, is derived
from Ogden's food operation and related services to the location, such as
security, parking and maintenance.
While Ogden Foods has franchises in hundreds of mass- audience
facilities. more than S0, says Stephens, are thought suitable for musical presentations. In addition. the
firm's leisure division owns and operates five race tracks, some of which
have already been the scene of musical events on non -racing days.
Already locked in for this season
by Ogden is a l0-day jazz program
to be held at the Milwaukee Sum merfest, promoted by H.T. Produc(Continned on page 16)

Diane Scala, Frank Seel; Mary
Travels- "Light of Day " -Jim Dawson; the Three Degrees- "When.
Will I See You Again?" -Kenny
Gamble & Leon Huff. Bobby Martin; Alan O'Day -"Gifts" -Alan
O'Day; Freda Payne -"It's Yours to
Have " -McKinley Jackson /Reginald Dozier, Gene Page /McKinley
Jackson; Susan Anton -"Round and
Round" -David Bower, Peter Morrison & John Kirby Woollard, Jerry
Williams;
FRANCE: Tifranle -"Et Cs Soir
Tu Telephones"-Francis Lai /Leo
Carrier, Francis Lai; Gilbert Montagne-"Autour de Nous " -Gilbert
Montagne; Patriela -"Je Suis Ro-

mantique"-Gilbert Caecales /Natalie Passet, Gilbert Caecales;
(Continued on page 58)
Photo by Paul load
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More Late News
See Page 70

PIRACY POSTLUDE -Over $50,000 worth of "Make- a-Tape" duplicating machines operated by Gem Electronics in New York and New Jersey are destroyed in Brooklyn, N.Y., by order of the U.S. District Court. Gem was found

guilty of copyright infringement.
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General News

Less Jobs, Higher Prices Seen
By Foes of Okla. Antipiracy Bill
OKLAHOMA CITY -Increased
unemployment, additional law enforcement costs, higher consumer
prerecorded tape prices and pared
tax revenues would be the effects of
passing a state antipiracy law, according to material circulated by
Oklahoma opponents of the bill
(Billboard, April 27).
While the material contains the
unlicensed duplicators' continued
fight against the alleged statuatory
monopoly created by labels exclusive pacts with their artists, the most
successful pan of the campaign is
the financial impact on the state itself.
Jack Silverman, ABC Record &
Tape Sales, Des Moines, explains
that this is the strongest pan of the
unlicensed duplicators' campaign in
that it so directly applies to the legis-

lator's constituency. Silverman
spearheaded the successful

fight

which passed a piracy bill in Nebraska, but he is still fighting for
such a law in Iowa. Billy Emerson
Jr, legal counsel for the Southwest
Assn. of Recording Merchandisers,
echoes Silverman 's plaint. Emerson
has been immersed in the Oklahoma
campaign.
A memo in opposition to House
and Senate Bill 483 -bills
which appear to be near failure until
the next session of the legislature
early next year-warns that a "large
number of Oklahoma (tape) manufactoring facilities. operated for a
number of years and hiring a large
number of Oklahomans and paying
mconsiderable sums of money via
state income and property tax"
would be closed by the law.

Bill

G

d
cep

a'
m

in the state can purchase an 8 -track
tape "for as low as $2," while competitive tapes an RCA, Columbia
and Mercury retail from $5.95 to
$7.95.

Holmes' letter states "from information I have hurriedly gathered, it
appears that 20 million tapes a year
are manufactured in Oklahoma and
Cleveland counties."

In the Sherman memo, he lashes
out against alleged low royalty pay ments to songwriters and publishers,
reporting "one of the smallest companies in Oklahoma paid a total of
$64,000 to songwriters and publishers."
The letter states the average royalty is 22 cents per LP, which indi-

number of Oklahomans will lose

theirjobsimmediately upon passage

2 of the bill.." Cost of the new law's enforcement would be borne entirely
by the state.
A letter from Lee M. Holmes to a
state legislator notes that consumers

Hearing Granted
To Duplicators
OKLAHOMA CITY -A

bid for

a

rehearing by the U.S. Court of Appeals has been granted to unlicensed
duplicators involved in a decision
favoring E. B. Marks.
The date of the hearing is May 15
and will be convened here. The defendants had petitioned the judges
to reconsider their decision. which
held that unlicensed duplicators
may not claim exemption under the
compulsory license provision of the
Copyright Act (Billboard April 27).

Calif. Jam Special
Airs Week of May 6
NEW YORK -The first of four
specials taped at the recent California Jam will be aired by the ABC
Television Network the week of May
6 -10. The 90- minute show features
all eight rock acts performing at the
Jam, a record- breaking event which
drew a $2 million gate (Billboard,

April 20).
Simultaneous broadcasts on AM
and FM radio, the latter in stereo,
have been scheduled. Appearing on
the initial special are Rare Earth, the
Eagles, Seals & Crofts, Black Oak
Arkansas, Black Sabbath, Deep
Purple, Wind & Fire, and Emerson,
Lake & Palmer.

that unlicensed duplicators

made over 300,000 tapes in 1973.
The Holmes letter contains reprints of ads from "The American
Farmer" and "Hot Rod" for Sound
Values and Pic A Hit, another local
firm. Sound Values offers tape at
$2.79 or four for SIo, which Pic A
Hit otters deals from $2.98 each to
50 tapes for 593.50.
"Pic A Hit in the last two months
has expended in excess of $20,000 in
advenising alone. Sound Values has
expended $75.000 in advertising
during the last three months and has
budgeted $250,000 for advertising in
1974. The proposed law would stop
sales from these advertisements,

over 95 percent
the state."

of which

goes out

of

Trans Music Fined $5,000
In Sound -Alike Tape Case
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.

-

Transcontinental Music Corp. has
been fined $5,000 for providing
Thrifty Drug here with sound -alike
tapes which the district attorney's office felt were packaged deceptively.

12.43

The memo from Randy Sherman,
president, Sound Values, One NE.
Seventh, here, states "a substantial

cates

LExecutive Turntable_

Carol Carmichael
Boosts Females
As Producers
LOS ANGELES -More women
should get involved in record producing, according to Carol Carmichael. an independent record producer who just finished an album by
Rita Jean Bodine and will soon have
a single out with Hodges, James &
Smith -a three -girl group.

The district attorney had filed a
consumer fraud case in Superior
Court.

Superior Judge John Westwick
also ordered Soundco Corp. of Los
Angeles to stop producing and dis-

tributing the tapes.
District attorney David Minier
says the store sold the tapes innocently and is no longer selling

them.

The district attorney had sought
an injunction against the maker, distributor and seller.
In question were tapes bearing the
names of famous artists and lists of
hits, with the words "a tribute to" in
small print above the name of the
artist. The music was sung by unknown singers, not by the headlining artist, the district attorney
pointed out in his action.

®
TADA

Hiroshi Tada has been appointed executive vice president or
Sansui Electric Co, Ltd. in the U.S. He was formerly vice president
and general manager.... Phil Casey will head up California operations for Variety Theatre International in Minneapolis. The West
Coast operations will be called Variety Artists International Ltd.
He was formerly vice president in charge of concerts at American
Talent International,
Steve Smith joins the new Howard Rose Agency in Los Angeles
as a talent booker. He was formerly with Triangle Productions,
Chicago concert promoters.... Jim Nelson joins Progressive Booking Agency of Detroit as marketing -research head. He recently
graduated from the University of Nebraska.
*

*

Paul Randall, former Pittsburgh manager of RCA label, will
become manager of artists relations and press information for the
label in Nashville.... Logan Westbrooks has been appointed director, special markets, CBS Records International. He is responsible for conducting market research and evaluating investment
opportunities for CBS's international division in the developing
countries of the world. Westbrooks has been with CBS since 1971,
and most recently was director of special markets for CRU.... At
Elektra /Asylum Records, Paul Culberg has been named sales
manager, West Coast. He was previously general manager of
White Fronts' I8 -store operation and sales manager of Wherehouse Record Stores, Calif. Culberg headquarters in Los Angeles.
Also, David Young has been appointed regional sales manager,
Southeast /Southwest, and will headquarter in Atlanta. He was
most recently the regional sales manager for western and southwestern markets.

"I don't understand why

more
women aren't producing records.
We stick to a budget better than
men; men aren't as well organized as
women." She speaks of watching
various men record producers "fritter away" both hours and money in
the recording studio.
And Ms. Carmichael is a veteran
of the studio, both as her father's
daughter and as a background vocalist. As a background singer, she
just did harmony on Pet Clark's new
single and on Chers new album.
You probably heard her, too, on
those solos on the "Ironside" TV
series and she did the theme song on
"Adam's Rib" TV series. She used to
sing background on the Andy Williams TV show. She was a member
of the Kirby Stone Four.

Until producing the Bodine LP,
background singing had been her
major means of earning a living.
Dick Hazard and Nick DeCaro are
her two favorite background vocal
arrangers.
Her father is Ralph Carmichael,
head of Light Records, and she grew
up as a child with her crib beside his
piano. Her mother is Vangie Carmichael, music co- ordinator on the just
cancelled "Sonny & Cher Comedy
Hour" TV series and on "Mame."
Her mother, incidentally, has just
been signed by Ranwood Productions

as

an artist

In the electronics field. it's women
who often do the fine detail work
the soldering, the organizational
work. Women also do interior decorating and creating an album has the
same sort of rote -taking the basic

-

furniture, polishing, sanding, paint (Continued on page 52)

JENNINGS

Platt Next Week
LOS ANGELES -The second installment of the story of the Platt
Corp. longtime association with the
Southern California May Ca.
through its leased record /tape/
audio departments, will be continued in the May I1 issue.
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Brenda Andrews has been promoted to professional manager at
Irving /Almo Music, She will continue to do research in terms of
contacting studios, producers and record companies.... Jack Los mann has been named international operations manager of A &M
Records.... Gordon A. Oakes joins Ftdelitone, Inc. as sales manager for the firm's replacement needles and audio accessory product lines.... Daniel O'Connor has been appointed marketing specialist for Lear Jet Stereo. He will be responsible for the sales and
marketing coordination of Lear Jet 8 -track and cassette products.
Tom Jennings has been named president of Wald Sound, to replace Peter S. Wald, who is now chairman of the board. Jennings
was marketing consultant to ESS, Inc. for the past two years. He
was also marketing consultant for Toshiba and president ofJBL International.... Ronald C Loid1 has been appointed industrial relations manager for Zenith Radio Corp. of Iowa, Sioux City. In Chicago, Michael S. Temkin has been named to the new post of
director, manufacturing methods and equipment, Zenith Radio
Corp. He will be responsible for the company's industrial and
equipment engineering programs, as well as adherence of the
equipment to government safety and pollution regulations....
Nancy Sain joins Casablanca Records in Los Angeles as assistant to
national promotion director, Buck Reingold.
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Norm Hessllnk Jr. has been named advertising manager for
Shure Brothers, Inc. lie assumes the responsibilities of managing
operations and functions involving the liaison between advertising, sales, marketing services and the advertising agency. He will
also handle trademark applications and trademark correspondence.... Risa Potters joins the staffof the Los Angeles Free Press
as director of public relations.... G.R. (BIB) Nugent has been
(Continued on page 18)

Out of many, one -Liza Minneil
puts all her selves together on her
incredibly exciting new album;'Liza
Minnelli Live at the Winter Garden.'

Clive Barnes describes her in
The New York Times: "Urchin hair,
big gypsy eyes, good legs, lovely
expressive hands, and a voice that
can purr, whisper, snarl and roar."
Liza Live Wire, now on record with
the performance that sold out her
entire three -week stand in one day
and set a new box office record for the
Winter Garden. Includes everything
from "Shine on Harvest Moon "to the
only in-concert version of "Cabaret!'

"Liza Minnelli
Live at the Winter Garden :'
Stopping the show
on Columbia Records
and Tapes
LITA

MINNEW

uvEAT THE WINTER

GARDEN

.c.,diuorramicome Beck To

Me

weinmMwNrpw
Gn 5oa CM W y Now /CebBfet

PC 32850
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LONG LIVE TFE KING

6 THERE A DOCTOR
IN THE HOUSE?

John cooks up a hefty brew of New
Orleans funk, with its insistant rhythms,
tight arrangements and gritty vocals,
on his newest album, " Desitively Bon naroo:' Produced by Allen Toussaint,
the album contains 12 tunes (10 Dr. John
originals) and features the good doctor
on a variety of guitars, keyboards and
percussion instruments. Desitively a
bonnaroo album.
Dr.

King Crimson continues to produce a
music that is unmatched on both sides
of the Atlantic for its searingly powerful
and uncompromising brilliance. This album is an aural journey of reasoned/
improvised creativity in modern music
that is simply stunning.

HAVE LITTERBOX,
WILL TRAVEL
The singer/songwriter/performer, Buzzy
Linhart, offers a set of his own songs,
supported by the famous Muscle Shoals
rhythm section and many friends. The
songs (which include Buzzy's version of
the hit, "Friends "), and arrangements
are tastefully produced by Barry Beckett
and Roger Hawkins.
Barn IIISAat
PUSSYCATS

SD 7298

On
SD 7043

On Atco Records

&

Atlantic Records

&

Cm co

Rapes

Tapes

SD 7049

On Atco Records

Ever since he broke into the record scene
back in the sixties, Johnny Rivers has
had a success- studded career covering
every phase of the recording industry.
From producing hit singles to his own
string of chart- toppers, Rivers has always possessed that elusive touch for
combining commercial and critical success in his music. Now he joins Atlantic
with an outstanding LP that showcases
all of his vocal, instrumental, and production talents focused on a wide range
of material.

FAR

&

Tapes

A DIFFERENT

In 1972, the readers of all of England's
major rock papers voted Roxy Music
"The Brightest Hope of the Year."
"Stranded" proves they voted properly.
Roxy has become known as a band that
combines the healthiest strains of electronics, parody, excellent lyrics and musicianship with a pinch of 30- 40 -50's
style.

Billy Cobham's second album, "Crosswinds;' features a subtle blend of delicate
and complex melody/rhythm interaction
with a lot of space for improvisational
solo flashes. Cobham is one of the pioneers of a new musical impulse that is
conquerin1 fans and critics alike.

SD 7045

SD 7900

DRUMMER

SD 7301

On

Atlantic Records

&

Tapes

On Ateo Records

&

Tapes

On Atlantic Records

&

Rapes

Copyrighted material
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MOO -D MUSIC
FLIP A COYNE

Kevin Coyne makes his singing /songwriting debut with a collection of spirited

and distinctively personal songs. His
unique vocal style which can be both
energeticand intensely emotional is vastly
appealing. Some of England's finest session men add just the right touch to this
excellent new album.

REAL SOUL MUSIC

World- renowned gospel singer Marion
Williams is featured in a live recording of
a gospel service at B. M. Oakley Memorial
Temple in Philadelphia. Her powerful
vocals are backed by a quartet and a 40piece chorus which capture the stirring
emotion of a true gospel experience.

Henry Cow is a five -man English group
which features a wide variety of instruments, musical toys and vocal effects to
achieve their startling and exotic sound.
Aided on production tasks by Mike Old
field (`Tubular Bells ") this album is a
fine blending of jazz and rock.
-

VR 13.106

On Virgin Records

MARION WILLIAMS
BLESSED ASSURANCE

and Tepes

-.
VR 13-107

On Virgin Records

and Tepes

Ross is what British rock is all about.
It's hard- driving, exciting and fresh. Led
by Alan Ross, the band also consists of
Tony Fernandez, Steve Emery (ex-Spooky
Tooth), Bob Jackson and Reuben White.
A debut album that really cooks.

SDt1,,
Atlantic
On
Records and Thpes

ENJOY YOUR TRIP

Passport is a highly dynamic and innovative band from Germany. They explore
the territory first opened by King Crimson, Yes and Emerson Lake and Palmer
as they synthesize jazz, rock and classical
music through the use of mellotrons,
moogs, electronic percussion and intricate
instrumental arrangements.

SD 7042

On Atco Records and Tepes

A WINNING HAND
Ace Spectrum
an exciting and soulful

SO

97s

On 11S0 Records

and Apes

is

new group that combines the talents of
four men: Henry "Ed" Zant, Aubrey
"Troy" Johnson, Elliot Isaac and Rudy
Gay. Their first album for Atlantic showcases the group's well blended harmonies

and singular vocal expertise.

itiltÌC n., atC10

SD 7299

;

On Atlantic Records and Tepes

Recwtis&Taps

0

1974

Atlantic Recording Cory. A Division

of

Karner Communication,.
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General News

Plastic for Disks Still In Short
Supply as Gas Lines Disappear
The following national survey was
compiled by Billboard reporters John
Sipped Jim Melanson, Nat Freedland Bob Kirsch, Claude Hall, Is
Horowitz and Allot Tiegel.
LOS ANGELES -Has the end of

the Arab oil embargo against the
United States had any telling effect
on opening the channels for more
oil- derived plastic products needed
in the manufacture of recordings?
Apparently not. And while people
who drive to their offices now find
the long lines at the gas pumps
strikingly missing in the majority of
cases around the country, there are
still tines waiting for allocations or
plastic- derived compounds around
the nation.

The cautious attitude toward releasing new albums because of
shortages of polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) remains at the manufacturer's level.
On the suppliees level, the situation is spotty, which says that things
have not returned to IOD percent ca-

pability.
Limited additional supplies of
PVC will be made available for LP
manufacture over the next nine
months, a spot -check of suppliers indicates.

John Herman of Borden Chemical, a key figure in supplying the
basic copolymer to PVC makers who
deal with LP pressing plants, says
present indications are That additional supplies of homopolymer will
be available, but the copolymer,
needed for records, will remain
aCule.

Guy Disch, chief liaison to record
makers at Tenneco, another major
supplier, was on vacation and no
comment from other Tenneco executives was forthcoming.

Harty Lenahan, president of the
firm which bean his name and one
of the three largest PVC suppliers
for LP pressers, echoes Herman.
"There will be a very gradual easing
of supply, but every time we get a
little more, prices will go up." Lena han forecast a 36 to 40 cents price
per pound for PVC by the year's
end. "It's hand- to-mouth and will
continue to be. But it's been a good
thing," he adds pointing up that lagging credit and accounts receivable,
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LOS

ANGELES -Columbia

House, the CBS division which sells
recorded music by mail through TV
spots and print media, is offering
multi -LP record /tape /cassette sets
and a 50 percent discount offer on
recent chart- making albums with Its
fulfillment packages to consumers.

11-inch four -color
catalog offers 37 different collections, ranging in price from three record sets for $9.95 to a six- or
seven -record set at $16.95. Tape
counterparts run from $3 to S8 more
than records.

A 22 -page

81/2

x

The consumer is offered a free
record or tape with each collection,
which he can keep even if he does

www.americanradiohistory.com

He has been supplied regularly,
he says because he "never went
shopping" and stayed with his same
basic source of supply for many
years
Gaylehouse indicates that the
problem is not so much with getting
PVC but with getting acetates
At CBS, an air of uncertainty still
surrounds the question of its PVC
supply. A company spokesman says
the label cut back 10 percent on its
pressing commitments during the
(Continued on page 62)
-

not keep the collection. Price does
not cover postage and processing.
The 50 percent discount leaflet
lists contemporary rock and soul
product primarily. One hundred
and sixty -six different albums on a
wide variety of labels are listed. The
average LP has been released between six and 12 months. The coupon which the consumer makes his
purchases states he will receive a
subscription to "Record /Tapes Un-

limited Discount Buying Guide"
featuring new releases alld favorites
from all fields of music. It also state*
that discounts will range from 30 tc
75 percent. Postage and processing
on this offer is 35 cents per LP in e
set.

Scepter Sues Record Club
In Royalty, Contract Hassle

ter.

EWART ABNER, Motown's president, joins an international president's roundtable panel at IMIC -5 in
London May 9.

needs.

Multi -Music Sets and
50% Discount Given

manently enjoined from further distribution of its family of labels, including Wand, Hob, Mace, Bamboo, Tiffany, and Toddlin' Town,
and seeks the return of all master
tapes and parts.
The complaint causes that royalties were not paid by the club "with
respect to approximately 275,000 albums which it secretly manna,
tared, sold and /or distributed," The
suit states the club deducted excessive packaging costs from royalties
that were paid and delivered albums
to third panics without paying Scep-

CHAIRMAN:

ing what easing might occur through
the remainder of the year.
Brodhead affirms Herman's forecast about greater homopolymer but
lesser copolymer supply. He explains that LP pressing PVC requirements were so much more
exacting for pure vinyl than those of
competitive users like toy and industrial pipe manufacture.
One exceptional case seems to be
Shelly Productions, a large Long Island based pressing plant for independent labels. According to Clark
Gaylehouse, its president, the firm is
being supplied with all the PVC it

COLUMBIA HOUSE

breach of contract.
Scepter asks that the club be per-

BILLBOARD PUBLICATIONS, INC.

141

I

NEW YORK- Scepter Records,
Inc, has Bled a $750,000 civil suit
against the Record Club of America
in U.S. District Court here, charging
improper payment of royalties and

rama, Venezuela.
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Area Code 613. 391.6460.
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which plagued pressers for years,
now have been replaced by either
each or strict 30-day payment.
At the pressing plant level, price
of PVC was up from 28 to 36 cents,
with more reporting the latter figure
as coming or current,
Bob Teideman of Viewlex also
points out that polystyrene, the major ingredient for singles manufacture. has increased I cents per
pound in five weeks. LP pressing
prices have jumped since last September from approximately 30 to 36
cents the survey discloses. Teitleman
says Viewlex is now running five
days per week, but could go seven if
the supply were adequate.
Nate Duroff, head of ViewlexMonarch in Los Angeles, says the vinyl shortage has not improved noticeably. "This past Saturday was,
the first Saturday the plant had been
able to operate in a year." he says.
Jim Gann of Dixie Pressing,
Nashville, says he is running with
about two thirds of the raw material
supply he can use- Sam Brodhead
and Dalton Uille of Allied in Los
Angeles, both feel that the next six
weeks will be pivotal in demonstrat-

The brief also charges that the
club violated its contract with Seep ter "by offering and distributing albums at a discount below the manufacturer's suggested retail price,"
and offering records as tie-ins with

the sale of nonrecord merchandise,
"including light bulbs, furniture and

clothing"
Terms of Scepter's contract with
the club, as stated in the complaint,
disclosed that the club was to pay the
record company 10 percent of 90
percent of the retail price on records
sold, less sales, excise and packaging
costs. In the case of Dionne Warwick
albums, payments were to be II percent of 90 percent on the first 13,000
copies sold during a 12 -month period, with the royalty rising another
half percent on additional .cales.

Phonogram Raising
Pop Album Price $1
CHICAGO -Effective April 29,
the price of all pap albums released
by Phonogram, Inc., will be mired
one dollar, b $6.98,1rwin Steinbury,
president, says.
Pricing of tape product and country and soul album release will berm
a elective pricing system based on
the length of time a particular act
has been established in the market.

Soontobe
because
already 1 hit.
One of America's biggest rock magazines
and six of this country's most powerful rockers
believed in one English single enough to
payoutof their pockets to have it shipped all
the way from Europe. They got it. They played
it. And everybody wanted it. But nobody else
could get it until now "Rebel Rebel" is the hit.
Bowie is the artist. RCA is the company. And
the single is shipping now
Ben Edmonds, Editor ot Creem

Magazine

"'Rebel Rebel'will amaze and delight even
the people who were never in the Bowie
camp in the past. It would be a joy to hear
this single on AM Radio.'
Bobby Cole, KSAN -San Francisco

"Ask not where it came from, just play it and

watch what happens"
Dave Ross, WKTK- Balimore

"The first Bowie single since 'Space Oddity'
with mass appeal"
John Gorman, WMMS- Cleveland

"The most requested song on WMMS in
weeks':
Mark Parenteau, WABX- Detroit

"Excellent new Bowie single, audience
reaction favorable"
Dennis Wylan, WMMR -Philadelphia

"...I'm playing it'
Richard Kimball, KMET -Los Angeles

"Good olé rock & roll, that's what it's about'
Dogs:'
"Rebel Rebel:'The new single from Bowie's forthcoming album, "Diamond
CPL10576
APBO0287

a
11C/1 Records and Tapes

artiste
www.americanradiohistory.com
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BELL a HOWELL CO.

Once every ter years. perhaps only once in a decade, something truly new
and revOlutionary comes along. In 1973. after two years and 8500,100
GIN-A -ROCK was created. Our full-length Movie with- special stop action
was yynchronized to merge with our original Live Rock Musical. ThB
A-ROCK cast performed live while the movie played on. 20.000 cheered its
iMrOduollon. It soon gained national publicity and acclaim and has been
playing in movie theatres ever since. It opened up a whole new source
of business for the movie theatre industry. Now. additional premolars
are needed in many states to present this entertainment revolution That
does apt depend on dg name -high cost performers. You can bring it Into
every size movie theatre and college M your state on an exclusive basis for
Good rot both olg cities and small towns. We'll
one year on a royalty to
training, and
pow
promotion
give your our
maf0r
movie, for
sensational GIN-A -ROCK show itself including our
Rase bookings in your state.
Certain slates 01111 open, Strike while it's hot!!
84101E -MX RELEARNS CORPORATOR, BERT TENZER, President
400 EMI! 5611 Street. Nev 'Birk Cky. Raw York 10022. (212) 371.2410
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White Whale to
Pay Co. $31,020
LOS ANGELES -The no- longer
active White Whale label has agreed
in Superior Court here to pay
Monarch Records pressing plant
$31.020 on an account dating from

ln other Superior Court music
cases here: Vogue Records Distributing has agreed to pay $7,000 to

it possible."

Sting" and

,'who

cover

promissory note to
Capitol Records. And the Sausalito
Record Plant has fded suit against
Charles Green's Green Mountain
Records for $4,969 allegedly unpaid
recording fees.

made

But, in the case of

The Entertainer,"

I

The

want

everyone to know exactly who you are!

Heartfelt thanks,
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LOS ANGELES -Capitol Indus-

tries -EMI reported earnings of
$2,545,000, or 57 cents a share, on
sales of $36,219,000 for the third
quarter ended March 31.
A year ago for the comparable

the

company

earned

$11434,000, or 32 cents a share, on
sales of 036,482,000.

The gains in the current period
marks the ninth consecutive quarter
in which Capitol's earnings improved over the some quarter of the
previous fiscal year.
For nine months of focal 1974,
Capitol reported earnings before extraordinary items of 37,098,000,
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Off theTicker
SCHAAK ELECTRONICS, St.
Paul, reports

40 percent sales increase for the third quarter ended
Feb. 28, but a 62 percent decrease in
profits for the same period. Reason
for the decrease in earnings was
heavy start up costs for its new Allied
Radio division and large write -offs
of accounts receivables, the company stated. Schaak has opened 19
Allied stores under the Allied Radio
Corp, name since January.
Richard Schaak, president, expects a strong fourth quarter, but
does not anticipate bringing profits
up to last years level. Reason: increased corporate overhead and the
possible additional write -offs in accounts receivables.

*

a

*

*

GULF + WESTERN INDUSTRIES (Paramount Records, Famous Music) expects per share eam-

Capitol -EMI's Quarterly
Earnings Top $2.5 Million
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AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES

SUPERSCOPEINC,

or 51.56 a share, on sales of
$117,503,000, compared with earnings of $3,515,000, or 77 cents a
share, on sales of $104,539,000 for
the some period a year ago.

Audio Devices and Capitol Records -EMI of
Sales and earnings at

Canada continue to improve, but
Merco, a rack merchandiser, suffered a serious setback, according to
the company. Merco lost one major
account while two others filed bank
nutty proceedings.
Capitol declared a quarterly dividend of cents a share payable June
15 to shareholders of record May 15.

ings for the year ended July 31 to be
between $5.40 and $5.50 compared
to $4.61 a share the year before. The
company expects earnings On exceed
$6 a share in fiscal 1975.... Transamerica (United Artists Records) reports operating earnings in the first
quaver were hard hit by record high
short-term interest rates, rising fuel
costs and a depressed housing mar-

*

ket.

*

*

CBS sees a good second quarter
and expects a positive outlook for
the year. The company previously
reported that first quaver sales rose
14 percent and earnings from continuing operations rose 22 percent.

Minnesota Mining í3M) reported record sales and earnings in
the first quarter, but increasing costs
held profit margins below 19731evels.
American Broadcasting
Companies posted first quarter
gains, "benefiting from a strong performance" by its television network.
.

.

THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
questioned Motorola's proposed
television unit sale to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co, Ltd, Japan.
because it "raises substantial antitrust questions." The companies decided to delay closing the transaction for 30 days from the scheduled
April 29 date. During that time,
Motorola will determine whether
anyone else is interested in continuing its TV business or whether the
proposed sale h the only alternative
to discontinuing its TV operations.

When Answering Ads . . .
Say You Saw It in Billboard

THE THIRD SERIES
OF A PROMO. MAN & MUSIC DIRECTORS
(TOGETHERNESS)
PROM. MAN:

Hey -Charlie how you feeling. I heard that you were sick?

MD:

Yeah I was out for 2 weeks. But now I'm back in action.
What can I do for you?

PROM. MAN:
MD:

PROM. MAN:
MD:

PROM. MAN:
MD:

Just called to see how you were.
C'mon what have you got going?

Seeing that you put it that way I have a new Chi -Lites &
new Tyrone Davis.
They're good artists, but not my cup of tea.
You asked me.
I

know but we'll just have to wait.

THREE WEEKS LATER
MD:

PROM. MAN:
MD:

PROM. MAN:
MD:

PROM. MAN:

How come I didn't get the new Chi -Lite record & the
other station got it?

-I called you first on it - your answer was not

Charlie
your cup

of

tea.

really stuck it to me this time!

So you

Now Charlie how can you say that?
Well we're not going to play it. Let them (other station)
break it.
Well if that's the way you feel.
HANGS UP.

THREE WEEKS LATER
MD:

PROM. MAN:

How come the other station got the Tyrone Davis before
me after me being so close to you?
(HANGS UP)

-

Here we go again!

IN A MOMENT WE'LL GIVE YOU THE CONCLUSION

Wait For Commercials
Now the conclusion

2 Min.

-

PROM. MAN RETIRES FROM RECORD BUSINESS
OPENS UP A CANDY STORE BOOKS ON THE SIDE,
& LIVES HAPPILY EVER AFTER
AND WON'T LET
ANYONE RACK HIS CANDY STORE WITH RECORDS.

-

"THERE WILL NEVER
BE ANY PEACE"
The Chi -Lites

-

-

"WHAT GOES UP"
Tyrone Davis
Dk -4532

Br -55512
www.americanradiohistory.com

"KEEP

ON DANCIN "'
Bohannan
Dk -76910
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Studio Contractor Is Seen as Disk's Unsung Hero
Continued from page

1

must hire musicians, see that they
get to the session on time, translate
the instructions of the composer.
producer and arranger to the players, bring in anyone else necessary
on a session, such as backup singers,
and be responsible for all the paperwork, such as health forms and contracts," says Ben Barrett, perhaps the
most established recording studio
contractor in Los Angeles.

"He also must make sure the musicians get their breaks and see that
they return on time," Barrett adds.
"He must be aware of the latest in
recording techniques, such as what
electronic instruments can be used
to save time and which ones are illegal because they take jobs away
from musicians. He has to know music well enough so that he can go into
the booth and help the producer or
engineer if necessary or conduct the
players if the arranger or conductor
wants to come into the booth.
"He is the one who evaluates
whether it is better to run overtime
on a session or schedule another session. He is the liaison between the

musician, the union and the recording company, and, above all, he has
to be an innovator.
"If I can't get the people I want or
the producer or artist wants for a
date," Barrett says, "I have to be able
to consult with all the other parties
as to who the best substitute may be,
if there is an appropriate substitute.
"I have to know who can play
what kind of music and the personal
habits of the musicians. You have to
know if a player reads, and what he
means when he says he reads. Is it
notes or charts? I have to be a musician as well as a businessman. Basically, I have to be able to deal on a
professional level with anybody."
Musician Union regulations call
for a contractor to be present if there
are l l or more playing members on
a date. if the number is fewer, then a
leader must be appointed. The
leader, who may be the arranger, the
conductor, or a member of the players, then basically assumes the contractors role.
Barrett, however, says that the
majority of his sessions involve less
than I men and that he is still called
upon to act as a contractor. "I do
1

SEE IT!

READ IT!

FEEL IT!

COLORADO:
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
HIGH
Coming soon -Billboard's focus in the
music and entertainment industry in
the State of Colorado.

(The Billboard team

will be on the scene:
HOLIDAY INN
downtown Denver
May 13 through 19.)

work for Motown, Columbia, RCA,
Start, Sussex and

MCA,"

he says,

"and most of my dates are small. But
generally, the most important part of
any session is the basic track, and
this almost always involves less than
1I players.

"The musicians are especially important during the basic track
stage," says Barrett. "Here you often
run into the super session people, the
ones who command double scale for
their services.

if these people
in
should be brought
or if we should
hire someone else to save money.
But you generally save money by
"I

have to decide

hiring the best, because these are the
ones who will get it tight the first
time around." Other people receivfng double scale on a session are the
contractor. leader and concert master.

"Some people think the contractor
is nothing more than a businessman," Barrett says. "But nothing
could be further from the truth. I
have to know the new men who hit
town and I have to know what they
play. If I bring in a rock guitarist on
an r &b session, that session can be
ruined.

"Even with strings, the difference
between players can be enormous.
In other words. I can't simply look to
the union list and hire by instrument. I've been fortunate enough to
do work in rock, r &b, country, jazz
and classical, no
know a lot of
1

people"
Jimmie Haskell is one of the top
arrangers in Los Angeles. He works
many kinds of sessions, from rock to
MOR to jazz, and he often acts as a
leader as well as arranger.
"It is often expected that the arranger will conduct the session and
many times see that the musicians
are hired. But then if there are more
than I I players, the union calls for a
contractor.
Haskell often performs the duties
of the contractor. "I generally end
up as leader on this type of session,
though I may pick someone from the
players. The union requires a leader
at all times, even if a contractor is
present."
As an arranger and leader, Haskell says he must also call musicians,
most know who is in town at the time
and must know who is right for what
type of music.

"You have to know the specialties," he says, "and you have to know
the budget. You may want to hire
the specialist, the guy who gets
double scale, because he is the best
for the job."
Haskell adds that with today's
method of doing sessions, such as a
basic track (less than I1 men), followed by the strings (less than II)
and then the hums (less than I I), a

separate contractor is often not used.
If you go over I t men during a session," says Haskell, "then the arranger /leader often has the nisi msibility to bring in a contractor.

"Other duties of the leader," Haskell adds, "are to set the tempos,
bring them in at the right beat at the
right time, decide when to start
recording, conduct the session and
see that the arrangement a properly
handled. The union also requires
that the session is reported ahead of
time, which t will do if I'm a leader
or a contractor like Ben Barrett will

concert master, but
he sometimes fills in as a leader or
contractor. "When 1 do this." he
says, "I'm what they call a playing
contractor. I generally play lead violin, and as concert master, I set up
the initial arrangement of the
strings, set the phrasings of the bow ings to satisfy the leader, convector
and conductor and make suggestions to other members of the orSid Sharp is

a

chestra.

"When act as leader or contractor as well as concert master." Sharp
adds, "I serve the functions of the
1

contractor. But my primary work

:once

is

master.

"When there is an arranger and
leader, they are usually one in the
same. When there is a contractor
and a leader, live often found that
the contractor is the one who makes
sure everyone obeys the union rules
from both sides and helps on the creative end while the leader /master
watches more closely over the music.
In my position, I also sometimes relieve the conductor or leader so he
can go into the booth."
One facet of recording that all
three men touch on is the "star" studio musician. There are a number of
them in town and these are the musicians who command double scale
and sometimes also receive cartage
fees.

Such musicians can make from
$80,000 to $150.000 a year. and
while all three men say they would
rather not mention the names of
these musicians, they add that "these
are the musicians whose names you
seem to see on the back of every-

thing. They may charge double
scale, but they are generally worth
it.

IMIC Looks to 100th Year
Confirmed from page

1

national operations for Billboard, is
coordinating the luncheon at the
Grosvenor House. The centennial
falls in 1977 and the luncheon is designed to work out arrangements for
cooperative efforts among leaders of
the worldwide record community.
Among the executives from the
United States who have confirmed
they will attend are Goddard
Lieberson of CBS, Ken Glancy of
RCA, Stanley Gortikov of the
RIAA, and Lee Zhito of Billboard.
With less than a fortnight to go
before the fifth International Music
Industry Conference opens at the
Grosvenor House Hotel, last- minute
registrations are now flooding in.

`Summit' Meeting
To Report on `Q'
Continued from page

1

nor House where IMIC takes place.
The quadmsonic report will entail
several meetings during the day and
cover significant discrete developments as well as plans for the future.
Hugo Montenegro will demonstrate
how quadmsonic sound works, using cuts from several of his RCA
LP's. Montenegro will explain how
he arranges music for the 4-channel
medium.
Irwin Tarr of Panasonic in New
York is coordinating the meeting.
And on behalf of the quadmsonic
discrete group, Ken Glancy, RCA
Records president, sent out special
invitations to key record executives

All accommodations at the
Grosvenor House are at present
fully booked although a few extra
rooms, which were reserved for
speakers at the conference but which

will not now

be required, are to be
made available shortly.

Considerable interest is expected
to be shown in the IMIC -5 classical
forum in the afternoon of May 8.
The forum will explore all aspects of
the classical music industry with a
panel representing performance,
recording, broadcasting, publishing,
retailing and promotion.
Chaired by John Lade, head of
BBC gramophone programs, the
panel will include Peter Andry, EMI
international classical division
chief; Eric Bravington. London
Philharmonic orchestra general
manager; Leonard Burton, consultant; John Denison. director of the
South Bank concert halls; contemporary composer Stephen Dodgson;
Henry Fogel, program director of
WONO radio, Syracuse, N.Y.: Alan
Frank, manager, music department,
Oxford University Press; Peter
Goodchild, Decca classical promotie manager; the Earl of Hare wood, Sadler's Wells Opera managing director; Richard Kaye. vice
president of WCRB radio, Boston,
Mass.; Dorothee Koehler, Deutsche
Grammophon classical promotion
manager; John Mitchell, classical
product retailer; Peter Munves,
RCA Red Seal classical marketing
manager, U.S.; Paul Myers, CBS
Europe masterworks director; Anthony Pollard, publisher and managing editor of the Gramophone;
David Rothfeld, vice president at
Korvettes, N.Y.; Warren Syer, High
Fidelity Magazine publisher; and
Evan Senor, Music Week classical
editor.

"There's a rumor
going around about
a company that designs
great record covers &

last week.
In effect, the meeting will be a
summit meeting, since most of the
major names in discrete quadmsonic
will be there, including Vie Goh of

liners, ads, tape labels,
catalogs plus 8 other
fascinating services."

JYC /Nivico; Claude Nobs of WEA
International in Montreux, Switzerland; Glancy; Dave Heneberry and
John PudweB of RCA Records, New
York; Tarr of National /Panasonic,
New York and John Eargle of JME
Associates in Los Angeles, a liaison
firm for the major quadrasonic ex-

The panel will present all possible
ways of widening the field for per.
formance, recording and exploitation of classical music worldwide.
Attending delegates will have the
opponunitÿ to ask questions and
raise their own problems for discus.

ponents.

Persons interested in ascending
IMIC -5 who have not registered. are
advised to wire the IMIC office in

"To find out more
about this rumor call-.."
c
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Though not a pan of the progress
report sessions, RCA Records will
conduct a special luncheon for the
press on May 9 to announce new details in regards to RCA's quadmsonic drive.

Mon.

London care of Billboard. Hotel accommodations will have to be taken
care of separately.

Their NewAlbum on Elektra Records

1-

2-

4-

On Tour: May
Harrisburg Arena, Harrisburg, Pa. May
Fairgrounds /Agricultural Hall, Allentown, Pa. May 3 -Kings College, Wilkes -Barre, Pa. May
Palace Theatre, Waterbury,
May
7.11
-Urie
Theatre,
N.Y.C.
May
14
-Syria
Mosque,
Pitt.,
Pa.
May
15Constitution
Hall,
Wash.,
D.C.
May
16Municipal
Aud.,
Conn.
Charleston, S.C. May 17 -Fox Theatre,
Atlanta, Ga. May 18-Knoxville Col., Knoxville, Tenn. May 20- Masonic Temple, Detroit, Mich. May 21- Auditorium Theatre, Chicago, Ill. May 22-Milwaukee Aud., Milwaukee,
W is. May 23- Morris Civic Ctr., South Bend. Ind. May 24-Toledo Sports Arena, Toledo. Ohio. May 21 -Allen Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio. May 26-Ohio St. Univ., Mershon Aud. May 27
Shubert Theatre, Phil., Pa.
-Massey Hall, Toronto, Ontario, Can. May 314une

1-
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Broadcasters Take Aim at Record Royalty In Bill
Consinued from page

1

tensing in the copyright law, with
payment by radio and TV stations
based on 2 percent of their net take
from advertising sponsors.
Pro -rated formulas would be devisad by the U.S. Copyright Office

for stations using little music and
exemptions are provided for smaller
stations. The money collected would
be divided half to copyright owners
(record producers) and half to per formers.

The performance royalty for

recordings is not to be confused with
the record copyright protection
against unauthorized duplication,
which is solid in the bill. The life or
death of the performance royalty for
copyrighted recordings will not affect the antipiracy aspects.

The right to protection by copyright for recordings made on or after
Feb. IS, 1972, is virtually assured
passage this year
not in the overall copyright revision bill, then in the
antipiracy bill by Rep. Robert W.
Kastenmeier, chairman of the

-if

House copyrights subcommittee.
Both the revision bill and the separate Kastenmeier bill have tough
penalties for record piracy and
record counterfeiting, ranging from
three to seven years maximum
prison sentences, and 525,000 to
550,000 maximum in fines.
Looking further into the future,
which is shaky for the revision bill
because of the time shortage and impeachment proceedings -even if the

Judiciary Committee retains the
record performance royalty, broadcasters will take the battle to the
floor vote. And beyond that, the
House side may be even tougher to
win over.
Still, proponents of the record
royalty have some strong defenders
on Capitol Hill- including Sen.
John L. McClellan, author of the revision bill. The majority vote of his
copyrights subcommittee was so
firm for record royalty that broadcasters gave up the attempt to
change it. saving all their ammunition for the full committee.
Also, there is more room for argument in the fact that the broadcasters who so resent the payment
for play of recordings are hot after
royalties from cable TV which picks
up their copyrighted programming
from TV stations.

PVC Faces

Slowdown

Continued from page 1
permanent will be made by OSHA.
Plans call for public hearings on the
matter to begin in a few weeks.
Meanwhile. industry reaction to
the toting has been mixed. John
Herman of Bordon Chemical says
that such a regulation will definitely
cut into PVC production. Others,
who asked not to be identified.
stated that they would take a wail and -see attitude. They say the ruling
could force the installation of costly

equipment, which could further
raise prices and could also create a
general slowdown in the production
process

Would all @! *'i.* break loose if your parcel
didn't get to New York by 2 p.m. today?
Don't worry. Just get your parcel to the nearest American airport passenger ticket counter 30 minutes before
departure time and it will be on its way, on the flight you
specify. Then call your receiver and give him the flight
and ticket number. He can pick up the parcel minutes
after arrival at the baggage service office.
The fastest way to send 50 pounds or less. This like you- took -it- yourself service applies to any parcel*
weighing up to 50 pounds and measuring no more
than 90 inches in combination of length, height,
and width.

Goes wherever American flies. Priority
Parcel Service is available on all daily jet
flights -to every domestic city American
flies
which covers 82% of American
-industry.
Charge the charges. American's charges

-

are based on airport to airport service. You pay as you
would for your airline ticket. Cash, check, any acceptable credit card -or well bill you later. If you need pickup and delivery, we can arrange it. For more information
call American in the Yellow Pages.

American Airlines Freight System
633 Thnd Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10017. US.A

;jf;(

American's
Priority arcel
Service t0
¡ the rescue!

-Carriage of Inners subject to Privale Express Statures and applicable tarns
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of polymers and

PVC.

Under the regulation, OSHA field
representatives will be monitoring
polymer and PVC plants with portable air sampling machines. Cooperation with concerned plants will
also be sought They will be encouraged, on a voluntary basis, to install
air sampling systems if they don't already have them.
Offenders, depending an the severity of the case, could face either
criminal or civil charges. Al the discretion of the court, criminal offenders could receive upwards of a
510.000 fine or a two-year jail term.
In a civil suit, the penalty can run as
high as $1.000 a day for the period of
encroachment.
While not committing the agency
to permanent approval of the regulation. the spokesman states that a
strong push will be made on the part
of OSHA, and that it is his feeling
that a permanent regulation would
go into effect.
In either case, explains the spokesman, the regulation will not affect
pressing plants and the actual handling of record compound. 'We are

mainly concerned with mono polymer."

"Copolymers do
not seem to present a health problem, and will not fall under stringent
regulations."
OSHA, as an administrative arm
of the U.S. Department of Labor, is
responsible for the administration of
the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970. In the case of an emergency ruling such as this, or in the
case of permanent rulings under its
jurisdiction, legislative approval is
not necessary.
he says.

Produced by

Snuff Garrett for
Garrett Music Enterprises

From Chér's soon to be released LP "Dark Lady."

.MCA RECORDS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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General News

Ogden Will
Go Outdoor
In Concerts
Continued from page
dons

GRAND FUNK DONATION: Grand Funk Railroad members take time out from
their concert tour to help out the American Red Cross by one of the best ways
available- giving blood. The group also filmed a Red Cross short to help en.

courage teenagers to role up their own sleeves for

a

personal donation.

Finns Donate to Cook Testimonial
LOS ANGELES -Fifteen firms have become the first donors to the June 6
Music -Appliance- Radio -TV industries testimonial dinner to Hal Cook, June 6
at the Beverly Hilton.
They include: ABC /Dunhill, Beechwood Music, Capitol, Columbia. Ivy
Hill Communications, MCA Recording Studio, RCA, 20th Century, Warner
Bros., Warner /Atlantic /Elektra, Warner Communications, Platt Music,
Mitchell, Silberberg & Knapp, Harold & Lois Haydn Foundation and Kesler
Marketing. Proceeds from the MART chapter's dinner go to the City of Hope

1

Chart's Oldies May
Hearld New Sound
By BOB KIRSCH

3

of Boston; four musical events

produced by Boston Summerthing
at Boston University's Nickerson
Field: and another four concerts
packaged by Headlight Productions
scheduled for Ogden 's own Scarborough Downs Track in Maine.
Stephens states that negotiations
are near completion for Don Law
Productions to present six concerts
at a newly developed site utilizing
the grandstand facilities at Suffolk
Downs, near Boston. another Ogden

track property.
In addition, Stephen says that six
to eight Other major sites are' under
consideration for concert program
development this summer, including
the stadium at Kent Stale University, Atco Dragway near Philadelphia, Aquanaut Park in Stratton,
Ohio and National Trails Raceway
in Newark, Ohio.

LOS ANGELES -There is a feeling among many in the music business that popular music "rejuvenates" itself every 10 years, often
drawing on the songs of the previous
peak period of excitement as a
springboard. This week's Hot 100
may help bear out that theory with
ICI of the lunes being covers of oldies.

The "cycle" theory (Richard Nader being one exponent) in pop music most often rakes the form that
something new and very different
happens in the fourth year of every
decade, peaks in the last year and
there is a five -year period of more or
less status quo in between.
The five-year period is not necessarily a dull one, but the feeling is it
often fails to produce anything
along the lines of a Beatles or Rolling Stones (1964), Presley (1954 -55)
or Sinatra (mid -1940s).

ATV MUSIC CORP.

hospital.

Trust In Older Catalogs:
New Avenues Exploited

l

By

YIay Pt-

Qe
i

IS MOVING TO
489 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
TEL:
(212) 682 -8400
TELEX: 236920 CAM UR

CABLE: CAMUSAINC

CLAUDE HALL

LOS ANGELES -The longevity
of the standard music catalog has
taken a sharp nosedive over the past
few years and it takes a hustling mesic publisher to put new life back
into old tunes, stales Sam Trust,
president of the ATV Music Corp.,
here. Consequently, you have to
find new areas for exploitation.
"The longevity of the old music
catalog is just not there anymore.
There's just sonata new good material coming out today that the longevity of the older song has been virtually wiped out.
"It's not that a good music publisher can't wring value out of an
older catalog, but you have to know
what you're doing. For instance, it's
harder today than ever before to
take a standard and work it into the

Hot 100 Chan.
"However, there are more avenues of exploitation -you have the
custom divisions at most labels now
and the televisaon advertising operations such as K -Tel. We worked
with Capitol Records this past
Christmas on a custom premium album of Nat King Cole singing
Christmas songs. The idea really
came from Ernie Dominy at Capitol.
But there were 1.4 million copies of
that LP sold via Safeway, copyrights
that were previously lying fallow.
"There's an attitude in publishing
that one shouldn't get involved in
packages like this at lower rates ...
but I'd have been a fool not to work
with Capitol on this package ... not
just because of the money that one
LP earned for us, but because of the
side benefits.

"In January,

starred getting
requests, for instance, from schools
I

Corp. in the states a year ago. has
Clife Stone as general manager of
the country music division, with
Corky Mayberry heading up Granite Records. Veteran radio air personality Charlie Williams operates
the Nashville publishing office. In
Los Angeles, working in the publishing wing, are general professional
manager Butch Parker, Mal Williams and Curtis Stone. Steve Love
works in New York.
Before the launching of ATV Music Corp., ATV had been handled in
the U.S. by agents. The parent firm
in London operates Pye Records,
TV studios, theaters, music publishing operations and movie operations.
Besides working European copyrights. Trust set out to sign writers
for the U.S. operation and now has a

staff of them. In addition, he bought
the Attache Musk catalog last February from Lee Hazelwood and Joe
Nixon -a catalog he expects to
amortize fairly quickly and this is
just the first of several possible acquisitions. Some of the projects just
now being undertaken involve handling publishing for key record producers recording projects.
For instance, Jerry Williams in
Muscles Shoals has just cut an album with Charlie Whitehead and
some other artists. ATV Music will
handle the publishing interests. And
ATV Music is now negotiating a label deal for Lowell Futon. while
Tom Bahler has just been produced
for Capitol Records. Another project
involved Ron Fraiser for Granite
Records, with the first single "St.
Susanna Lullabye."

The other segment of the theory is
that before the advent of something
radically new. artists draw brandy
on predecessors. Presley, for example, drew very heavily on Southern blues music, while the British
bands seemed to concentrate on
American urban blues.

If that theory

followed, we see
that this week's Hot 100 includes
Grand Funk's version of Little Eva's
"The Loco- Motion" in the No. I
slot, a hit first in 1962. In the No. 7
spot is "Hooked on a Feeling" from
Blue Swede, initially a hit for BJ.
Thomas in 1969. Bobby Womack is
resting in the No. 18 spot with
"Lookin' for a Love," a hit several
is

years ago.

At

former top 10 disk. is
"Mockingbird" from Carly Simon &
lames Taylor- The record was first a
hit for Inez & Charlie Fox in 1963.
Bill Haley & His Comets are at 49
with their original "Rock Around
the Clock," first a hit some 20 years
33, and a

ago.

more modem vein is Anne
Murray's cover of the Beatles'"You
Won't See Me" at 61 and Linda
Ronstadt's
version
of the
Springfield's "Silver Threads and
Golden Needles," at 74. Dusty
Springfield was an original member
of this band.
In

a

Leon Russell is at 79 with his version of Tim Hardin's "If Were a
Carpenter." Hardin was considered
one of the most progressive writers
of his time and Bobby Darin had a
major hit with the song in 1966. Finally, the DeFranco Family enters
the chart at 84 with a version of the
Drifters classic "Save the Last
Dance For Me."
1

By contrast, five years ago at this
time there were only five oldies on
the chart, none of them above the
No. 67 slot.

Ten years ago. however, there
were 11 covers of oldies on the Hot
100, and a decade ago was when the
last period of "total excitement"
supposedly occurred.

number of
these covers were by British groups,
The Beatles were in the No. right
slot with a cover of the Isley Brothers' "Twist and Shout," the
Searchers at 24 with a cover of
Jackie DeShannons "Needles and
Pins," the Dave Clark Five had entered the charts at 53 with their version of the Contours'"Do You Love
Me" and the Rolling Stoneswere enjoying their first U.S. chart hit with
Buddy Holly's "Not Fade Away" at

Not surprisingly,

a

98.

At the some time, the Kingsmen
had the No. 16 disk in the nation
with a cover of Barrett Strong's classic "Money" and both Skeeter Davis
and Tracey Dey were charted with
Patience & Prudence's "Gonna Get
Along Without You Now."

for choral arrangements of 'A

C.A.M. -U.S.A., INC. (BM1)
CAMERICA MUSIC, INC. (ASCAP)
CAM PRODUCTIONS

Cradle in Bethlehem' that was on
that Cole LP. I now feel that song
could become a Christmas standard
and I'm trying to get Capitol to release a single this year on it by Cole.
When I heard that song the first time
from the LP, 1 got chills, it was that
good."
The best way to exploit a music
catalog, he says. is to find out where
it hasn't been used before. "So, what
we've tried to do this past year is expand the base of those copyrights
into other fields ... such as country
music and soul."
Trust, who launched ATV Music
www.americanradiohistory.com

Pye Will Take Over Vogue
And Turn It Into Jazz Line
LONDON -Pyc Records will take over the Vogue Records label here and
revamp it to predominendy ajazz line, according to Louis Benjamin, head of
Pye. Featuring jazz product from several labels, including some in the U.S., the
Vogue jazz series will be supported by "especial marketing concept," he says.
The label will bear the statement that it's a Pye recording, but also give credit
to the source of the particular product.
Among the jazz product featured in the new series. Benjamin says, will be
material from Roulette Records and GNP /Crescendo Records in the U.S., Pye
Records, and the French -based Vogue. There is a good chance that Vanguard
Records material will also be featured in the series, which will he launched in
the U.K. in September.

BILLY COBHAM:

\ew dbum Crosswinc
on Atlantic Records and Tapes

SD 7300

Produced by William

E.

Cobhom

Jr.

and Ken Scott for Bdhom Cobly Prod. Inc.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MIDWEST BREAK WITH TV

WSP 2-Steps `Black Gold' Set
By

LOS ANGELES -Warner Special
Products, which pioneered the massive TV spot -backed special LP net
through two-step distribution, is
selling its second package, "Black
Gold," through its Cleveland and
Chicago W /E /A distributor
branches to mass users.
Like the first campaign, the 24-cut
set, culled from Atlantic and its custom labels catalog, is breaking in the
Midwest (Billboard, July 14, 1973).
The two-LP set, containing 24
classic R &B full -length excerpts,
will retail for $5.88. Both sets are
prominently factory price- stickered
to help store personnel. Eight -track
tape in a special elongated "spaghetti" box to deter theft goes for
s7.88.

Mickey Kapp, vice president and
general manager of WSP, notes the
package will sell to rackjobbers and
mass usees, who will then put it into
retail record /tape stores and racked
accounts. Like its predecessor. "Superstars of the '70s," the all -star soul
package will be backed by a
$500,000 TV spot campaign in the
Midwest break -in. Kapp emphasized that WSP is creating the TV
spot LP campaign to bring record
buyers back into record /tape out-

ods. No more than four retailers will
be tagged per spot. WSP has created
two 60- and 30- second spots and a
10- second reminder.

The earlier "Superstar" package,
which has been selling in the Midwest and East Coast, begins in the
West June 10, with the South and
Southwest still to be determined.
Plans call for "Black Gold" to tee
off in the East July 10. Participating
dealers get two-weeks' advance notice for sell-off at the campaign's
end. Participating mass merchandisers have two months to make their
returns, alter the expiration date.

To stimulate correlative LP sales,
all excerpts are completely identified as to album origination and
producers. Each cut features a different artist or artists. They include:
Aretha Franklin, Percy Sledge, Roberta Flack and Donny Hathaway,

RIAA
Record

lets.

p
in
-a

m

Kapp says that Ali Miller, national sales manager for WSP, spent
$300,000 in a demographic study of
the best shows for video participation. WSP representatives have partonally gone through the Midwest,
buying prime time spots.
In contrast, he points out that
most direct -mail and traffic outlet
TV packages buy low -cost time peri-

Á

i

7" - 33's

_

LITTLE

LP's

We also make big

LP's-45's--13 trackscassettes

JOHN SIPPEL

Winners_
Singles
Gladys Knight and the Pips' "Best
Thing That Ever Happened to Me"
on Buddah; this is their third single
from the "Imagination" LP which is
already gold.
Redbone's "Come and Get Your
Love" on Epic: group's first gold
disk.
MFSB (Mother, Father, Sister,
Brother's) "The Sound of Philadelphia" on Philadelphia International; debut release for Gamble Huff studio hand as artists.
Blue Swedes "Hooked on a Feeling" on EMI; disk is the Swedish
group's first American gold disk.
Grand Funk's "The Loco-Motion"
on Capitol. Their second gold single
for the label.

Albums
Charlie Rich's -very Special
Write for Price List
New Vork Office
160 East 66th St. 1212) 966-3185
Phitedelphia Plant,
925 N. 3m Street, Philadelphia
1215) MA 7 -2277

Love" on Epic; this is his fourth gold
LP.
Herbie Hancock's "Headhunter"
on Columbia; disk is his first gold
certification.

Otis Redding, Jackie Moore, Booker

T. &The MG's, R.B. Greeves, the
Drifters, Sam & Dave, the Persuaders, Clarence Caner, Manu Dibango, Hathaway solo, Betty

Executive Turntable
Continued from page 4

named executive vice president of Radio Shack. He will be responsible for the establishment and execution of operating policies and
procedures for the company's more than 2,000 retail stores in the
U.S. and Canada.

Wright, Ben E. King, Joe Tex, Carla
Thomas, Brook Benton,King Curtis,
Roberta Flack, King Floyd, the
Spinners, the Beginning of the End
and Wilson Pickett.

Cybill's LP
Set to Bow

NEW YORK -An extensive

media campaign by Famous Music

will launch "Cybill Does It ... To
Cole Porter," debut album by actress /model Cybill Shepherd.
The album itself will contain a
20x30 inch, full -color poster of Ms.
Shepard and is being released this
week. Live television interviews are
slated on WNEW -TV's "Midday
Live" on Monday (29) and for "The
Pat Collins Show" on WCBS -TV on
Tuesday (30) with both Ms. Shepherd and Peter Bogdanovich, the
LP's director.
A saturation press publicity drive,
jointly coordinated by Paramount
Records and Paramount Pictures,
has been set. A massive album advertising program will include large
ads in consumer papers across the
country. The album contains unexpurgated lyrics to some of Porter's
most popular songs.
The campaign will open with a
cocktail reception Tuesday (30) at
the RCA recording studio here,
hosted by Paramount Pictures president, Frank Yablans.A slide presentation will follow, which will feature
pictures of Ms. Shepherd, with assorted album cuts playing in the
background.

Cashman, West Sign
RCA

Production Pact

NEW YORK -RCA Records has
signed an exclusive production
agreement with Terry Cashman and
Tommy West whereby the duo will
produce Jim Dawson for the label.
Dawson's first RCA album, to be

SCHEFFER

ROSEN

SUTTLE

LAPATIN

Stephen Scheffer has been appointed vice president of marketing for Polydor Inc. He is responsible for sales, packaging, advertising, market research and merchandising of all Polydor product,
which now includes MGM Records, as well as the Polydor and
Deutsche Grammaphon labels. He has been with Polydor since
January of 1973.... Mike Slade has been appointed general manager of Elektra /Asylum's Nashville office. He is responsible for
coordinating the company's Nashville operations and its promotional efforts on behalf of the firm's Nashville -based artists. He was
most recently an independent promotion man.... Arnold Rosen
has been named manager, standard and educational division, for
Warner Bros. Music. He is responsible for publications, from concept through distribution, for all WB material other than contemporary folios and sheet music. Rosen was previously with Alfred
Publishing Co.... Nat LaPatin has been appointed national director of sales and promotion for the Flying Dutchman labels. He was
most recently New York promotion manager for RCA Records.
Assisting LaPatin is Joan Tatora, formerly with Elektra Records
and RCA, where she worked in sales and promotion.

*

*

*

Bob Epstein has been named president of Dragon Records in
Los Angeles and set Southern California distribution with All
West. George St. John and the Glory Band record for label....
Pete 'Milton has been promoted to head of national singles promotion at MCA Records, Los Angeles, reporting to promotion vice
president Vince Cosgrave. Gidton has been Detroit branch sales
manager since 1972. He has been with the firm since 1961, starting
in a Decca warehouse.

*

*

*

At RCA Charles Gerhardt and George Korngold have been
named as a production team for special Red Seal projects. They
headquarter in London.... William Simon and Dom Cerufi have

been named producers for the Reader's Digest Recorded Music
Division. They will be responsible for conceiving and developing
Digest direct -mail record packages and songbooks. Both headquarter in New York.... Diane Desmond, formerly national promotion director of Neighborhood Records, has been appointed executive director of the New York Chapter of NARAS. She replaces
Jean Kaptow, who has joined a major mass merchandising store as
head of its personnel department.

produced by Cashwest Productions,
Cashman and West's production
firm, is called "Jim Dawson," and
will be released in June.
Plans call for Dawson to embark
on an extensive concert tour to tie in
with the album's release.

For Total Capability in Custom

Mastering, Plating, Pressing, Printing
Compatible
Discrete
4- Channel
Records
CONTACT:

(213) 467-1166

CJVC Cutting Center, Inc.
RCA Bldg., Suite 500
6363 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, California 90028

Fmhard Creamer pnoto

HAPPY GUEST -Ringo Starr enjoys the happiness of an Easter Sunday
broadcast of the "Flo and Eddie Show" on KROQ.AM /FM in Los Angeles.
Ringo was a surprise guest on the program in a studio obviously filled with

other funbvers.
www.americanradiohistory.com

When we say the Mellotron is truly
a unique instrument creating unbelievable sounds, don't take our
word for it. Take it from the groups
that are using Mellotrons and from
the dealers that are selling Mellotrons, the best endorsements in

the world!
Rolling Stones
Jethro Tull
Moody Blues
Spirit
Jefferson Airplane Kinks
Yes

Traffic

King Crimson
Chicago
Alice Cooper
Richie Havens
Todd Rundgren
Mahavishnu Ordh.
Rick Wakeman
10 Years After
Elton John

Procul Harum
Ground Hogs

Genesis

David Bowie
Raspberries
ELP

Led Zeppelin
Fleetwood Mac
Santana

John Lennon
Cat Stevens
Stevie Wonder
Mike Pinder
George Harrison
Peter Yarrow

Argent
Bee Gee's

Wings
Beach Boys

Ray Stevens
Savoy Brown

Hollies
Strawbs
Pink Floyd
T Rex

Stories
Al Kooper
Felix Pappalardi

NA1-11aVe

R

ta

Photo by Gail Collins

the Bést Endorsements
in the'Mrki
Arnold & Morgan Music Co.
Garland, TX
D -Sharp Service Center
Louisville, KY
Ace Music
North Miami, FL
Discount Music
Orlando, FL
Metro Music Center
Atlanta, GA
Modern Music Co.
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Lipham Music
Gainesville, FL
Mascara Music
Belleville, NJ
Pampalone Music
Medford, MA

AAA Swing City Music
Collinsville, IL
Chagrin Falls Music Center
Chagrin Falls, OH

Md

Ralph Nielsen

Di Fiore's Music House
Cleveland, OH

Starhird
Portland, ME
West L. A. Music
West Los Angeles, CA

Guitar Center°
Hollywood, CA
Leo's
Oakland, CA
Roselle Music
Roselle, IL
Specialty Sound Co.
Monroe, LA
Don D's
Memphis, TE
Paulson Sound Service
Fargo, ND
Freedom Recorders
Minneapolis, MN
Professional Music Co.
New Orleans, LA
Massimino Music Co.
Detroit, MI

Manny's Music
New York, NY
Sam Ash, Inc.
New York, NY
Hempstead, Long Island, NY
White Plains, NY
Drome Sound
Schenectady, NY
Kubera Music Store
Buffalo, NY
Mararini Music
Lancaster, PA
Music City
Cherry Hill, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Oseicki Brothers Music Center

Rockford, IL
Del City Music
Oklahoma City, OK
Drum Shop
Las Vegas, NV

Guitar Shop
Albuquerque, NM
Dannys
El Paso, TX
Rock Shop
Springfield, MO
Drum Shop
Wilmington, DE
Mason Music
Norfolk, VA
Trend Music
Charlotte, NC
Washington Music Center
Wheaton, MD
Yeager's Music Stores, Inc.
Baltimore, MD
Brook Mays Supermarket
Houston, TX

I%
CM

%II

For

Erie, PA
West Allis Music
Milwaukee, WI

Swallen's

Cincinnati, OH
Carl's Music

Lexington, KY
Cotton Music Center
Nashville, TN

Mellotron T-shirt send your
size along with a certified check or
money order for 53.00 to:
a

DolbsMusic Industrieslum ltd
301 ISIAND RQ,MAHVAH, N1 07430 201

www.americanradiohistory.com
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6

NAT FREFDI..OND

By

LOS ANGELES -This summer

will

jammed with "California
Jam " -styled big rock shows
be

throughout the country,

if

the
plans by major promoters in every
region of the U.S. come to fruition.
Agents and managers of top
rock acts report they are being barraged with inquiries on the avail-

Sahara Hotel lounge, Los Vegas
30.millionrecad singing group's altime

hit "Sincerely') was re.released on

a

ability of their artists for projected
dates at rock festivals aimed at attracting audiences in excess of
100,000 to sites such as race tracks
or large stadiums.

Promoters questioned about
their summer festival plans are
playing it close ro the vest and off
the record, claiming that it is still

Columbia

album la coincide with their recent Las Vegas
stand. The Four Aces' 45.minute act is nostalgia
time with just enough canent chart favorites to
keep all the multi.aged crowd applauding.

Separately and collectively they sing as well
as they did 20 years ago. For versatility they

have added a straw hat and cane dance routine

choreographed by Harry King. Their version of
"Bad, Bad Leroy Brown" s lun. Only downer n a
weak section of house musicians which backs
them through their three shows nightly.
LAURA DENI

Palomino, Los Angeles
Rick Nelson may still be known primarily as a
rock star, but his return engagement here April
19 showed again that he is equally capable of

pleasing

that he

FROM

country

a

as

well as

pop audience and

a

able to adjust his material appropm

is

Maly.
While the crowd may not have been one's

typical country audience, neither was it a rock
audience. Nelson draws an interesting mixture

OF

MARVIN HAMLISCH

when he plays here and he works his set accord.

ingly.
Older rock lunes such as "Hello Mary

"Traerla' Man"

and "Pm

Lou.'

Welkin'" fit well, but

he also intersperses pure country tuna such as
"The Badge Is Oul" and hybrid songs like his

new single, "One Night Stand."

Nelson's group, the Stone Canyon Band. n a
fine backup both instrumentally and vocally.

il

and

fillip

rangements original.
Them

DANNY DAVIS
LESTER SILL

s

a

great deal of talk these days

uts who

can appeal strongly to both

around

the

of

ad.

country and
pop audiences, and the line stretching half way
Palomino

should

enough that Rick Nelson

AND

is

testimony
certainly near the

top deny such list.

be

BOBRIRSCH

Troubadour, Jos Angeles
after ha "Speak to the Sky" hit the
national top 20, Springfield is finally beginning
Two years

Everybody thanks the people
But,

possible."
We Were,"

I

a

who made it

in the case of "The Way

want everyone to know exactly

who you are!

concenlraled lour and while he shows

good guitarist and an inter

la

songs seemed to lack the promise he exhibited
few years back.

primarily young audience (which was very mac
in evidence here) and they seemed to find n
fault with him. The young Australian has, how
ever, showed too much in the past and his basi

talent

'n

too strong for him to be written off

fa

one below par evening, especially when one con

eiders the long layoff due to U.S. immigralio
rules. Hs next round of the clubs should be th
one to watch more closely.
Casey Kelly wasted almost hall his time tun
ing his guitar, trying to decide what tongs t

play and Trying to figure out who in he

gm

should be playing what instrument and in wha
key. His parodies of the Beach Boys seeme
dated and his chatter between songs seemed
more like an excuse to use up time rather tha

a

good

Unsurpassed in Quality

GLOSSY
PHOTOS

EACH

IN

1000 LOTS

s60oo

,14ss

100 Bz10

COLOR

101/4¢

$85

PRINTS

$175

COLOR LITHO

en,

DOLOR POSTCARDS

toso

$120
pee
3000

MOUNTED

20'KS0"30"X40"

ENLARGEMENTS $9.00

014.00

o11o9raPhérr
A

Donna of 1AMES l. KRIEGSMANN
165 W. 461h St, N.Y. 10036
(212) PL 74233
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GRC photo

talk to the audience. Kelly has done goad mate
vial in the past ( "Poor
here indicates he has

SWIM his appearanc
a

lot of hard work ahead of

him.

60B KIRSCH

EDDIE PALMIERI
Pasta House, Los Angeles
Latino pianist'bendleader Eddie Palmieri is a
prime exponent of the New Yak salsa style
which is providing long.overdue updating to
Latin musk. Salsa adds a sprinkling of soul ele.
meats to the predominantly Puedo Rican ao

prmth to the Latin sound

in New York.

Whatever you call his sound, Palmieri is one
of the gutsiest and most satisfying keyboard
a shame that the con.
ditions under which he played, during a rare
California jaunt recently, gave perfect examples
of why mason! production know .how has
crowded most other forms of music out of the
m ainstrean marketplace.

Like

most

Latin groups, Palmierìs eight.

mainly acoustic. Headlining a Pal.
tedium dance April 20. Palmieri had to play

CUSTOM

do"""`'"/

a

club Me size of the Troubadour and many of há

piece outfit

1000 POSTCARDS

Heartfelt thanks,

Springfield b

eating showman, but he was lar too loud

players around today. It's

RICK SPRINGFIELD
CASEY KELLY

ALL THE FIELD PERSONNEL AT
SCREEN GEMS:

sullen

playing over the past several years showed dui
ing he April 21 performance.

steel guitarist M Perkins did a highly

commendable job. As for Nelson himself, he is a
hr better guitarist than most give him credit for
and, as always, his vocals are steady and his ar.

TO:

deal of promise, the effects of very

Newon
The Charts

At the moment, the artist is appealing to

RICK NELSON

THE

premature to make any firm announcements.
However, it has been persistently reported that syndicates
including Bill Graham have taken
summer options for rock events at
Ontario Motor Speedway and the
Los Angeles Coliseum.
(Coutinned on page 28)

Talent in Action

THE FOUR ACES
The

-

Summer of '74: Get Ready for Jams
California Style -to Rock Across U.S.

N

through a public address system that sounded
like a ruptured kazoo while tickets were priced
by the promoter at an outlandish $IS. Al the

RICK CUNHA

"I'm a Yoyo Man " -R1
An irresistible country -pop
steamer with wacky early -Roger
Miller lyrics about drifting lifestyle
and Doug Kershaw -style fiddle riff,
produced by Nashville stalwart Ken
Mansfield, is solo debut of L.A. session veteran Cunha, 30. Of Portuguese- Hawaiian -Texan parentage,
Cunha played guitar and sang with
folk groups on the West Coast since
1963 with musicians who went on to
found the Eagles and Burrito Bros.
Since '66 he concentrated on backing other artists, working on his own
songs in spare time. Adanna's GRC
label bought the Cunha -Mansfield
master, signing the artist to their associated management firm, Jason. if
the record keeps climbing, Cunha
probably won't be much longer at
his gig running the L.A. Troubadour's Monday hoot nights.

Pasta House, an Italian restaurant where East

LA's Chiare community borders downtown.
Palmieri got to perform on a tiny stage that had
neither a sound mixer nor adjustable lights. And
the Pasta House has, by default, become the
city's most important Latin room lei the past
several years

Asa result, Palmierï s April 22 opening al the
club nearly drowned out the sound of his piano
and an excellent violin soloist behind the cut.
ling blare of horns and cowbell. Still. nothing
could slop the crude excitement of the final up.
tempo numbers in the set. There's no reason
why pure salsa shouldn't have the same hon.
ored relationship to Latint rock as authentic

blues does to rock in mass audience

anomie.

NATFREEDUIID

Lion.

JANISTAN
ERIC KA2
MariS Kansas

00.

New York

comeback at the ripe rid age of 23,
Janis Ian. Columbia Records artist, dearly de.
Making

a

(Comzynred on page 27)

TV to Focus on
Drugs in Rock
NEW YORK- "Geraldo Rivera:
Good- Night, America," a look at the
impact of drug usage on rock music
stars, will air on ABC Television's
"Wide World of Entertainment"
series Wednesday (I).
The 90- minute special will feature
unreleased film footage of Janis lop lin, Jim Morrison and Jimi Hendrix.
The show will also take a glimpse
into the careers of Brian Jones of the
Rolling Stones and Brian Epstein,
the Beatles first manager.
Joining Rivera as in- studio guests
for the program are Grace Slick of
the Jefferson Starship, BJ. Thomas
and author Myra Friedman. who
wrote a biography of Janis Joplin.
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Talent
¡AB entries
Campus appearances by artists are
incorporated into the listings below.
Artists appearing on campus are
marked with an asterisk.

for

Who/Where/When

Who -Where -When should be sent to Helen Wirth,

Billboard I Astor Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10036.)

CAPTAIN BEEFNEART (Mercury):

EAST
BRIAN AUGER (RCA): Joint in the
Walde, Parsippany. N.J., May 9; Sunshine Inn. Asbury Park. N.J. (10).

Max's Kansas City, N.Y., April 24-29.
MAGGIE BELL (Atlantic): Captol Theater, N,J.. May 1.
*JOHN DENVER (RCA); College, New

Haven, Conn., May 9; Music Hall Boston (10); Nassau Coliseum, N.V. (11).
GENESIS (Charisma): Syria Mosque,
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 1:Academy o1 Music, N.Y. (4-5).

GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (Warner
Bros.): Rutgers Stale Univ.. New
Brunswick, N.J., May 2; Yale Univ., University Hall. New Haven. Conn. (11).
LES McCANN (Atlantic): Apollo Theater. N.Y.. May 17 -23; Paul's Mall. Boston (27-June 2).
OSBORNE BROS. (MCA): Sunset Park.
West Grove, Pa., May 26.
SILVERHEAD (MCA): Snippenshurg
College, Pa., May 8; Watch Tower,
Redoing. Pa. (13).
00171E WEST (RCA): Civic Center.
Greenwich. Conn., May 4; Klien Auditorium. Bridgeport Conn. (5).
*FRANK ZAPPA /MOTHERS OF INVENTION (Discreet): Broome County Auditorium, Binghamton, N.Y., May 1; Hoban 6 William Sawn CoIeges, Geneva,
N.Y. (3).

THANKS TO
AUDIOMATIC,
PEOPLE ALL OVER
THE WORLD ARE
LISTENING TO
ELECTRO SOUND.

WEST
CAPTAIN BEEFNEART (Mercury):
Phoenix. Ariz., May 5.
MERLE HAGGARD (Capitol): Community Center. Tucson. Adz.. May 5.
THE LETTERMEN (Capitol): Hamah'a
Club. Lake Tahoe. Celli.. May 3-15.
HATHI McDONALD (Capitol): Whiskey
A Go Go. Los Angeles, May 2.5; KDKB
Rancid, Phoenix. Ariz. (t2).
JOHNNY RUSSELL (RCA): Palomino,
Los Angeles, May2; Winchester 76, Tacoma. Wash. (3-4
STEELY DAN (ABC): Sacramento Memorial Auditorium. Call.. May 3; Civic
Auditorium, Las Vegas (4); Long Beach
Arena, Calif. (5).
JERRY JEFF WALKER (MCA): San
Jose. Catit.. May I.

MIDWEST
CHET ATKINS (RCA): Galesburg,
May

a;

Ill..

Milliken University, Decatur. Ill.

(51.

BRIAN AUGER (RCA): State Univ., Columbos. Ohio. May 11: Kansas City.
Mo. (12)
CAPTAIN BEEFNEART (Mercury): Oklahoma City. Okla., May 7.
CHICAGO (Columbia): Harry Truman
Spans Complex, Kansas City. Mo.. May
11; Assembly Center. Tulsa, Okla. (12);
State Fleldhouse, Wichita. Kansas (13);
Fairgrounds Arena. Oklahoma City,

Okla. (lab
JOHN DENVER (RCA): Kiel Auditorium,
St. Louis. Mo., May 2; Municipal Auditorium. Kansas City, Mo. (5).
DOOBIE BROS. (Warner Bros.): Roberts Stadium, Evansville. Ind., May 2.
GENESIS (Charisma): Massey Hall. Toronto, Canada, May 2.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (Warner
Bros.): Allen Theater, Cleveland. Ohio.
May 3: Ford Aud0Odum. Detroit. Mich.
(4); McCormack Place, Chicago, Ill. (5);
Guthrie Theater, Minneapolis, Minn.
(a).

*JACK

Thanks to Audiomatic's excellent
sales and service organization, people in over 30 countries
are using Electro Sound recording and duplicating equipment.
Audiomatic has done a fine job. And Electro Sound would
like to thank them. So would all of the world.

-

U.S. Office:

Audiomatic Corporation
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
(212) 582 -4870 Cable: Audiomatic.
Telex: 12 -6419

Opening April 27
European Office and Showroom:
4, rue Ficatier, 92400 Courbevoie,
France (Paris). 33.30.90.
Cable: Audiomatic. Telex: 62282

Electro Sound, Inc.
725 Kifer Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245 -6600 Telex: 34-6324
LECTROSND SUVL

GREENE /JEANNIE

SEELY

(RCA): Danville High School Auditorium. Ill.. May 2; Midwest NashvNie. Toledo, Ohio (3); The Nita Gallery, Crystal
City, Mo. (4); Country music Inn,
Wheeling, Ill. (5); New Senior High
School, New Lexington, 05w (12).
LORETTA LYNN (MCA): Massey Hall.
Toronto, Om., May 2; Memorial Hall,
Dayton. Ohio (4): Civic Theater. Akron.
Ohio (5); Hamihon Place, Hamilton,
Ont (9): Taft Theater, Cincinnati, Ohio
(1D); Veterans Memorial AudYnlum,
Columbus, Ohio (11); Masonic Auditorium, Toledo, Ohb (12).
OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN (MCA): Ouinoy
College. Ill., May 4.
OSBORNE BROS. (MCA): Fairgrounds,
Detroit, Mich., May 31.

SUCK OWENS (Capitol): Jr. High
School. Quincy. Ill.. May 3.

OZARK MOUNTAIN DAREDEVILS
(ABM): Southwest Missouri Slate,
Springfield, May 2; Stephens College,
Columbia. Mo. (3): Springfield, Mo. (5).
SUSAN RAYE (Capitol): Quincy, Ill., May
3; Country City, Anchorage, Alaska
(10-11).
SILVERHEAD (MCA): London Arena,
London, Onlarlo, May 11).
STAPLE SINGERS (Sias): Keil Auditorium, St. Louis. Mo., May 17.
JERRY JEFF WALKER (MCA): Minnesota National Speedway, Elko, May
26.

KAREN WHEELER (RCAb Municipal
Auditorium. Sioux Coy. Iowa. April 30;
Civic Memorial, Fargo, N.O., May 1;
Municipal Auditorium. Topeka, Kansas
(2k Century II Concert Hall, Wichita,
Kansas (3); Memorial Auditorium, Kansas City, Kansas (4)

(Continued on page 27)
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TalenE

Who/

New on the Chorts

Where/
When
SOUTH

"Billy.

This foursome from the textile manufacturing town of Nottingham. England has a hit about the American Civil War and a manager, Brian Hart - who
got into music in 1970 after a 15 -year British Army career he left as a major.
"Hero" marks auspicious U.S. chan arrival of writer- producer team Mitch
Murray & Peter Callender of EMI- distributed Bus Stop label. Song is
relentlessly catchy production lilt with "One Tin Soldier" type of anti -war lyrics. London agent is International Artists, U.S. distribution by Phonogram/
Mercury. Paper Lace got spotted by Murray & Callander to do "Hero" via appearance on English TV new -talent showcase, "Opportunity Knocks."

ITolent in Action
Continued from page 20

tediously wound through an overture wile

fined herself as a songwritevpadormer to be
reckoned with March 21.
Backed by a fine three'piece group. Ms. Ian
devoted the greater portion of het out to show.
casing songs from her recently released "Stan"
LP. and the results were never in doubt. Open.

ing with 'The Man You Are In Me," she dis.
played vocal adeptness as well as more than ad.
equate muscianship on the guitar. The same

musicianship

carried

whenever

over

she

switched to playing piano.
Ms. Ian's strong points were divided equally
between her approach to writing lyrics and her

ability

to finesse the end product vocally. One

hitch in the performance, though, was her al.
most compulslan'like chatter on how personal
all her songs are, and would people please refrain from talking, etc. while she is pedaming
11

tended to be

a

distraction

in

dsell. Resides,

when she sang the Sashed house couldn't fad

but to listen. Standout numbers for the set ore
"Stars," "You Cot Me On A String." "Dante
With Me" and "Page Nine."

Atlanta artist Eric

Kea opened the bill, Ac-

companying himself on guitar. Aar worked his
way through mostly original material, offering

little variety along the way. A pleasant performance, but far from beingaverlyentertaining.
JIM MEIANSON

GREGG ALLMAN
COWBOY
Carnegie Holt. New York
Waiting time without

doubt, was the dealt.
ant force throughout Gregg Allman's solo debut
sore April I0.

ter

a

With the concert finally getting under way a6
a 60.minute delay for adjusting sound. light

ing and stage props. the

24pkte

backup band

ticked both aesthetic and practical purpose
And then came Allman. settling down behind a
elecltk organ, with the wail to begin all me
again.
Drowned out musically and vocally by th

badup, Allman waked his way through severs
selections which did little more than rock th
bench he was sitting on. Little time was spare
for an attempt to tabo Allman in under these
conditions, as it was intermission and he vase'
to return untl Cowboy, ala Scott Boyer an
Tommy Talton, did Meir thing for almost

a

half

hour. Although it wasn't their night, Cowboy.

a

part of Allman's rock backup and on their one

did Ait the mark.
Returning on stage, Allman almost brok
through the heaviness which. at This point in th

conch,

began selling in. His vocals were

on

and the rock backup began la take precedence
But it was to nomad, as the sluggishness of th

pre'intermissen selections came back.
Again it was a waiting game, as this fin
around an originally eager audience seemed

wonder

l

t

the Allman They had come to se

would ever

shm up.

He never did. Future sol

gigs by Allman might be more receptive if in

strumenlation n limited to rock backup oat
and Allman does it move on his mn -as he ha
the ability to do.
JIM MUNSON

ALAN STIVELL

LOS ANGELES -Frank Sinatra
will perforan a limited series of concerts in Japan during early July.
Dates are now being booked by Asia
Enter Prise promoters around Sinatra's scheduled June 30 appearance at the annual Tokyo Music
Festival where he will present the
award to the winning vocalist.
Sinatra records have consistently
sold well in Japan. His only previous
live concerts in that country were in

Hunter College Auditorium,
Nell' York
pop
slat music n based an Cal& influences -that
traditional Scottish, Irish and Breton songs and
dances are neither foreign nor dull to the mod.
ern listener, and that the traditional and the
modern can be joined in an effective interplay of
immediacy and antiquity.
Alan Stivell claims that much of current

1960

during

a

world charity lour.

top folk awards in England's prestigious Melody
Maker polls last year. accompanies himself
brilliantly on the medieval Celtic harp, switching
oit oeeasignally to bagpipes. lin whistle and

bombarde (a son of archetypal oboe). Sbvell's
singing n an equally important musical tool; hn

strong dear Iena easily puts across the
song though the lyrics may be
Canto, Breton a Welsh.
sence of

a

N.C.. May 3-4.
°JOHN DENVER (RCA): Barton College,
Little Rock. Ark.. May 3; Hirsch College. Shreveport, La. (4).
OOOBIE BROS. (Warner Bros.): Muon
pal Auditorium, Nashville, Tenn., May
1; Univ. of South Carolina. Clemson (3):
Charlotte. N.C. (4); Municipal Auditorium, Birmingham. Ala. (5); Univ. of
Southern Miss., Haniaburg, (6); Mid South College. Memphis. Tenn. (B); Auburn Univ. Ala. (g); Unarm, Jacksonville, Fla. (10): Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Ga. (11); Munfulpal Auditorium, Mobile. Ala. (12).
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (blamer
Bros.): Lyric Theater. Baltimore. Md..
May 12; Aragon Ballroom, Dallas,
Texas (16 -18).

GREENE/JEANNIE

SEELY

(RCA): Brogden Hal, Wilmington. N.C.,
May 10; Hickory, N.C. (11).
LORETTA LYNN (MCA): Civic Auditorium, Charleston, W. Va.. May 3.
MAIN INGREDIENT (RCA): Scope, Norfolk, Va., May 3.
LES MOGANN (Atlantic): La Bastille
Club. Houston, Texas, May 3-11.
° OLIVIA

NEWTONOHN (MCA) Minot

Slate, N.O., May 9; Univ. of North Dakola, Grand Forks(10); N.D. State Univ.
Fargo (11).

O'JAYS (Epic): Savannah Coliseum,
Ge.. May 2; Charlotte Coliseum. N.C.
(3): Macon Coliseum. Ga. (4E T. Masterly Armory. Tampa. Fla. (10): Jacksonville Coliseum. Fla. (11).
OSBORNE BROS. (MCA): Mountaineer
Opta, Milton, W. Va., May 4; Freedom
Holt- Fairgrounds, Louisville. Ky. (Sy
Knoxville Civic Coliseum. Tenn. (10

Montgomery County Festival. Troy,
N.C. (18); Tombstone Junction, Park en Lake. Ky. (19): The American Theater, Washington, D.C. (23); VFW Hall,
Hillsville. Va. (25).

BUCK OWENS (Capitol): Rio Palm isle,
Longville, Texas, May 2; Capitol Music
Hall. Wheeling, W. Va. (4): Atlanta. Ga.
(5 -11).

The Breton musician. who walked off with the

Sinatra to Play
Japan Concerts
In Early July

°BRIAN AUGER (RCA): State University.
Tallahassee, Fla.. May 1; Warehouse,
New Orleans, La. (2); Stadium. Jack
son. Miss. (3): Hanstielo Stadium, Mobile, Ala. (4f; Baylrone Center, St. Petersburg. Fla. (5); Hollywood Palace,
Baltimore, Md. (8).
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART(Mercury): Austin. Texas. May 3; Dallas, Texas (4).
CHICAGO (Columbia): Civic Center. El
Paso, Texas. May 1; Auditorium, Aus
5n, Texas (2): Head of Texas Coliseum,
Waco, Texas (3); Coliseum. Houston,
Texas (0 Blaokham Coliseum, Lafayette, La. (5); Civic Center. Monroe, La.
(6); Le Centre Civique da Lake Charles,
La. (7): Memorial Coliseum. Corpus
Christ, Texas (a); Municipal Auditorium, San Antonio. Texas (9h Memorial
Auditorium. Dallas. Texas (101; Ector
County Coliseum. Odessa. Texas (15).
DANNY DAVIS (RCA): Greensboro,

JACK

esin

Accompanied by an electric band of outstanding musicianship and taste. Stivell made
his Amer'an debut before a receptive audito-

rium of fob lams, Bretons, members of the
Hunter Keltic Club and retord tympany representatives. To judge from his impressive per.
formance. Stivell needs only the enthusiastic
support of an American label in order to become
as dynamic and constructive an influence on the
American musk scene as he already b in Europe.
NANCY ERLIL

JOHNNY PAYCHECK (Epic): Big Steel
Club. FL Myers, Fla.. May 1: CPO Open
Mess, Jacksonville Air Station, Fla. (21
Shoals Creek Music Park. Lavoela, Ga.

(4)
SUSAN RAYE (Capitol): Dao Corral.
Midland. Texas, May 1; Wheeling, W.

Va

By BOB KIRSCH
LOS ANGELES -Having three
separate singing identities is not the
easiest task in the world, but Olivia

Newton -John, known

Continued from page 22

PAPER LACE
Don't Be a Hero" -96

Olivia Newton -John Is Split
Personality In Disk World

(q.

SILVERHEAO (MCA): Florida Stale
Unir., Tallahassee, May I; Warehouse.
New Orleans. La. (2); The Stadium.
Jackson, Miss. 13); Hertslield Stadium,
Mobile. Ala (4): Bayeront Center. St.
Petersburg. Fla. (5).

HANK SNOW (RCA): Raceway, Talladega, Ale., May 4.
*STAPLE SINGERS (Sfax): The Scope,
Norfolk, Va. May 3: Unit. of Miami.
Coral Gables, Fla. (4).
NAT STUCKEY (RCA): Civic Memorial.
Fargo. N.D., May 1; Municipal Auditorium. Topeka, Kansas (2); Century II
Coned Hall, Wichita. Kansas (3)1 Memorial Audiorium. Kansas City, Kansas (4).
JERRY JEFF WALKER (MCA): Lubbock, Texas, May3; Austin, Texas(5).

°FRANK ZAPPA /MOTHERS OF INVENTION (Discreet): Constiluton Hall,
Washington. D.C., May 4; William and
Man College. Williamsburg, V. (5).

www.americanradiohistory.com

as

a

pop

singer in England and as a rock and
country star here is managing to
keep strong footholds in all three
areas.
In the U.S., where Ms. Newton John's disks make the Hot 100, she is

inevitably characterized

as

rock.

even though her pop music is of the
softest kind.
At the same lime. however. her
last two records have crossed heavily
into coon try and in some areas of the

nation she is known only as country.
And in Britain. she tours on what she
calls variety shows and plays clubs
as a pop singer.
"1 basically started as a folk singer
in Australia." she says. "and 1 suppose I'm somewhat back to my roots
now. I've always felt that country
and folk had a number of things in
common.
"We really didn't cut 'Let Me Be
There' (the song which hit the top
five on the Hot 100 and country
charts) as a country song. we simply
did it because Ore felt it was a great
song," she continues. "It happens
that I do a lot of country- flavored
songs, because many of them are
gentle. easygoing melodies that fit
my voice. I don't know that much
about country yet. but I'm listening a
lot and really do like it, so I'm Trying to team,"
Oddly enough, "Let Me Be
There' was not a hit in England,
even though it was released twice. "I
think." Ms. Newton -John says, "that
it may have been a bit loo countryish
for the British. at least for now. The
hit I have in England now is 'Long
Live Love,' which is a rock song and
really quite uncharacteristic of my
style. But it was a Eurovision song
and Me fans liked it."
Ms. Newton -John has had a history of steady hits, but not all in the
same country at the same time. Her
first effort, Dyla it's "If Not for You."
was a major hit here and in England
in 1971. "Banks of the Ohio" and
"Country Roads" were among her
other major British hits while "Let
Me Be There" has been her biggest
hit here.
"I think being in the position of
having several identities is actually a
great one," Ms. Newton -John says,
"and though l would rather have my
hits be the same around the world,)
certainly wouldn't mind cutting different songs for different markets."

American lour is not for the Midwest.
and will be 18 days of primarily college concerts. In England, she does
one loura year and appears in clubs.
"J play the kind of shows the family
comes to in England," she adds. "not
just the kids.
"With the kind of music sing the
fans are very loyal and I really don't
(Continued on Daze 281
1

Stein Alive and Well
LOS ANGELES -MCA founder
Jules C. Stein is hule und hearty at
the age of 78. Billboard regrets last
week's erroneous statement of his
decease.

TOP QUALITY

Newton -John's
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"LOST LOVE"?
Memnon, Ltd.
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Talent

'74SummerJamsExpected

Studio Track
By BOB KIRSCH

At Keadun Recorders in Los Angeles. Flash Cadillac has finished its
latest LP. with Toxy French producing and Kent Duncan working the
control boards. Also at Keadun, Billy
Preston has finished his latest effort.
producing himself with Lee Keefer
engineering. Norman Gram' Pablo
Records is also beginning to show a
lot of activity, with Joe Pass Ellis
Fitzgerald, Count Belie and Herb
Ellis all in for sessions at the studio.
In other activity at Kenun, the
Gap Band's debut set for Shelter has
been mixed, and a group called
Springfield Mass. has cut a record
called "Streukin Across the Whole
U.K." The latest Quincy Jones LP
has just been mixed and the latest
Firesign Theatre, produced by Michael Sunday, has been completed.
Also mixed at the studio was Bob
Dylan's latest single for Elektra/Asylun, "Something There Is About

You."

*

Buddah Records flew New York based producer /engineer Ralph
Moss to Sausalito's Music Factory to
mix the soon- to -be- released Edwin

Hawkins Singers live sel which was
cut at New York's Bitter End. Moss
also recently produced Les Variations'"Moroccan Roll."
At Sunwest Recording Studios in
L.A., Buck Herring, producer /engineer has been in finishing a new
single and LP for Myrrh Records'
2nd Chapter of Acts Herring has
also been handling production and
engineering chores for Pat Boone's
latest on Lamb & Lion records.

a

e

sr

Lots of activity at Intermedia Sound
in Boston, reports general manager
and chief engineer Richard "Barred"
Ouelette.J. Cells has been in cutting
a single, with BIII Symczyk produc-

ing. Martin Mull completed his
"SanuBy%" single. Paul Peru, an old
school mate of mine at Clark University in Worcester, Mass., has finished an LP for Intermedia Producriom on Bearsville Records. Ben
Shinn did the production and
Berred handled the engineering.
Musicians on the LP included Jerry
Garcia and Merle Saunders, with the
Persuasions handling the backing

CONGRATULATIONS

vocals. Marion Brown has cut an LP,
with Ed Michel producing for ABC/
Impulse. Barred handled the production. Just Sunshine artist Paul
MacNeil cut an LP, produced and
engineered by Adam Taylor.

*

a

e

At Sound 80 in Minneapolis. Robert

Rockwell Ill (who has worked with
Lou Rawls, Tom Jones, and Ella
Fitzgerald) and pianist Bobby Lyle
have cut an LP titled "Androids."
Another LP, "Alpo." features Mike
Elliot on guitar, Bill Berg on drums
and Willard O. Patterson, Jr. on
bass. All of these musicians except
Lyle were recently in the Sound 80
studios to cut an LP titled "Natural

Life."
Also at Sound 80. the firm has
recently entered into a licensing
agreement with MCI of Ft. Lauderdale on Sound 80's design of the
ZPE Multi -Track Tape Lock -Up
System. MCI will manufacture and
market the system world wide. The
system puts a sync pulse on one
channel of each of two 16 -track tape
machines. When two machines are
rewound, they can be stopped fairly
close to one another, and as soon as
the two are put into play. the one
machine will find the other and lock
precisely in sync. The Lock -Up has
been in use in Sound 80's Minneapolis studios for the past year
and a half.
a

+-

<

Don Preston is in Shelter's Third
Street Church Studio in Tulsa finishing up his first LP for the label.
Also in the studio is Doug Brown.
Also set for release soon is Phoebe
Snow's debut Shelter, cut at A &R

on the release

of your new album

Studios in N.Y. New Shelter artist
Bill Doris is currently recording in
the Third Street Studio. Also in the
studio are Tom Russell & Steve Hill.
Following his recent concert tour.
Hugh Masekela is at the Wally Heider Studios in Hollywood to start his
second LP for Blue Thumb. Working with him will be the Hedzoleh
Sounds group, as well as members of
the Crusaders. Stewart Levine will
handle production.

Confirmed from page 20
The success of ABC Entertainment's April 6 California Jam 12hour extravaganza has undoubtedly launched widespread attempts to repeat the format. The
show grossed nearly S2 million and
cost 81.3 million before it went on,
with one -third of this sum going
toward videotaping for a series of
ABC -TV "In Concert" specials.
However, at least four of the
eight acts at the Jam were reportedly on percentage fees, thus cutting considerably ABC's final
profits for the live show.
Acts being sounded out for the
projected festival jam -up this summer are asking for two to three
times their standard concert fees
and getting little resistance from
promoters.
Talent industry leaders are privately expressing concern that an
over -saturation of big festivals this
summer may set back the market
for such events once more, especially if some of the shows are
sloppily produced by inexperienced promoters.
The economic and artistic suc-

cess

of the California Jam and last

summer's Watkins Glen Festival
have brought a renewed respectability to the 100,000 -plus rock
show after a period of disrepute
based on a number of poorly organized regional festivals and the
highly publicized murder at the
1969 Rolling Stones free concert in

Altamons
"I think this summer we'll see
the strong promoters putting on
successful festivals and the second raters bombing," says one manager of several gold record acts. "I
only hope the total effect is positive
in terns of continued public support for the big rock show :'

Olivia Newton -John
Continued from page 27
have to have constant hits. ln a way,
I suppose this is true of country artists in America."
Meanwhile, in this country Olivia

Newton -John received a 1973
Grammy nomination and was also
voted most promising female vocalist by the Academy of Country Music.

24 -track

recorders
need
dbx noise
reduction

LSigningsJ

Engineered by m Gaines
and recorded in

Variety Artists International
signed as exclusive talent buyer for

SEATTLE

Interstate

Iff
Kaye -lmith productions*
2212 4TH AVE SEATTLE. WASHINGTON

Webb Pierce signed for representation by the William Morns Agency
in Nashville.... Tony Sylvester,
Hollies writer -singer. signed for U.S.
publishing with Famous Music and
will record as solo artist with Epic.
Vicky Fletcher, Columbia country
artist, signed for management with
Gerald Purcell Associates.... Lori
Liebennao, Capitol artist with two
albums out, signed for representation with Agency for the Performing
Ans.
Timi Vero signed for management
with Bob Leonard's Redbeard Presents Productions of Las Vegas.

(206) 682 -0420

-Also the recording home of
BACHMAN- TURNER OVERDRIVE.
Buzz Richmond, Mixer -Engineer

Concert

Productions

chain of music festivals this summer.
Peggy Lee has signed with Atlantic Records. She begins recording
her label debut LP, "Let's Love," in
Los Angeles shortly. Co-producing
the album with Miss Lee will be
Dave Grusin. Also. the title song is a

Paul McCartney composition, and
he will be sharing producing duties
on the cut.... 10 cc. U.K. rock
group, has signed with Premier Talent.
Mike Greene, 25, multi-instrumentalist and writer, signed with At-

lanta's GRC label, ... Millard
signed as writer to Apneas Publishing of Baltimore.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Are Your Test Tapes
Reliable And Accurate?
If They're STL they are.
It's just possible your system may be
out of step with the rest of the industry.
We offer precision test tapes made on

precision equipment for specific jobs in
1" and 2" sizes as well as flutter tapes
and all other formats. They are available
in more sizes than that offered by any
other manufacturer in the world.
Order STL test tapes and find out where
your system really is.
Write fora free brochure and the dealer
in your area. Distributed exclusively by
Taber Manufacturing & Engineering Co.

ITNSTANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.
2081 Edison Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94577
14151835 -3805
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IT
ENJOY -WE
YOU
WE HOPE

(r/
llSound
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Company
suite. 1574

Boulevard
6671 Sunset
the World
Crossroads of

California
(2131, 466 -4213

Hollywood.
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Frost on Building Viable Catalog
(Thomas From, Columbia} drrer'or r Maarnnrrk.rnod Original Cam
Aram, and Reper¡aire. ,, ,s asked io
rnnoarem on the building of a viable

f

Catalog.

His haireoionsJnlhm.)

Since in dassiaal recordings k is
virtually impossible to recoup one's
investment in only a few years. it is
an absolute necessity to build a catalog with lasting appeal..A strong
catalog can be a source of valuable
income for many. many years. The
trick is to sign up artists who will
have relevance for ten, twenty and
thirty years or more and to build a
strong catalog with them. Columbia
Masterworks even now is reaping
the benefits of wise planning that
emanated in the forties. fifties and
sixties. For example, back in 1954
Leonard Bernstein was signed up
exclusively for twenty -five years!
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra were signed in the
forties. Both conductors cooperated
in the building of solid catalogs that
will sell for years to come. Bruno
Walter and George Szell are too
more examples of conductors who
are constantly in demand. The
recordings of Bruno Walter are
doing very well 10 years after his
death and the catalog of George
Suit increased in sales after his
death a few years ago.
We have irreplaceable legacies in
two series presenting composers

conducting their own works:
Stravinsky and Copland. In the case
of Stravinsky we have 29 active releases in the catalog and we intend
e to rerelease the five that were de4C
leted bringing the total to 34 stereo
Srecordings of one of the greatest
composers of the century conducting
his own works. We have many
E recordings by Pablo Casals. some
si dating back to as early as 1912. We
-w
m just released a five record set of
highlights from his Prades and Per ÿ pignon Festivals of 1950.1952.

îNot counting the treasures that
are momentarily inactive in our
vaults. we have currently 1.136 releases active in our Masterworks and
Odyssey catalogs. One of our primary concerns is catalog completeness, matching each artist with his
strongest repertoire. This results in
series that can be released on single
records as well as in boxed sets. Using this as a guiding principle for established as well as new young artists gives us fair assurance ofa strong
and lasting catalog. Leonard Bernstein, after his triumphant release of
Mahler's Nine Symphonies. continues to demonstrate his great affinity
for this colorful Viennese composer.
Soon to be released: "Das Lied von
der Erde with the Israel Philharmonic, Christa Ludwig and Rene
Kollo, and a new, quadraphonic
"Symphony No. 2" (Resurrection)
with the London Symphony. Janet
Baker and Sheila Armstrong. This is

Bernstein's first quadraphonic
recording of a Mahler symphony.
Bernstein also continues his recording of the 12 "Salomon' Symphonies of Haydn (Nos. 93.104)

with the New York Philharmonic.
They will be completed in the spring

of

1975.

will complete the
orchestral music of Ravel toward the
end of this year, and a four -record
set will be issued. These were recorded by the New York PhilharPierre Boulez

monic and the Cleveland Orchestra.
Boulez also continues to record all of
Ravel's vocal and instrumental music with orchestra. For a complete
change of pare. Boulez has recorded
seven records of The Complete Music of Anton Webern. The first volume, consisting of four records, will
be released in the fall. The assisting

artists are Charles Rosen, the
Juilliard String quartet, Heather
Harper. and the orchestra is the BBC
Symphony. Volume 2. a three record set, will follow in early 1975.
This is the second time around for
Columbia Masterworks in regard to
the complete music of Webern. The
four -record monaural set by Robert
Craft was a classic for years. But so
many manuscripts of this composer
have been found since the fifties that
the complete music of Webern has
increased from four to seven records.
Glenn Gould. our eccentric- selfproclaimed concert drop -out, is simultaneously working on the complete keyboard music of Bach (we
are now up to volume 15) and the
complete Mozart Piano Sonatas.
Gould. in spite of the fact that he has
not concertized for over 10 years, has
a large. devoted audience that waits
for every new record.
In the fall we will issue the 14th release by Vladimir Horowitz on Columbia Masterworks. These recordings are an extraordinary legacy of
one of the musical giants of this century at the height of his interpretive
powers.
Rudolf Serkin continues his
legacy of the Complete Beethoven
Piano Sonatas and the Juilliard
Quartet has recorded the complete
String Quartets. Volume 3, the Late
Quartets- is being released this
month. The Complete Beethoven
String Quartets also have been very
active catalog items in the version by
the one and only Budapest String
Quartet.
Stereo Counterpart
The current Modem American
Music Series is the stereo counterpart of the mono series of the fifties
originated by Goddard Lieberson.
Like the old series, which performed
an immense service to the cause of

cnntempoary music, it attempts to
bring the best of our current music to
the public. Our February' release included records by Crumb. Kirchner.
Subomick and Copland, These were
followed this month by Elliott Carters String Quartets 2 and 3 played
by the Juilliard Quartet. We intend
to release one record in this series every other month. Ready for release
in the fall is Morton Feldman's
"Rothko Chapel" conducted by
Gregg Smith. and a recording of
Benjamin Lees will follow later this

NEW YORK -Vanguard is readying eight new offerings in its Historical Anthology of Music Series,
announces Seymour Solomon. president of Vanguard Records. Set for
release next week are Purcell's "Ode
for St. Cecilia's Day." Sir Michael
Tippett conducting the Deller Con sort soloists, Ambrosias Singers and
Kalmar Chamber Orchestra: "Music of Nicola Vicentino." with Jaye
Consort of Viols and Aceademia
Monteverdiana under Denis Stevens: Bach's concerti in A minor, D
minor, C major, and G major. Anton
Heiller, organ; Rameaai s "Pieces de
Clavecin en Concert performed by
Gustav Leonhardt, harpsichord.
Nikolaus Harnoncourt, viola da
gamba and Las Fryden. violin.
Also shipping are Vivaldi's

"

"L'Estro Armonico," with violinists
Jan Tomasow,

Willi Boskowsky,

Phillip Matheis and Walter Hintermeyer. the Chamber Orchestra of
the Vienna State Opera under Mario
Rossi: The Virtuoso Oboe, featuring
soloist Andre Lardro6 Haydn's
Quartets Op. 71 and 74 performed
by the Griller String Quartet: and
two quintets by Boccherini, with
guitarist Alirio Diaz, violinists Alexander Schneider and Felix Galimir,
violist Michael Tree and cellist David loyer.
Ushering in the new release is a
specialized advertising, merchandising and promotional campaign. including consumer and dealer -coop
print ads. point -of-sale displays and
a comprehensive mailing of albums.
press kits and brochures to the press.
media and educational institutions.

Vanguard's budget -priced H.A.M.
series, introduced Iwo years ago.
traces the history and development of music from the Middle Ages
through Beethoven, with attention
given to original sources, instrumentation and performance styles. Albums are extensively annotated. in-

cluding musical analysis and
historical background. performance
editions, recording information and
complete texts for vocal material.
Organized into distinct historical
periods and genres, the Historical
Anthology of Music is designed both
as an aid to assemble a basic classical collection: and for use in schools
and libraries. Further additions to
the serin ere In the planning stages.

Kunzel Selected As
New Music Director
CINCINNATI- -Erich Kunzcl.
resident conductor of the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, has been
named music director of the New
Haven, Conn.. Symphony for a
three -year period beginning next
fall. He will, however continue a
resident conductor here next season.
conducting some 80 performances of
the CSO's Eight O'Clock Series as
well as area artist. pops subscription
and summer park bookings.
Edgar J. Mack Jr., chairman of the
board of trustees of the CSO, is
creating a new position. that of artistic director. Eight O'Clock Series. for
the time when Kunzcl will no longer
be able to double between here and
New Haven.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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are best selling middleohthe -rind singles wmpikd from
national retail sales and radio station air play listed in rank order.
These

5

3

1

3

TITLE, Artist, label 8 Number (DSO. Label) (Publisher,

9

Lkmsee)

TSOP

MFS.B., Philadelphia Inlelnatianal 73510 (Cdumbie), (Virgin. ASCU)

2

2

3

1

KEEP ON SINGING
Ratan Reddy. Capitol 3645 (Pocket Full 01 Tunes. BM)

4

5

Om Croce. ABC 11311.

LOVE YOU IN A SONG
(Blenangwell/Amriels Broadcasting. ASCAP)

THE ENTERTAINER
Marvin Hamlisch. MG

rito,

I'LL HAVE TO SAY

9

14

I

MUNlmood, HMI)

5

6

8

6

4

10

PIANO MAN
Billy Joel. Columbia 45963, (Home Gown /lioler Greet lunes. BMI)

7

7

12

MIDNIGHT AT THE OASIS

HELP ME
Joni Mitchell. Asylum 11034, (Gran Crown. BM)

Marra Moldsel. Remise 1183 (Warner Bros), (Space Potatoe. ASCU)
8

12

DH VERY YOUNG
Cal Stevens. ABM 1503

7

9

18

4

10

6

ll

(Wee.

ASCAP)

WONT LAST A DAY WITHOUT TOU
Carpenters. ABA 1521, (Alms, OSCAR)
I

A VERY SPECIAL LOVE SONG

Charlie Ruh, Epic 5-110ß1 (Columbia)

(Mgr,

BMI)

II

14

6

12

10

10

13

il

BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO ME
Clado Anighl & The Pips, Buddah 403, (New. 0.SCU)

14.

SUNSHINE ON MY SHOULDER

ALL IS FAIR IN LOVE
Barba Sireisand. Columbia 158975 (Stem, Van Stock /Blur Bulb MGM.)

ASCU)

John Denver, RCA 0213. (Cherry Lane.

14

9

11

THE LORD'S PRAYER
Sister lent Mead. PAM 1491. (Alma, ASCAP)

15

15

11

TELL ME AUE
Sarni lo. MGM South )029. (fame. BMI /Rich

16

21

4

get

IF YOU LOVE ME

loll.

ASCAP)

Me Know)

Dkia Newlw'lahn,OMCA 40203. IM Gallic. HMI)
17

13

18

23

15

9

19

16

Il

20

22

7

21

17

12

SEASONS IN THE SUN
Ter? fails. Bell 45432 (E.B. Marks. BMI)

on

A TRAIN

Alba) Hammond, Mums 7.60t6 (Columbia). (Leeds.
SINGIN' IN THE RAIN
Sammy Davis. Jr.. MGM 14685 (Robbins, ASCU)
TUBULAR BELLS
Mite OINietd, Vutin 55100 (Atlantic).

b

Ogie. ASCAP)

&

lames Taylor. Vdteo 45880. (Unart. BMI)

22

30

3

YOU WON'T SEE ME
Anne Murray. Capital 3867, (Mellen, BMI)

23

26

7

HAPPINESS IS ME AND YOU
Gilbert 55111 .0, Nam 3636 (Leyden),

(Rm.

Rills Apple

Bus

24

24
27

10

36

38

5

1871 (Capitol). (Braintree.

LOVING ARMS
Kris Hrisloferson

&

Rita Crolidos, ABM

20

33

29

32

ASCU)

1498, (Almo.

SUNDOWN
Gordon LighNwl. Reprise 1194 (Varner

29

ASCAP)

8

25

27

ASCAP)

MOCKINGBIRD
Carly Simon

years to come.

Vanguard Releases 8
In Its H.A. M. Series

m

.mtlma

year.

Another series with an important
cultural message is our Black Composers Series. Four volumes were issued last month. There will be four
more volumes released during the
coming year ranging from Nunes Garcia (1767 -18301 to Ornate Coleman. Included will be Fela Sowande.Thomas Jefferson Anderson.
Coleridge -Taylor Perkinson and
Oily Woodrow Wilson. This series
has received wide praise.
One of the youngest artists.
Pinchas Zukerman, has completed
recordings of the Violin Concertos
by Mozart, conducted by the equally
young Daniel Barenboim. These
will be released in the fall in a four record set. Barenboim is working on
a multiple record project of the symphonic music of Sir Edward Elgar
with the London Philharmonic Orchestra. Symphony No. 2 has been
released and Symphony No. I will
be issued next month. "Pomp and
Circumstance Marches" and "Falstaff' will follow this summer.
Our hope for the future lies with
these young artists, Zukerman and
Barenboim, Watts and Pemhia- Anthony Newman and Michael Tison
Thomas. We hope that their recordings will stay in our catalog for many

1971

boere PublluVOn,. mc.
No CopyrqM
pad m Mn wamanon

Bro.), (Muse, CUAC)

TOUCH A HAND MAKE A FRIEND
Stsple Singers. has 0196 (Columbia) (East /Memphis, EMI)
3

8

OONT YOU WORST 'BOUT A THING
Stevie Walde, Tonle 54245 (Motown). (Stein

d Van

Stock/Black gull. ASCAP)

of

AEU
A WOMAN
Mac Oaeo. Columbia 4600a

ONE

(SatenCems Cdumhia/Sonapainter /Sweet

Cloy BMI)

30

35

3

ONE BEEN) SEARCHIN' SO LONG
Chicago. Columbia 46020. (Big Elk, ASCAP)

31

31

6

LAD, BAD LEROY BROWN
Dank Sinatra. Remise 1196 Hunt Bum.), (Blendkgrell. American
Broadcasting. ASCAP)

32

41

4

33

28

9

MY GIRL BILL
lire Stafford. MGM 14718, (Kaiser. Famous, Boo, ASCAP)
Neil Diamond. Columba

34

40

2

Ray Stevens.

35

39

5

36

42

4

445998. (Stone Bridge. ASCAP)

THE STREAK

Barmhy

SOD

(Chen /)anus). (Mae, BMI)

TRAYEUNG BOt
Garfunkel, Columbia 446030, (Mea. ASCAP)

RHINESTONE COWBOY

Lily

?few. Sai Century 2084. (201h Century, House

of Weiss. ASCAP)

37

44

3

FOREVER YOUNG
ban Baer. AIM 1516. (Rams Run, ASSAP)

38

36

4

IT ONLY HURTS WHEN I TRY TO SMILE
Dawn featuring bony Orlando. Bell 45,450. (Levine 8 Bryon, BMI)

a

45

1

COME MONDAY
Ammy Buffett. Dunhill 4385 MAC/Dunhill,

2

GEORGIA PORCUPINE
George FacteS, united ¡Wets 410, (united

Ball
Mists.

ASCAP1

41

47

2

STANDING AT THE ENO OF ME UNE
lobo, Big Tree 15001 911anficl. (Kaiser/Famous. ASCU)

42

37

5

PRISONER OF LOVE
Vogues. tOth Century legs, (Mayfair. Sherwin, ASCU1

43

46

4

IS IT

44

50

2

YOU MAAE ME FEEL BRAND NEW
Ike Stylistics, kw 4634. (Mighty Three, EMI)

45

48

2

JUST DON'T WANT TO BE LONELY
The Mom Ingredient, RCA 0205, (Bellboy, BMI)

1

FOS HUNT
Herb Mped And The

46
47

49

2

RAINING IN NEW YORK CITY
Cashman d West. Dunhill 1380 (ABC). (Sant City Songs, Inc.. ASCAP)

T.I.B. Aua

1526

Woo, ASCU)

ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU
(MINI. Warner Bas, ASCAP)
RHAPSODY IN WHITE
the Lue Unlimited Orchestra. 20th Century 2090 (lentIte. January. IND
SONG FOR ANNA
Herb Ihla. UM I505 (Taney. Dotted Lion. Paplko. ASCAP)
(

Mel Carter, Romer 716

4
49
SO

-

-

I
I
1

CIRCLES
Man Travers. Warne Bros. 7790 (Americo. Broadcasting. ASCAP)
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Country Music

*REMEMBER*

Northeast Country Music
Men to Seek Piracy Bill
Continued from page

J

of directors. held seminars and

TheTrade

Charts
have just

discovered

Peters
& Lee's
WELCOME

HOME
Ph Opt 40729

proven
hit by
many, many
radio
A

stations
in recent
weeks

workshops, set up hospitality and
display areas, and put its best talent
foot forward, climaxed by a special
awards presentation show featuring
promising new talent.

The antipiracy program, initiated
by Barnett and the new board of directors, will center on a coordinated
lobbying campaign which- hopefully, will include the efforts of the
Country Music Assn., according to
Barnett. He said, "Country music is
very prone to piracy and is of major
concern to us in the Northeast area.
That's why we feel that the only two
states in this section which are not
bound by antipiracy law should be

included.'
Barnett also said the association
would act on complaints from
record buyers who claim that mass
chains are apathetic to country
product. "Many times the country
buyer can't find the record after he's
heard it on the local radio station. II
seems to me that the fault ties on
many levels, the labels themselves

included."
"We hope we can stimulate all
those concemed into getting the
product more into the market and
into the buyers hands where it belongs." Details of both campaigns
would follow soon, Barnett said.
Generally, the convention air was
permeated with optimism and spirit,
both reflections of increased profits
and wider audiences at radio stalions and by a general expression of
buoyancy mirroring the growth and
the sharp inroads made by country
music even in the past few months.
During the disk jockey rap session
chaired by Oscar Wein, owner of
WDLC. Part Jervis. N.Y., both audience and panel members staled
that listeners arc increasing and
profits are rising.
On the panel were Peter Edwards.
program director of WRCP, Philadelphia; Bob Ward- WWVA. W heeling W. Va.; Rich Shea- W104. Waterbury, Conn.: and Gene Laverne,
WFGL /WFMP, Fitchburg, Mass.

"SPECIAL
ANGEL"

In addition to remarks on country
music's growth. the panel discussed
types of programming used- promotion campaigns and general overall

policy.
LaVerne said his station uses a
playlist of 75 to 80 top country songs
and also plays more oldies than any
other station in New England. He
said the station issues a weekly chan
based on a top 20 hit list selected by
personal and consensus opinion.
The station is involved heavily in
contests and holds an annual picnic
day as a means of promotion.
Shea said he also uses a tight playlist, and his station promotes country
music through Nashville tours.
Lee Arnold, WHN, New York.
asked to commenL said country music had come a long way and he attributed his station's success primarily to its professional staff, its administrators and to its ability to have
audiences respond. He said that
above all a station has to have believability and personalities that talk
to not at an audience." Ratings and
business has been "phenomenal"
and claimed that his station was
number one from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
with men 18 -49. and was number
two with women 18-49 during the
same time dot.
He also said that kids are disenchanted with bard rock music and,
in referring to an expanding recognition of country music, cited the
fact that "clubs are sprouting everywhere in the New York Metropolitan area. The total picture is very

bright."
Tom Rambler, WOKO. Albany,
in expressing his station's philosophy. said that it deals with being a
radio station first then a country
outlet. He said business was 'you
and 1" and that "we have a responsibility to see that a station is a good
one." Most of the panel members
and radiomen in the audience said
their playlists were hit -oriented and
included some additional tunes.
Rambler also said that country
records were not being stocked by
mass retailers until they felt that the
record was selling heavily.

HEAVY LISTENER
REQUESTS
EXCELLENT SALES
(over 70,000)
It you haven't discovered

a`FRAULEIN"
BOBBY'S
DONE
PAT BARNETT and Reid Northrup
enjoy a joke during the opening mo.
meets of the general membership

MERCURY RECORDS-

Nashville

recording and instrument
workshop session, Clyde Otis,
writer/ producer, and artist/producer Bob Wood conducted a seminar on record producing from the inception of the song to the finished
recording. They also discussed the
role of the studio musician. Vincent
Candilora, of SESAC's writer affiliation department, and Mike Molinari. station relations manager. led a
SESAC symposium. Another seminar, "Country Radio /Records (visa -vis) Pop Radio /Records," concerned itself with topics such as the
"country sound," the making of a
hit, and whether country music was
losing its identity because of its
changing sounds and the programming of crossover records by staIn the

WELCOME HOME
by PETERS 8 LEE

HEART
BELONGS
TO

ME"

The opening meeting centered on
election of five members to the
board of directors. Elected for three year terms were Joy Goodnow,
Karen McKenzie, John Lusardi (reelected), Carl Strube and Jerry Fox.
Otis and Molinari were named as
board advisors. Record World publisher Bob Austin was keynote
speaker.

At the awards show, accolades
were given to Roy Clark as Entertainer of the Year; Mickey Barnett
as Best Male Entertainer: Most
Promising Female Vocalist honors
went to Debbie Carroll; the Harrington Brothers as Best Duel: Tom
Rambler. WOKO, Albany. was
named King DJ; the Most Promising Band Award went to Country
Cookin'. Wendy Mitchell was
named queen of ESCMI and was
also named Best Female Entertainer.

ESCM
a

"THAT

tions.

urer- membership
Crowd listens to
shop.

AGAIN!

meeting.

Other award winners were Mercury Records Frank Mull as top National Record Promotion Man;
RCA's Paul Randall as Top Regional Promotion Man. The Presidential Award was given to Clyde
Otis of Eden Music: and a memorial
award to the late Elton Britt was
presented by ESCMI vice president
Doc Williams. Reid Norlhrup.treas-
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BOB WARD, WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., takes the podium at the deejay rap
seminar. On extreme lett is Peter Edwards, WRCP, Phila.; left to right, Oscar
Wein, WDLC, Port Jervis; Ward; Gene Le LaVerne, WFGL /WFMP, Fitchburg,
Mass.; and Rick Shea. W104 Waterbury, Conn.

BARBARA (Peepers) Wheeler, Lou
Flax and Mickey Barnett take a moment to exchange some views on
country music. Flax is promoter of
Country Spectacular set for May 25
at Aqueduct Race Track in New
York.

Sales Manag
LEE TRIMBLE
541 Main Street
Nashville, Tn. 37206
(615) 256 -1656
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Country Music

Nashville
Scene
By

BILL WILLIAMS

Atlantic Records is going to cut
Chill Wills in a series of"strong" recitations, produced by Don Fischer
and Rick Sanjcek, ... Jimmy Gately
has been with the Bill Anderson
show now for 10 years. He's still a
line singer, and should be on somebody's label. No one pushes harder
for that than Bill.... A Jimmy Payne
fan club was formed in England by
Ann Trick of Chatham, and was
multiplying in just a few days...,
David Rogers has cut another Foster
& Rice song, which is beginning to
bea habit... Johnny Wright will be
cutting his first single for Capricorn
in May, and Kitty Wells will follow
with an album.
Mick Lloyd has done an album in
Nashville, at Creative Workshop,
which includes 10 original tunes. It
will be released early this summer on
1MT of Bethesda, Md. ... Ronnie
Barth, the very talented singer from'
New Jersey who moved to Nashville
.

some years ago, has changed her
name to Jenifer Payne.... Waylon

have another
great hit record...
To

'YOU DON'T
NEED TO MOVE
A

MOUNTAIN'
MC4.40207

Jennings and the Waylors took over
station WRCR in Cleveland and did
a fund -raising drive to help the tornado victims of Xenia. Ohio. They
tied the station's air personality. Bo
Wiley, to his chair while they ran the
show.
Sue Thompson, the lovely singer
of Hickory, headlines the Copa Habana in Oklahoma City for two
weeks.... Plenty of bluegrass in the
new Danny Davis album. The liner
notes. by the way. are written by
Newseek's Hal Bruno, a fine musician himself, who long has shown an
interest in country music.... Fanon
Young has done his first commercials for Schlitz Malt Liquor...
Buck Starr and the Country Outlaws
have signed a booking pact with One
Niters, Inc.... Eric Weissberg and
Deliverance, who came into prominence with -Dueling Banjos,' have
signed with Buddy Lee Attractions in
Nashville.... Ernie Ford and Lynn
Anderson joined the University of
Tennessee Singers for a two- and -ahalf hour concert at Knoxville to
benefit a scholarship endowment
fund.... Dolly Parton has signed a
management pact with American
Management, Inc., following in the
footsteps of Barbara Mandrel!. This
organization on the West Coast will

(Continued on page 34)

Gala at Race

Track

Continued from page 3
excellent view of the stage. Flax says.
The stage was designed by Hanley
Sound, which also designed the
sound system, and will be constructed in two separate sections to
provide minimal waiting time between acts.

Jeanne Pruett

Exclusively on MCA Records

Advertisements have already appeared in the New York Times,
Newsday. Long Island Press, and
Flax is firming arrangements for
coordinated radia spots with those
record companies which have artists
involved in the outdoor event.
Artists on the bill include Lynn
Anderson. Donna Fargo, Tom T.
Hall, Waylon Jennings. Jerry Lee
Lewis, Melba Montgomery. Larry
Gatlin, Ray Price. Charlie Rich,
Johnny Rodriguez. the Earl Scruggs
Revue, the Stotler Brothers and
Tanya Tucker.
Picnic areas have been set up and
food and dining facilities are available, as well as special transportation to the show. Tickets for the
spectacular are priced at S9 for reserved seats and $6.50 for general
admission.
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Billboard

Country Music

Hot

Nashville

"ONE DAY
AT A
TIME"
Written By:

Marijohn Wilkin
Kris Kristofferson

stored
ICaednnn
ed

handle all her bookings. while Porter Wagoner will remain her personal adviser.
David Rogers has purchased the
Johnny Paycheck bus.... Wayne
Kemp is in the process of building an
office in his home. where he'll have a
promotion staff.... Funeral services
were held at Streator. 111., for Mrs.
Sagie Flanery, known professionally
as Sallie Leiden. a long -time bass
player in country music. She formerly worked with Jean Shepard
and did considerable studio work.
She was killed in an auto wreck near
Streator, where she was en route to
visit relatives.... Shorty Lavender.
leading booker, ordered a new stereo
system. and the first part of it was
delivered on time. It was the needle.
A big Freddie Hart promotion is
planned during Fan Fair in June in
Nashville. including merchandising
aids. Capitol Records will be behind
Cliff Cochran has signed a
recording deal with Stas. joining a
growing list. He's the author of both
sides of the new Jeannie Seely release. ... Bad luck continua for
singer P..1. Sherman, who recently
suffered head injuries in an auto accident which totaled her station
wagon.... Charlie Louvin has donc
some Schlitz commercials, his first
singing for the suds.
While
Naomi Martin's husband was recovering from surgery. she wrote a stack
of songs for Cedarwood.... Brian
Shaw did some dates in Pennsylvania with Bud Garlock and the Blue
Chips, a group with which he once
worked regularly....
Independent producer Larry Butler has just donna session with writer
Dianna Williams ... Cad Perkins
has finished a new album for Mercury. guided by Jerry Kennedy. Earl
Owens has joined the ranks of the
producers, teaming with Eddie Fos
to do a session for Mike Page and
Paige O'Brian.... Lynn Anderson
drew 19.00010 Six Flags Over Texas.
a figure second only to the record
number drawn by Charley Pride....
GRC President Michael Thevis was
given an honorary key to the city of
Nasville during a visit here.... That
label's Marlys Roe did the KDJW
radio birthday show celebration in
Amarillo with other top artists and
played to more than 8.000 fans....
George Rkhey filled in for George
Jones' ailing piano player at the
"Opry." Troubles continue to beset
George. In one week he lost his
mother, then his wife. Tammy Wynetle, entered the hospital for still
more surgery.
Candy Smathers, the very pretty
youngster who has grown up as part
of the Stoney Mountain Cloggers.
spend her 20th birthday on a bus going from Arkansas to Missouri....
Lester Flott was called at the last
minute to fill in at. of all things, a
rock concert at the University of
Alabama. He completely took the
show. ... Dottie West set back
briefly with bronchial trouble....
Nand Felts and Jim Mandy made
their debuts on the "Grand Ole
Opry' and both got encores...
Charlie Walker will have his new release on Capitol May 12.... Mae
Wiseman now has made six appear
antes on "Music Country U.S.A."
.. More records at the Tulsa Pavilion where more than 30,000 came to
sec Roy Clark, Buck Trent, Johnny
Duman, Don White. Hank Thump son.Susan Haney. Juanita Rose, David (keels. Mack Sanders, the Plainsmen, the Ranch Boys and the Old
Timers.

it....

.

Recorded By:

Marilyn Sellars
Mega Records

Roy Drusky
Capitol Records

University of Tennessee Singers

THE THRASHER BROS.
CAANAN RECORDS

Printed Music By:

Chappell Music
Buckhorn Music Pub. Inc.
1007 17th Ave. South

Nashville, Tennessee
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SWEET COUNTRY- Charley Pride, Au APIA
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SOME KIND OF WDMAN-Faron Young,
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THE BEST OF
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1
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11164
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LEGEND -Tex Ritter. 0aplol
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AN AMERICAN

31

33

39

THE PILGRIM

19

43

2

YOU'RE THE BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO ME
Caomb, 12117

10

42

5

PHASES AND STAGES

41

41

6

THAN

42

-

1

THE BEST OF SUSAN RAPE -amml

43

35

6

THE BEST OF BOCK OWENS VOL. 5

44

46

5

BACK IN THE COUNTRY -Roy Acutt,.xeaorr alar (MG./

45

AS

3

STOP ASO SMELL THE ROSES -Mac Davis,

46

39

8

HAPPY HOUR -Terry Booth,

47

49

2

FASTEST GRASS

48

50

2

WHEN YOUR GOOD LOVE WAS MINE -ganef Felts, Cinnamon

49

-

t

SNAP YOUR ROGERS -Don Gibson, x.amr 009 MOW

50

45

6

UVE AT 111E PAL00100 CLUB -DO Reeves, meta

-Larry Gatlin, aaems. a rter1 Mammal

-Willie

THE WAY LOVE

Nelson, Atlantic
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GOES- Cannie Smith,

n

-fly

Prim,

101

mum,

meal

11281

-tom

erns

uwmw

et mast

coca 5cu210

ALIVE- Osborne Brothers, Mu Its

Be ter tojudgd than to be judged.
Susan St. Mark, who used to be in
beau y and talent contests, was a
judge for a talent contest in Ashland

City. Tenn.. along with Paul Allen of
WEDA. his wife. Cindy. Don Cade
of CMA, and songwriter Jerry Foster.... Dolly Denny of Cedarwood
was awarded a stripe commemorat-

Art. It

5002

20Ar

ing five years of active service to the
volbnteer program of St. Thomas
Hospital in Nashville.... MCA's
Jerry Clower is set for a lour with
Capitol's Anne Murray.... Crystal
Gayle has taped promos for Mental
Health Month.... Marti Brown of
Atlanta is appearing nightly at Ireland's in Nashville.
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Country Music

TWO HITS YOU
CAN'T AFFORD
NOT TO PLAY
"GOOD MORNING LOVING"
LARRY KINGSTON
JMI-37

Charlie McCoy Gets Stimulation
For Music Beyond Studio Walls
CHARLESTON, W. Va.- Charlie
McCoy, one of the all -time great
Nashville session instrumentalists.
believes one can grow stale staring at
studio walls.
So the Monument anise is trying
to get out of town regularly for per-

sonal appearances. Prior to a date
back here in his home slate, a sellout, live radio broadcast show at the

Capital City Jamboree, McCoy
talked at length about keeping the
creative juices flowing.
"1 want to dojust enough personal
appearance work to keep my mind
fresh and stay with the people who
are buying records." says McCoy,
whose harmonica licks have graced
hundreds of other folks' albums and
have of late established him as a
solid -selling recording artist.

"You can sit in the studio 24 hours
a day and get away from what's going on out here. Like you can boon a
show and it might not strike you
right then, but two weeks or a month
later you might think of something
that happened in that show you can
use in the studio.

"Or you might be in
drunk will stagger up
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"PLEASE HELP ME SAY NO"

warp

CY,Zap

çames

JMI-38

a

club and

a

to the stage

and lay a request on you. And then a
month later you'll think it's a good
idea and record it. There are a lot of
answers out here you can't find in
the studios. l've always maintained
the public has all the answers. We
just have to find out which questions
to ask."

That's the formula. McCoy maintains, that keeps lop Nashville performers at the top.

"Most artists who are in the business of being artists, as such, are out
here all the time because that's
where their bread and butter is Personally, I'm only halfway in the
business of being an artist. I'm no
studio involved. But I've had some
success with my records and I've decided I should kind of divide my
time and find out what's happening
on this end of it," says the Fayetteville, W. Va., native.

McCoy, who swears it's the With,
got his first harmonica when he was
eight years old by sending in a comic
book coupon. He has a new single
out "Boogie Woogie," at with a
band called Barefoot Jerry whose
leader, Wayne Moss, is another West
Virginian. That cut will be in
McCoy's next album, along with an
updated version of the old Richard
Hayman hit "Ruby," and several

will

different thing I've
done in quite a while. l've covered
all types of music: country, bluegrass, even a little classical thing
with 22 strings, One side is combe the most

pletely religious. One cut has a real
legitimate adult choir on it. I think
l've hit about every musical direction I could hit and still stay in good

MSC.'
What's McCoy found out here
mixing with the record buyers?
What kind of music do they want
out of Nashville these days?
"The lifestyle of most people in

the country now is filled with all
kinds of pressure and tension,"
McCoy answers. "When people hear
music they don't want to have to get
out a dictionary to understand
what's being said, Or they don't
want to have been to Juilliard to get
into the music. They want their music to be total pleasure. something
laid down straight and simple to
them. something to which they can
relate.
"Something they don't have to
bury their heads in to try and figure
out what a guy's trying to say."

Snow Renews RCA Pact
To Reach 50 -Year Mark
NASHVILLE- Following nearly

year of negotiations, RCA's Hank
Snow has signed a l3 -year contract
renewal with the label, giving him
the greatest tenure of any artist in
history with one company.
a

The contract brings to mom than
50 years the amount of time Snow,
who will be 60 next week, has spent
with RCA. The announcement was
made by Jerry Bradley, director of
operations here.
Snow just last week reached No. I
in the Billboard country chart, a position he frequently monopolized in
years gone by. His recording of I'm
Moving On" held the No. spot in
Billboard for 26 consecutive weeks
and stayed in the top 10 for 14
months in 1950 and 1951. His last
No. I record was nine years ago.

broke into the U.S. market in 1945.

Snow. who still does about 75 live
appearances a year, has been a
member of the "Grand Ole Opry"
for 24 years. He leaves on a monthlong tour of Australia May I I.

Under the terms of the new contract, Atkins will continue to produce Snow until such time as the
producer may retire from the label.

"He agreed that, even

if he retired,

he'd continue to produce me,' Snow
says. The singer called it "one of the
proudest days of my career."

1

RCA division vice president Chet
Atkins, who has produced Snow for
the past to years, says the singer has
a "special quality that makes him
sound good even on a bad jukebox."
Atkins presented Snow, on behalf of

RCA,

a

gold- mounted

railroad

watch "because he has sung so many
railroad songs." Telegrams were
read from dignitaries everywhere.
including Canadian Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau.
Snow began recording for RCA in
his native Canada on Oct. 11, 1936.
and his first song was "Prison Cowboy." produced by Hugh Joseph. He

REACH OUT
AND TOUCH THE
CLOUDS IN GEORGE
& TAMMY'S HOME
ATOP ONE OF

NASHVILLE'S
HIGHEST HILLS!
6,000 square feet of luxury,
Mediterranean style, 5 bedrooms, 6 baths, recreation
room, library, banquet sized
dining room, living room,
each with fireplace. Kitchen
has everything. Call Betty
Bernow, 352 -6430 or Jean
Quillen, 834 -2766.

KORP

AD

3 STREAKERS

others.

HEADED FOR THE CHARTS

He also is deeply involved with his
Christmas album, between personal
appearances.
He reports,
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BREAKING IN:
MEMPHIS
RICHMOND
LOUISVILLE COLUMBUS
EL PASO
SAN BERNADINO
RALEIGH NASHVILLE

-

-

-

-

JUST RELEASED
"CLEAN YOUR OWN TABLES"
TENNESSEE PULLEYBONE
JMI - 39
FROM: JMI RECORDS & TAPES
MAGIC MUSIC PEOPLE

DONNIE ROHRS

"My Christmas album

Town to Honor
Jimmy Newman
MAMOU, La. -This town pays a
homecoming tribute to its native
son, Jimmy Newman. during the
Cajun Days Festival here May 9.11.
Louisiana Gov. Edwin Edwards
has joined the list of dignitaries taking part.
Mercury's Tom T. Hall has agreed
to help entertain, and T. Tommy
Cover will host the show. The governor will lead off the festivities with
a tribute to Newman. Several state
legislators will take part.
The activities will feature a street
dance, contests, parades and music
by many groups. Newman will close
the event with a concert of his own,

featuring Cajun fiddler Rufus
Thibodeaux.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BLUES, BOOZE
AND BABY
ON MY MIND
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ONE HEART
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New LP/Tape Releases
This listing of new LP /Tape releases is designed to enable rend lent end radio programmer. to be up.nahe.
minute
valleble new product. The following configuration abbreviation are used: LP- album; BT -B.
track cartridge; CA- esssetn; 53-open reel 3i Ips; R] -open reel 7V ipo; OL- quodneonic album; 07quedresonic open reel 1V, ;pa: O9- quadnaanic B -treck canridge. Multiple records and /or tapes Ina set
sewer within brackets following the manulecturer number- Tape duplicator /n.rketere apps.. within per *nth»as following the tape manufacturer number. where applicable.

POPULAR ARTISTS
ACE SPECTRUM

Inner Spectrum

.5.98

AIM
...........55.98
ALPERT. HERB, & THE TIJUANA
Thume6T568

BRASS
You Smile. The Song Begins

VM.410...

AMES. ED
Try To Remember
LP Cr nMen ACL 10461

,.......5598

AUSTIN. PHIL
Roller Maidens From Outer Space
..
VE K E 32489 -..
699
....
....56.90
9TF43489
BAEZ, JOAN
Here's To Life

V A&MSP3814 ........................96

BASSET, SHIRLEY
Nobody De. It Like Me

98

$6.98
$6.98
$6.99

BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
Earl] Times

OOOBIE BROTHERS
What Were Once Vine Are Now
HabAs
GLWaner Bros W54.2750...... 5698

LPN.. $785510
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.........08.98

5 504
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EDWARDS. JOHN
Aware

.............................. 47.98

Wt68rBra. Wed- 188].........$6.98

BLUE OYSTER CULT

Seam Tread.

08 GQ11858 ..
BURKE. SOLOMON
Have A Dream

15.98
16.98
16.98
16.98
97.98
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90

87 5785505....

KING CRIMSON
Starless 8 Bible Black

s5

..

88
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..56.98
58 58
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FOGERTY, TOM

Zephyr National

F9448 ...................... e 5.98

FORCE OF NATURE
Force of Nature
LP Tommy K232) 68 ...................$5.98

56 98
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57 98
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56

04032856
KRISTOFFERSON. KRIS
Spooky Lady's Sideshow
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.5)98
S5.98
68.98
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re 98

LECEA. RICHIE
LP Wooden Nickel8WL10431

65

LINHART. BUM
Pussycats Can Go Far
V Aao 841044 ....... ...........65.98
LOCOMOTIV GT

Locomotiv GT

..6.98

LOGGINS & MESSINA
On Stage

G PCT32646
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LP OunM1 05050100.....

$
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CARLSON. ROB
Gagmen
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OB VII
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Togetherness. Togetherness
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COOPER, ALICE
Billion Dollar Babies
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COWBOY
Boyer & Talton
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Time Of The
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BRUBECK, DAVE
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For The Last Time
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Into The Sun
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1989 -Velvet Underground
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87 ENS ) 502 ............................. 87 98
RAYE, SUSAN
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B

Pure Love
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55.96
$6.97
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PROCOL HAREM
Exotic Birds & Fruit

SAVOY BROWN

MILSAP. RONNIE

Mara.

HUSKY, FERLIN
Freckles & Polliwog Days

DANSE MACABRE
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PRICE. ALAN
Between Today 8 Yesterday
VN...m Bras. 052753.._.........$5.98

Roe

Black & Blue
OLPniWeph

MOTT THE HOOPLE

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

DEE. KIKI

Ue Eurogen Tour
V A &M OP363 ) ..............._.......e6.98

Pure Smoker

MOORE, TIM

HOWDY MOON
Howdy Moon

ipsn
BM SP3634.....
..96

ha .m12032409..... 66.98
...........1 ] 98
0920032409 ......
PERSUASIONS
Five Plue Four Equ is A Whole Lot
More
LPASM SP3635...
.8 98
POCO
Pogo Seven
V IE c KE33898...
55.98
so 99
979A32699
.....
.5132895 .... ..........................56.96
PRESTON. BILLY
GL Ph9M

ROBINSON, SMOKEY

V A Smell Becpm COmpany59510881

137CÁ32805..

...._..15.98
.. 8.98

MELCHER, TERRY
M.ICheO. Terry

parent., 19450 .................

HOUSTON, DAVID
Best Of, w. Berbera Mandrel)

JAMES. SONNY
Is It Wrong

D'ABO. MICHAEL
Beinbons

LP

96

EA328. .. ...........................68.9 B

V Columba KC32005 ...............15.98

..

d8001CIGcOI ..............s ),Is

879E932854 ........................... Bí.98

HOLMES. RUPERT
8T

CA 6161

LP

LPUomos M9.8í 101.......

CROWBAR

Living

98

HOLLIES
Rallies

Fey Brown

Rub It In

B

8

HUTCH. WILLIE

CRADDOCK. BILLY "CRASH"

Crowbr
LP... KE32746
87.32746

51.98

65.98

COFFEY, DENNIS

Instant Coffey
LP Sum. SRA8031 ..................45.90

Nn.8001 .....66.98
.........7.95

8T815,48001C ICRn.

NOTES

Pudd'n'

LP Columbia KC 32942.........

PAUL BILLY
War Of TheGode

OLEp5E032531.....

MELVIN. HAROLD. 8 THE BLUE

HAYES. ISAAC
Two Tough GUY.
6"51504

HIRT. AL
Rear Sugar/Sweet Sauce /Banana

Rhinestone

OLPhuedepfalm 12032408..... Há. 98
06 200324 08 ..
.................. 47 98
PASSPORT
Looking Thru-

YOUNG, JESSE COLIN
Light Shine
LP Wwner Bros. 852790.....
87M82790 .......................

6.96

.N52790

STEELEYE SPAN
Now We Are Six

STREISAND, BARBRA
The Way We Were

RICH, CHARLIE
Very Special Love Sorg

OL Calumbb C031721 ...............48.98

oof

95

O'JAYS
Ship Ahoy

REDDY. HELEN
Love Song For Jaffrey

08 C. 031721......... _.. _ _..........07.08
MELANIE

..41.5 1.0405
LP

6032572....

MANZAREK, RAY
The Golden Scarab

eItrbd

HART, FREDDIE
Hang In There Girl

CHASE
Pure Music

MANDRELL, BARBARA, see David

MASON, DAVE
Ifs Like You Nee, Left

15.98

[6.98

MANCHESTER. MELISSA

87 MC&1.]03 ...........................88.95

GUESS WHO
Rood Food

CATS
Lose In Your Eye
V Fenny 59449....

GLEps

GOLDSMITH. JERRY

B

s7 96

L

Calchen,

Houston.

Moontan
.16.98

Posceeble Kingdom, w. Jon

LYON, KEN. 8 TOMBSTONE
Lyon, Ken, & Tombstone
...55.98
V CMYmbii KC32910

GENESIS

Treys.

.

g4

G 5023.501660IG RT) ..............$7.95

0006510220
.....
....8 7.95
GABK102ZO.. ....
.....4 795
OHIO PLAYERS
Ohio Plsysn
Sr0050rot 911281
............85.90

1597
5898

LYNYRD SKYNYRD
Second Helping

FOUR TOPS

98

$6.98

......

V Columba PC32848....

FORD. TENNESSEE ERNIE
Make A Joyful Roles

....46.98

M
5 56506......,.....
BTSTB5506........

5698

GL Pewiw M Sa.3177

...........

9appleABL10220

BTMCBt-] 05 ...........................

LIGHTFOOT, GORDON
Sundown
....

LP

....__.. _56.98

KOSTELANETL ANDRE
Conducts Music From Spain

G I-Columbia

NILSSON. HARRY
Son Of Drecule ISoendtreck)

Skin Tight

GZT32914

ESCORTS
3 Down 4 To Go
LP 09111.0 A89108
EVERETT, BETTY
Love

P Femaey

s6 98
........ s7 96
...

Pop Concert
art

.45

V 2OhCervvey 0435.

L

KING, ALBERT
I Wan. Get Funky
L P Sua 5í555g 5

08.032580 ........

Greatest Hits

erF9á 4)

68.9 B

Plays LnGned
OlColumen

ELEVENTH HOUR

fe

480 48 C 0815...

P

LPCalumtia KG3282512I

...........17 98

V Genomi P42005.

L

87.32825 ...........

ECKSTINE. BILLY
If She Walked Into My Life

LP

5755504 ...... _ ...............5 5.98

BLACK SABBATH
Paranoid
OL

...........15.98

Darkness 8 The Newborn Light

TFA32573......_. ...................... 90

5.
578

qtr

/ m* 507043

DOWNEY. SEAN
Downey, Sean

ARGENT
Nexus

LP

.......só.98

Desitively Bo

ARNOLD, HOHACEE
Tala of The Exonerated Flea

137

..569$

GMGC4i O.
OR. JOHN

.........2.49

LPCOIumea KC32889

$5 95

BTMGT4lG

LP

B

KAPLAN. GABRIEL
Holes & Mellow Rous

Whirlwind,

Aim For The Highest
LP Roo

DEODATO

YARBROUGH, GLENN
Sweet
G

................

55.98

IcHR..._.......... s8 95

HORN, PAUL
VNiens

JACKSON, MILT
GoudbYe, w. Hubert laws
V Cil 36
........... ........88.98
18.98

.7

98

f

Cenninntn1 on

/111Cí 771

ON
Os

eik
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contemporary/
nostalgia of *MARV(56
America's first and largest
independent producer of
Original Radio Broadcast
and Motion Picture
Albums

568 SUPERMAN

571

519 NICK CARTER

-

RASTER DETECTIVE

515
577
579
552
383
584
585
588
569
590
591

592
596
601

602
503

SOO

LAUREL

à

631 GASOLINE ALLEY/ NOON

W.C. FIELDS
LAUREL 6 HARDY
LAUREL HARDY
LAUREL HARDY
STAN KENTON

FIBBER McGEE MOLLY /1
FIBBER McGEE 6 MOLLY /2
FIBBER McGEE 6 MOLLY /3
FIBBER MCGEE 6 MOLLY /4
DICK TRACY
TXE LONE RANGER
THE SHADOW
SGT. PRESTON OF THE YUKON
TOOM MIX
UREL6 HARDY
BUCK ROGERS IN THE
251h CENTURY
JACK ARMSTRONG- THE ALL
AMERICAN BOY

A

HARDY

615 EDGAR BERGEN/
CHARLIE McCARTHY

604 JUNGLE JIM
605 AN EVENING WITH LUM 6 ABNER
606 OF MICE AND MEN
607 THE GREEN HORNET
609 FLASH GORDON
611 BELA LUGO51
812 RED
513 ADDY vAILLEE
HE GREAT GILDERSLEEV E
52
521 EDWYNNFIRE CHIEF
522 LASSIE
623 MANDRAKE THE MAGICIAN
BLONDIE
DON WINSLOW OF THE NAVY
527 CHARLIE CHAN
629 RED RIDER
630 TERRY AND THE PIRATES

MULLINS
632 JUDY GARLAND
633 COURT MARTIAL OF
BILLY MITCHELL
633 GRAND CENTRAL STATION
638 SAM SPADE /HOWARD DUFF
640 BILL STERN /SPORTS NEWSREEL
841 GERSHWIN BY GERSHWIN
542 STRAIGHT ARROW

593 LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE

TRAI E

($

845 HALLMARK RADIO
PLAYHOUSE
544

TARZAN

95 W.C. FIELDS /LUX RADIO

5368

6

LITTLE RASCALS
9CA S

OI9dYL

47 SOAP OPERAS

636 CAMPBELL PLAYHOUSE

George Garabedian Production

IOADfAS13
ROB

THE SHADOW /VOL.

,I6ae West

594 CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT

639 BETTY BDOP

610 HUMPHREY BOGART

643 MAE WEST

614 GEORGE BURNS/
GRACIE ALLEN

NOTE: ALL MARK56 Productions and the artists appearing on MARK56 Records
are licensed by the copyright owners with special arrangements with the artists.

Brando

Helen O'Connell

Buddy ROgerE

Mary Plck /Ord

Cary Gran!

Agnes Moorehead

Cecil

8

DeMrlle

The Mies Brothers

Dick Powell

-

WRITE OR CALL GEORGE HOCUTT CIO R R RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
417 East Broadway Street, Glendale, California 91205 213 -245 1101
DISTRIBUTION AVAILABLE IN SOME AREAS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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never
thought we'd do
more than one

Art Laboe's

I

But
'Oldies
Goodies'
album,' says Art
Laboe, founder

president
AualIy.

of

Original Sound Records, which manufactures the now 14- volume strong series.
For a man who seems to have done everything else right during his long career
on the Los Angeles music scene, it was a
rare error in judgment.
Since 1956, Laboe has been a pioneer
rock disk jockey, a successful record
company president of both contemporary and oldies material, a TV personality, a concert promoter and most
recently the owner of one of the few consistently successful oldies clubs in the
nation.
"Oldies but Goodies as a term actually
started when was a disk jockey at several Schribner's Drive -Ins in L.A. on
KCOP -AM in 1956," Laboe says. The
idea of the show was to go around to the
various cars, interview and talk to the
people, who were mostly teenagers, and
they would dedicate and announce a
record on the air. They picked from a list
called the top tunes and if they announced it on the air, they got the
record.
"Within 90 days it became the No. 1
rated show in its time slot (3.6 p.m.).
The most popular drive -in was one. at
Sunset and Cahuenga, in a spot that is
now a Texaco station. It was near Hollywood High, and a lot of kids from the
school, including Rick Nelson, would
come by. It was at that spot that Rick
made his first public appearance as a
recording star.
"Anyway, at
the bottom of my
list had two or

"1

Past Is Showire
Oldies But Goodies share top spot
with today's beat in the spinning
world of Original Sourd

I

think we had and have consumer

acceptance," he says. "People believe
we are authentic. As far as picking an
oldie, it didn't really have to be a big hit.
It had to be a mix between hits and certain hard -to -get things. It's all really a
feeling and the biggest mistake imitators make is to try and analyze an oldie.
"li you have to define an oldie," Laboe
continues, "I'd say we look for songs
that fit a particular time and place, penetrated people's lives and caused the listener to think of where he was and what
he or she was doing when first hearing
the song. You may not remember the
group's name, but you remember the
song. A lot of 1950's songs are like this,
but for some reason, there haven't been
so many from the 1960s."
Back to the 1960s, Laboe left radio in
1961 because the station he was on at
the time (with Alan Freed) went to anallblack format and he felt the record label
demanded his full attention.
"Being a disk jockey was my first
love," he says, "but the company had
grown to a point where it required full attention.
"At one time Larry Finley and I had
done an interview show in the lobby of
Ciro's, a popular club on the strip. We
talked to movie stars like Clark Gable,
Tyrone Power, Gary Cooper and so on.
"Anyway, the club had run through a
succession of failures and by 1967 was
being used primarily for private parties.
went to a New Year's Eve party there
that year and decided that wanted to
do something with the Club. But was
busy with the label at the time and a
group called Dyke & the Blazers, so
temporarily shelved the idea."
In June, 1972, however, Laboe
opened Art Laboe's Club. It was
launched as an
oldies club, open
I

1

I

I

8:30 p.m. to

I

records

three

that were

a

a.m.

called oldies
but goodies. We
started getting so
many requests
for these that the
I

with no require.
ment to buy food
or drink once in-

list soon became
half as longasthe
regular one. So
knew there was a
radio demand for

side.
A house band

I

provided music
for continuous

oldies, but the

dancing, and artists included Ron
Holden
(now
M.C.), Don Julian
and the Larks,
the Medallions,
Coasters. Penguins, Shirley &

record angle still

hadn't crossed
my mind."
Laboe did have

label at the

time,

as

many as eight
ads a night and
including a $3.50
admission price

years old and that

a

weekends,

featuring

few

2

Original

Sound, but it was
marketing a contemporary product. For a man
who was soon to move into oldies, Laboe wa releasing
a product that was strikingly different than most of the
formula material of the day, such as Preston Epps'
"Bongo Rock" and Sandy Nelson's "Teen Beat."
"After the popularity of oldies on the radio," Laboe
says, "I began to think that an oldies cleric might do
well. So lined up some artists that had been popular a
year or two before. like the Penguins, Thurs on Harris,
Don & Dewey and Earl Bostic and we ren ed the El
Monte Legion Stadium."
The story behind Laboe's choice of El Monte as a
showcase is an interesting one. "This was in 1957," he
says, "and at that time, the city of Los Angeles had an
ordinance forbidding anyone under the age of 18 from
attending a public dance unless it was held under the
auspices of the board of education. Most surrounding
cities had the some ordinance, but El Monte did not.
plugged the dance for three weeks on the air. The hall
held 2,500. We had a blanket charge of $2.50 and we
got 2,900 people in and fumed away another 1,500. So
we did it again the next week and we had concerts of
one type or another every week for the next six years."
In addition to the oldies dances, Laboe also
presented contemporary concerts in Los Angeles, El
Monte. Azusa, Oxnard, Burbank, San Bemardino, Long
Beach and Anaheim. featuring the likes of Jerry Lee
Lewis, Chuck Berry, the Ever r Brothers, Jackie Wilson
and Ray Charles.
"Still," says Laboe, "even with the radio and concert
successes, hadn't come up with the album idea. And,
in fact, never did. A girl gave it to me. We were on a
couch one night, doing what guess was called petting
in those days, and listening to oldie 45's. But everytime
things got interesting, the spindle would stick or some-

Lee, Bob B. Sox,

Jesse Hill, and
Tony Allen.
"I used my name," Laboe says, "because felt had
a strong local following and thought a club with my
name would do better than a club that simply stressed
oldies. Besides, most of the artists do contemporary
songs as well as their big hits."
In October, 1972, an upstairs section of the club
opened and ever since, Laboe has been broadcasting
from. 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. weekends over KRTH -FM, an
oldies station. He takes dedications just as he did in the
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Art Laboe and friends: clockwise with the Evenly Brothers, Chuck Berry and Big
Joe Turner. Crowds flock to one of Art's packaged presentations in Los Angeles
in center shot. Photos from Art Laboe.

thing else would go wrong and had to get up and lix it. Finally, this girl said.
'Why doesn't someone put those things into an album ?'
"The idea registered pretty quickly with me. already had the record company.l had an engineering background, with a first class radio -TV license and
was a graduate radio engineer of the signal corps school of Stanford UniverI

1

sity.
"We put an LP together that was mostly oriented toward L.A. but did have
some national names like the Five Satins. Penguins and the Teen Queens. In
two weeks it was No. 1 in L.A. It went on the Billboard national charts and
stayed there for 235 weeks. And we called it 'Oldies But Goodies' Vol. 1."
Laboe says it was relatively easy to get masters in those days. "A single
didn't keep selling then," he adds. "and once its run was over it was a dead
issue. Rock was relatively young so there was no such thing as collecting old
records. A hit was generally junked atter its run and thew were no greatest hit

albums.
"To my knowledge, was the first to couple different artists on one album.
And there were no oldies albums at all. For us, 1959 through 1963 were great
years."
How does Laboe define an oldie and how does he explain the continuing success of his product?
I
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old days.

"We don't get the typical Hollywood crowd," he says.
"We have a lot of Mexican -Americans, who have been
so important to rock in L.A., a lot of kids from the Valley
and a generally older crowd, running from about 28 to
the mid -30s. If
had to depend on the Hollywood
crowd, I'd be out of business."
What is the need for such a club? "People of that
era," Laboe says bluntly, "really don't have anywhere
else to go. They don't Ike current hard rock but they
don't like Vegas -type material either. We give them the
music they want and what we hope is a relaxed atmosphere. Basically, we have found a need and we are trying to fill it."
The club holds some 400 people. Liquor and food are
served; there is a stage and dance area as well as bars
upstairs and down.
The club is used for more than oldies, however.
Johnny Rivers has stopped in to play, as have top musicians such as Jim Gordon, Dean Parks and Tom Scott
as well as comedian Redd Foxe.
Joni Mitchell, Harry Nilsson, Jim Capaldi, Rivers,
George Harrison, Richard Perry, Karen Valentine, Patti
Boyd and Mickey Dolenz have showed up as customers
more than once.
(Continued on page N -36)
I
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Rare Records'
Treasure Of Nostalgia
Glendale Store digs
into the past and
comes up with
sounds that people
still

Ray Avery (left) and George Hocutt (right) in
photo at left, discuss old recordings with a visitor from Australia. Above, Avery holds an old
Paul Whiteman 78. Photos by Earl Paige.
asap III 11*1
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want to buy
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firms are regularly calling Avery and Hocutt for
reference material. "Ray is the expert on a lot
of old funny songs and jazz and I am into pop
and World War
songs," Hocutt says.
Peter Bogdanovich asked the two men about
"Paper Moon" when he was doing a picture. "It
turns out that when looked up all the background. the original date of the recordings and
everything, it was really 'It's Only Make Believe'
by Paul Whiteman and his orchestra. The song
was later changed to 'Paper Moon,' " Hocutt
11

I

Avery is trying to recall the
rarest of all recordings he's
ever sold since forming Rare
Records 27 years ago at 1636
S. LaCienega Blvd. in a log
cabin.
Suddenly he says: "It really isn't representative of what is happening in nostalgia records
it was a special case. A customer wanted Marty
Gold's '25 Pieces of Gold' on RCA and said he
would pay we $150 if found it. was rummaging around a warehouse and suddenly realized
I was actually standing on a copy."
Avery, 53, like his partner in the separate
R &R distributing subsidiary, George Hocutt, an
avid collector all his life, can recall similar instances once he gets going on rare recordings.
But Rare Records is not a musty hole -in -the.
wall repository of old recordings. It's a neat
brightly lit modem shop geared to merchandising rare and unusual recordings not only to its
local Glendale, Calif., and greater Los Angeles
clientele but around the world via a regular mail
auction in jazz, soul and show music categories.
What's more, the nearly two- year -old distributing wing is also international with such lines
as Mark 56 (reissues of old radio serials), Startone, Pelican, Testament, Revelation and
Sounds of Swing. Avery and Hocutt, 46, claim
that the whole nostalgia thing is starting to
happen in all English- speaking nations and
many others, notably Sweden and throughout
Scandinavia and France.
Distributing is a recent involvement and is
taking Avery and Hocutt into interesting directions, particularly the Mark 56 line developed
by George Garabedian, since this involves radio
broadcast recordings and goes outside music
per se.
Also, not every label R &R handles involves
rare collector item titles. Indeed, as Hocutt
points out, R&R was picked deliberately as a
take -off on Rare Records but not to connote
that restriction- Tacoma, John Fahey's label,
for instance, has pop material.
Other lines distributed locally in Los Angeles
include Stanyan, Audio Fidelity's subsidiary
lines Black Lion and Chiaroscuro, MonmonthEvergreen. Painted Smiles, Project 3 (still another label not exclusively in nostalgia) Clavier
(a classical music line) Creative World, Band
Stand, Sunbeam and Arcane, the latter a ragtime label.
Rare Records is a curious combination of
strictly modern design as a structure with an almost Kist-poured-concrete look and nostalgia
in every corner and stairway. Actually the building just down from Glendale's city hall is only a
few years old because "the big earthquake," as
Avery terms it, destroyed the building in February, 1971, and more than 20,000 of the
100,000 7B's Avery stocked.
"They were in orange crates and just tumbled into the aisles."
The new building -Avery operated fora year
out of temporary headquarters -is curiously
417 Broadway whereas the original was 415. a
point quickly picked up by an Australian dealer
and distributor, David Pepperall, who made his
first visit to Rare Records the day this interview
was conducted.
Hocutt, catching fast on Pepperall's penchant for detail and accuracy, says, "This is
one of the most important facets of the whole
nostalgia business -you need accuracy. It
(being accurate) is kind of like having class
you have it, no one will notice, but watch out if
Ray

-

I

I

-if

you

don't."

Hocutt says accuracy must be watched at every turn, liner notes, literature, merchandising
dividers, so on. He is especially critical of the
television show "Remember When."
"They used songs that were totally inappropriate. The whole show was done anachronis.
tically; they had the invasion of Italy all back
wards -and Frank Sinatra, who was with the
Harry James orchestra at the time. not doing
what they had him doing on this show."
Hocutt prides himself on minutiae concerning the music of World War II and has a book of
-

thousands of recordings he indexed that were
popular during the period. It's a 23 -page book.
Of a certain recording company executive,
Hocutt is doubly critical when it comes to accuracy because the executive was quoted as saying this label started in 1939 with Meade Lux
Lewis and Biz Beiderbecke. "Beiderbecke died
in 1931," Hocutt says, a trace of anger crossing his lips. "When you come oft with statements like this man made, you lose credi-

bility."
Movie

studios and television production

says.
Rare Records maintains an exhaustive library of books and has Phonologs stacked in
five -year increments. "We have catalogs that
go back to 1890," Avery says.
Both point out that nostalgia record fans are

much more interested in original material.
"They don't want Tommy Dorsey redone. This
has happened. Of course, in the case of Enoch
Light, this is different because Enoch at least is
selling quadrasonic as much if not more than
Tommy Dorsey."
Hocutt likes to reminisce about the complete
(Cominaed on page N -40)

Variety Is Truly The Spice
Of Life For R&R Distributing
The resurgence of the

full

catalog store has done as

much for nostalgia
recordings as anything
tied to the Marshall
Mcluhan idea that we are
always looking in a rear
view mirror, say George Hocutt and Ray
Avery, partners in R &R Distributing.
This is a firm, located in California, that
ships to distributors in Australia and England and to private collectors in dozens of
other countries.
What's- more. large retail. operations
such as the May Co. are now stocking

ume, its development has come about through
small, independent distributors such as R &R,
that often serve as marketing wings for the
small entrepreneur labels now burgeoning in
the field.
"The biggest problem- we face," says Hocutt,
"is to break down the hidebound thinking of
distributors and rackjobbers. This is not the
same kind of product they deal in day in and
day out. It has no shelf life, no relationship to
the charts, no date of release bearing."
Probably as important as any other factor for
rackjobbers is the dilemma nostalgia recordings represent. On the one hand, there are no
clear cut patterns of popularity. "This leads to

"I would say our returns are less than 3 percent. You're talking about a recording of the
Shadow that came out in the '40s. If it doesn't
move today it will move tomorrow."
Hocutt says he often recalls a study he once
read of hidden best sellers in books. "At the
time, it was brought out that the top seller was
Eisenhower's 'Crusade in Europe.' though at
that point it had been in print for 10 years.
think nostalgia recordings are similar. There
are many hidden best sellers.
think Leo
Kottke's 'Six & 12 String Guitar' on Tacoma
should be on the Billboard charts because we
sell it so consistently."
Hocutt and Avery recount one of the most
dramatic instances of a success with nostalgia
that came out of a May Co. promotion of the
I

I

Mark 56 radio serials and a replica of an old
Philco radio.
May Co. moved 2,000 pieces in a very short
time at $4.69 along with the $59.95 list radio.
The promotion was so successful that Kenneth
Platt, operator of the department, sent an interoffice report around the country and Venture, the May Co. discount chain in St. Louis,
decided to go with a Mark 56 promotion. Now
other May Co. stores are stocking the merchandise, some on a permanent basis.
(Comfnaed on page N -36)

The original home for Rare Records (below) contrasts with its new New Orleans themed building
in Glendale (left). Photos from Ray Avery.

many nostalgia recordings. including the
Mark 56 radio serials.
But both men see a great challenge in
getting the giant rackjobbers interested in
nostalgia, because just as major labels
have moved slowly into it, major wholesalers are slow to pick up as well and in
both cases for the same reason -the lack
of numbers, or tonnage, as merchandisers tike to say it. And because nostalgia
has little relationship to the charts and
does not represent huge quantities of vol-

the kind of situation where a buyer will
call up and say send us 25 of everything," Hocutt says. On the other hand,
there is virtually no return factor.
"Rackjobbers are not building an inventory equity in nostalgia merchandise.
Your receivables are not tied up in unmoved inventory, where you can have a
situation of selling a million pieces of
something but finding that 200,000 of it
is coming back from some distributor or
rackjobber.
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ia:
Nostal
The

Song Lingers On
In A
Search For Old Values

them feel something they once felt. For those who
felt the old moods for the very first time, it got them
in that mood and gave them what we called that
"old feeling."
Can these answers mean we are becoming
numbed by the bombardment of our senses
through entertainment saturated with gratuitous
violence and brutality and cold sex without love? Are
our feelings being deadened by our addictions to
food, alcohol, drugs. sex and overwork?
Do these, along with the mind -boggling pace we
live and overcrowding that blots out our caring for
one another, make it a must to receive some of
those good old feelings through past sights and
sounds we had carelessly set aside. Maybe the

By Larry Flatterer, M. D.

Dr. Hatterer is a noted psychiatrist who
has written several books relating to human relationships and creativity. He was
asked by Billboard to delve into the phenomenon of the nostalgia craze.
Nostalgia is our new thing. Wherever
you turn, whether it be in the movies, TV,
theater, books, fashion, our rage for antiques, but most of all in our popular mu.
sic the revival is in sight.
The young, the middle aged, the old are
turned onto and tuned into getting their
new highs from yesterday's old acts. The

camp crowd and the solid estab
lishment are both hitting the record shops
buying revivals of movie soundtracks,
musicals, radio show albums and all of
their once forgotten favorite singles to
bring back fond memories they want to re.
live. Teenagers want to get into the act
and live it up the way we lived it up be
cause it sounds like it was all just one big.
continuous party back in those days. They
in

also love some of the music the way we
loved it because it is the kind of music that
never really went completely out... Louis
Armstrong, Charlie Parker, Besse Smith,
Nat King Cole, The Duke, Billie, Ella, Elvis,
Basie, Sinatra and now Chuck Berry.
What sounded good to mom and pop
still sounds good. Most importantly, the
jau, blues, big band, rock, country music,
pop culture is coming of age and having its
history hatched and emblazoned by Amer.

lca's latest sky -rocketing fad -Nostalgia.
Our generation is ripe and ready for the
day of the popular classic to take its place
in our cultural life.
Why nostalgia today? Why is it our new
thing? have some notion as to why we are
into old times but decided to find out what
the people around me felt were the reasons nostalgia had caught on. asked my
wife, kids, friends, storekeeper, cab
driver, even my patients and a few "egg.
head" friends of mine what they thought
the nostalgia craze was about.
Each gave a slightly different answer to
my questions: "What's this nostalgia
thing all about, particularly the popularity
of music spanning the Thirties through
the Sixties, with our teenagers being hot.
test for the Fifties ?"
Here is a wrap -up of the answers along
with my analysis of them. Almost to a per.
son, each believed in one way or another
that nostalgia made them feel those good
times the way they remembered them or
chose to remember them, the bad having
been forgotten. If they'd not lived through
those good times, they wanted to live
them through the sights and sounds of
those happy days. "Let's bring back the
old familiar feelings" was the bottom line
of each answer.
For some it was not just his times but
all other kinds of times: glad times, sad
times, love time, just so long as it made
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young want to know we once had those feelings, and Z.
we want them to know we still have them for one another. Doesn't this drive toward nostalgia simply
mean a deep need for the good old- fashioned feel.
ings of romance, sentimentality, togetherness and
all those other warm. cozy, personal emotions we
are afraid we've lost? Maybe we all believe that the
revival will revive as from everything that surrounds
as that is killing our most humane emotions.
Another answer so many gave was that nostalgia
made them feel they had some kind of past, something of a history to hold onto in these unstable
times when everything is here today and gone to.
morrow.
(Continued at page N -50)
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Soundtrack LP's From Vintage Movies
Enjoy A Renaissance With Or Without
Impetus Of The Nostalgia Wave

t;

Film stars starring in musicals: clockwise Donald O'Connor, Debbie Reynolds and Gene Kelly in "Singin' In
the Rain," Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire in The Barkleys of Broadway, " Carmen Miranda in "Nancy Goes
to Rio," Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland in "Words and Music," Doris Day and Hogey Carmichael and Ann
Miller in "Hit the Deck." Photos from MGM and WB files.

In 1947, the first motion picture soundtrack a
bum was released. To film companies it be.
came an ideal way of advertising their film .
The phonograph record became an extra pro
motional tool. Little did they realize that with
the birth of the soundtrack album, phonograph records were in effect preserving an im.
portant part of motion picture history.
For the record industry, soundtrack albums
have proved to possess potent earning power.
Recently their importance was dramatically un
derscored by the release of two major sound
track series; "Those Glorious MGM Musicals"
on MGM Records and "Fifty Years of Film Music" and "Fifty
Years of Film" on Warner Bros. Records. Combined, they are
the most comprehensive audio history of two mediums avail.
able.

Nostalgia (from Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary): 1. Homesickness 2: a wistful or excessively sentimental
sometimes abnormal yearning for return to or of some past
period or irrecoverable condition.

By Dick Oliver
Mention the word nostalgia to independent producers John
lerardi and myself and describe MGM Records'"Those Glari-

ous MGM Musicals" series or the Leslee Productions of pro.
ducers Les Harsten and James Silke producers for Warner
Bros.' sets "Fifty Years of Film Music" and "Fifty Years of
Film" and you'll be greeted with a wearily shaking head. "Yes,
it's considered nostalgia, but no, it's not." All agree that the
"camp" fads may have precipitated some of the interest in
vintage films, but it has gone beyond that to an awareness of

quality.
"Camp is gone, but the interest is still there," proclaims
Harsten, "and much of this is due to quality of work of the
creators. Harry Warren, for example, has written songs which
have lasted for decades. His music transcends periods and
styles. Many of the people who wrote for the early Warner and
MGM films am much more than Brill Building tunesmiths and
that's what's being discovered today." lerardi and agree that
as far as our MGM musical albums are concerned, they practically contain a complete history of American popular music
covering three decades with such composers as Porter, Berlin,
Kern, and many more. The same is true with the film composers at Warner Bros. Their music is really the American classical music of the 20th century. all of this music still lives. It is
not limited to thoughts of yesterday.
Harsten underlines this fact in the large acceptance of both
the MGM and Warner Bros. series. "There is a whole new
awareness and deep appreciation for these men and their
music. In the case of film scores, people today have suddenly
I
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discovered composers who have been hidden for the film all
these years. RCA Red Seal is aware of this and has had good
luck with a series of 6 newly recorded albums produced by
George Korngold. They aren't soundtracks, but they do repre -,
sent the music of film composers and many appeared on the
classical charts."
The MGM series reflects this chart action too in the first re.
lease of six double record soundtrack albums covering 13 of
the MGM musicals last August. At one time or another, every.
one of those albums appeared on the Billboard charts, to the
amazement of some. "We knew there was a market out there
because we're a part of it ourselves. Much of it is due to the
gap in direction of music these days, but also much of it is due
to the lasting value of the material," says lerardi. Once again,
quality.
MGM had to be convinced to gamble on the release of siz
double albums. The producers were left completely to their
own devices in preparing the material and delivering the final
product. The reception was an eye. opener to the record corn.
pany including outstanding press response and Sunday feu.
ture articles hailing the series as keeping the glorified image
of the motion picture studio alive. The gamble apparently had
paid off and witnessed the release of six more double sets in
February with an additional six mom planned for release.
In preparingthe series, we kept the market well in mind and
(Continued on page N -34)
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6004
6005
6068
6071
60766

6096
6102
6200
6201
6202
6203

6204
6206

8207
6208
66209

6210
6211

6212
6213
6274
6215
6276
66217

6218
6219
6220
6221
6222
6223
6224

6225
6226
6227
6228

01'

Les Pau!
& Mary Ford
Stan Kenton

Nat Kin
The Kingston

Peter & Gordon
Ray Anthlony

The Fortunes
Glen Campbell
Ca

Vaya Con

Laura/September
/How High The Mo on
Song
Sweet Lorraine/Nature
Greenback Dollar/Rev. Boy
Mr. Black
Without

Tobacco

lues

RO e

Dragnet/Peter

now
For A 44-String
-Sfrin 9 Guitar

Gunn
Here Comes
That
Glen Campbell
Rain
It's Ortly Make
A Feeling/Freedom
y
Believe/Try
Glen Campbell
Come, Freedom
Fr
/Bobble Gen
Hone Y Come Back/Dream B Little Tenderness
Go
Glen C em
Q aby
To Do /s
Murray
The Beach Boys
Dream
Say
Y A Little Pta
The B each
When
Boy
Up/She Knows
(medley)
om
Me M
Wend
Guy
1Much Too
Honda
Chad tl Jeremy
Weld
Enjoy Yoursel
/ /Auld Lan
Tex R/tter
Willow Weep / Yesterda
9 Syne
Grand Funk
High Noon /Blood
Gone
On h
Nat n g ot/egs
Gimme Shelter /Closer
To Home
Nat King Cole
Gimme Dal
Ding
/Neanderthal
Cheers
The Lazy -Hazy
Man
-Crazy Days
Helen Reddy
Black Denim
of
Trousers /BazOemSummer/ That Sunda
He/e n Reddy
That Summer
(/ Need Your
l Am Woman /1 Don't
Know
Loving)
Raspberries
Delta Dawn /Peacelul
How Too Love
Him
Raspberries
Go

Lbardo

Nelson Ritld/e
Hurricane
Smith
Freddie Hart
Freddie Hart
Buck Owens
Asce Murray
Edward Bear
Human Beioa
/People
Al Martino
Al Martino
Grand Funk
Grand Funk

All The Way

Lei's Pretend /Tonight
/l
Route 66 /LisbonWanna Be With You
Antigua
Oh Babe What
Would You
Easy Loving
Say /Who Was
/Got The All Dyers
0,
Bless Your Heart
For
You
(All
/My Hang up
Oyer Me)
is You
/n
/Ruby (Are
Japan
You Mad
Mane
Song/Cotton
J
Jenny
Last Song/Close
y'0
Your Eyes
Nobody
Loot
Bat Me /l Love
You
Y's Little Girl/
Love
1 Love
You
You Because
and More Everyday
/Mary In The
American Band
/Walk LikeoA
e',0 An P n'
Music /Rock
Man
'n Roll Soul

THEIR BIGGEST HITS BÁCK-TO-BACK TOGETHER!
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Pee Wee Hunt
The Kingston Trio
Nat King Cole

6001

16002
6003

Tennessee Ernie Ford
Dean Martin
Kay Starr
Peggy Lee

6007
6011
6012
6014

II

H

I

!

1

Les Baxter

6017
6018
6022
6024
6025
6026
6027
6029
6030
6037

Tex Ritter
Smith
Louis PrimalKeely
Fortin Husky
Felon Young
Ray Anthony

Frank Sinatra
Nat King Cole
The Four Preps
Ed Townsend
how
Sonny James
Gene Vincent
Nat King Cole
Kingston rio

600441

',

III

6042
fi044

1.1

6046
6047
6046

11

6053
6056
6059
6067
6070

1

ll
I

Roy Acuff
Dean Martin
Wanda Jackson
Wayne Newton
The Beech Boys

Cilia Black
King Curtis
The Lettermen
Buck Owens
Jack Scott
Frank Sinatra
Hank Thompson

6072
6074

i

6077

1.

I,

6078
6079
6081

11
1,

6092
6094
6095
6099
6100
6103

1,

16105
6107
6106
6109

1

6110

-

6112

1

6113
6114

i

II

6120
6122

1

6123
6124

J.6125
6126
6127
6126
6129

/6130
I

6133

Hank Thompson
Ned Miller
The Beach Boys
The Beech Boys
Net King Cole
Nancy Wilson
Peter And Gordon
The Beach Boys
The Beach Boys
The Beech Boys
At Martino
Al Merano
Wayne Newton
Buck Owens
Merle Haggard

Dance
/DO You Wanna
Rhonda
Me,
Heart
Help
Yukon /HOBPIY DumptyDo Well
The
Along
Squaws
You Do,
A King /Do What
To
Jack
A
From
Down
Surfin' U.S.A. /Shut

Judy Garland
Judy Garland
Cannonball
Adder/

6134
6135
6136
6137
6138

Sur/in' Safari /409
Rose
The Good Times /Ramblln' Than Yesterday
Less
How Glad Am / Never
Me, Baby
¡Go To Pieces /Love
Of The Sun
Dance/The
Dance
Dance,
Fools Fall In
1

6139

Fun /Why Do
Coupe
Surfer Girl/ Little Deuce L
01 L
Spanish Eyes /Melody My
Now,
Forgive Mel What
Lady/One Mo Memory
Blue
A
For
Rases
Red
a
By The Tail /Cry
Tiger
A
Got
I've
Girl Turned Ripe
Swinging Doors /The
Longer You Wail
/The
Down
Me
Let
The Bottle
ederstand
Cry/1 Just Don
See The Big Man

Fun,

6147

6142
6143

i

6144

Memory

Thing
Love Is A Hurlin'
Today /The Verdict
Guess Who Saw
Blue Skirl Waltz
Westphalia Walt= /The

Charlie Lou vin
Lou Rawls
Nancy Wilson
Hank Thompson
Judy Garland
Judy Garland
Judy Garland

on
Glen

/

Burning Badges/
Witchcraft /Chicago
Lae
The Wild Side Of
Got
To
Pack
A Six

The Beach Boys

6084,

Twelfth Street Rag/Oh
Tom DooleY/M.T.A.
Lisa
Too Young /Mona
Train
Sixteen Tons /Mule
Amore
Of ThisIThal's
Made
Are
Memories
By Side
Wheel 01 Fortune /Side Win
You
Fever/ Alright, Okay,
People Of Paris
April in Portugal /Poor
Deck 01 Cards/ Rye Whisky
Magic
Love/That Old Black
I Wish You
Wings Of A Dove /Gone
Die Young
Hello Walls/ Live Fast
Hard
The Bunny Hop/The
Hopes
All The Wayl High
For Me
Looking Back /Send
Twenty Six Miles /Big ManOver Again
And
For Your Love/ Over
Did The Cha Cho
/Willie
Ji
ve
Hand
The
Willie And
Old Broken Heart
Young Lave /Hello
Lovin'
Be-Bop-A -Lulu! LottaAlong The Way
Unforgettable/SomewhereSoda
And
Man /550
Worded Man/Scotch
Worry
Great Speckled Bird
Wabash Cannon Ball /The
Votary/Return To Me MIddle 01A Heartache
Right Or Wrong /In The
Heart/ /Danko Schoen
In My Boon
Be True To Your School/
Lost Thal Lovin' Feelin'
World/You've
My
You're
Serenade
Soul Twist /Soul
in Love
Tonight /When I Fall
Look
You
The Way
Heart Skips A Beat
Together Again/ My
Come Over You
What In The World's

6145
6146
6148

1

Chicago /San Francisco That Got Away
Men
April Showers /The
Melody/
Baby With A Dixie
Your
-A
-Bye
Rock
Shine
Come Rain Or Come
l'Ii Come Back
Over The Rainbow /Maybe
SWanee !That 's

ey Quintet

6149
6149
6151

6152
6154
6155

Entertainlreaed

So Bed
Mercy, Mercy/Why Am
One
Phoenix/ Hey tittle
By The Time I Get To

Lou Rawls
The Seekers
Nancy Wilson
Kyu Sakamolo
Tex Ritter

8

6196_

111)

Merle Haggard
And The Strangers
Merle Haggard
And The Strangers
Sonny James
The Lettermen
Buck Owens
And The Buckaroos

Peter & Gordon
67
Peter á Gordon
6157
Roy Clark
6158
The Band
6159
The Bob Seger
System
6160
Joe South
8161
Peggy Lee
6163
Any Acuff
6164
Tennessee Ernie
Ford
6165
The Outsiders
6167
Jody Miller
6168
Dakota Steton
6189
Robert M'tchum
6170
Andy Griffith
6171
Al Dexter
6172
Merle Haggard
6173
Merle Haggard
6174
Wynn Stewart
6175
Anne Murray
6176
Sonny Jemes
6177
Johnny & Janie Mosby
6178
Jean Shepard á
Feriln Husky
6179
Net King Cole
6180
Roy Rogers
6181
Freddie Hart
6182
Joe South
6183
Dick Curless
6184
Susan Raye
6185
Linda ROaadt/
The Stone Poneys
With
Linde Ronstedr
8166
The Flue Keys
6187
Bobbie Gentry
6188
The Band
6189
Buck Owens &Thee
awes
6190
Glen Campbell
6191
Peggy Lee
6192
The Five
6193
Frank Sinatra8

6194
8195

--"_

Glen Campbell
Glen Campbell
Glen Campbell
Glen Campbell
Glen Campbell And
Bobble Gentry
Pett/Drew
Bobble Gentry
Merle Haggard
And The Strangers
Merle Haggard
And The Strangers

The Fascinators
Frank Sinatra
The Lettermen

\
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I Wanna Live /Dreams
Of The Every Day
Wichita Lineman/
True Grit
Galveston /Where's
The Playground
Susie
Gentle On My Mind /Arkansas
Let lr Be Me /Less

Of Me

Workin' On A Groovy
Thing /Tell Him
Ode To Billy Joe /Mississippi
Della
Sing Me Back Home
/Legend 01 Bonnie
& Clyde
Mama Tried /I Take
A Lot 01 Pride In What
l Am
Hungry Eyes /Workin
Man Olsen
I'm A Lonesome Fugitive
/Branded Man
Only The Lonely' Running
Bear
Goin' Out 01 My Head
/Hurt
So Bad

Waidn' In Your Welfare
Deed End Street/Your Une /Sam's Place
Good Thing Ns About
Georgy Glrl /l'll Never
To End)
Find Another You
Face It Girt it's Over
/You Better Go
Suk /uaki /Tenkobush/
I Dreamed Ol
A Hill-Billy Heaven
/Just Beyond The
Woman/ I Don't Want
To See You Again

/1

Moon

Lady Godiva /You've
Had Better Times
The Tip Of My Fingers
/Malaguena
The Weight/I Shall
Be Released
Ramblln' Gamb/in'
Man /2
Games People Play /These+2 =7
Are Not My People
is Thar Ali There Is/ Spinning
Wheel
Night Train to Memphis
/The Wreck On The
Just A Closer Walk
Highway
With Thee /Take My
Hand Precious Lord
Time Won't Let
Me /Girl In Love
Queen Of The House/
Silver Threads And
The Late Late Show
/My Funny Valentine Golden Needles
Ballad Of Thunder Road
/My Honey's Lovin' Arms
What if Was, Was Football
PL 1/ What n Was,
Pistol Pack/n' Mama
Was Football PL
/Rosa/lfa
2
Today I Started
Loving You Again /The
Flghtln' Side 01 Me
Okie From Muskogee
/Daddy Frank
lys Such A Pretty
(The Guitar Man)
World Today /Goin' Steady
Snowbird /Put Your
Hand In The Hand
Since I Met You, Baby
/Don't Keep Me
Hangln' On
Juni Hold My Hand /you
Make
A
Left
And
Seven Lonely Days
/A Dear John Lester Then q Right
Jet /Portrait 0/ Jennie
Happy Anniversary/
Fingerprints /The
Key's In The Mailbox
Walk A Mile in My Shoes
/Don't Il Make You
Tombstone Every Mile
Want To Go Home
/Big
Wheel
Cannonball
L.A. /nrernatlonelA/rporl
/P/lly, Pilly, Patter
Long Long Time /011ferenl
Drum
Out Of Sight, Out
01 Mind /The Verdict
Fancy /He Made A Woman
Out Of Me
Up On Cripple Creek
/The Night They Drove
Tall Dark Stranger
Ord Dixie Down
/Big In Vegas
MacArthur Perk /My
Way
I'm A Women/ Is That
All There Is
Wisdom Of A Fool /Ling,
One For My Baby (And Ting, Tong
One More For The Road)/
l've Got You Under My
Skin
Chapel Bess /Who
Do You Tn Ink You
Are
In The Wee Small
Hours 01 The Morning/
Theme From "A Summer
Night And Day
Place"/Somewhere,
My Love
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By

Ambassador
Overseas;
Fighter Against
Jim Crow In The U.S.

Leonard Feather
Strange as it may seem to those who have not been in the music business long enough to recall it, there was a time when the
public appearance of black and white musicians performing in
the same group not only was taboo, but could have caused
physical violence to erupt in many parts of the then notso
United States.
More than any of their contemporaries, jazz musicians were
responsible for breaking down the barriers and attempting to foster a spirit of goodwill between the
races.
In the 1920's and early '30s, white
musicians often went to Harlem
to sit in with black bands,

but the reverse
procedure (with
rare exceptions such
as Louis Armstrong
"integrating" Guy
Lombardo's orchestra
by sitting in occasionally) was all but unknown.
Even in the recording
studios the accepted social
custom of segregation obtained for the most part.
Rare was the instance when
white and black would work together on the same date. Bing
Crosby's recording of "St. Louis
Blues" with Duke Ellington's orchestra in 1932 was one of those
few early milestones. Jelly Roll Morton also was among the few who took
part in mixed record dates one of
which found him in the strange company of both Artie Shaw and Wingy
Manone. When Eddie Lang, Paul White man's guitarist, recorded a series of duets
with Lonnie Johnson in 1928, he had to
use a pseudonym on the records he appeared as Blind Willie Dunn.
When left to their own devices and not
under the influence of businessmen or
other divisive forces, musicians mingled
freely on a number of jobs- ironically
these were invariably outside the U.S. The
first truly interracial big band in history,
its personnel comprising West Indians, English, Scottish and Continental musicians, was assembled by Benny Carter for a
summer season at a Dutch
seaside resort in 1937. Many
other such groups appeared in England and on

the Continent during
that era: in fact, Louis
Armstrong, in the
course of his first European tour, at one
point put together
an all -white band,
believed to be the
f irst ever led by a

prominent
black

musi-

cian.
W h e n

Teddy Wilson off i-

daily joined Benny Goodman in April 1936, he was
presented as a "special added attraction" in the
trio sets only. Goodman's advisors felt that his
inclusion as a regular member of the band
would not have been tolerated. The same situation held good when Lionel Hampton was
added the following year.
Integration moved so slowly that each
instance was regarded as a daring initiative: Billie Holiday's tour with the Artie
Shaw band, Lena Horne's few months
with Charlie Barnet, Roy Eldridge's in.

clusion in the Gene Krupa band in
1941. By that time Goodman had
used several black musicians and
had hired Cootie Williams for his
trumpet section.
At the radio networks it was
impossible for a black musician
to be hired for a staff job -a situation remedied by the manpower shortage during World War 2. In 1943 Charlie Sha
vers, Ben Webster, Benny Morton and several other
blacks were heard in the Raymond Scott band at CBS in New
York. Their tenure, however. was brief.
Integration, in reverse
was even harder td accomplish. Benny Carter
arid Fletcher Henderson
were the pioneers in hiring white. The former had
Art Pepper. Buddy Rich
and several other caucasians in his ranks in the
early '40s. Henderson
had three white men
around the same time, all
of whom encountered
problems somewhat different from the humiliations endured by blacks
when touring the South;
in Gadsden, Ala., the local
union refused to let them
play unless they blackened their faces with
burnt cork. They complied with the union and
played in blackface.
Norman Grane, with his
jazz at the Philharmonic
concerts from the middle
1940's on, always used
mixed units and had non Norman Granes Jazz at the Philharmonic troupe (top) includes seated left to right
segration clauses written
Roy Eldridge, Johnny Hodges, Flip Phillips, Lionel Hampton, Illinois Jacquet
Dizzy Gillespie. Ben Webster stands at the left rear while Oscar Peterson,
into his contracts; but in
Houston. Tex., where he
Buddy Rich and Ray Brown are sealed at the right. Benny Good had insisted on playing to
man's quartet (above) includes Teddy Wilson, Lionel Hampton,
Gene Krupa and the King of Swing. And a modern
a nonsegregated audiintegrationist is Dave Brubeck (below) shown with
ence, he and several memJoe Morello, Eugene Wright and Paul Desmond playbers of his troupe, among
ing in the White House.
them Ella Fitzgerald and Illinois Jacquet, were arrested

on trumped-up charges.

Still, throughout the 1940's integration proceeded apace, mainly through the efforts
of men in a position of power who believed in it on moral grounds and were able to
prove that it did no damage to the box office.
When Louis Armstrong disbanded his large orchestra and formed an all star combo in
1946, it was integrated from the start, and remained só until his death.
By the turn of the decade, interracial partnerships were commonplace. Miles Davis' 194950 "Birth of the Cool" band was about half white, using the talents of Gerry Mulligan, Lee
Konitz and Gunther Schuller, alongside Jay Jay Johnson, John Lewis and Max Roach.
It was during the 19500 that many interracial teams showed the artists' mutual musical re(Cnnrinverl on page N -40)
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It all started here...

TWEEDLEE DEE

YOUR MIND IS ON VACATION
MOSE ALLISON

LA VERN BAKER
RAINY NIGHT IN GEORGIA
BROOK BENTON
MR. LEE
THE BOBBETTES

BLUE MONK
ART BLAKEY'S JAZZ MESSENGERS
WITH THELONIOUS MONK

DOODLIN'

GREEN ONIONS

RAY CHARLES

BOOKER T & THE MG'S

UNA MUY BONITA

MAMA HE TREATS YOUR DAUGHTER MEAN

ORNETTE COLEMAN

RUTH BROWN

GIANT STEPS

JUST OUT OF REACH

JOHN COLTRANE

SOLOMON BURKE

WHISPERING GRASS

PATCHES

HANK CRAWFORD
THE TRAIN AND THE RIVER
THE JIMMY GIUFFRE 3

CLARENCE CARTER
I GOT A WOMAN
RAY CHARLES
WHAT'D I SAY
RAY CHARLES

BACKLASH
FREDDIE HUBBARD

THE SPIRIT -FEEL

SH -BOOM

MILT JACKSON

THE CHORDS

THE INFLATED TEAR

ONE MINT JULEP

RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK

THE CLOVERS
YAKETY YAK
THE COASTERS

EASTERN MARKET

MONEY HONEY

THE CHARLES LLOYD QUARTET

THE DRIFTERS
THERE GOES MY BABY
THE DRIFTERS

MEMPHIS UNDERGROUND

GROOVE ME

LES McCANN & EDDIE HARRIS

KING FLOYD
(YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE)
A NATURAL WOMAN
ARETHA FRANKLIN

PRESERVATION BLUES

YUSEF LATEEF

SOMBRERO SAM
HERBIE MANN

COMPARED TO WHAT

PUNCH MILLER'S BUNCH & GEORGE LEWIS

WEDNESDAY NIGHT PRAYER MEETING
CHARLES MINGUS

RESPECT

THE CATBIRD SEAT

THE MITCHELL.RUFF TRIO

ARETHA FRANKLIN

SINCE

I

MET YOU BABY

THE GOLDEN STRIKER

IVORY JOE HUNTER

THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET

DRINKIN' WINE SPO- DEE -O -DEE
"STICK" McGHEE & HIS BUDDIES
IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR

HARD TIMES
DAVID NEWMAN

MARTIANS GO HOME

WILSON PICKETT
(SIT77N' ON)

SHORTY ROGERS AND HIS GIANTS

THE DOCK OF THE BAY

LENNIE TRISTANO

REQUIEM

OTIS REDDING
HOLD ON, I'M COMIN'
SAM & DAVE
WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN

PERCYSLEDGE.
I'LL BE AROUND
SPINNERS

SKINNY LEGS AND ALL
JOE TEX

SHAKE, RATTLE & ROLL
JOE TURNER

C.C. RIDER
CHUCK WILLIS

CLEAN UP WOMAN
BETTY WRIGHT

and it's not stopping.
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Jazz Reissue Market Reflects Youth's Interest
And The Impact Of Import Records
By John McDonough
Competition today for the jazz collet
tor's dollar has never been more fierce.
Fierce, because never have them been
so many labels reissuing so much ma.
serial dealing in such a wide range of
tastes with such a depth of coverage.
The jazz collector takes his music
quite seriously on its own merits. He is
either out to study or simply enjoy mu.
he
sic
considers to be immune to obsolescence. To consider
jazz in the nostalgia framework undercuts the fact that good
jazz has a life of its own apart from its times, that it is music
for all time.
The current boom in jazz reissues also has somewhat
different roots stemming from two major developments since around 1970; the penetration of jazz
into the huge contemporary pop market of young
people, college age and beyond and the influx
into America of imported jazz reissues.
The first development came with the revival of interest in the blues, par

..
..

marketing concept, used Columbia's Miles success as a
springboard.
If youth was now listeningto Miles, the reasoning went, a lot
of those buyers might want to hear Miles of a few years back.
In fact, the contemporary look of the packaging seems
vaguely to suggest that the music might be contemporary rather than historic. (A rule of
thumb is that if the years or historic
looking black and white pictures
adorn an LP cover, it's for the

Among the better LP's from this overall excellent series is a
collection of Lester Young in the '30s, Charlie Christian with
the Benny Goodman sextet, five volumes of Louis Armstrong,
and a two-LP set of Coleman Hawkins, 1930.1941. A second
double LP on Duke Ellington hints that a complete El.
lington series may be developing.
Completeness on certain artists has become
the goal of some reissues, since the Bessie
Smith series particularly. French RCA has
put out the complete Lionel Hampton,
LouisArmstrong (so has French CBS), and
is moving that way on several other
fronts. Not everyone agrees that completeness is desirable. The purist, on the
one hand, wants all the evidence, even
the "droppings," as critic Martin Wil.
Hams puts it, who insists, on the other
hand, that it's silly to pretend that ev.
scything recorded by an artist is artistically worthy of reissues.
Williams, with a touch of elitism, tends to
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titularly Janis Joy.
_
lin's interest in Bessie
Smith. Millions of kids first
heard of Bessie through Janis,
so John Hammond, Columbia
records vice president and jazz author.
ity, began to see a chance to realize a long standing wish -to
reissue the complete works (180 sides) of Bessie Smith from
1923 to 1933. The project was undertaken, but unlike other
jazz reissues, the marketing plan included a strong bid for
youth, which Clive Davis, the label's president, was then turning into the backbone of the company and which was making
Columbia the unchallenged global behemoth of the counter
culture.
When the first of the five Bessie volumes appeared, the
market responded to the gross. sales -tune of over 200,000, a
fact that surprised everyone but Hammond. The success even
helped turn Robert Johnson into a 20.000 seller, earned Co'
lumbia a Grammy and copped the Down Beat jazz critics
award.
About the some time, Miles Davis scored with "Bitches
Brew." A strong departure for the lyrical Davis of the '50s and
'60s, it became a prototype of "jazz- rock" music. Like the
Bessie LP, Columbia gave this one a big push in the youth
market. With strong elements of rock, hints of tree music and
some wildly contemporary cover art, "Bitches Brew" sud.
denly made Davis a big seller (320,000) in the biggest market
there was. Suddenly jazz, both old and new, was in again and
salable.
Both projects had another thing going for them. Price. Two
LP's at a price just a little higher than one meant a great bar.
gain to boot. Other Bessie and Miles sets followed and established a winning marketing style that has ruled most youth
oriented reissues since.
With the exception of Columbia, the greatest inroads into
the youth market seem to have been made by the Prestige
and Milestone series, both offering handsome repackagings
of superb and often basically innovative jazz from the catalogs of the '50s and early '605 Prestige and Riverside labels.
Prestige, which claims to be the originator of the "twofer"

collector. If not, it's for the young.) But no matter, the success
of the program seems to be mom than equal to its costs. Pres.
tige currently has 40 twofers out (Monk, Coltrane. Getz, Eric
Dolphy, and even such swing era greats as Buck Clayton and
Duke Ellington), and its sister label, Milestone has a similar
series based on the Riverside catalog. We can expect further
excellent material from Prestige and Milestone, both of whom
appear to have come out with a high quality product from the
collector's point of view that also has commercial potential.
So that was development one -youth rediscovered jazz.
The second development was the great import boom, fo?
which Peters International, New York, can take virtually complete credit. By the late '605, jazz reissues in the U.S. had
practically stopped. Yet, in Europe activity remained high. Peters International recognized this along with the reluctance of
the major U.S. companies to respond to a shrinking minority
of buyers. Why should they throw money into mastering,
pressing and distribution of reissues? All that expensive work
had been done by their European branches creating an
enormous resource of classic jazz reissues standing ready and
available for anybody willing to import and distribute them.
Peters did just that, bringing in the French CBS "Amies
Vous Le Jazz" (Do You Like Jazz) series, the French RCA
Black and White series with its vast Fats Waller reissues,
French Vogue, and many other small independent overseas
labels. This influx of imported jazz reissues dramatically
swelled the quantity of available classic jazz and reawakened
the interest and buying power of the neglected serious collector.
'Sales volume of the French CBS series, originally assembled
in Paris by pianist.turned.a&r.man Henri Renaud, has apparently been lively enough to encourage American Columbia to
move in a takeover complete distribution of the entire 31 -vol.
ume package, although Peters still handles some of the product.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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be
made by informed producers and scholars. Such
as himself, perhaps. As director of the jazz program of the
Smithsonian Institute's Performing
Arts Division, Williams has put together
an impressive and highly selective six LP
survey of classic jazz, available only from the institute, extensively annotated in an accompanying 46.page book. Based on
two reviews, it has already sold 20,000 copies. not including
those bought by institutions. Why has this found such a large
audience when hundreds of more complete collections are
much more easily available?
Easy, says Williams. The quality level in the Smithsonian is
uniformly high. Little wonder. Williams had the unique privi.
lege of picking over the treasures of 17 record companies for
the 86 selections included. The quality is indeed high and in
scratching the surface of jazz history it miraculously captures
the organic development of a major art as it happened.
But the thrust of reissuing today is definitely egalitarian,
leaving the choices to the buyers, not the critics. And certainly
a vast amount of brilliant music lies outside boundaries of the
Smithsonian set. It lies woven through the fabric of the hun.
dreds of small label jazz reissues, some underground, some
authorized, and for the collector who wants to dig them out or
for the collector who wants all the evidence so he can makeup
his own mind, times have never been better.
One of the most distinguished reissue series now under way
is on the Jazz Archives label, a small collectors- oriented series
that contains unusually high concentrations of excellent ma.
terial. Such as the superb Charlie Christian -Lester Young set,
which is of award. winning caliber. Other excellent releases
have included Frankie Newton. Mills Blue Rhythm Band (with
the original version of "In the Mood" under the title "There's
Rhythm in Harlem"), Bunny Berigan, and Chu Berry and Cab
Calloway.
Current issues include two LP's of 1938 Ellington broadcasts from the Cotton Club, a Ben Webster set, and an trifying
collection of 1939 Roy Eldridge broadcasts that explode with
some of the most breathtaking trumpet passages ever re(Continued ev page N.32)
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SCHEDULE OF NEW RELEASES
EPITAPH HISTORICAL SERIES
E -4000

Lee Morgan

E-4001
E-4002
E-4003
E-4004
E-4005
Eí4006
E-4007
E -4008
E-4009
E-4010

Paul Chambers
Django Reinhardt
Bunny Berigan
John Kirby
Glen Gray
Art Tatum
Wynton Kelly
Al Jolson
Russ Morgan
Eric Dolphy

20 SOULFUL OLDIES

WORLD OF JAZZ

VOL.1
VOL. II
VOL. IH
VOL. IV
VOL. V
VOL. VI

VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VIS
VJS
VIS

THE BEST OF VJ

VJS 1039
VJS 1048
VJS 1049
VJS 1107
VJS 1118
VJS 1119
VJS 1123
VJS 1124

Jimmy Reed
Jerry Butler
John Lee Hooker
Little Richard
Hoyt Axton
More Jerry Butler
Billy Preston
Greatest Hits, Little Richard

3050
3051

3052
3053
3054
3055
3056
3057
3058
3059
3060
3061
3062

3063
3064

Mel Brown
Rueben Wilson

Yusef Lateef
Claude Hopkins
Count Basie
Bill Henderson
In Concert
Wayne Shorter
Eddie Harris
Bobby Bryant
John Young
Duke Ellington
Gettin' Together
Benny Goodman
Sweets Edison

GOSPEL

VIS
VJS
VIS
VIS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS

2 -1001
2 -1002

2-1003
2 -1004
2 -1005
2 -1006
2 -1007
VJS 2 -1008
VJS 2 -1035

Princess Stewart
Harmonizing Four
Maceo Woods
Voice of Jordan
The Triumphs
Gospel Harmonettes
Patterson Singers
Harmonizing Four
Swan Silvertones
The Disciples
Pilgrim Travelers
The Cogics
40 Gospel Greats

BLUES & SOUL

2 RECORD SETS

VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VJS
VIS

18000
18001
18002
18003
18004
18005
18006
18007
18008
18009
18010
18011
19000

7301
7302
7304
7303
VIS 7305
VIS 7306
VJS 7307
VJS 7308
VIS 7309
VJS 7310
DYS
DYS
DYS
VJS

Billy Preston

Little Richard
Jerry Butler
John Lee Hooker
Hoyt Axton
Betty Everett
The Blues
Jazz of the 60's
Jimmy Reed

John Lee Hooker
Jerry Butler
Little Richard
Jimmy Reed
The Dells
Hoyt Axton
Joe Simon
Gene Chandler
Gladys Knight
Doug Rowell

DISTRIBUTORS
Atlanta, Ga.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Charlotte, N.C.
Chicago, Ill.
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colorado
Detroit, Mich.
Hartford, Conn.
Hawaii
Houston, Texas

-

Southland Record Dist. Inc.
Seaboard Distributors, Inc.
Action Music
Mangold -Bertos Corp.
Heilcher Bros. of Chicago
Action Music
Heilicher Bros. of Tex.
Pan American Record Supply
Ami Distr. Inc.
Seaboard Distributors, Inc.
Eric of Hawaii, Inc.
H. W. Daily, Inc.

VEE -JAY INTERNATIONAL RECORDS

8961 SUNSET BLVD.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miami, Florida
Minneapolis /St. Paul
Nashville, Tenn.
New York City, N.Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco, Ca.
St. Louis, Mo.
Washington, D.C.

-

LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

Record Merchandising Co. Inc.
Hot Line Record Dist. Inc.
Music Sales of Florida
Heilicher Bros., Inc.
Music City Record Dist. Inc.
Beta Record Dist.
Chips Dist.
Action Music
Eric -Mainland Dist. Co.
Commercial Music
Schwartz Bros. Inc.

TELEPHONE (213) 273 -1258
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Relax...
A Twofer Is To Enjoy. We didn't invent them, of course, but we
did put the idea to use in re- releasing the best jazz of the Fifties
and Sixties, and we know from the public's response that the idea
is as solid as a rock, of which we have a piece.
So here we are with a new set of twofers on Prestige and Milestone
for you to enjoy. Enjoy. Enjoy. And also to love and explore.

Our twofer sets on Milestone, Prestige, and Fantasy are a basic
library for the jazz lover, neophyte or veteran, The best music from
the best musicians of our time is here in economical, well recorded
and packaged double LP sets...the original music, the great sounds...
with accompanying essays from some of the best writers of our
time, from London's Kenneth Tynan to New York's Jonathan Cott.

The newest Milestone twofers
(1) Coleman Hawkins, The Hawk Flies
(M- 47015)- The father of modern jazz tenor saxophone together with
Thelonious Monk, Fats Navarro, Max Roach, others. (2) Mongo Santamaria,
The Watermelon Man (M -47012)- Here's the genesis of Latin rock-Mongo 's
two top -selling albums. (3) Wes Montgomery, Milt Jackson,
George Shearing, Wes and Friends (M-47013)- The
greatest modern jazz guitarist, together with master
musicians.(4)Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane,
Monk /Trane (M-47011 )-The total recorded collaboration of two jazz giants whose
effect on modern music is without equal.
(5) Art Blakey, Max Roach, Elvin Jones,
Philly Joe Jones, The Big Beat (M47016)The high priests of the jazz drum are show
cased here ... a must for rhythm addicts!
(6) Johnny Griffin,
Big Soul (M- 47014)- Contains Griffin's "Wade in the Water "classic,together
with his White Gardenia album, Johnny's early tribute to Billie Holiday.
And from Prestige
(7) Miles Davis, Workin 'and Steamin' (P- 24034)The fourth Prestige twofer featuring Miles Davis. This one combines two

classic all -time winners! (8) Ray Bryant, Me and

..

Coming soon
our first set of classic jazz twofers on Milestone: Louis
Armstrong and King Oliver, Jelly Roll Morton, Bix Biederbecke, New Orleans
Rhythm Kings, Ma Rainey, and Blind Lemon Jefferson. And already available
from Fantasy
F -24701 Jimmy Witherspoon, The 'Spoon Concerts; F -24702
Sam "Lightnis'" Hopkins, Double Blues; F -24703 Furry Lewis, Shake 'Em on
Down; F -24704 Rev. Gary Davis, When t Die I'll Live Again; F -24705 Memphis
Slim, Raining the Blues; F -24706 John Lee Hooker, Boogie Chillun; F -24707
Jesse Fuller, Brother Lowdown; F -24708 Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee,
Back to New Orleans; F -24709 Tom Ruth; F -24710 Dave Van Ronk; F -24711
The Holy Modal Rounders, Stampfel & Weber; F -24712 Cal Tjader, Los Ritmos
Clientes; F -24713 Ray Barretto, Carnaval; F -24714 Ravi Shankar and Ali Akbar
Khan, Ragas; F -24715 Leadbelly, Huddie Ledbetter; F -24716 Robert Pete
Williams and Blind Snooks Eaglin, Rural Blues; F -24717 Roosevelt Sykes and
Little Brother Montgomery, Urban Blues; F -24718 Chambers Brothers, The Best
of the Chambers Brothers, And Prestige... P -24001 Miles Davis; P -24002 Mose
Allison; P -24003 John Coltrane; P -24004 Sonny Rollins; P -24005 The Modern
Jazz Quartet; P -24006 Thelonious Monk; P -24007 Yusef Lateef P -24008 Eric
Doiphy;P -24009 Charlie Parker;
P -24010 Charles Mingus; P -24012 Miles
P -24013 Jack McDuff, Rock Candy;
Davis, Tallest Trees;

...

.

tbeBlues (P- 24038) -Beauti-

ful blues piano, half of it unaccompanied; on the other half, he's joined by
Ike Isaacs and Specs Wright. Bryant's debut in the series. (9) Yusef Lateef,
Blues for the Orient (P -24035 )- Presenting two of V usef's strongest, steadiest
sellers: Eastern Sounds and The Sounds of Yusef. (10)Gene

Ammons,Jugantbology

(P- 24036)- Features
the famous Ammons Jam Sessions, recorded
in the early Fifties with all -star groups.
(11) John Coltrane, Black Pearls (P- 24037)

Today's hottest trumpet stars- Freddie
Hubbard and Donald Byrd -playing here in 1958
under the unequaled leadership of master
saxophonist Coltrane. (12) Eddie "Lockjaw"
Davis, The Cookbook (P- 24039)- These two
featuring organist Shirley Scott, heralded the birth

albums,

Tbe GreatConcert of Eric Dolpby (P-34002)-Athree-fer!
Three albums in a beautifully boxed set, all recorded in a single night at the
Five Spot in New York Absolutely nothing has been deleted. Dolphy is
receiving the recognition due him
this set is a universal critics' choice.

of "soul jazz."

(13)

.

-

John Coltrane, More Lasting than Bronze; P -24015 JamesMoody;
P -24016 Gerry Mulligan/ Chet Baker, Mulligan /Baker; P -24017 King Pleasure,
The Source; P -24018 Mango Santamaría; P-24019 Stan Getz;
P -24020
Clifford Brown, in Paris; P -24021 Gene Ammons /Dodo Marmarosa, Jug and
Dodo; P -24022 Miles Davis, Collector's Items; P -24023 Red Garland Quintet,
Jazz Junction; P-24024 Mingus /Parker /Powell /Roach, The Greatest Jazz
Concert Ever; P -24025 Kenny Burrell /Donald Byrd /Mal Waldron/Hank Mobley,
All Day Long & All Night Long; P -24026 Cal Tjader, Monterey Concerts;
P -24027 Eric Dolphy, Copenhagen Concert; P -24028 Charles Mingus, Reincarnation of a Lovebird; P -24029 Duke Ellington, The Golden Duke; P -24030
Dizzy Gillespie, In the Beginning; P -24031 Ben Webster, At Work in Europe;
P -24032 Art Farmer, Farmer's Market; P -24033 King Curtis, Jazz Groove.
And Milestone
M47001 Cannonball Adderley, Cannonball and Eight
Giants; M -47002 Bill Evans, The Village Vanguard Sessions; M47003 Wes
Montgomery, While We're Young; M47004 Thelonious Monk, Pure Monk;
M47005 Charlie Byrd, Latin Byrd; M47006 Milt Jackson, Big Band Bags;
M47007 Sonny Rollins, The Freedom Suite Plus; M-47008 Art Blakey,
P -24014

...

Thermo; M47009 Yusef Lateef, The Many Faces of Yusef Lateef;
M47010 Herbie Mann, Let Me Tell You. Enjoy.

www.americanradiohistory.com

and Enjoy.
And we've got brand new music, too. So, why don't you relax, pour yourself a Scotch, light up a pipeful, and settle down in a nice, comfortable chair,
lean back on your headphones, and tune in to the very best of today's
sounds. We've laid it all out for you. Jazz, pop, soul, and combinations
thereof. There's something here to please everybody. Even someone as
particular as that gentleman in the Eames chair. (1) Gary Bartz Ntu Troop,
I've Known Rivers and Other Bodies (P- 66001)This live at Montreux double album earned five
stars in Down Beat as "Music for everybody
happy, honest, and exciting. It's a celebration,"
(2)McCoy Tyner, Enlightenment (M- 55001)The historic 1973 Montreux Jazz Festival

-

performance by this awesomely creative
pianist recorded in its two -album entirety.
(3) FloraPurim, Butterfly Dreams (M-9052)
-The brilliant "new voice of American music "with incomparable support
from Airto, Stanley Clarke, George
Duke, and Joe Henderson. (4) Cal Tjader,
great new album by master vibist
Last Bolero in Berkeley (F- 9446)
Cal Tjader, containing James Taylor's "Don't Let Me Be Lonely Tonight,"
Ravel's "Bolero;'and a J ackson Five tune,"l Want You Back. "(5) Moonquake
(F- 9450)- American debut by Canadian trio. Heavy rock and roll, original
tunes like "Crazy Situations "and "This Winter" by Moonquakers Hovaness
Hagopian and Jack August. (6) Tom Fogerty, Zephyr National (F- 9448)Tom's new album got picks in all three trades; includes his single, "Joyful
Resurrection." Strong reggae sound! (7) Woody Herman, Thundering Herd
(F- 9452)- The latest and greatest from Woody Herman, recent Grammy winner
and big band favorite. New LP contains single, "Corazon." (8) Sotfny Stitt,
SoDoggone Good (P- 10074) -Great sax man Stitt on new album featuring
Hampton Hawes onpiano.(9) DexterGordon, Bluesala
Suisse (P. 10079)- Exciting live at Montreux LP with
Hampton Hawes, Bob Cranshaw, and Kenny Clarke.
Solid! (10) Cannonball Adderley Presents Love,
Sex, and tbe Zodiac.(F-9445)- Written and narratedby Rick Holmes,who talks about the favorite
topic, while Cannonball cooks solidly behind
him. (11) Hampton Hawes, Playin' in
the Yard (P- 10077) -Live set recorded at Montreux. Hemp does the
Rollins tune (and others) here

-A

with Bob Cranshaw and Kenny Clarke. (12) Gene Ammons and Friends at
Montreux (P- 10078) -Gene Ammons's friends are Kenny Clarke, Bob Cranshaw,
Dexter Gordon, Hampton Hawes, Kenneth Nash, and Cannonball and Nat
Adderley. Some friends! (13) Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, Antbenagin
(P- 10076)- -(pronounced'And then again:')-Listen to Woody Shaw and Cedar
super new album. And coming soon ... (14) The
Walton on this
Blackbyrds (F- 9444) -First solo flight from
The Blackbyrds. Produced by Sky High Productions, LP contains original compositions
by Donald Byrd and Larry Mizell; liner
notes by Roberta Flack. The Blackbyrds
are on tour in July with Gladys Knight and
the Pips! (15) Betty Everett, Love Rhymes
(F- 9447)- Beautiful album includes the hits
"Sweet Dan" and "1 Gotta Tell Somebody"
and her next hit, "Try It, You'll Like It."
(16) The Cats, The Love in Your Eyes (F -9449) -Holland's top group for ten years in their first American
LP recorded in L.A.by Al Capps for BlueMonday Productions, with Michael Omartian, King Errisson, Buddy Emmons, Ben Benay,
and others. "Be My Day" from the album is already Number One in Holland.
(17) Jim Post, Looks Good to Me (F -9451) An exciting new album from
singer -songwriter Jim Post. Features Vassar Clements on fiddle, along with
Chris Mickey. (18) Cal Tjader /Charlie Byrd, Tambu
Ken Bloom and
First- time -ever meeting of two North American
(F- 9453)giants of
I
Latin jazz, performing compositions by Airto,
lf
Joe Henderson, and Stevie
Jobim,
Wonder. (19) Joe Henderson,
The Elements (M- 9053)Alice Coltrane is a major factor
on this creative, forward -looking
album that also features top jazz
artists Michael White and Charlie
Haden. (20) Charles Earl and
Leaving This Planet (P- 66002)Guest stars Freddie Hubbard and
Joe Henderson are in peak form!
Plus Eddie Henderson, Harvey
Mason, and the synthesizer
magic of Dr. Patrick Gleeson
on this fine double album.

Fantasy F Prestige 3. Milestone M
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Wesley Rose Credits Nashville Musicians
For The Lengthy Popularity Of Country Music
But he sees work ahead
in retail exposure
for the product
By

Bill

Williams

wenty years after the first commercial country songs were recorded, Wesley Rose came
into the business. So, although he had not
been involved from its infancy, he certainly
came along during its adolescence and had
the advantage of knowing its embryonic
years first hand through his successful
father.
That father, of course, was Fred Rose, the
man who brought at least one phase of the
music business to Nashville, and who was weaned in the entertainment
world.
In the nearly 30 years which have gone by since Wesley Rose was persuaded to give up the life of an accountant in Chicago, he has been involved with it all: publishing, production, manufacturing, distribution,
ad infinitum. And, among his accomplishments, he was the first "outsider' ever to become president of the National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences. It was a coup only someone of his stature and willingness could have attained. The unwritten rule in NARAS was a swap of
presidencies between Los Angeles and New York.

a
o
m
m
Wesley Rose, a respected
member of the country music
community, makes the formal
wear circuit (left) as well as handling business in Nashville.
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tunes for home
consumption.

Rose also has been responsible, to some degree at least, for
the success of hundredsof writers, artists, engineers and others in the music industry. In short, his credentials are there
for all to see.
When Wesley Rose came into the business, there was a
mere handful (three or four) of companies doing business in
the country field. "Now there is plenty of quantity," he points

out
Columbia, Victor, Decca and Capitol were the only firms
really involved, and most of their country artists were on their
budget labels: Okeh, Bluebird and Coral. Rose recalls that
there was no complete department devoted to country, although Eli Oberstein, Dave Kapp and Lee Gillette were into it
in a pretty big way. Paul Cohen and Ken Nelson later were to
become more deeply involved.
With some notable exceptions today, the overall sales per
country artist in those days were considerably larger than
now. "Initial pressings normally were 250,000 for such artists
as Roy Acuff. Bob Wills and Eddy Arnold. but then there were
only five listings on the Billboard chart," Rose notes. "There
was never any question about who was selling records."
It was in 1947 when MGM moved into the country field, and
Wesley's father Fred Rose enjoyed a close relationship with
country music veteran Frank Walker. It was also at this time
that a lanky singer from Alabama walked into the recreation
room of WSM, where Fred and Wesley Rose were playing ping.
pang. He was, course, Hank Williams, who already had re
corded eight sides for Sterling Records (the masters of which
were later purchased by Wesley Rose and resold to MGM), and
from that moment on, Fred Rose produced all of Williams'
records for MGM.
The first of these was a tune called "Move It on Over,"
which sold a modest 100,000. The second was a recitation
bomb titled "Fly Trouble." From there on in, everything Williams cut and Rose produced was a monster.
Since many of the Williams songs were geared to the jukeboxes, he even adopted the name Luke the Drifter to cut

This was really the beginning
of close ties
the
between
Roses and MGM, which have never ceased. After more than
two decades of independent distribution for his own label,
Hickory, Rose turned last year to MGM to handle that facet of
his operation as well. Fred Rose had no contract with MGM,
and thus became one of the first independent producers in
the business. As such, he produced every MGM country artist
except Carson Robinson, who was handled by Walker. When
Fred Rose died, Wesley added production to his chores.
The story of the formation of the Acuff -Rose publishing
company is well known. It was a pint venture of Fred Rose and
Roy Acuff, the latter supplying the capital and Rose providing
the writing and business talents.
In September of 1953, Hickory Records was formed by
Wesley Rose. It was the first of the country independents.
"We formed it to give great talent the opportunity to
record," Wesley Rose says. "There were so few record companies involved in country that many good artists just could
not get on a label. They recognized talent, but each roster was
bulging. Therefore, we knew something had to be done. There
were many talented writers who could cut it as artists (as is
greatly evidenced today), so we opened up a whole new field."
The very first record on the label proved a point. Al Terry
had been turned down by the majors, and no Hickory recorded
him. His song, "Good Deal, Lucille," was a smash hit, and was
quickly covered by about half a dozen others. But Terry had
the big one.
Others who in subsequent years were started in this same
way (or given extra tenure) included Roy Acuff, Don Gibson,
Sue Thompson, Bob Gallion, Bob Luman, Ernie Ashworth, the
Evenly Brothers, etc. Luman and the Everlys were placed on
Wamer Brothers and produced, for no fee, by Fred and /or
Wesley Rose.

"I credit the Nashville musicians for much of the success
I've had," Wesley Rose confides. "First of all, I'm not a musi.
cian, and hear a song as a consumer does. But the musicians, led by Chet Atkins,,pitched in to help mein every way. I
knew what wanted to hear, and they either provided it, or
I

I
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told me there was no way to do it. The musicians of Nashville
are the key to the city's glory. I will always give them the credit
they deserve."
Rose really doesn't see a great change in the music over
these years, except that much of it, he feels, is suited to many
of the disk jockeys.
"We have to face the fact that a great many of today's country jocks are former top 40 air personalities, and they play music which leans in that direction. In a sense, many of them cut
themselves off from the complete country music spectrum,
and they're hung up on the word 'traditional.'
"That's the word they use as an excuse for not playing basic
country music. But did you ever stop to think that the best
sellers today in the country music field are Loretta Lynn and
Charley Pride, and what they sing is basic country? They are
the traditionalists, the purists. But many of the jocks simply
don't play the old-timers because they are referred to as being

traditional."
Stressing his point even a little more, Rose adds this bit of
philosophy. "If want to hear classical music, tune to a station which plays dassical, not one.which sneaks in a little Elvis
Presley. If were a Presley fan, wouldn't be listening to that
station in the first place. I'd be tuned to one which features
contemporary music. Now. if want to hear country, if that's
my preference, I'm going to listen to a country station, and
don't expect them to slip a tittle rock in on me. The rock fans
aren't tuned in anyway. I get the feeling some of these stations are playing to a lot of dead air. They tune out a lot of
country fans, and there's nobody listening to replace them"
Rose makes another observation: "They say country has
changed because the percussion has changed. Drums supplement the bass, and them are homs and strings. These people
have short memories. Have them go back and listen to the
Jimmy Rodgers records, or those by Bob Wills or Spade
Cooley, and they'll hear drums, strings and horns. That's
been a part of country music fora longtime. But country art.
isle sang on the beat back then and they still sing on the beat.
There really has been very little change."
Still another reflective note: "We're all cornered by what we
like. The songs of today are a reflection of the producer's
taste. If the musicians happen to get in synch with that pro.
ducer, the record really comes off. That makes the producer a
(Continued on page N -46)
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HOW MANY OF THESE
SONGS DO YOU REMEMBER?
A- TISKET A- TASKET

I

ABA DABA HONEYMOON

I

ACROSS THE SEA

I

AGAIN
ALICE BLUE GOWN
ALL I DO IS DREAM OF YOU
ALONE
AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
ANCHORS AWEIGH
APRIL LOVE

I

I

DON'T KNOW WHY
FEEL A SONG COMIN' ON
GOT IT BAD AND THAT AIN'T GOOD
MARRIED AN ANGEL
WANT MY MAMA

IF

I

EVER NEEDED YOU

IF

I

GIVE MY HEART TO YOU

RAIN
RAMONA
RIO RITA
RUM AND COCA -COLA
SAN FRANCISCO
SANTA CLAUS IS COMIN' TO TOWN
THE SECRET OF CHRISTMAS

I'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS

.I'M

A

DING DONG DADDY FROM DUMAS

'I'M ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS
I'M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE
I'M SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD
I'M THROUGH WITH LOVE

AT LAST
AT SUNDOWN

AUTUMN SERENADE
BE MY LOVE

Q

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE
BLUE MOON
THE BOY NEXT DOOR

I'VE GOT A FEELIN' YOU'RE FOOLIN'
IN A LITTLE SPANISH TOWN
IRENE

IT'S

CABIN IN THE SKY
CARA MIA
A CERTAIN SMILE
CHARMAINE
CHATTANOOGA CHOD CHDO
CIAO, CIAO BAMBINA
CLOSE YOUR EYES
CUBAN LOVE SONG
THE DARKTOWH STRUTTERS' BALL
DAYBREAK
DEEP PURPLE
DIANE
DING -DONG! THE WITCH IS DEAD
DO NOTHIN' TILL YOU HEAR FROM ME
DON'T BLAME ME
DON'T GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE
DON'T SIT UNDER THE APPLE TREE
DOWN AMONG THE SHELTERING PALMS
EBB TIDE
ELMER'S TUNE
EVERYTHING I HAVE IS YOURS
FERRY BOAT SERENADE
FIVE FOOT TWO, EYES OF BLUE
FOR ALL WE KNOW
FRIENDLY PERSUASION (THEE I LOVE)
GAMES THAT LOVERS PLAY
GOOD NIGHT SWEETHEART

A

MOST UNUSUAL DAY

I

JA -DA

JEANNINE
JUNE NIGHT
JUST FRIENDS
K -K -K -KATY
A

KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON

LAMPLIGHTER'S SERENADE
LAURA
LET ME LOVE YOU TONIGHT
LIKE YOUNG
LINGER AWHILE

LITTLE BROWN JUG

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
LOVE IS A MANY- SPLENODRED THING
LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO 'ROUND
LOVELIEST NIGHT OF THE YEAR
LUCKY LINDY
MAM'SELLE
MANHATTAN SERENADE
MAYBE
MOONLIGHT SERENADE
MORE THAN YOU KNOW
-E -R (A WORD THAT MEANS THE WORLD

- MÉj

MY BLUE HEAVEN
MY LITTLE GRASS SHACK IN KEALAKEKUA, HAWAII

GREAT DAY

MY MAN

THE GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER
GUILTY

MY MOTHER'S EYES
NO! NO! A THOUSAND TIMES NO!

Q

HAIL! HAIL! THE GANG'S ALL HERE
HAPPINESS IS A THING CALLED JOE
HAPPY HEART
HAVE YOURSELF A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS
HAWAIIAN WAR CHANT
THE GANG THAT SANG "HEART OF MY HEART"

I

ON GREEN DOLPHIN STREET
ON THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND THE SANTA FE
ON THE TRAIL

ONCE IN A WHILE
ONE O'CLOCK JUMP
OUR LOVE AFFAIR

HI -LILT, HI -LO

OVER THE RAINBOW

HIGH NOON (DO NOT FORSAKE ME)
HONEY

OVER THERE

PAGAN LOVE SONG
PARADISE
PEG 0' MY HEART

HOW ABOUT YOU?

HURT
I CRIED FOR YOU

THE SECOND TIME AROUND
SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES
THE SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE
SHANGRI -LA
SHOULD
SIBONEY
SING, SING, SING
SINGIN'IN THE RAIN
SLEEPY TIME GAL
SOFTLY, AS LEAVE YOU
SOMEBODY STOLE MY GAL
SOMEWHERE MY LOVE (LORA'S THEME)
SPRING IS HERE
STAIRWAY TO THE STARS
STOMPIN' AT THE SAVOY
SWEET AND LOVELY
SWINGIN' DOWN THE LANE
TAKING A CHANCE ON LOVE
TALK TO THE ANIMALS
TEMPTATION
TENDER IS THE NIGHT
THAT LUCKY OLD SUN
THAT OLD FEELING
THERE GOES MY HEART
THERE'S A KIND OF HUSH (ALL OVER THE WORLD)
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
TIGER RAG (HOLD THAT TIGER!)
TIME ON MY HANDS
TOOT, TOOT TOOTSIE!
THE TROLLEY SONG
TRY A LITTLE TENDERNESS
TWO O'CLOCK JUMP
VOLARE
WABASH BLUES
WANG WANG BLUES
WASHINGTON AND LEE SWING
WHAT CAN SAY AFTER SAY I'M SORRY?
WHEN I GROW TOO OLD TO DREAM
WHEN YOU WORE A TULIP
THE WHIFFENPOOF SONG
WHISPERING
WITHOUT A SONG
WONDERFUL ONE
THE WOODPECKER SONG
YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE ME
YOU GOTTA BE A FOOTBALL HERO
YOU GOTTA SEE MAMA EVERY NIGHT
YOU STEPPED OUT OF A DREAM
YOU'RE A SWEETHEART
THEME FROM "TORBA THE GREEK"
I

IT HAPPENED IN MONTEREY
IT'S A GREAT DAY FOR THE IRISH

BROADWAY MELODY

.

RACING WITH THE MOON
RAGTIME COWBOY JOE

PENNSYLVANIA 6-5000

I

THEM ALL!
WE PUBLISH ANDandPRINT
THE BIG 3 MUSIC PRINT DIVISION

111

i

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
HURRAY SPORN
Executive Vice Pres.

NEW DORE AND HOLLY WOOD

&

Gen. Mgr.

HERMAN STEIGER
Vice Pres. & Dir. of Publications

United Artists Music Publishing Group

y

MICHAEL STEWART

President
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Liv
former
NBC -TV programming vice.
president, was
president of
Capitol Records from 1960.1968.
In his position, Livingston was one
of those closest to the British "music invasion" when it hit. He
watched the first "ware"
ashore in the form of The Beatles
and in this by-line story he tells.
first-hand, the elements that went
into it.
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found, in surveys taken, that the
reason for the enormous sales was
the wide age range of the audience.
The Beatles had, somehow,
through their initial innocence and
unique style, captured the entire
record -buying public. (Later, of
course, this changed. But, initially,
our marketing profile showed a
vast cross- section.)
Another factor, and probably the
most important, was television, By
the early 60's most families had, or
had access to, a TV set. Although
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the single was released in late December, there were three dates -in

-

fliCr

Alan W. Livingston
told to Ron Tepper

and February -that
proved to be of enormous importance. Those were the three con
secutive dates that the Beatles appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show.
After each one of those appear
ances, our sales charts looked as if
they would never stop climbing.
And, Ed Sullivan's ratings turned
out to be some of the best in his
history.
Although TV did wonders for our
sales, the ratings also showed tole
vision producers that rock acts
were genuine audience builders.
Prior to that rock music had not
really been taken that seriously.
The Beatles showed that it should

January
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Its a big word but it
certainly didn't start in the music

Alan

Invasion.

musicaly,

industry with the British
invasion. And, neither will it end

e

there.
Innovations have been going on
in the music field for decades -Paul
Whiteman started ragtime; Benny
Goodman introduced swing, and
the Kingston Trio started the folk
craze.

The
1 he

closer look.
Why did the Beatles hit it so big?
How did they differ from other in.
novators before them?
Primarily, the Beatles impact
was accelerated because they had
the benefit of capitalizing on the
most advanced communications
system in this country's history.
Not only did they have radio. but
there were transistor radios in the
pockets of every American kid. Vir.
tually every kid could afford one,
many even had cars with radios as
well.
Then there was the intangible
factor, the one we argue about all
the time -the mood of the country.
Were people ready for something
different? Happiness and love,
that's what the Beatles -and the
English sound -were all about
when it first hit. This country had
justgone through a trauma; the assassination of a President, and
many feel that the mood of the
country was one of the prime tactors for the impact the Beatles
made. We were all looking tors
change.
That's possible, of course.
Frankly, I'm not in a position to
judge and don't think many are;
but it could have been one of the
reasons. (Remember, Beatle music
had been introduced to this coontry prior to "I Want to Hold Your
Hand." None of it sold but, irosi.
tally, after "Hold Your Hand" hit,
all of those recordings were re.
released and they sold in the mil.
lions. Perhaps, as some feel, the
country wasn't ready until after the
events of November. 1963, for the
Beatles.)
Then there was the appeal. Unlike many artists before them who
appealed to either adults, kids or
one particular segment of the population, the Beatles appealed toev-
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Early phases of the Beatles career: top row 1965 in the U.S. and on tour in
1964; with Ed Sullivan in 1964 (above); at a garden party at Alan Livingston's
and receiving a gold LP for "Help"; (bottom) Livingston moderates a press con.
forests. Photos from Capitol Records.
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"I Want to Hold Your Hand" sold
close to 5 million copies in the U.S.,
an unheard of figure for
um
known rock act. Interestingly. the
record released before that by The
Beatles in the U.S. sold to the
"hundreds"... in fact, there were
numerous records released by the
talented foursome prior to "I Want
to Hold Your Hand" that were
stiffs. Records like "She Loves
Me," "Love Me Do," and others.
The labels were Swan and VeeJay.
Why then did Capitol's first Beat.
les release see such success ?Well,I
could say we were marketing ge.
nurses or could recognize a hit when
we heard one. Or, I could say it was
the promotional dollars we poured
into the song. Actually, we had
passed on all of the Beatles prod -

uct before "I Want to Hold Your
Hand" and if it weren't for Brian
Epstein we might have passed on
it, too.
One day in 19631 received a call
from him. He couldn't understand
why we would not try with the Bea ties. EMI, Capitol's parent corn.
pony in England, had offered us
numerous records but we had
turned every one of them down. He
asked me if we would give them a
try this time. said okay, we'll take
them. Then, he immediately shot
back that unless we committed
I

$30,000 in promotion on the single
couldn't have them. Now, you
have to put yourself back in time
1963. To commit $30,000 on a
single was unheard of; but we did.
I'm not, however, going to say that
it was our $30,000 and our market.
ing effort that did it because, as everyone knows. if it isn't "in the
grooves" it won't matter how much
you spend on it; and it it isn't ex
posed through airplay you won't
sell a record.
"I Want to Hold Your Hand" had
it and it did receive the exposure.
had
What happened after that
never seen before in this industry.
The record exploded and the sales
formed a firm bridge across the Al.
!antic for any English act that
wanted to give it a try. There were
dozens of them, of course, but few,
had the remarkable talent. the
magnetism of the four youngsters.
That was what differentiated the
Beatles from the others. Each of
the four, as we have seen, had
enormous talent. Each was a differont personality and lent a differ eat element to the success of the
group. Individually, they were as
different as night and day... Paul
was considerate. easygoing; John
(Continued on page N -51)
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changes the English invasion
brought. Changes which, I, and
many others, are really not convinced were for the better. But, be
fore we get into that, let's go back
to the start of the invasion for a

came 'Cal

z

Beatles'

x

thing in common -they started
with a hit record. The same is true
invasion. The record
the
was, as most will remember, "I
Want to Hold Your Hand," and the
date was Dec. 26, 1963. Needless
tosay,thegroupwas The Beatles.
With the Beatles. however, there
were changes beyond those of mu
sic. With them the English brought
new hair styles, clothing, manners
of speech and, some will even say,
a new morality. None of
things, however, affected the in
dustry as much as the marketing
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All were new forms of music; all
years apart; but they all had one
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Every album this man has recorded has been on the Billboard charts

What your body does to music is your business.
What music does to your body has always been Johnny Mathis' business.

on Columbia Records

0 and Tapes
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Nehi Builds
Its Success Story
By Selling Oldies Singles
To Retailers And
Jukebox Programmers
By Earl Paige
If Nehi Record Distributing wasn't
the first company to show retailers and jukebox programmers
how to make money with oldie singles. the Los Angeles based
wholesale firm could easily be the
most successful, if for no other
reason than it has grown from a
two-man operation to one with 175 employees and customers all over America.
Actually, Wayne Valet, vice president,
says that when he helped president and
founder Tom Heiman get started in 1962
they didn't refer to the 'records as oldies.
Thus the wholesale firm antedates the
whole nostalgia wave. Volat points out.
But Nehi has grown with the oldies business to a point where it has regional sales
people, is cataloging oldies via computers,
has long advised labels on how to pick and
merchandise oldies and has just become a
label itself with the formation of Joyce
Records.
Moreover, just as Joyce won't be tied to
the nostalgia business, Nehi has gone beyond oldies too and is now a total rackjobber /one -stop handling every type of product from children's and Latin to all chart
items.
Recognized as an authority on oldies, Volet has helped put together catalogs of oldies for Atlantic, RCA, Warner Bros., Columbia. Motown, Modern and several more
labels. More than once, his views on selecting oldies and merchandising them have
surprised label executives, claims Volat, 33,
and an avid oldie collector himself since his
early teens.
Some of his pet merchandising theories:
Oldies should always be paired in back-

to-back hit fashion, because it means stores
and jukebox programmers have fewer disks
to stock and therefore less inventory investment and because it means people can
browse store bins or see jukebox selections
faster.
"I've argued with more than one record
company executive on this point," says Volet, "because sometimes they claim that if
obscure titles are paired with established
hits the label sells twice as many records.
don't buy that."
e Labels should offer more discounts for
large purchases of oldies. "This facilitates
buying in quantities that will last a dealer
for a three, four or five month period. It
means he doesn't have to keep on reordering. It means I don't have to also keep ordering.
Oldies are highly regional. "Your just
can't take a list of all the oldies and put
them out in a rack and expect them to sell,
especially oldies from the 50's. Here in
Southern California we sell more oldies by
The Midnighters than by the Beatles. But
this is not the Midnighters everyone thinks
of, it's a local group that had a very strong
following. We have seven titles on them.
"By the same token, I've been getting a
lot of orders from the New York area for
'Please, Mr. Deejay by the Sensations on
Atlantic. I had to do some research on this
myself, because
didn't recognize it as
something that would sell on anything like a
national basis. found that it's being used
as a theme song by an oldies station."
Radio and Jukebox programmers have
to be especially aware of the regional characteristic of oldies. Volat, who has a degree
in accounting and started at Nehi while still
in college, was a panelist at the first Bill.
board Jukebox Programming Conference in
Chicago and hit hard on this point of regional popularity.
I

I

I

"The idea is to browse them through all
the titles. Oldie customers are voracious
browsers," says Volet, who bought thou.
sands of records -many 78's posed a problem as he started to consider replacing
them when 45's came out in the early 50'sand believes oldie customers buy more than
the usual purchaser of single.
"I used to take '10 and spend every Friday evening in record shops."
Stores should stock as large a selection
as possible. Nehi began initially as a
rackjobber of basically cut -out or

return singles with holes
punched in them and racked
tiny grocery stores and variety
outlets, so Volet believes Nehi
personnel know something of inventory

requirements.
"Wallich's Music City Hall
will keep any

single
in
stock if the

/I l

store sells just
two copies of

over the

period

of

a

year," he says.

frIl

Store

buyers
and
programmers
should be aware that
ldies pass through

to

cycles
Ve

1\,

1:41

-

basically finds

the cycles fall into
three areas "Six
months after they
leave the chart
they sell well. The
syeand cede is n
year or two in
length when
they don't sell
near aswell as
in the first
cycle. The

cycle

after

occurs

record is
two to three years
old. This Is when
a

you determine if it
will sell forever."

"A programmer in

Philadelphia

may have grown up in Texas and
may have worked in Idaho, Portland or Seattle when he was in his
30's. Them is no way he can do justice
unless he knows the records that have
been popular in Philadelphia. Probably a
large percent were popular just in Philadelphia."
Oldies require special merchandising. "I'm
dead set against what too many retailers do with
header cards," says Volat. who actually worked as an
accountant for one and a half years and got tired of it.
"They will take the header card of an artist and put several different titles by the artist or group in back of the
card. In the first place, it blows inventory control.
There's eight Drifters' oldies available. How is a
buyer to know which ones have been sold if they're
just grouped behind a divider card? And it's discouraging for customers, who may very well be looking
for a specific title. or maybe knocked out to find
a certain title is available. There should be a title
divider card for every title."
Oldies should not be categorized by type
of music. Volet, who believes an oldie is
anything not on the charts and who

doesn't distinguish between a
"standard" and an "oldie." also
feels that oldies purchasers are dif
.

ferent than the top 40 singles
buyer.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Actually, Nehi's stocking
formula is set up in this
cycle format. The first tier
of shelves represents what Volet
calls "thegarbage bin," basically chart 45's.
From here, stock is moved to another
large shelf area with more stock per title
but fewer titles but all selling well. Then
there is a third area where really large quantities are kept. In both the second and third
area, storage is in record corrugated box
containers with the top sawed off.
There is a fourth stocking area, again
with fairly heavy per title inventory, and
then a fifth with very light title quantity.
In the fifth area, with more titles represented, there are tabs on the shucks. These
tabs indicate that, in one case, the inventory
on that title is kept on the second floor.
There is a card in back of each title with
the order sequence on it.
Finally, just as fine wine is aged, the stack
goes into a sixth area where once again the
quantity per title is quite large, around 75100. At this point, almost are hot movers.
Volet points out that a very old recording
( "We Belong Together," Robert & Johnny,
Atlantic) is juxtaposed to "You're So Vain,"
Carly Simon's recent hit. "The Robert &
Johnny record is 15 years old," Volat says.
(Continued on page N -49)

The rilver fox ftriker gold
Charlie Rich has become a familiar landmark on the record charts now
that he has earned gold records for "Behind Closed Doors" and "The Most
Beautiful Girl in the World." This recognition as a top performer was one
of the reasons the members of the Country Music Association voted Charlie
"1973 Male Entertainer of the Year." This musical excellence didn't just
happen -it's the result of precise attention to details. For instance, since
Charlie is very particular about providing a consistently high quality of
performance, he wants his audiences to hear him through Shure microphones and Vocal Master Sound Systems. He knows he can count on the
"Sound of Shure."
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204
In

Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
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Woody Herman's Been
Road
Years
On Thevaluable
38
band
roots and a

solid big
Yesterday offers
reputation, but tomorrow is what's constantly on his mind
s

G6

long as

I

but Woody has usually heard about the individual. generally two
years before he meets him face to face, he says. He hears about outstanding players from music educators, musicians and the guys in
his band. "We hire, we don't audition and we let the chips fall where
they may. I've always worked this way. Many years ago auditioned
some players but it really wasn't a complete audition.'
There is no average length of time these young musicians stay
with the band. The longest member has been with it eight years, the
newest ones six to eight months. There are several there three to
four years. "But after four years at the longest they start to get tired
of the whole scene because they become unreasonably tired. I'm so
conditioned because I've been surviving as a road rat since was a

have the

strength and health
I'll be out there pitch.
ing," says Woody
Herman on the
phone from St. Petersburg, Fla. "I'll be
61 May 16 and then
I'll be as old as Nixon, but I'm in a lot better
shape,"
That's Woody Herman's humor coming
through alter a lengthy discussion cross country on the state of big bands and his own
particular career in show business which

I

I

child."

spans 38 years.
Herman, along with only a small coterie of
bandleaders like Duke Ellington, Count Basie
Stan Kenton and Harry James has remained
active and constant in the music business.
"We are all basically jazz oriented and we
seem to be the ones who have survived. And
that's saying something because the music.
jazz, is purely our own."
Woody speaks of working straight through
these past 38 years with only one long vacation -seven months in 1947. "Ever since
then its been 46 to 48 weeks a year."
In travelling the world, Woody finds jazz in
terest healthy. The music he says "is ever
changing no it can never get dull. When the
big bands were in their heyday jazz was the
pop music of our country. But it hasn't been
that for many years. In the past three years,
however, I've spent a great part of my time
playing high schools and colleges, holding
seminars and going to clinics and reaching
young audiences in that fashion."
Reaching young audiences. That thought is
basic to why the Herman band is today alive
and well and well known with young America.
Big band music, Woody adds, has become
a big thing because there are from 35,000 to
40,000 stage bands operating around the
country. "There's been a lot of nostalgia also
in the last couple of years but nostalgia for
nostalgia's sake isn't worth the bother for
me. If something has lasting quality it should

'

r

The Current Thundering
Herd as Woody likes to
call it, carries 16 play ers-a number which
hasn't varied too much,
although there was a
period in the 50's when
Woody made several dips
into small groups, and
played long gigs in Las
Vegas.

Today's music industry is lacking in
the ballrooms or
theaters or hotel
rooms which formerly housed the
big bands. So one
third of Woody's
dates today are on
college campus and
he works clubs of naty
ing natures and may be
opening a supermarket
one week later.
"We are fortunate in
'having a flow of albums out
and it's the one thing that
__may keeps us alive along with
some guest shot on TV

,/

lr

y
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be repeated:'

nutshell, that's how Woody Herman
views his music'
In a

it's today not

yesterday's

sound and even
if there are
songs from an-

other era,

if

they are musiclty solid, they

should

be

played.
One

other

reason

why

Woody is locked

into

young
people is that
he gets the ma-

jority of his sidemen from the

collegiate
ranks. It's been
that way for 20
years, with Berklee in Boston,

Woody Herman has remained a musical dynamo. Clockwise: he leads his current band,
plays clarinet, and leads his band at the Avalon Ballroom many years ago. Photos from
Hermie Dressel, Stephen Morley and Ed Brom.

North

Texas
State, the Uni.
varsity of Indiana and the
Eastman School in Rochester, all training superb technicians.
"The calibre of young musicians is far superior today than
what it was when was a young man," Woody acknowledges.
"They can accomplish in a couple of semesters what it took as
years to learn. It's not difficult to get competent players except that some young people want to keep moving and there's
a great turnover because they go with a group or try living in
California or New York. The road is never conducive to relaxa.
I

tion."
ask Woody if he's tired and he answers: "I've been tired of
the road for 50 years but don't know anything else. I'd rather
do this than anything. I've been on the road since was nine
I

I

I

years old. wouldn't know how to live any other way."
Although he's owned a home in Los Angeles for 28 years, he
says he's lived there only about 28 months. "I'm exaggerating
naturally, but it isn't a hell of a lot more."
As to the school trained player, does he go right into the
band? "Very rarely do you get a player right out of school. He
must have had some professional experience, we hope, and
have worked with some group in order to adapt to the lifestyle.
Occasionally you find an outstanding kid, like Alan Broad.
bent, who joined us four or five years ago right out of
I

Berklee."
Does he audition these outstanding college students? No,
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shows like Mike Douglas and Tonight. (There are alumnus
of Woody's Herds in the Mike Douglas studio band.)
Today's survivial route is to play anywhere there is an op.
portunity for 16 roaring musicians. "We have to work ev
ery night," Woody says. "The overhead is extremely high and
consequently if you don't have income six out of seven or
seven out of seven nights you can't make it. Out net is about
50.60 percent higher than it was a few years back. We have to
gross in the neighborhood of $15,000 a week in order to

operate."
Woody finds there are some players who leave the band
(Continued on page N-48)
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An Academy Award score, its roots in the past, has triggered a tidal wave of
popularity for the music of Scott Joplin the greatest ragtime composer of the century.
Biograph is Scott Joplin -playing Scott Joplin. Biograph is a 5 volume series of
rare original piano roll LP's exclusively played and arranged by the ragtime master,
,

Scott Joplin, along with Crosby', Etting, the Boswell Sisters, Fats Waller, Armstrong, Eubie Blake, Ted Lewis and Ethel Waters, great artists of yesteryear, are this
year's money- makers. They're all on Biograph.
For full details, contact your Biograph distributor today, or write for our new
-catalog of over 100 exclusive jazz, blues,
ragtime, folk and country LP's.
-

RARE
PIANO ROLL
LP SERIES

Biograph Records, Inc.
16 River St., Chatham, N. Y. 12037

FATS WALLER 1923/24

FATS WALLER 1924/31

JELLY ROLL MORTON 1924/26

JAMES P. JOHNSON 1917/21
JAMES P. JOHNSON 1917
EUBIE BLAKE 1917/21
EUBIE BLAKE 1921
SCOTT JOPLIN 1916
SCOTT JOPLIN RAGTIME
early 1990's

SStOA JOPLIN RAGTIME
early 1900's

*SCOTT JOPLIN
THE

ENTERTAINER"

*SCOTT JOPLIN
"Elite SyncopBlions"
Classic Ragtime

*NEW RELEASES
Including rare piano roll

versions of the score

from "THE STING"

Distributed By:

THE CREAM OF NOSTALGIA, RAGTIME, JAZZ 20 & 30 VINTAGE EXCLUSIVELY ON BIOGRAPH
TED LEWIS ORCH. 1628/33
TED LEWIS ORCH. 1828/32
ETHEL WATERS 1921/24

BINO CROSBY

r

RUTH ETTI NG
1826/31

(her Wu recordings)
ETHEL WATERS 1921/27
LOUIS ARMSTRONG 1925/32
LOUIS ARMSTRONG 1925/27
BUNNY BERIGAN 1932/37
BENNY GOODMAN 1929/33

4
/

BING CROSBY
1929/33

BOSWELL SISTERS
1932/34

RED NICHOLS/DORBEY's 1925/27

LACK'S RECORD CELLAR,

FLETCHER HENDERSON 1921/41
JACK TEAOARDEN 1929/38
BIG BILL BROONZY 1933/42
QUEEN OF THE BLUES
MA RAINET 1924/28
MA RAINET 1921/24
ems first IN recording)
EARLY LEADBELLY 1935/40

RR

The above albums Include accompanying artiste each as: Tommy end
Jimmy Dorsey -Klee O /Ivey- Mogg,y Spanlec-Old Ory -Benny Goodman-Johnny Dodds-Coleman
Dodds -Coleman Hawkins
/mmy Noons -Jack Tae -Barmy
SansonOeorgs
Brvnles
-Chu
Sany -Peul Whllemen
wldae
Orch. -Olen Wet-SU Be /derbecke-lo/ I I

-J
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P.O.sox 14068, San Francisco, Ca. 94114

DISTRIBUTORS, 417 East Broadway, Glendale, Ca. 91205
ROUNDER RECORDS, 186 Willow Ave., Somerville, MASS. 02144
KINNARR DISTRIBUTORS, 1956 West 5151 Street, Cnicag0, 111.60609
D L H DISTRIBUTORS, 8220 Wellmoor Court, Savage, Md. 20863;
Branch office, Camp NIII, Pa.
TANT ENTERPRISES, 40301 Fairway Drive, Northville, Mich. 48167
HARBOR RECORD EXPORT CORP., 8724 Third Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11209

ALMABA CORP., 380 Craig St. West, Montreal 1. Que0ec, Canada
SONDPRESSE, 92 ISSy- les-Maulineeux, Paris, France
CONTINENTAL RECORD DIST., 97/99 Dean St., Oxford St.,
London W. 1, England

Career Building Is
Jess Rand's Special Concern

show and a business, he continues "and you have to remember it's a business. Someone once told me the great
lesson that you are never as big as your dient. Unfortunately you most go into the woodwork at a certain point.
"I can name artists who've been up and down and if
you look, you'll see they've had nine different managers
and agents. They just won't listen. But there must be
someone around who can say to an artist you're wrong.
But you have to have reasons for this belief."
Rand's path crossed the Lettermen shortly after they
were formed in 1961 and when producer Nick Venet called
him and suggested he get with the act which had just
joined Capitol. They had no management at the time while
Rand was handling Sam Cooke and the Paris Sisters.

His 13 -year association
with The Lettermen,
one of the longest
in show business,

has meant keeping this
MOR act contemporary
Behind every successful artist is a

professional personal manager
who has career building on his
mind. The really top acts seem
to cement relationships with
their managers which last corn fortebly and produce mean.
ingful business and social relationships.
Jess Rand is one of those quick, sawy, take an opportunity and run type of guys who has been managing the
Lettermen for 13 years. Thus he is well qualified to discuss
the role of the personal manager in maintaining a healthy
level of business for his client since he has had such a long
standing relationship with one act, an act with its own distinct success story, its own distinct vocal sound and an act
which has made a distinct speciality of performing on the
collegiate circuit despite the ever changing sound of pop
music and the concomitant changing of student's musical tastes.
Working with three guys and keeping them active consumes Rand's time, as well it should. The Lettermen
Tony Butala, Jim Pike and Gary Pike (who replaced Bobby
Engemann in 1968) -and Rand have a solid under-

-

The toys receive gold records for their first LP (top). Rand
sat the right of Stan Gortikov, Capitol's president, fourth
from the left. Onstage (above) they clown around while in
he studio they are very serious. Photos from the Jess
Rand collection.

"I like acts that have consistency," Rand says, and at
the time he went to meet with the Lettermen, his two acts
were very hot on the charts.
After looking at their contract with Capitol, Rand de.
cided "it was very inequitable." They had just recorded
their first single, "The Way You Look Tonight" backed with
"That's My Desire." "I told them that when the record hits,
they'd be so hot that Capitol would give them anything
they wanted within reason. So three months later when
the record hit we went from a aye percent royalty to 5 percent
"We hit so fast (with a soft
romantic vocal blend during
a time when rock was still

The Lettermen's look today
(top center) and when they
first started out (below cen-

ter). Above: they clown

being developed) that the

around on their first record Ing date at Capitol. Rand is on
the drums.

boys had no money. had to
loan them my credit cards.
Ed Sullivan paid us $750 to
do his show. But the airfare
alone was more than that.
knew the act would make It
because it had consistency.
told them we would play x
I

I

standing about who does
what. And not to whom.
They discuss all matters
and they have an agreement
that prohibits any one from
telling the others "see I told
you so." So no one gets anything thrown in his face if
something doesn't work out.
The Lettermen have the fi.
nal ON on all their dates and
songs, but Rand knows that
if he has to become argumentative, he has to have
facts to backup his position.
The act knows Rand and
they trust him to where he
can make decisions about
their careers before calling
each individually to check out his action.
"There's two kinds of managers," Rand says one morning
in his Beverly Hills office. "One kind signs everything that
walks and breathes and the other kind is more selective. You
must learn from your client. He will teach you a lot no matter
how much you're around this business. As a non -performer
you're still a civilian. You will never know what the feeling is to
bomb in front of the public or what it feels like to walk out on
that stage.
"You never put an artist in a position where his head is on
a chopping block. You have to know how to say no and for

I

amounts of concerts,

x

amount of club dates and it

some guys that's hard. I'm turning down $9500 and transportation to play one night in Pads. Why? What's it mean? Japan is a different story because we have a tremendous record
market there. But what does France mean to us ?"
Do the boys know you've temed this date down? ask. "Oh
sure. discuss everything with them. I'll sit and discuss the
pros and cons. The final decision is the guys' and if they give
you solid reasons for their decision, you're learning someI

I

thing."
Rand says his credo for being a manager entails being
honest to the client and to yourself. But it's additionally a
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ended up to where we now
play all major hotels and
clubs as headliners."
The act has also been approached to do lots of commercials but has turned
down most. Two of the mem.
bers are Mormons so pitches
to do coffee and smoking
commercials have been
passed over. But the act did a
radio -TV campaign for Pan
Am in 1969 which earned
them $55,000 in front plus
production fees and expenses to come off the road for one
week and shoot in the Los Angeles area.
Originally the ad agency, J. Walter Thompson offered the
William Morris office a fee which Rand rejected. But once
Rand entered the picture, things came out to his client's liking. "A manager is like a buffer. You better have a good understanding of the agency business. If you alienate your agent
with unrealistic demands he'll think why should Igo out and
sell him. So in this instance I flew to New York and stuck myself between the agent and the advertising agency.
(Continued on page N -49)

Speaking of Nostalgia...
Children of all ages 8 to 80 are continually re- enchanted with the
regular return of the Disney classic feature films, the continuing
increasing sales of the sound track records evidence the outstanding
entertainment value of these forever memorable Disney achievements.

1st

TITLE

RELEASE

U.S. RE -ISSUE YEARS

RECORD
RELEASE

SNOW WHITE

1938

1944, 1952, 1958, 1967

1956

PINOCCHIO

1940

1945, 1954, 1962, 1971

1956

BAMBI

1942

1947, 1957, 1966

1956

FANTASIA

1941

CONTINUOUS RELEASE

1956

CINDERELLA

1950

1957, 1965, 1973

1957

ALICE IN WONDERLAND

1951

1974

1957

PETER PAN

1953

1958,1969

1957

MARY POPPINS

1964

1973

1964

JUNGLE BOOK

1970

1970

ARISTOCATS

1972

1972

ROBIN HOOD

1973

1973
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Radio Rides The Waves Of Turmoil
In Technical And Format Changes
By Claude Hall
constant turmoil in the
United States. Nowhere else in the
world do formats change on the
drop of a ratings survey -ARB, pri.
marity, and Pulse somewhat.
Nowhere else in the world are air
personalities hired, fired, and re.
hired in such consistent and or.
dained acoustic patterns, much like
the airwaves on which they vocally ride. Nowhere else in the
world are program directors and general managers so avidly
researching the people they program to and nowhere else in
the world are music directors spending so much time and effort in record research.
U.S. radio has become demographics and psychegraphics
and pyschographics. With the thundering growth in past
months of FM radio, even specific demographic units have
been tractionalized and nearly all radio stations tell you ra
tionally that they are targeting at 18.34 or 18.49 age groups
in other words: Aiming basically at the same body.
The strange thing is that this includes all formats- country.
Radio is

a

-

Top 40, progressive, MOR, and soul. A few years ago, in tact.
ever since the Top 40 format rose to tame under the pushing
off Gordon McLendon and Todd Stun, each credited just
about equally with the birth of Top 40 as we know it (or used to
know it, since many people consider Top 40 stations
as MOR stations and some progressive sta.
bons will also claim the MOR mantle).
you could tune in a Top 45 station
and hear that it was different. An
MOR station sounded totally dit
ferent from that. And country
was a far cry from either of those
formats, as was soul. The progressive station wasn't even alive
and what few jazz stations there
were (there are much fewer to.

midnight as Bill (Rosko) Mercer took over. Slowly, things
changed, and then changed suddenly as programming consultant Bill Drake moved in and formatted the station; he built
the most successful Top 40 station of its kind in no time at all.
Progressive didn't die, though. It moved to WNEW -FM in
New York and continued to grow. And Donahue eventually
wound up at KSAN -FM in San Francisco and did wonders with
the station. David Moorhead, Jerry Stevens, John Betz. and
others also began to play important roles in progressive radio.
But the big impetus now was to rock on FM. Drake's WORFM, under program director Sebastian Stone. almost beat out
New York's 50.000 -watt WABC -AM at night before tailing
back after Stone went on to other markets and other radio
chores.
Today, variation of the Top 40 approach -either oldie formats or the "Q" formats which hinge on familiar records -are
achieving enormous ratings in market after market on FM.
In some markets, FM rock stations have wiped out the local
AM Top 40 station, at least in the evening hours. And FM stations are doing fairly well in morning and mid -days, too, when
normally the majority of radio listeners are felt to be in cars
and not available yet to FM stations (movements for an all channel law are growing and one day all radios may be required to have both AM-FM at the manufacturing stage).
Another viable format that grew primarily on FM and primarily through syndication was the background music format. Stereo Radio Productions in New

competition from all
sides and the rather unpleasant factor that their audiences
were growing older and advertisers no longer felt much interest as listeners approached 50 years of age, began to get in
MOR stations, realizing the growing

high gear.
First, there was a general drifting of Top 40 personalities
and program directors into MOR as they got a little older and
felt they could no longer identify with the rock audiences of
old. Second, these guys brought all of their Top 40 format approaches and promotional flair with them and began to give
MOR stations a much -needed kick in the formate! rear.
WTAE -AM in Pittsburgh, as well as KDKA -AM there, WCAOAM in Baltimore, KXYZ-AM in Detroit, KULF-AM in Houston,
WBT -AM in Charlotte. WIOD-AM in Miami, WN BC -AM in New
York, and KMPC -AM in Los Angeles all began to come alive
with new ci ispness.
WGN -AM in Chicago, WCCO -AM in Minneapolis, WHDH-AM
in Boston, and WSB -AM in Atlanta still managed to hold their
dominant positions by being "the" all- around radio station in
their markets. but most MOR stations had to change... and
change they did.
Music overall had softened as some artists grew older and
shed their "bubblegum" images. Also, many rock artists
found that the tight playlist barrier could only be penetrated
by starting their records somewhere else.
Records with "soul" started on soul stations; white artists
were forced to go softer in order to get their records on MOR
stations (hoping that the record would cross over and sell in
the big pop singles market; recently, many rock artists have
been turning out basically countryoriented records for much
the some reason -because the chances of country stations
playing new product is much better than the tight -playlist Top
40 stations of today).
So MOR stations begat) playing just about the same records
that Top 40 stations were playing and this included many of
the black artists like Diana Ross, Stevie Wonder and others.
MOR stations had better (usually) personalities and began to
make audience- ratings comebacks in market alter market.
Result: Mors fractionalization.
Another thing happened

about this time; country
music stations went
"modern."
They
hired MORsounding

air

personalities

-_

clay) were a sl range
breed unto themselves.
nc changes more than likely
started coming down upon radio with
the advent of FM's popularity. Though a
few (three or four) FM stations were experimenting with rock
formats, notably KLZ -FM in Denver and even so without much
gusto. FM was felt to be the place of classical music or jazz
"that fine art stuff for the hi -fi buffs." One general manager,
shortly before WOR -FM hit the air with a mishmash rock format, said he felt FM was still 15 years away.
Then, along came WOR -FM and, because of union problems, without air personalities for a while until things got
straightened out and some guys who'd been more or less
without work at the time went on the air. At this same time,
more or less, Tom Donahue was building an excellent au.
dience rapport with a night show at KMPX -FM in San Francisco.
Murray (the K) Kaufman at WOR -FM has to be credited
more than anyone else with leading the way into a whole new
radio spectrum, though Tom Donahue has to be credited with

-

polishing that spectrum as a format.
What happened was that Kaufman had a young kid helping
him pick music. The Association had a hit called "Cherish."
The flipside was "Requiem for the Masses." Kaufman played
that tune and got fantastic feedback and. reacting to that au
dience interest, started playing more records like that.
At the time, WOR -FM was still playing Top 45 disks in the
day, even country and soul in the afternoon, and soul after

-_

York and Bonneville Program Consultants are the two producers of this type of syndication format and in some markets
their formats achieve high ratings, especially in mid -day.
It should be noted that WDVR -FM in Philadelphia, a live
background music station, was at one time the biggest-earning FM station in the nation; a progressive station now has
this distinction ... and several other progressive and rock format operations are close behind.
Anyway, the FM stations "fractionalized the hell out of radio," as one key veteran noted.
But, at the same time, AM stations were not standing still.
Buzz Bennett, program director and programming consultant, probably was the first to develop the so-called "Q" format
(derived from the call letters of KCBQ -AM in San Diego, which
he programmed at one time).
Jack McCoy, next program director of the station, polished
the format. Other stations copied it and it's undoubtedly the
most -copied format in radio today per se. It hinges on a very
short playlist of current hits and a lot of records just recently
off the chart- familiar records. Critics claim it's designed
more to achieve high ARB ratings than please an audience.
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and did away
with the twang and corn
and began using a format just like
Top 40 stations.
In fact, some of the men who created those late 1960
country giant stations were ex -Top 40 program directors and
air personalities. And these country stations began promoting
and getting their thing together. Some good signals went
country. WIRE -AM in Indianapolis even went to No. 1 in their
market (KAYO -AM in Seattle had been the first country station to almost pull the trick oft). Now, KENRAM in Houston is
also a No. 1 market station and features a country format.
Soul stations, too, began smoothing out and some of the
black screamers of yesterday found their talents no longer
necessary. Many soul stations wanted those white listeners,
too, and they got them. One of the stations that did this rather
effectively was WVONAM in Chicago. WWRL -AM in New York
also built up many white listeners.
Some of these soul stations even played records by white
artists for a while, on a limited basis, until the Black Power
movement came along in force and "white" became a dirty
word in soul radio. To some extent, the taint is off of the word
white now at soul stations, but they're in there fighting for a
big slice of the market and getting it.
With the vast popularity of soul artists, however, on Top 40

(Continued on page N.53)
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REMEMBER!
20TH CENTURY RECORDS
CAPTURES THE SHADOWS

OF THE PAST

IN A UNIQUE NEW
COLLECTOR'S SERIES
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1 -901

2- RECORD
SET
REMEMBER GLENN T -904

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE
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small collection from MCA's "Nostalgia" catalog. Contact your local MCA rep for additional artists.
the

THE BEST OF
ELLA FITZGERALD

VOL

best
of

THE BEST OF
PETE FOUNTAIN

s

oç«

II
JUDY
GARLAND

BlNG

111

The Best of Louis Armstrong

The Best of Bing

The Best of Ella Fitzgerald,

DXSB -7183

DXSB -7184

Vol.2

/
MCA

The Best of Pete Fountain
DXSE -7210

The Best of Judy Garland
MCA2 -4003

The Benny Goodman Story
DXSB -7188

t

The Best of Al
OSSA-7 169

MCA2 -4016

.MCA RECORDS
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The Best of Guy Lombardo
DXSB-7185

The Best of The Mills

Billie Holiday Story

Brothers
DXSB-7193

DXSB-7161
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By Nat Freedland

L

party for his staff. Rather than
making the event a showcase for
20th artists. Russ rented the
Whisky a Go Go fora few hours before the regular show, presented
all the gold and platinum records
that had been building up, then
had buffet dinner served and
brought in (for close to $1.000)
world-famous psychic Peter Hurkos to give uncannily accurate
readings of promotion men and
secretaries in the audience.

OS ANGELES

-He was doing the Russ
Regan Booentered the oflice. A bit on
gie as

the

I

rotund

side, with alertly cheerful eyes and
a half -grin around the majestic
Cuban cigar in his mouth, the
president of high-flying 20th Century Records was on the phone to
his independent promotion representative in Chicago.
"Howie, don't expect you to
get every one of our records on ev.
ery station in Chicago," Regan is
saying. "You gotta run with the
product that your street sense
tells you has got a shot in the market. don't tell my guys to lose
their credibility by hyping everything we put out."
Ending its second year as a label, 20th Century has established
conclusively that even in today's
highly competitive market, it is
still possible to create a successful
new label from scratch via inde-

While not moving any operations to Nashville, Regan is putting 20th into the country music
field with L.A. production deals, to
expand the range of sound available on the label.

I

I

pendent distribution.
Regan practiced up for his cur.
rent label -founding presidency by
building Uni Records (now MCA)
in the latter '60s with Neil Diamond and Elton John on the label. Previously he had been a
failed pop singer and then one of
the best -liked and most successful Los Angeles sales- promotion

n

men for over a decade.
Within his first six months at
20th, Russ had gold records with
that one.man soul conglomerate,
Barry White, and his Love Unlimited group. Also on 20th is a platinum teenybopper single from the
DeFranco Family. "Heartbeat, It's
A Lovebeat."

Breaking Maureen McGovern's
"The Morning After' Oscar -winning hit took nearly nine months
of steady plugging and Regan
sees nothing amiss in devoting
that kind of effort to a record he

Russ Regan's Formula:

believes in.

Have Personal Contact With Your
Artists, Racks And Pop Music And
You Can Build An Independent Label
"First, you've got to find hit artists or you have nothing."
says Russ. "I've known Barry White for eight years, seen
him paying a lot of dues around town."
From Barry White to the DeFrancos and another 20th
gold winner, Maureen McGovern, Russ does not have the
label committed to any one particular sound. "I want to
steer a course so can change with what the public wants,"
he says. "It's not a matter of what like, it's what the buying public wants. If they don't love your record a lot, they
aren't going to bother going to the store and paying their
I

I

bucks for it."
As for running a record company. Russ says firmly, "A
lot of these guys who are lawyers or accountants and get

"I'm having a good time this
year," he says. "It's not as tough
as it was our first year, when we
were putting everything to.
gether." However, Regan appeared to be having a good time in
1973 too.

made president of a label are nice smart people. But
don't feel anybody should be in charge of a record com.
pany if they aren't capable of getting on the phone and
rapping with any key radio station or rack wholesaler in the
country. And I'm not talking about someone like Mo Ostin
of Warner Bros. who may have started as an accountant
but has become a great record man over the years."
Regan feels that his main task as an executive is simply
to motivate those who work for him to put forth his best
efforts. His style of doing this is not authoritarian, but
more like the kooky patriarch of a hardworking but eccenI

tric family.
Recently Russ decided

it

was time to throw

a

thank.you

One of the things that may be
making Russ happier this year is
the fact that Elton John, with one
more MCA album left after hiscurrent release, has been openly talking to competing labels and is on
the warmest of terms with the

man who first signed him for the
U.S.

Meantime, Russ had his latest
hit product to be played for the interviewer, Harriet Schack's "Hollywood Town." Could be. Even if it
takes Regan nine months.

Copy
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Mildred Hall

By

Nostalgia is the mood of to-

day, nostalgia for the
good old days, the good

Copyright Legislation

- Wrangles over jukebox use, cable TV
have long stalled legislation
copy
even though tape
-the
piracy got
it going
productions, at
founding
again

old ways, and above all

-

for the listening public
the golden oldies, the

classic rock records of the
fifties. But for the producers, writers and performers who created that irresistible breakthrough in American popular music, there is
no nostalgia for one not -so- golden oldie
1909 copyright law.
For over 60 years, the good old 1909 copyright law has denied copyright protection to
any and all recordings, because the
fathers, and a succession of congresses up to
1971, did not consider them creative works.
In the words of the old law, recordings could
never be more than "parts of instruments
serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work" thereon.
Nevertheless, with the contrary logic the
lawmakers seem to show when it comes to
protecting creative works in the music and
recording area, the 1909 legislators did realize that the American public was entitled to a
diversity of recordings of their favorite songs.
Even the busiest lawmaker had to admit that
music was, after all, an integral part of the
culture of this country.
And so, as a barrier to any recording monopoly, the 1909 legislators set up compulsory licensing of

framers never
of
dreamed,
course, that a

tapecopying technololgy half a century later, would
enable any 1astbuck
artist with a recorder.
raw tape, and a warehouse
or even a truck, to sell duplicates of original recordings by
the thousands.
In trying to set up the 1909 law to assure diversity of recordings by compulsory
licensing of music, while denying protection
to the recordings. congress unwittingly
assured future pirates an easy siphoning
of income due producers, talent and
musicians -the very hit revenue
that is the mainstay of diversity
and survival for recordings.
To add insult to injury,
some of the unlicensed
.
tapers claim that
the wording of
the old law justifies duplication

quick and cheap

ofunmpyrighted

-

righted music, so that any
one could make
the "mechanical" retwo
cents a tune maximum,
once a negotiated recording
had been put out. For the next
sixty years. congress ignored music
publisher pleas that the 2 cents was
unrealistic, and that the 6 cent discriminatory maximum damages allowed composers for record infringement (there have
always been bootleggers) was outrageous.
Similarly, thirty succeeding congresses,
ignored record producers' reminders
that most of the civilized world
granted original recordings
copyright protection in their
national copyright laws.
The early copyright

1

recordings -as long as the duplicator paid, or
even offered to pay, the 2 -cent mechanical
royalty to the composer. Some federal judges
have upheld this asa legitimate
dubious
interpretation of the wall-eyed 1909 copyright law. But more have rejected the claim.
Individual states have rushed in with antipiracy laws, and the Supreme Court has upheld
their right to protect recordings within their
own borders, since federal law ignored them.
In fact, Congress has left it to the courts to
try to stretch the old law to fit a whole new
era. The courts, in turn, have urged the congress to modernize the old law, but it's a slow
process. Studies begun way back in 1955,
and continued over ten years, finally resulted
in a House -passed bill to revise the whole
1909 Copyright statute, in 1967. But the new
technologies have produced such furious battles that the Senate has been bogged down
for the past seven years in its efforts to avoid
a floor fight over such issues as the new Cable
TV pickup of copyrighted movies, sports and
other programs fròm television stations both
near and far, without royalty payment. The.
Supreme Court's recent ruling that only new
law (such as the copyright revision) can
establish cable copyright liability, reversed
the opponents in their tracks and took the
steam out of the Cable TV issue.
Ironically, it is the record
industry, so long ignored,
which-seems fairly cer(Continued an page N -541
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I Had The Craziest Dream

I'll Never Say "Never Again" Again
It's A Sin To Tell A Lie
I've Got A Gal In Kalamazoo

dumpin' At The Woodside
Maybe It's Because
Misty
The More I See You

VOCCO E CONN

INa

And The Angels Sing
Big Noise From Winnetka
Day In Day Out
Fools Rush In
Give Me The Simple Life
Goin' To Chicago Blues
Holiday For Strings
I Can't Begin To Tell You
...and many more

Near You
On The Boardwalk (In Atlantic City)
Our Waltz

Scatterbrain
Seranade In Blue
Winter Wonderland

You Make He Feel So Young
You'll Never Know *

MUSIC GROUP
A SUBSIDIARY OF
PaTN CENTUev -FO0 FILM

CORPORATION

Hollywood

New York

Nashville
HERBERT N. EISEMAN

President
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*Listen

to the great updated Gersten of this hit by
Denny Denerly an Peratnounl -Ember Records-just released.

-

Let's deal with distribution as it exists today, and deal
similarly with the need for corporate responsibility.
The simple definition of distribution lies in determin.
ing the best possible way in which we get our product,
our albums, our craft, into the hands of the consumer.
We need to do that in the speediest most economical
manner possible, so that each of us at our various levels
of business in which we operate, earn reasonable profit
for our endeavors.

The only constant is change.

Although

have been
asked to view the changing
scene in distribution, to look
back and to take a glance forward, must profess that
am not an authority and
know few people who are. As
a Billboard alumnus, I've had
the advantage of being on
the outside looking in, and conversely at WEA and previously at Warner Bros. Records, on the inside looking
out. I've similarly had the advantage of being involved
in virtually all forms of distribution and being involved
at the manufacturer's level as well.
In the 27 years that I've been associated with the
record industry, I similarly had the advantage of knowing and being acquainted with a great many friends, a
great many craftsmen, and a good number of superb
businessmen as well. think, however, overriding all
considerations, regardless of the skill and excellence
that any of the aforementioned may have, too often
all too often -the mistake of omission we make occurs
when we, the distribution end of the business, forget
that it begins with one's artistic enI

I

I

I

I

-

deavor.
Probably one of the best a&r men
know in the business, Bobby
Shad, once said, "I never met an
a&r man who went into a studio to
make a bad record." I'm sure that
Goddard Lieberson also said it
some years ago, "Records aren't
I

beans."
There are those in the business
today -and I'd rather deal with today than yesterday -who somehow
or other are suicidal, and seem bent

maintain that it is the corporate responsibility of
WEA -as well as our competitors, Capitol, Columbia,
RCA, A&M -to make it possible for our customers, the
rachjobbers and dealers, to earn a profit and to earn a
sensible profit that will keep them in business, that will
continue to give each of as the exposure for our albums.
This specifically means that we have an obligation to
the rackjobber, and to the dealer to see to it that he
stays healthy, that he succeeds in his business and that
he operates his business with our cooperation, in the
most efficient manner possible.
don't think we're doing our job too well. Witness the
growing number of bankruptcies throughout the na.
Lion. Witness the number of retail outlets that are closing their stores, discarding records,
phonograph departments, largely
as a consequence of their inability
to make a ream-or profit.
e
The obligation-or the corporate
responsibility-is not so onesided
however, and should not be thrust
1.1
solely at the feet of the manufacturer or the distributor.
Rack jobbers, as well as dealers,
i
have that some responsibility not
to give their profits away.
take
public issue with Russ Solomon and
others like him who adopt a policy
that says they can only make money
by selling for less.
I

I

Distributor With A Conscience
-1

Corporate responsibility & goo
business ethics lead the way
search for untapped audience of millions
By Joel Friedman

on participating in their own demise when they take a contraryview
and adopt their business philosophy in the ethic, "How cheap can
sell this ?"
What we're really dealing with is responsibility-coo
parate responsibility- whether you happen to be a

president,WEA

I

Yankee native greed, combined with some ingenuity and even often double.
entry bookkeeping.
Responsibility, however, doesn't free us -each of us -of the need for re.
sponsible business ethics. Read, if you will, again perhaps, Charles Reich's
"Greening of America." He said it all, and perhaps our leaders in our industry
should read it again, and Lord knows our leaders in government need to read it
again.

rackjobber, an independent distributor, a company.
owned branch, or a record dealer. We all have that spirit
of the individual entrepreneur in us -the desire to excel -the desire to do our ¡ob the best we know how. In
addition, of course, there is the profit motive -good old

I

They can only make money, and
continue to make money, as long
as we, the manufacturers, the dis.
tributors, whet er independent or otherwise, continue

to make possib e for them to do so -by the extension
of unlimited credit, by the extension of unlimited ad.
vertising appropriations by continuing overzealous
selling practices, by offering unnecessary discount pro
grams that merely result in returns.
(Cnndnued on page N -52)
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Jazz Reissue
Continued from page N.12

ï

corded. In June Jazz Archives will release an additional five,
including Hot Lips Page (1944.1950). Bunny Berigan (1935.
1942) and Louis Armstrong (1948), all drawn from live broad.
cast or concert material. Of special note is a Lester Young LP
with material connected with the only movie he ever made,
"Jammin' the Blues" and a Count Basie LP made up of the
band's earliest known broadcast -February, 1937, from the
Chatterbox.
One of the more unique small labels to emerge in recent
years has been Sunbeam of San Jose, Calif., which until the
last few months has dedicated itself entirely to one artist
Benny Goodman. Sunbeam's goal is to issue everything Good.
man ever recorded as both leader and sideman before about
1938. It's a formidable task, but Sunbeam is 38 LP's into the
job. Goodman himself. who gets no payments, has given "ap.
proval by silence" and raised no objections to his biographer,
Donald Russell Connor, rendering some marginal coupera.
tion. The label also pays ASCAP royalties.
Among the most interesting gems in the series are the 12
LP's covering as many remotes from the Manhattan Room
from the fall of 1937 and two numbers not included in the fa.
mous Columbia 1938 Carnegie Hall Concert album. Also, five
LP's offer a group of recently discovered and fascinating air shots from BG's historic 1935 stand at Chicago's Congress
Hotel. It's a series of extraordinary depth. Future releases will
fill out the pre-1935 period.
Sunbeam has gotten some help in its quest for the corn.
plebe Goodman from Jazum, another collectors label out of
Pittsburgh that hasconcentrated on Goodman's Victor period
between 1935 and 1939, issuing only those sides which RCA
has never put on LP. (RCA's Goodman reissues have proved
terribly repetitious over the years. "Sing, Sing, Sing" has been
reissued 20 times, always in the same version, yet never the
altemate which has some delightfully playful stop time breaks
between Goodman and Krupa in the second part. Totally dit

-

ferent from the "originals.")
Five of Jazum's 28 LP's concentrate on this material. Oth.
ers in the series include catch -all anthologies of odds and
ends. The only other specialty might be considered Eddie Con.
don, whose Town Hall Concerts of 1944 and '45 are repre.
rented on three records. Three more are about to be released.
Jazum faces some direct competition from Hank O'Neal's
Chiaroscuro Records, which has already issued two LP's worth
of Condon concerts. The late Condon cooperated with O'Neal
on these issues and got royalties. Not so with the unauthor
bed Jazums. It's about the only reissue activity Chiaroscuro
has, the label being largely devoted to current recordings of
older artists.

Still another excellent reissue series comes as a pair from
overseas. Tax Records specializes in studio.made classic jazz
from the swing period while a sister label, Jazz Society, concentrates on live performances from the some period. The
most interesting of the Taxes by tar is the "Alternative Lester
Young," an extraordinary collection of unreleased sides from
Young's immortal 1938 Commodore date, plus other rare
items from someColumbia sessions. Every track is a gem. Tax
has also reissued most of the Cootie Williams' small band
dates with Ellington men not issued by Columbia or Epic.
Other first.class issues include Ellington, John Kirby, Jimmy
Lunceford, and Benny Carter.
The Jazz Society line is equally valuable with rare Ellington
broadcast material from 1943 to 1946, a superb Coleman
Hawkins memorial record, and a collection of wartime Count
Basie V'disks featuring Lester Young. In the coming months,
the label will bring out one of the rarest of all finds, a live
recording of Ellington's great 1940 band (Nov. 7) made at the
Crystal Ballroom in Fargo, N.D. The planned issue will come
off the original acetates for virtual high fidelity reproduction.
This is typical of the high sound standards of these two labels.
Biograph continues to reissue material covering blues, rag.
time, jazz and quasi -jazz, much of which comes from a leasing
agreement with Columbia Records. Biograph's creator, Ar.
cold Caplin, has recently turned the tables on Columbia by of.
fering them a leasing agreement on some of the Scott Joplin
piano rolls he has exclusive publication rights on. Columbia
will be issuing this Joplin material in future months. Meanwhile, Biograph will continue to put out various Columbia
masters, including upcoming volumes on Bing Crosby,
Tommy Dorsey, the Boswell Sisters and a tenor sax anthology.
Back in 1969 Columbia had an option to issue a series of
privately made Art Tatum sessions recorded informally in
1941 by Jerry Newman at the Harlem club Minions. Columbia
declined. And thus one of the great jazz LP's of the decade
passed from the giant company's hands -along with an ultimate Grammy Award -into the embrace of a small upstart label called Onyx. Launched early in 1973 by Don Schlitten, a
veteran of Prestige and RCA reissue efforts, the Tatum material (issued under the LP title "God Is In the House ") along
with other items taken from the Minton recordings became
the backbone of this excellent little label. Onyx has also rein.
sued a variety of studio sessions ranging from routine to superb. Future issues will include a second volume of 52 Street
jazz (Hawkins, Webster, et al), and some unique early '40s
Roy Eldridge, never before released.
Master Jazz Recordings began as a Mind of avocation for Bill
Weilbacher. It's still an avocation but it's made a nice impact
on jazz buyers. Like Chiaroscuro, MJR spends much of its
time recording older artists, but has also been turning out
some stunning reissues of the old Felsted line, a series of 11
LP's issued in England in 1958. LP's by Buddy Johnson,
Johnny Hodges, Dicky Wells and Coleman Hawkins have al-
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ready been issued, and one LP by each by Rex Stewart and
Buster Bailey will be out this year. The entire MJR lines has
been critically acclaimed.
Other small labels are also very active. High on the list of
independents is Creative World, which offers the definitive
gathering of past and present Stan Kenton, who set up the
company after buying himself out of Capitol. Besides regular
new releases, Kenton puts out a steady flow of "Reissued by
Request" LP's (there are now six), and has also repackaged
the great "Kenton Era" set, which traces the band's develop.
ment from the beginnings up through the mid -'50s.
Trip Records has been kicking around for a few years with
some generally poorly produced collectors reissues of Tatum,
Condon, Charlie Barnet, Armstrong, John Kirby and others. A
recent leasing arrangement with Phonogram may well make
Trip a major contender in the big time. Next month the label
will begin reissuing material from the vast EmArcy catalog.
About 100 albums are due over the coming year highlighted
by the great Sarah Vaughan and Clifford Brown /Ma Roach
sessions, significantly representing the first such issues of
this material on 8- track.
The International Assn. of Jazz Record Collectors has been
putting out private LP's for members for about six years, and
some are appearing in record stores. Benny Goodman, Gene
Krupa, Ellington and a number of anthologies offer lively interest to collectors.
Other small labels include Phoenix, Tom, Collectors Classic,
Perception, Sounds of Swing, Swing Era, Golden Era, Band.
stand (the last four controlled by Los Angeles collector Frank
Donovan), First Time Records, and the infinite number of
pseudonym labels under which the mysterious Boris Rose
(this writer knows one person who has actually laid eyes on
Rose, se we can be sure he really exists) issues all variety of
records.
In the wake of this vigorous activity. the majors are still in
the ballgame. Columbia, long the reissue leader among the
big companies, continues with its award. winning John Ham
mond series (Count Basie, Billie Holiday, Bessie Smith,
Charlie Christian, Luis Russell) and plans to bring out in May
sets on Cab Calloway, Dave Brobeck, Benny Goodman and
Helen Forest, Lambert, Hendrickson and Ross, and during
the summer, albums on Claude Thornhill and Gene Krupa.
Atlantic has produced a superb series of twofers on Cole.
man Hawkins, Lester Young, Jelly Roll Morton, Eddie Condon,
Bud Freeman and others, all taken from the Commodore
catalog. Much more remains to be reissued, but the company
has no specific plans at this time to continue the series -"The
Commodore Years." Similarly, MCA, after launching its Leon ard Feather series with some nice Tatum, Nat Cole, and
Benny Goodman collections, seems at a standstill.
Verve has produced an erratic series of reissues over the
last year that seem the product of a mixed marketing concept.
(Continued on page N -36)
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Orpnization Key To Continuing Growth

entry Music; `Opry,' WWVA's
`Jamboree," Hayride' All Have New Homes
By Bill Williams

The Senate Watergate Committee
is chaired by a "country" lawyer,
Coca-Cola is thriving on "coun-

try" sunshine; and

o
Ó

even the
Great Diety gets into the act
when all claim that this is God's
"Country." Thus, how can counwrong?
try music go
The fact of the matter is that it can't, despite its
ate nap detractors, and its long- standing breed of
traditionalists who insist that the "modern sound"
is the ruination of it all, and the equally error -prone
moderns who insist that the traditional is passe.
Country music is, instead, an awful lot of things to
a bunch of people. lt is virtually everything that
other established forms of music is not. It has
formed unions through marriage, found brotherhood through musical integration, and has shed
its inferiority complex.
Country music has moved into the programming.
full or part time, of 52 percent of all of the radio sta.
tions in America, AM & FM. It fairly dominates the
television syndications. It has a healthy share of
work, and still ranks number two (just behind rock)
as the top selling brand of music in America.
Some say it's due, to a great extent, to the industrial revolution, which brought the rural people into
metropolitan areas. Doubtless this is a factor. There
are other's equally potent.
Organization is the key, and as long as the organi
nation retains strength, there is no abating the
growth. This obviously is an over -simplification, and
merits some exploration.
The core of the organization is the Country Music
Association, whose embryonic beginnings and
struggles are well known. but which now has grown

into what perhaps is the most powerful single music force anywhere. It became ambitious at an early age, and matured into a muscu,ar masterpiece. Consider, if you
will, the make -up of its current board of directors and officers.
CMA (which can always answer the question: "what have you done forme lately")
helped lift country music out of the schoolhouses and into the big concert halls, out

of the small studios into the network sound stages,
out of the South and Midwest and into Europe and
the Far East. It is noteworthy here that country concerts are about to be held for the first time in such
places as Prague and Moscow. Also that the next
CMA board meeting, in June, is to be held in Tokyo.
No organization, of course, can be even moderately successful without an improving product.
Whether success caused a vast improvement in material or vice versa, it has happened, and the songs
of today are in accordance with the times. Incredibly. perhaps, it's all been done with dignity.
On the subject of dignity, organization number
two is the Country Music Foundation. Dignity with
still another purpose here. This was the first music
form to establish its own Hall of Fame and Museum.
Beyond that it has an extensive research center, a
carefully catalogued collection of artifacts, recorded
history, important papers, and a staff of know'.
edgeable leaders. And it. too, has a board of directors of stature and dedication. Millions of tourists
have come to look: thousands of scholars have come
to study.
There are peripheral organizations as well, each
doing its own crusading in a geographic location.
The most formidable of these, working within the
framework of the CMA. is the Eastern States Country Music, Inc., which zeroes in on states from New
England to Ohio. There are approximately 10 separate state organizations. And, on the West Coast,
this is the Academy of Country Music, which picked
up considerable stature this year with its own net.
work show.
Still another organization demonstrated its
strength a few weeks ago when the "Grand Ole

(Confined

on page N -S4)
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Soundtrack LPs

Continued from page N -6
insisted on originals in every way from posters on the cover to
< stills inside to releasing in monaural although a few executives
M initially preferred pseudo -stereo. The devotion to detail extended into hours of research on their project, their first as

record producers.
lerardi took on the job of searching the MGM tape vaults.
"Many of the tapes had been reassembled and retitled .tor
various compilation albums over the years. lt wasn't just a
matter of looking up a film title such as 'Singing In The Rain'
and finding all the material right there." Because of his knowledge of the MGM musicals, lerardi knew the material; what
was missing and what was used. In two cases he found songs
which had never been included with soundtrack albums be.
fore, but released separately. Soundtrack performances of
"Merry Christmas" by Judy Garland in "In The Good Old Summertime" and "Slaughter On Tenth Avenue" from "Words
And Music" were included with their respective albums for the

first time.
While lerardi was putting the MGM tape vaults in order,
was combing archives and libraries in research for the detailed liner notes. The Motion Picture Academy was a tremendous source. However, one had to be careful in reading
the 'facts.' Films all have an element of fantasy, but the musicals more so. As such, so-called historians tended to fantasize
in their writing and occasionally something which was not true
got into print and was taken for truth. For instance, in researching the career of Vera -Ellen came across an item
which stated she was a former band singer. Yet, she was
dubbed in all of her musical films. Needless to say, was suspicious about her big band days and didn't include that fact in
the notes.
The MGM project received much assistance and verification
from soundtrack veteran, Jesse Kaye. Kaye produced the first
soundtrack album in the history of records with the 1947 re
leased album, "Till The Clouds Roll By." He has since produced or supervised every soundtrack album at MGM Studios
up through 1974's "Kazablan." Referring to the recent
series, Kay says, "The series is a wonderful service to both the
motion picture and record industries. The producers have
preserved an era and uncovered some things I had completely
I

I

1

forgotten about."
It's quite possible that Jesse Kaye may have forgotten a few
details considering the fact that he's produced in the neighborhood of over 1.000 albums in his career. Kaye never
thought he was revolutionizing the motion picture and record
ing industry when he produced that first soundtrack album.
"lt just seemed like a logical extension at the time."
He did admit it was a great deal different from the current
process of recording. especially due to the tact that the 10
-

inch 78 rpm disks could contain no more than just over 3 minutes worth of music. "It became an editing problem since
practically all of the film musical numbers ran way over that
amount of time. Since there was no tape then, we had to go
back to the original film for our editing.
"The songs were recorded on multiple motion picture film
tracks with sound geared for theaters. It was necessary to not
only edit for time limitations, but re -mix adding highs and
lows with home reproduction systems in mind."
Since the Warner Bros. series features many soundtrack
performances for the first time, producers Harsten and Silke
experienced many of the same things as pioneer Kaye. The selections on the six records (three to a set) were taken directly
from the original nitrate and magnetic tracks. As with the
MGM sets, the Warner Bros. producers made no attempt to
simulate stereo. They likewise opted for the original in art
work. They had complete and free access to the Warner Bros.
vaults and editors.
"We probably drove some of those film editors crazy in selecting the dialog portions, but on the other hand some of the
old timers thoroughly enjoyed hearing those tremendous
scenes again and were behind our project all the way. We had
a sincere relationship on a very human level so all worked
smoothly. They knew we were making an attempt to preserve
some history: a history they were part of."
The same proved true when it was necessary to secure
clearances from the rather large array of performers. "It's
simply a matter of asking and it doesn't have to be as complicated as most studio lawyers believe." The LesLee Productions office smiles as they recall the nice note of approval and
encouragement they received from Princess Grace dashed off
on stationery with the seal of the state of Monaco.
The Warner Bros. project came into being when executive
producer of the sets, Stan Cornyn, approached LesLee Productions with the proposal. From that pant, the independent
production unit had full freedom to develop the two sets. Film
historian Rudy Behlmer and annotator Rory Guy were hired to
research and write the notes for the film music and dialog sets
respectively.
With the main thought behind the project being to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the film studio, they were faced with a
plethora of material from which to choose. The research project required an enormous amount of time and energy sifting
through the wealth of information. They were fortunately
aided by a recent nationwide survey of filmgoers conducted
by Dr. William J. Krossner of Fordham University.
The survey compiled a ranking of the most popular Warner
films 1rom a list of over 1,600. "Casablanca" topped the ranking. This survey provided a basis for selections. Asa spin off to
the album sets, Silke has written a book on the Warner Bros.
history, "Here's Looking at You Kid," which will be published
by Little Brown. Oliver is likewise considering the same avenue based on his notes for the MGM musical series.
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The two sets of independent producers are very much allied
in their thoughts and efforts. "As a matter of fact," states
Harsten, "we are not in competition, but in effect working together. Both sets are honest tributes to the film medium." lerardi adds that "both MGM sets and the Warner musical set
are very similar in approach. We both have a dedication
toward an art form and music that has spanned fads and
movements. Combined with the Warner Bros. dialog set,
which is a unique audio documentary of a major studio, the
two series combine to be the most complete sound track history of film ever produced."
Harsten is quick to add that the two record companies
should actually co-op ads and mutually explore avenues of exposure beyound the accepted methods, including special
racks. "Record companies are very young in their thinking
and somewhat limited to believing the only way to promote a
record is by airplay. It's all Top 40 hit directed with very little

thought given to items of continuing interest.
"Look at what happened to Capitol post- Beatles, since they
had completely ignored their sustaining catalog. Fortunately
they woke up in time and retrenched to a Severable position.
Warners and MGM should fully cooperate on displays in book
stores for example. People who buy full sets of encyclopedias
or classics for their book shelves will likewise want both the
MGM and Warner sets. The record companies must reach the
people who no longer have the record store habit due to lose
of interest."
There is a large market out there which is slowly being
reached with the packages. Vogue Records in Hollywood realizes the potential and has maintained a soundtrack window
since last August. Besides those who want to relive the old
films, both teams of producers knew they would also reach
the young people who have never seen the films. "I believe
they are aware of the quality of the product and the love of
the performers and creators who made them. There was a
marvelous dedication which is obvious when viewing or listening to the films. When went to a local theater to research
'The Barkleys of Broadway,' the theater was three-fourths
full on a wee:; night and over 50 percent of that audience was
in the late teen /early twenties age bracket. When
saw
'Singing In the Rain,' adds lerardi. "the young audience applauded after every number just like in a Broadway show."
Much of the success of the albums is due to the advertising and publicity efforts behind the series. LesLee Productions had the publicity services of Cindy Gillespie, whereas Oliver does his own on behalf of the MGM series. In comparing
notes over the months, there's a tremendous response from
the press. A great deal of this response came from motion picture reviewers as opposed to the record press.
"The motion picture press immediately recognizes the historical as well as entertainment worth of both series," states
Gillespie. "They see the scope of the albums and realize the
I

I

(Continued on page N-48)

"Since I got

`The Golden Ageof
the Hollywood usical;
I just cast stop dancing:
JO.

Berkeley

he Golden
Age of the
Hollywood

Enos). American dance di-

Musical"
contains the
classic versions
of some of Hollywood's happiest music -taken directly
from the films of Busby
Berkeley and never before
available on record.
Hear Jimmy Cagney singing
and dancing for the first time on
screen.
Hear Cagney, Keeler, Powell,
and Blondell perform unforgettable numbers from "42nd Street,"
"Gold Diggers of 1933," "Foot-

light Parade," "Dames," and

"Gold Diggers of 1935," includ-

rector who left
Broadway for
Hollywood soon
after the coming of

sound and developed the kaleidoscopi-

cally cinematic girlie
numbers that were a feature
of (especially) Warner musicals in

"The
Golden Age
of the

Hollywood
Musical"

ing the immortal "Lullaby of

the thirties.
Dick Powell (1904- 1963). American actor with limited stage experience before Hollywood contract 1932; played romantic singing leads in 30s.
Ruby Keeler (1909- ). Petite American singer- dancer, once wife of
Al Jolson.

Broadway" with Winifred Shaw.
A Feast of Song! A Galaxy of
Stars! A Garland of Girls! All on

James Cagney (1904- ). American
leading actor, one of the great
Hollywood stars of the 30s and 40s.
Joan Blondell (1909- ). American

jacket that

comedienne who played the

opens into a photographic extravaganza, including a pop-up of the
spectacular five tier human tableaux from "Footlight Parade."
Tap your feet and your imagination at the same time. "The
Golden Age of the Hollywood
Musical" is here.
"If this doesn't get 'em, nothin'

slightly dizzy friend of the heroine in many 30s musicals; later
graduated to character roles.
Winifred Shaw (1910- ). American
singer of Hawaiian descent, used
as voice of non -singing stars in
many Warner musicals of the 30s.
Narrated by:
George Raft (1895- ). Smooth
American leading man of the 30s
and 40s; former professional athlete, gambler, etc.
... And a cast of thousands.

one album. With

-

a

will."

Cagney, Footlight Parade
Starring:
Busby Berkeley (1895- ). (William
J.

On
United Artists
Records &Tapes

L TI

"It really gets your feet moving!
U8.1A215. H

BIRK -UA-EA215.H

C.88$

-8,88.215-11 GMCML%KIV Una. A,hstsHecorES.
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assignment was to sing in a box with Jack Benny...'
Independent Publisher George Pincus Reviews Nearly 50 Years
Of Publishing And Still Calls The Independents' Role Important
`My first

By Robert Sobel
George Pincus has
done it all. Office

boy,

ger,

songplugmanager,

publisher; his is a
history that few
have personally
and professionally survived
much less experienced.
Spanning nearly 50 years in the
publishing field, 21 of them as an
independent his career has given
him several distinct advantages.
He can look at the past with an of
fectionate, wry twinkle in his eyes;
he can view the present with a
sense of pride and determination,
and he can point to the future
without fear or intimidation. He
remembers when tunes were written for the sheer joy. when sheet
music was the publishers' main
source of income, when an artist
'made' a sang overnight. He re.
members Jolson and Cantor and
Gus Kahn and Jack Benny and a
host of other stars.
Pincus fondly remembers his
early years in the music industry.
"I started as a kid singer, a boy
alto, as they called them in those
days, in Chicago with the Leo Feist
office considered one of the best
music publishers west of the Hud
son. My first assignment was to
sing in a box with Jack Benny,
who was known then as Ben
Benny. A kid singer singing a

-

o

áo
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ballad at the end of

R&R

er Continued front

page N -4

q

Since starting R&R almost two years ago, Avery, founder of
M Rare Records, and Hocutt, a veteran in distribution for many
years, have steadily added labels. One of their first big scores
was Tacoma, a line that pointed them in the direction of regu.
lar product.
R&R was deliberately chosen so that it both reflects Rare
Records, the retail arm, and still has the image of being more
than unusual product. R &R was Stan Kenton's first distribu.
tor for his Creative World line. One of the earliest lines was
Revelation, a West Coast jazz label formed by Bill Hardy, a
professor of ornithology at Occidental College.
Testament Records, Pete Welding's blues line, was an early
R &R brand. The firm has added Clavier, a classical music line.

Stanyan, MonmouthEvergreen. Painted Smiles. Project 3,
Black Lion, Chiaroscuro. Swing Band, Band Stand, Sounds of
Swing, Sunbeam, Arcane, Pelican and Startone are all among
R&R top lines.
Other lines: Accent, Actuel, Adelph, Advent, Alligator,
Audiophile. BYG, Berlitz, Big Band, Archives, Blackbird, Blue
Angel, Blue Goose, Bygone, Cinema, Clanco, Clare Fischer,
Command Performance, Corinthan.
Delmark, Distinguished, Dixieland Jubilee, Dooto, ESP
Disk, Electric Time. GNP, Homespun, Jazz Archives, Jazz
Treasury. Klavier, Legacy, Mary, Master Jazz, Merrymakers,
Mobile Fidelity, Muskadine. Nessa, Nocturne. Nostalgia.
Oblivion, Origin, Phoenix, Phorion, Piedmont, Pleasure,
RFW, Radio Records, Rahmp, Roper, Sackville, Scroll, Sound
Effects, Sounds, Spivey, StrataEast, Stride, Stroud, Swing
Era, Symposium, TOM, Tulip, Valon, Varese. Voyager, World
Jazz. Yazoo and Young.
Hocutt believes many small label entrepreneurs are more
interested in sharing the art that is their greatest interest than
in making money. He says an excellent example is Hardy, the
Occidental professor. "The driving force of those of us in nos.
talgia is that most are collectors, buffs; we want to share and
we all have certain areas of expertise."
Both believe the combination of no many labels is a factor
that preserves the 14e of small record manufacturers, "Let's
face it, the label that has three numbers isn't going to ever get
paid." says Hocutt.
"We will be paid because the distributor or store has to keep
buying from us because of this tremendous variety of product
we handle."
The numbers, while not attractive to majors and not yet for
many rackjobbers. do amount, particularly when R &R starts
shipping into a new market. "It just explodes at first. It's Ike
one to a mathematical factor of 10. Then it levels off and stays
constant. We just setup A&L in Philadelphia with the Mark 56

one of them makes

nances for them, Pincus said.
"Ash was considered one of the
greatest cut -ins of all time. He had
his name on a lot of hits. This was
no different than the other big
stars of the thirties. Jolson, Can.
tor, Abe Lyman and others did it.
And everyone was happy. The
publishers, the writer of the song
because the star's name gave the
song additional publicity and
more profit."
In addition to such gratuities
rendered to artists, the publishers
offered other incentives, according to Pincus. "In the days that
entered the business -and even
before-I often heard it said that
publishers would give singers or
other acts who performed across
the country. some sort of gratuity.
If you romanced them if they
were taken out, if they were made
to feel important by wining and
dining them, that would help a
great deal towards them singing
your song. Sometimes, publishers
would buy them trunks or 'drops'

vaudeville
act would always have tre.
mendous effect, and it helped in
two ways. It would give the act a
strong finish and it gave the pub.
fisher many a hit.
"Soon after, my voice changed,
and I'm glad it did. It would have
been tunny to go around with a
high voice. especially in this busi.
ness. So after a stint as office boy
for the Feist office in Chicago,
became one of their star song pluggers.
"That was in the late 20's, and
it was a period when motion pic.
tures and theater circuits were beginning to boom.
can recall
chains such as Balaban Katz and
the Chicago Theater. Those were
the great joys in the music busi.
ness. when hits were made by performers like organist Jesse Craw.
ford. who would play all the big
movie houses in the middle west.
especially in Chicago."
Chicago, in those days, was
more important than New York in
breaking a song, Pincus said.
"And you could create big hits in
Chicago by having people like Paul
Ash do a song for you. In two days
you'd have a hit."
For acting as "songpluggers"
the performers would receive a
cut.in or credit line for the
song, which in turn would
result in additional fia

I

record.
he immediately thinks of himself
as a great writer. But he finds out,
after two or three stif fs, that he
better listen to songs written by
gifted writers. He finds out the
hard way that the best thing he
can do for himself is to get a good
song. This attitude certainly has
loused up the publishing business.

"However, there does seem to be
a thinking in the right direction.
have lately encountered several
artists who seem to understand
that although they have written
songs for themselves that they
need some good songs. They
seem to realize that there's more
to having a hit than just having
their name as the attraction."
Another reason cited by Pincus
as "lousing up" the publishing
business was the proliferation of
big business interests. Wall Street
finally discovered the value of a
copyright. And when they discov.
ered there was a lot of money to
be made by holding copyrights.
they immediately got the con.
glomerates to buy catalogs. The
result is that no one could be
more disinterested in knowing
what a song sounds like as long as
it makes a profit. They don't even
know horn the melody of a particular song goes.
( Coniinued an page N -46)
I

I

I

for their acts."
The artists' power notwithstanding, FIncus also gave credit
to the song itself. and compared
the song's strength today. "The
song itself can overcome all ob.
stades if it has hit potential. Unfortunately, today almost all
the artists write their own
songs, and the minute

line and got a call the other day -'send us 50 more of every
Rem.' "
The involvement with George Garabedian's Mark 56 line of
radio serials is one of the most interesting chapters in the
R &R story, Hocutt and Avery believe, because it turned them
into a new direction productwise and because R &R is the total
marketing arm for Garabedian, setting up distribution here
and now abroad.
Hocutt and Avery said ft all began when Garabedian came
to them and said he had rights to some Laurel & Hardy programs. "He also had some Fibber McGee& Molly programs he
was doing for Johnson Wax. Originally, the catalog was very
small. It really took off with a release that ran through Superman, Dick Tracy, Lone Ranger, Shadow, Sergeant Preston,
Little Orphan Annie and Captain Midnight -seven pieces.
From February '73 until now, 44 pieces have been added.
"In a number of cases, we have received requests for certain items from stores and from distributors. We had this happen with Grand Central Station. Now, a bt of our distributors
are asking for these in 8- track. think we'll see all the Laurel &
Hardy, and a Superman, Little Orphan Annie. Tom Mix. Lum &
Abner and Betty Boep coming on 8- track:"
Both Avery and Hocutt are rather amazed at how customers
in Australia and England pick up on the old radio serial albums, which, obviously, they never heard originally. Vixen
Dist. in England has a perpetual order going with R &R. "We
receive a Telex on Monday of what they want and ship by air
into Croydon, so that they really get delivery by Wednesday,"
says Hocutt. Electric Dist.. in Melberne, Australia, prefers to
stock quantities and will take boat orders, normally a month
for delivery. However, Electric has also gone to air shipments.
Both men see nostalgia moving into Western Europe.
"Right now, just the class shops in Stockholm and Paris
handle Mark 56 and other nostalgia labels from America, but
we know this is going to build."

terson, Duke, Roy, et al), he also plans to reissue the complete
Art Tatum he originally recorded in the '50s. This in addition
to a number of concerts and other sessions which he never
released but which he still owns. Grant has always been one to
do things in a big way -in his peak 20 years ago he put out 200
LP's in one month -so stand back come August. The jazz
reissue boom may only have just begun.

Art Laboe
Continued from page N -3

"Nobody bothers them here," Laboe says. "Most of our
customers don't know who they are and if they do they let
them alone."
In addition, there is a weekly Songwriter's Showcase at the
club to spotlight new talent (Thursdays), a good amount of
record company parties from firms such as Elektra /Asylum
and MGM, parties for movies such as "American Graffftti"
and "Let the Goodtimes Roll" and radio station parties.
Laboe has also started a new record label, Now Records, to
deal with the contemporary product One result of this is Ron
Holden's soul hit, "Can You Talk." It is Holden's first chart

I

Jazz Reissue
Connrnued front page N -32

The latest is under the banner. "Verve Return Engagement
Series" and includes Getz, Bill Evans, Wes Montgomery,
Charlie Parker, and Oscar Peterson. Upcoming in May will be
Lester Young, Gene Krupa, Basie, Milt Jackson and George
Benson. Yet another series is planned for August. Each issue
in this group, as yet untitled, will take up the different approaches of a variety of musicians to a single instrument.
Mainstream and Flying Dutchman have sporadically issued
their own "golden oldies."
The biggest news looming for the future in Norman Grant's
return to the industry via his Pablo label. Although he'll be
_recording new material by some of his old favorites ( Basie, Pe-

www.americanradiohistory.com
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disk since 1960.
Original Sound still issues one LP a year. and starting this
year the covers will all be double fold. Old covers will be redone
and some cuts will be updated on the older product. The material is still aggressively merchandised through rackjobbers
such as J.L. Marsh and Handleman and chains such as Sears
and KMart. There is still TV and radio advertising.
"K -Mart does an ideal job for us," Laboe says. "They don't
place the product in the record department; they put it in the
aisles in main sections of the store. We've found that it's not
the kids, but the housewives with kids who buy our product.
The 24 to 49 age bracket is the one that works best for us."
As for getting the product, Laboe says he still has a lot of
masters and that others are no more difficult to purchase
than they were 15 years ago. They are simply a bit more expensive because their value is recognized more.
What about the old days? "1 think everyone believes they
were better and in a way, maybe they were," says Laboe. "I
tend to think of carefree summers and more of fun atmosphere. Maybe this is just because this was a very happy time in
my life. There were more clubs, people got out more and
things just seemed healthier. still have a lot of people from El
Monte come in, and they feel they're seeing an old friend.
"But," he emphasizes, "you can't live in the past This is
why
keep the club going with oldies and contemporary
things, market old and contemporary products and have just
buis a brand new studio. We're thinking of an indefinite run
for the club, with all kinds of things going on."
For the moment, Art Labae seems like someone with the
best of both worlds.
I
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Jukebox Programmers Seek Price Hike,
Face Gas Lag And Buy Earlier Than Ever Before
By Earl Paige
Adjusting out.
moded pricing
in an inflationary economy, reshuffling location
service cycles
to conserve
gasoline used by route vehicles and
trying to make smarter record buys
while anticipating hits farther than
ever in advance are the chief challenges facing jukebox programmers
today.
Until a year ago, the jukebox industry was confronted with another challenge- improving the quality of singles. Massive efforts in this direction,
the highlight of which was the first
ever jukebox programming conference, seems to have alerted record
pressing plants to the problem.
Some note, however, that the industry hasn't produced a truly monster recording during the past year to
equal "Tie a Yellow Ribbon 'Round
the Old Oak Tree," the single that
taxed pressing plants to the limits
and triggered widespread quality
complaints. But quality as a topic,
has ceased to occupy programmer's

conversations.
A more recent conversation topic
has been the surprising phaseout of
the domestic jukebox manufacturing
business by Wurlitzer, a pioneer firm
that only recently bowed the first
truly quadrasonic jukebox and two
years ago, the first cassette tape

JJ

Jukebox programming

is

unaf.

fected, except in the broadest sense, by
the dynamics that forced the War
litzer move. Quadrasonic programming will be pushed
now by Seeburg Industries, which
announced a distributor test marketing
program earlier this year.
Tape, tried and
in some cases

jukebox businessmen and women.
MOA's annual conventions con
time to expand, though again,
via new games manufacturers more than firms
making jukeboxes.
Yet despite its
growth, MOA this
year is launching
its first membership drive in
years and one

successful,
still is re-

target area

is

recording

garded in
the back-

companies.

ground music sphere
more than in
jukeboxes.

ally,

TraditionMOA
has failed to
excite labels
as members
and
exhib-

The Wurihzer phaseout,
has though, resulted in many in
the jukebox indus-

try

itors, though
executive vice
president Fred
Granger, says the
organization has always sought such
support.

reassessing

their business. The
conclusion is that busigood. Even R. C.
Reif ing, board chairman,
Wurlitzer. says he is sure jukebox operators are making more
money than ever, but he says the growth
is in games as opposed to jukeboxes.
David C. Rockola, founder of another pioneer jukebox
manufacturing company takes stern issue with the demise of his competition from Wuditzer. "The whole in.
dustry is making more money today than at any other
ness

What MOA faces is an
old dilemma represented by

is

time,"

he says.

Steady growth is certainly pointed up by Music Operators of America (MOA), the national organization of

...Spring Is Here
and the Time
Is Right for

the fact that the organization
basically reflects the needs and interests of top management while programmers normally must stay home and mind the store. Labels, finding few programmers going by their MOA
booths, conclude that the market is best served through
one -stops.
MOA does provide focal points for top issues in the industry and one continues to be the slow increase in play
price opposed to vastly accelerating costs in the economy. At its last business seminar at Notre Dame Univer-

'

sity, MOA members were urged by
prof. John Malone to find a formula
for increasing their profit. He suggested, among other moves, a sliding
scale commission arrangement that
would provide incentive for a bar
owner to plug jukebox play.
Latest and probably most controversial assault on the lag in jukebox
play price is the effort by Seeburg to
get operators to switch to quarter
side pricing though use of longer singles and Iongplay albums.
-

The challenge presented by the
shortages of gasoline have yet to be
analyzed by many jukebox operating
companies. What is happening is
that marginal stops, certainly, are
now serviced far less frequently.
Route foreman Gordon Larson of
Sam's Amusement Co.. Kenosha,
Wis., who also checks routes, says he
has a Thursday run that was set back
to where it is checked once a month.
In many cases, an every other week
location service call has been set
back to every third week. Everywhere,
operators have been tightening up.
Wayne Hess!). Rolling Meadows, Ill.
route owner, says his firm has gone
to qualifying service calls -i.e., calling
back to make sure the barkeep or
owner can't get a machine going, or
at least to determine if the trouble is
indeed legitimate.
Longer service cycles will mean
that as never before programmers
must buy farther and farther in advance of chart action. Many label promotion representatives and execu(Continued on page N -54)

Third and Gold to Go
This year, Pet Sounds is being released again. This time It's a single
record set, put out with the intended
goal of snagging those folks who
might've been out to lunch or momentarily indisposed the previous
springs.
The swallows' return to Capistrano
notwithstanding, in many cognizant Some Kinda Consummate Work
quarters spring has come to signify
Pet Sounds was a single inspired perthe Return of Pet Sounds, a phonoformance by the group, fashioned
graph record of the first magnitude
from compositions (all Brian's),
and the album frequently referred to arrangements and a production apas the apex of the Beach Boys' rich
proach of enduring excellence.
and varied musical career.
Tracks like "Here Today," "That's
Not Me," "God Only Knows," the
No one really knows why, but Pet
exuberant "Wouldn't It Be Nice,"
Sounds and spring have been syn"Sloop John B, "Caroline No" and
onymous since 1966, when the redoubtable program was first released "You Still Believe In Me" (the latter
to accolades, hoopla and consumer four still alive and well in concert)
acceptance (it was a Top Ten album pointed the way toward an even
more adventurous growth period.
first time out).
"Do It Again" is a handy byword
Twice Is Nice
when it comes to Beach Boys muTwo years ago, Brother /Reprise
sic. Some people just can't get
brought it out again as the "someenough of it. We're some. Pei
thing old" half of the Carl And The
Sounds, still something special, on
Passions -So Tough package
Brother /Reprise records and tapes.
(2 MS 2083).
Keep an eye on summer.
It's that time of the year again. Each
season is marked by its own annual
rites. Summer brings festivals, fall
heralds supergroup reunion rumors
and winter means Phil Spector's
Christmas album and the restaging
of Tommy.

Pet Sounds

The Beach Boys
www.americanradiohistory.com
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By Robert Sobel

guess the most difficult in terms of time had to be the
score for the NBC -TV documentary film, "Victory at Sea." It ran
for 13 hours! Effort? never find composing an effort. It makes
me too happy even to call it work. This is not to say that I take

(A)

Few popular composers have had
more of a lasting influence on music
than Richard Rodgers, whose works
and ideas span neatly three quarters
of a century. Moreover, he was asso.
ciated with numerous great stars and
creative people, including Oscar
Hammerstein and Lawrence Hart.
a

I

I

I

I

I

`Carousel,'
`Pal Joey,'
`South Pacific,'
`The King &

rare interview, Rodgers
traces his views of music and
his predictions as well on its future.
(Q) How did you get started and what was your first
theatrical success?
(A) didn't "get started" just like that; cannot re.
member a time when wasn't making up songs. But
imagine it could be said that began seriously to
write music in 1917 with an amateur production,
"One Minute Please," contained the first song
have ever published. It was called "Auto Show
Girl." My first success, suppose, was the 1925
edition of the "The Garrick Gaieties," presented
by the Theatre Guild. Myfirst collaborator, Lorenz
Hart, did the lyrics.
(Q) Writing habits. Certain times for writing?
Special hours? Where do ideas come from?
(A) I think I'm fairly organized as a person. When
l'm working on a scored like to keep some semblance
of a schedule for writing. When I'm in the country
sometimes like to take long walks, to work out some
theme or idea that's going 'round in my head. Ideas can
come from anywhere -the material I'm scoring, a lyric
( "the corn is as high as an elephant's eye
"), a pretty
day-even a close call in a taxicab! (That's how "My Heart
Stood Still" began.)
(Q) How do you pick a play to do a score for? Agent influence,
collaborator importance? Other.
(A) Often someone has come to me with an idea fora musical
play. That's how the novel Green Grow the Lilacs became the
musical "Oklahoma!" I've even had a few ideas of my own. And
sometimes a singer or actor I've seen and admired will suggest
something. But always, the material has to mean something
important to me, has to give me a way to say something believe needs saying. Writing to please an audience, because the
premise is popular, is dishonest and doesn't fool anybody. And
it's not apt to be very good, either.
(Q) What was the most difficult score to write in term sof time
and effort? Why? What was the easiest score and why?
In

I

I

I

L

(A) One of my favorite memories is of the night Oscar
Hammerstein and invited Mary Martin to hear some of the
new songs we had finished for "South Pacific." She was sitting
on the piano bench beside me as we launched into "I'm in Love
with a Wonderful Guy." When we neared the end of the chorus,
Mary, who was singing along, reached such a jubilant crescendo
that our hearts were fairly bursting with joy. And then she hit
the final "I'm in love with a wonderful guy" and fell off the piano bench. The neighbors complained. But we knew we had a
hit song!
(Q) What effect does the lyricist have on your music? Which
comes first, music or lyrics?
(A) My partners and have always had generally happy
working relationships. With Larry Hart usually wrote
the music first, and he would then put the lyrics to it. It
was theother way around with Oscar: words -then -mu.
sic. But it's hard to characterize a writing collabora.
tion as one or the other. We always worked out our
ideas and concepts so thoroughly before we put a
note of music or a lyric on paper, that I always
thought of the operation as a two- way -street -we
worked together.
(Q) Favorite Score? Why? Favorite selection?
Why? Most memorable?
(A) That question has always struck me as comparable to asking a mother to choose her favorite
child. But of course do have special feelings for
some work which think fulfilled its promise more
successfully than some. I'd say that's one reason
I've always been specially fond of "Carousel ": it set
out to say the most -and believe it said it best. But I
might say the same for "Pal Joey," or "South Pacific"-or "The King and I." So it's impossible to pin
down a favorite. "I'd Rather Be Right" broke some new
ground, and believe did it well. So did "No Strings." I'm
fond of all of them.
A favorite song? No. Every time finish a new song, It's my
favorite. Most memorable? don't think that's for me to say.
(Q) How did you work with Hammerstein?
(A) think I've already covered that, except to say that he was
an extremely disciplined, careful writer. He had great respect
for his work and treated it accordingly. We worked more easily,
or maybe should say, comfortably together than was the case
with Larry. Which brings me to your next question:
(Q) How did you work with Hart?
(A) Larry was capricious and fun-loving. He hated toget down
to "business," but when he did, and things were going well, he
could work around the clock without a break. It was maddening
(Cominued on page N -49)
I

I
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Richard Rodgers, in a rare interview,
looks back on nearly three
quarters of a century and

I

...

I

then looks ahead

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

my "work" lightly. take it very seriously, and often it is far from
easy. I, therefore, cannot choose a score because found it easy
to write. Some were "easier" than others, probably because
things went smoothly, and little rewriting was necessary. Some
recall as joyous experiences beginning to end. There were, of
course, stumbling blocks along the way.
(Q) Reflections and recollections on working on scores. Anec.
dotes or two, either humorous or otherwise.
I

I

I

I

r

You're not getting older.
You're getting better.
The entire membership of ASCAP congratulates Billboard on its Both Birthday.
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the very first concert, however, didn't even come close to

Few men can look back on successful
careers in radio. television,, concert
promotion and the night club business while still retaining a position of

Cole's average cost.
"Benny came up to me and asked me how much was going
to pay him. had never promoted a concert before and I had no
idea what to pay him, so suggested $200. Benny knew I was
I

I

stature in the entertainment field.
but this is exactly what Gene Norman, president and founder of the
still thriving GNP Crescendo Records,

I

I

I

cession) and we were doing as many as 30 live commercials a
night. It was physically exhausting and this is my memory of the
last year or soat the station -the feeling of going hox Bred."
During this time, Norman was taking his con
s on the
road, reaching San Diego, Oakland, Seattle. Portland, Vancouver and Los Angeles. "We started doing package tours," he
says, "and remember one particularly good one with Count
Basie, Dizzy Gillespie, Billy Eckstine and Ruth Broom."

\

'

can do.
Norman has been an important
fixture on the Los Angeles show business scene for nearly 30
years, and though he admits he sometimes misses the old
days, he also feels that the "newer days" have been good
to him and good for the industry in general.
As Norman looks back. what does he see as some
of the high spots in his career and of the music scene
in California and the West Coast in general?
"I first came to L.A. after the Second World War
and immediately became a disk jockey at KFWBAM in the days when Al Jarvis was the top jockey in
town." Norman says today.
"It was a very prosperous era for radio. Television wasn't much of anything and there was no
FM radio, so if you had a prime slot Ike was fortunate enough to have (10 p.m. to midnight), you
really had an audience. And since there were no
playlists in those days and was a jazz lover, my
show was very jazz oriented."
"Around 1947," Norman continues. "Benny
Goodman and myself decided there was a real lack of
live jazz in town. So we put on our first jazz concert,
using Pasadena Civic as the location because it was
the best hall in town.
"We had the Benny Goodman Sextet with Red Norm,
Charlie Barnett and Peggy Lee and we really did it just for
fun. Top admission was $2. The night of the concert we
turned thousands of people away and all of a sudden we knew
we were in the concert business. From that point on. Wegener.
ally did one concert a month here as well as taking them up and
down the West Coast."
Norman has vivid memories of his concert days, remembering that Nat King Cole and Anita O'Day headlined the second
show and that the third featured Lionel Hampton, Freddie
Slack and Kay Starr (who is currently recording for his label.)

-In 1952 moved to KLAC -AM and became one of the Big`
Five there until it became overcommercialized. think we were
the first station to use double spotting (two commercials in sue

The
Good Times:
New And Old

I

I

He also has fond memories of the prices entertainers
charged in those days. "An entertainer of the caliber of Nat
Cole was available for around $1,500 a night," Norman smiles,
an astounding figure when one considers that today's rock sugo out for as much as $100,000 nightly. The fees for

c
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Gene Norman builds his
career to a Crescendo
in a life filled with
jazzy memories

iperstars

Rare Records
Continued from page N -4

G musical restructuring of some Original Dixieland Jazz Band
2 material. "They took the old, muddy recordings and completely re- transcribed all the notes, then hired a band and did
it all over again. It's fantastic. You can hear Nick LaRocca's
sound come out of the band."
The essence of anyone really into nostalgia records is usually their involvement as a collector, say both men. "This
doesn't necessarily mean that to be successful as a distributor or retailer you have to be an expert, but expertise helps,"
says Hocutt.
In the case of Avery, he has been a collector since high
school. The original shop was not called Rare Records, but
Record Roundup.
This was opened in 1947 after Avery's stint in the Air Force.
which he joined after three years at UCLA. He did, however,
maintain Rare Records as a mail order entity during the 12
years he was with California Record Distributors. Following
this, Avery opened a second store on Melrose in Hollywood
called Tempo Records. He then moved to Glendale in 1960.
Hocutt started out with the idea of becoming a journalist
and after graduating from Missouri University's journalism
school worked on small suburban St. Louis newspapers. But
he was more interested in his affiliation with the St. Louis Jazz
Club. "I remember this is where I first came to know Bob
Koester (now head of Delmark Records in Chicago and owner
of Jazz Record Mart there as well as an officer in the National
Association of Independent Record Distributors) and how we
used toddy Bob around because he was too young to have a

car."
Hocutt joined Columbia in St. Louis in 1949, moved to Cali.
fornla and started working for Capitol in 1952 and later
opened a record store in Redondo Beach called Catalina Music.

"To show you how things in nostalgia seem to turn full
circle, I opened this store in 1955 and sold it to Fred Heck.
linger in 1965. Then went to work for California Record Distributors until that all ended in a merger and I went into pub.
lishing. Ray ended up buying Catalina Music store in 1972."
Hocutt says he and Avery used to have lunch and talk about
joining up in the distributing business, which they did in 1972.
Sitting in the small office, Avery and Hocutt are surrounded
by nostalgia items: Sherlock Holmes cigar brand labels, a
Barney Oldfield calendar and old pulp magazine covers
mounted on plaques. Hocutt is now writing a book about the
pulp magazine business.
Speaking of the 'future of nostalgia,' Hocutt says, "We're
only in the third generation of technology in films and sound
recordings capable of documenting our history. Up until now,
I

green and that loved the music, so he agreed. think Peggy
Lee sang for $100 that night. Of course, they played for more
standard purses after that"
Norman then went on to debut Louis Armstrong in the L.A.
concert market. "We tried to build futures, and we did it for 15
years," Norman says. "And in every case, the shows were an
expression of my personal taste. In the meantime, my radio career had expanded, and was on KMPC.AM and KHJ.AM in the
afternoon as well as KFWB at night.
I

I

I

everything had to be a re-creation." He says he has no doubt
about nostalgia staying on and about the eventual business of
TV disks of old television shows just as is happening now with
old radio serials.
Who is the nostalgia buyer? "The backbone of the business
has been the collector, especially in jazz," says Avery. "Radio
serial recordings is a whole new field and we're finding that
many young people are buying these. In jazz, the customers
are mostly men. In radio, there seems to be no difference, it's
equally men and women."
Avery and Hocutt seem to have very few areas of disagree.
ment. Once though, Hocutt kidded Avery about the sale of
some Beiderbecke 78's. These were on the old Claxtonola label and both can recall the titles.
Even the stock numbers are an item of interest. "Oh, Baby"
is 40336 and has Six on only one side with the Wolverine or.
chestra. Another is "Riverboat Shuffle" backed with "Susie,"
No. 40339. The other is "Sensation" backed with "Lazy
Daddy." No. 40375. Avery sold them for $60 each. "I would
have paid you $75," Hocutt says.
The central area of nostalgia at Rare Records is the auction,
which is held each month. Avery advertises in live European
magazines and other media. Listsare sent by air overseas and
by surface in America. A current list has the top bidder in Aus.
tralia, a Mr. John Dever, who is bidding on the Warne Marsh
Quartet "Music for Pranching" LP on Mode, No. 125. Dever is
bidding $42.
The bidder columns on this are meticulously written out in
longhand with an accountant fine -point pen, and on this par.
ticular disk it shows eight people with bids ranging down to
$6. Nine people are bidding on Ralph Marterie's "Swinging
for the King" on Mercury 20133, but only tour on Materie's
"Music for a Private Eye" and only three on Materie's "Love
Themes from the Classics."
There is heavy bidding for Billy May's "Sorts- May, " .Capitol
562, and also on Mother Matthew with Eddie Condon's Jazz
Band on ABC 121. Eight bidders are after "Mellow Moods of
Jazz" on RCA 1365 featuring Butterfield, Caceres, Castle and
others. Topping all on one of the current lists are 10 bidders
for the Wingy Manone Si Orchestra Decca recording, "Trumpet on the Wing."
Pepperell is not surprised about this feverish activity in
America. In business in Australia for three years as Archie &
Jughead Records in Melbourne, where he says he is president
and "chief slacker," Pepperell says young people are redis.
covering the English dance bands of the '405 and paying up
to $50 an LP.
He particularly recalls a recording by Gerald & His Orchestra
featuring Al Bowily. "The whole band was killed in a blitz
bombing, all except Gerald," says Pepperell. Business has
grown so in Australia that Pepperell now has Electric Records
Distributing in operation servicing Australia.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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By 1954. Norman Wasn't doing much in radio, so he
transferred his love of music into the night club busi.
ness.
"My kind of disk jockeying was free form," he
says, "and played what I liked. When the pressure
to play certain selections began. decided that
simply didn't want to be on the air anymore. While I
was on, think was an influence, but certainly
I

I

I

I

I

I

wouldn't compare myself to a KHJ today.
"On the other hand, do feel helped break a
lot of things that never would have been played.
But my real interest was in breaking an act, not a
record. For example, it was a feature to play two
I

I

Nat Cole records a night, as if it were a guest appearance. remember doing the same with Peggy
Lee and Stan Kenton.
"But my era was over when stopped," Norman
says. "The music was changing and there was a different audience. could see that what liked wasn't
going to make it that much. was really one of the artists I played. always played what liked and what felt
was good, and never thought I had the ability to say,
'that's no good, but the public will like it: "
So Norman opened the Crescendo Club and founded the
record company in 1954.
"I really entered the record business as an independent pro.
doter," Norman says. "I would make jazz records and lease the
masters to the majors. Then came the club. We were open for
10 years, and we had the likes of Lenny Bruce, Bob Newhart,
Nancy Wilson, Earl Grant, Mort Sahl, Stan Kenton, Nichols &
May, and Count Basie.
"Our typical Christmas show was Kenton. Dave Brubeck
and Sahl, and we always had two or three acts. My headliner
would carry the show and I'd look for something new in the
other spots. Then we would generally get options and bring
back these opening acts as headliners.
"We all believed in community in those days," Norman
(Continued on page N -53)r
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Jazz

Conf sued from page N -f0

sped: Jack Teagarden and others with Armstrong, the Jay
Jay Johnson -Kai Winding quartet, Louis Bellson with Duke
Ellington.
Significantly, when the U.S. State Department made its historic decision in 1956 to send an orchestra overseas under
Government auspices, Dizzy Gillespie (who had pioneered,
since his earliest days as a leader, in hiring the best musicians
regardless of race), fronted a band that included several
whites. During the tours of the Middle East and Latin America,
he made no speeches, but pointed to the band, with a simple
comment: "Watch them work together." As one observer in
Zagreb remarked; "One concrete example is worth a million
words."
Television was one of the slowest of the media to fall Into
line. In 1955 Duke Ellington was a preferred candidate for a
projected network music series; but after brief deliberaban
the age old misgivings about "offending the South" were sustained and the assighrnent went to Stan Kenton.
While it is true that Nat King Cole was offered his own tele.
vision series in 1956, at that time he was the only black artist
who could make such a claim, and after 15 months he abandoned the show, protesting the ad agencies' failure to find a
national sponsor. A few years back Freddie Hubbard and sev.
eral other black musicians, calling themselves "The Jazz and
People's Movement," made an appearance on the Dick Cavett show to discuss the inadequate representation of black
musicians on television. Conditions have improved only
slightly since then, most of the specials and almost all the
series involving jazz combos and bands having been seen only
on the educational channels. Rock groups, at least for the
past year or two, have fared better in such late night shows as
"In Session" on ABC, "Midnight Special" on NBC and "In
Concert" on ABC.
In 1971 this writer produced "The Jazz Show," with Billy
Eckstine as host, and predominantly using black musicians,
which appeared once a month on KNBC -TV in Los Angeles;
but other owned and operated stations tailed to pick it up and
the show was dropped during the following year.
In the 1960's, the intensified racial pride among blacks led
to a new attitude on the part of some of the younger musicians who, having seen discrimination in all its ugly forms,
wanted no part of it. They discouraged fellow blacks from at.
cepting jobs in white bands. and kept their own groups strictly
segregated. This posture, however, represented an understandable desire to gain personal advantage out of the turbulent social conditions, rather than any reverse racism. In fact
it was during this same era that Gerald Wilson, Quincy Jones
(Continued on page N -50)
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There was precious little British -

October, 1962, was the first U.K. Beatles' single,
"Love Me Do," eight months after their first record audi
non. Another 16 months elapsed before the first U.S.
visit with concerts in New York and Washington, D.C.
plus the Ed Sullivan TV show. Jan. 13, 1964, was the release landmark to change U.S. dominance of its and British charts for then released on Capitol came the single, "I
Want to Hold Your Hand" and seven days later Beatles
album No. 1, "Meet the Beatles," quickly followed by the
Beatles' "Second Album."
Sam Goody in New York had six released albums in
stock by the end of '64, perhaps unequaled save for the
sudden block release of Moby Grape or recent charting
by Jim Croce.
Almost overnight British stars could make it in the
States and people wanted British music, for if the Bea
lles started with strong American r&b influences they
were soon into a style of their own.
Obviously U.S. artists continued to make it in Britain,
though virtually only one British journalist, Max Jones,
saw the coming potential of Bob Dylan and a BBC producer. Roy Trevivian, a few years later was one of the few
in the media who gave time to a struggling folk singer
called Paul Simon.
The '60s had begun with signs of record sales bonanza
for in 1960 the U.K. consumer spent 36 million pounds.
and a TV program called "Thank Your Lucky Stars" had
hit the screens. Presley managed to find an advance sale

American record dialog until
1962. Prior to that year Britain
was a virtual record satellite of
America. its charts closely resembled those of Billboard
and if there was difference it
often lay in cover versions of
U.S. hits by home artists.
Britain had had a couple of
rends as seen in a traditional jazz boom during the early
50s followed by skiffle, but musical roots were still from
across the water. Chris Barber cut an album for British
Decca in 1954 and one of his members, Lonnie Donegan
went solo with his own band and made No. 8 in Record
Mirror's charts and the U.S. top 10 during May of '56.
Basically though, the world belonged to the
rock'n'rollers, balladeers of America and that names like
Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Buddy Holly, Bill Haley and
Pat Boone. Before those the CBS company spun to many
a hit via its U.K. distributor Philips and thus Frankie
Laine, Johnny Ray. Doris Day, Rosemary Clooney and
Guy Mitchell. To Laine belongs the longest No. 1 reign,
18 weeks with "I Believe" in the New Musical Express
charts of 1951.
There was Cliff Richard in 1958 with his backing
group, the Shadows, but he was not for U.S. consumpion with Elvis around. He did and still does make re.
pealed forays on the charts. The dialog began in 1962
when tour Liverpool lads, the Beatles, picked up American r &b, though one suspects many home people be.
eyed the early Beetle songs and found on their albums,
"Please, Please Me" and "With the Beatles" (released
on the U.K. label. Parlophone. April and November '63
respectively) were homegrown.

in 1961 of 390,000.

The time was right for something new and the Beatles
gave the business the litt it needed. At the some time
carne other groups to make huge forays into the U.S.
market, some of whom continue to make millions of dollars. These were groups like the Hollies. the Who and the
Rolling Stones. Also in 1964 come Eric Bardon with the

J

L

British- American Dialog Flourishes In Music Market
And it started with Beatlemania of the '60s

Animals. He was later with many other British rock stars from
the "flowerpower" time set up home on the U.S. West Coast.
Burdon sang solo, founded War and like Graham Nash, exU.K. Hollies and later famed with Crosby, Stills and Young,
carved himself a name in rock history.
Other names like the Spencer Davis Group, the Moody
Blues and Manfred Mann joined the growing band of heavy
selling U.K. artists and each, particularly the Moodies, has
made charts and money in the States.
Britain was to give home and first fortune to American Jimi
Hendrix. The year was 1967 and if flowerpower and acid
rock flourished in America via
Jefferson Airplane, Love and
Grateful Dead and a host of
amazingly titled groups.
the Beatles crowned all

with their "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band," followed by the Stones and their "Satanic Majesties." These according to some represented the New Testaments of a new age, but
the euphoria lacked realism.
The Stones have, of course, strong U.S. music roots and it
meant visitors from America without the necessity of having
achieved chart status, and so came John Lee
Hooker, Jimmy Reed and Sonny Boy Williamson, not to forget Chuck Berry.
Charlie Gillet in his The
Sound of the City remarks

that the Beatles and other British groups were not style inventors but simply drew attention to sounds and styles current in
the States. Hence he says it was not difficult for the U.S. music industry to find people doing similar or equivalent things.
One such Sind was the Beach Boys.
Gillet cannot be disputed but such discovery did not stem
the flow of U.K. groups into U.S. charts and begin touring the
country. In any case, Columbia had begun concentrating on
British talent before the first U.S. Beatle release and as Gillet
later says, by 1965 the U.S. majors were taking U.K. disks.
and small independent labels found themselves with less
product.
The festivals arrived in the late '605 the mammoth ones,
and so too came powerful British groups on the U.S. scene.
Jethro Tull and Led Zeppelin. Deep Purple had also emerged.
The '70s seem to reinforce a trend many had begun to feel
throughout the '60s, the continuing divergence of British and
U.S. charts, though many latter derived disks continued to be
monster sellers. Outside of immediate charts certain forms of
American musk continue to flourish, namely in country, soul
and r&b fields.

The Beatles (center), the Rolling Stones (above) and David Bowie (top), represent three stylistic pioneers-Who have m ved British pop music across the Atlantic.
The Beatles began the "British Invasion' and Bowie has carried on thé tradition of new sounds.
www.americanradiohistory.com

The word's getting out.
We're growing.
Our time has come.
There are more than 80 audio manufacturers
adding QS-encoding capability in their 4-channel equipment.
More than 600 records have already been
encoded in OS. The list is growing every day.
FM stations are moving our way. We've tipped
them off to the ways they can encode discrete
4-channel tapes into 2-channel for transmission
over FM MPX, or even make live encoded 4-

channel broadcasts that retain all current
standards of hi -fi stereo reproduction. Inexpensively, with our QSE -5B 4-channel encoder.
Hardware people are onto us. They've discovered that QS has more technical advantages. and fewer disadvantages, than any other
4-channel system.
The QS system is complete. And the word's
out.
Are you listening?

Are you listening?

QS 4- Channel Stereo.

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.14 -1. 2- Chorre. Iwmi. Suginemi -ku. Tokyo 168 Japan
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Contemporary Artists
Develop Their 'Modern' Styles
Based On The Hoopla
And Slickness Of Yesteryear

Another factor to keep in mind is the tremendously
widened exposure to all kinds of music by the generation that has grown up since the advent of high fidelity equipment and the long -playing record.
Even if a kid doesn't want to listen to anything but
the tightest -format AM rock station, he is still exposed
to a vast variety of other sounds in background scores

Pointer Sisters get a single out
of 'Steam Heat," the amazing entertainer Bette Midler puts her
own unmistakable distinctiveness

The

on material ranging Irom Andrews Sisters scatting to early
rock -schlock.
At least two highly respected recording artists. Sha
Na Na and Flash Cadillac& the Continental Kids, have
made their entire careers out of vaselining their hair
and re-enacting the raunchy silliness of street corner
and high school gymnasium rocker teens.
It really isn't really all that surprising
that jazz vocalese songs or punky
rock laments about teenager
lovers in auto crashes can be

Bette Midler, Pointer Sisters,
Sha Na Na recall the sounds
and styles of bygone days

hits

in

a

for TV and movies,

ply in twisting dials between rock stations.
Increasingly, new soloists who aren't sympathetic
to the stricter conventions of hard rock may start
from scratch with an invented style that creates
new material in the style of previous decades. Maria Muldaur, a respected

veteran of several types of
groups, had her first hit as a
solo artist with "Midnight
At The Oasis,' a campy

contemporary

styling.
This is a time in popular music when the
nearly formless ultra
personalization of
thedominating writer -artist style is givingwaytoa revival of
traditional pop song
structural values.
And obviously
there exists a vast
recorded catalog of

evocation of a Rudolph
Valentino "Sheik" situation. The song was
no oldie, however, it
was written by a
young writer who
played on the al.
bum, David Nich.
tern.
David Robinson,
San Francisco producer of both the
Pointer Sisters and
jazz -funk pianist Her
bie Hancock, has
mined the veins of jazz
scatting songs for the
Pointers. Maybe someday
we'll even get a Bobby Short album of Cole Porter rarities done in
contemporary rock production.
Obviously, one of the main factors in keeping
mass audiences aware of oldies is the increasing prevalence of TV direct -mail "Great Hits" packages. The
hard-hitting TV spot campaigns for this sort of music
are inescapable, with their snippets of the strongest
hooks of one former hit after another.
More and more, successful TV record promotions
are going farther afield in their packaging. The first
model in this field was all -star collections of hit singles
from the'SOs and early'60$. Now a country giant like
(Conrinaed on page N-54)

-

strongly

organized

songs and record pro-

-

ductions, studded with
strong melodic and lyrical hooks. This is music
that comes as brand new to
upcoming generations of kids who
are always pouring into the record
marketplace as they reach adolescence.
Mike Curb, then of MGM Records, understood
this very well as young Donny Osmond racked up one
hit after another with revivals of rocking ballads from
the previous decade.
It also doesn't hurt that nostalgia in general is a big
style trend today. In clothing, for example, there is no
dominant 19705 look yet, so people who want a distinctive style deck themselves out in the garb of the
'30s. And now with the big interest in the "Great
Gatsby" film, the Roaring '20s look seems due for a
comeback.

Pointer Sisters span the old with the new in music. Pointer Photo by Bon.
K Tiegel. Bette Midler (right), has her own brand of cross -over magneticism.
Midler photo from Atlantic Records.
The
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Classical
labels are

backing
into the
future.
They may
be inching ahead, but
their eyes are fixed on the
past, as indeed they tradi.
tionally have been since
the art of recording was
born.
And while the literature
of the baroque, classical
and romantic eras remain

the

basic recording
staples, companies have
recently shortened their
backward vision to a more
recent past, their own way
of dipping into the nos.
talgia pool that has engulfed a large chunk of
the industry.
One might expect that
the paths beaten out by
composers over the last
50 years or so might be
better represented in the
record market. It could be
reasoned that what corn.
posers write audiences

Labels Dip Into Nostalgic
Classical Music Nectar;
Ives' Discovery'
Leads To Joplin
And Ragtime
Wave

By
Is Horowitz

listen to, and what au.
diences listen to in concert they want to hear on
disk. But contemporary

composers,

following

their own vision of the fu.
tore, have largely written for fragmented in.groups in re.
cent decades, splinter audiences mostly clustered around
college communities. The unhappy fact is that most modern composers have not captured any significant degree of
public allegiance.
For the most part, recordings of their works have at.
tracted marginal sales, have lingered in the catalog for a
few years and then disappeared, little more than an indus
try nod toward contemporary musical culture.
There are exceptions, of course. The early works of
St avinsky have entered the mainstream, as have compositons by Prokofiev. Shostakovich. Bartok, Bernstein and
Copland, among the relatively restricted roster of composers whose audiences in concert and on disk are substam
tial.

Labels that consistently show a commitment to
the contemporary mene are few, and even
fewer are those who have made it pay. Notable
among the latter is Nonesuch Records, which has even had
some "serious" contemporary hits. with sales patterns that compare
more than favorably with many meat -and-potatoes items issued by
larger companies.
Who could have predicted the commercial success of George Crumb's
"Ancient Voices of Children" on Nonesuch? Not only has it sold in mid.
Iive.figures volume, but the work. first bowed on disk, is now a
frequently performed concert item. And there has developed a rather
lively competition among a number of labels for such Crumbs as they
can pick up.
While some other recent compositions have paid off in record sales,
they are few and far between. But hope springs eternal, and attempts
are made again and again. Columbia has just reactivated its Modern
American Music series, and spiced its first release with a couple of easy
sellers by Aaron Copland to sweeten the pill. Philips continues to issue
modern works from time to time, among them avant-garde entries by
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such as Berio, Lutus'
lowski and the short.lived
culture hero Penderecki.
Within the past year An.
gel released two Pend.
erecki albums, but they
quickly appeared to ex.
haust a limited sales po'
tential.
Vox has continued its
occasional commitment
to the moderns and with
Nonesuch offers such
product, discounted from
budget lists, in college
area stores where enough
potential consumers are
at hand to make such et.
fort worthwhile.
Earlier in this experi
mental age much curios.
ity was shown in the new
electronic sounds of syn.
thesizer and tape recorder, but after the shock
value wore off the musical
message was largely found
lacking. One doesn't hear
too much Stockhausen any
more. Then along came
Walter Carlos who was
able to take the medium
and convert it to musical
uses that found a broad
base of support. Switched on Bach made its own kind
of history, and spawned a
host of imitators.
But in the last few years classical labels have found a
rich new repertoire vein to mine. It's another kind of nostalgia. one deeply planted in the roots of Americana, and it
has captured the imagination of hosts of record buyers.
On the more serious level, it may be said to have begun
with the "discovery" of Charles Ives. And with the release
of Ives' Fourth Symphony conducted by Leopold Stokowski
on Columbia the movement sped along. Ives' unique blend
of the primitive with a free experimental sophistication,
and his use of American folk and popular melodies. found
a quick audience. Intrigued by modernism. but repelled by
the seeming barren emotional content of much that
passed as contemporary music, this public found fresh
stimulation in this composer's work.
(Comisaed on page N -53)
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Musical Sweep
Of The Future
Breakthrough in visual -sound
production will be just the
beginning for supercharged industry

has happened in the past, and will probably happen
again, is that the next dominant movement in music
will combine many of the competing musical styles
in a more intense, emotional manner.
It is generally only the emphasis and packaging
that is different when a new -trendsetting superstar
appears on the scene. Most of the elements have already existed in a slightly different combination.
The above pattern can be applied to the Beatles,
Elvis. Sinatra, Dylan as well as

shorter -lived phenom.
enons like Johnny

6sItr mmnn vim

Ray.

Previously,
in 1954 and

'64, the fourth year of the decade has been associated with the most decisive musical change. 1964
was the first smash year of the Beatles and it was
Elvis a decade earlier. You can also push this back to
1944 with Sinatra and the 1934 big band movement focusing on Benny Goodman.
So obviously, this year would be a logical time to
look for the next stupendous superstar who will set
off crowds and riots all over the world. It is also ob-

rm.
_,aIIilÑ'\1

By Nat Freedland
LOS ANGELES -In 80
years of observing

the Entertainment
industry from the in.
side, Billboard has
seen its readers go

from

vaudevillians

whose only permanent address was a box number at the
magazine, to the movers of the most lu.
crative entertainment technology of all
time -the $2 billion annual record business.

During the next 80 years, the changes
in musical entertainment will probably
make these earlier sweeps of music
seem like nothing.
Probably the overall thing to be ac
complished next in musical technology is
the ultimate combination of sound and
visual image. It's hard to believe that
when a low -cost home video recording
player is available to the mass market,
audiences won't insist on a sight track to
accompany the music.
This, of course, means that artists of
tomorrow will be forced to develop an.
other and more theatrical side of their
creativity.
The way in which future artists extend

their visual appeal wA depend on the
tastes of tomorrow's public. What it
comes down to, however, is a return of
musician to the added role of enter.
Winer.
A riveting showstopper like Streisand,
Elvis or Bette Midler may well be the
wave of the future.

Meantime, what of the rest of the
1970s decade? Once the gas situation is
stabilized, a greater availability of pri.
vate jet aircraft and helicopters may
make even outlying markets practical
sites for large -scale live concerts. For ex.
ample, a group like the Rolling Stones
could play the football stadium at Iowa
State University and return to a tempo.
rary Chicago base for the next night's
concert in Wisconsin.
As for the kind of music, tomorrow's
supergroups will be playing, it could appear any time. But as usual, it won't be
recognized until after it happens. Meanwhile, we have the highest plateau of
popular music quality ever to achieve
popular acceptance.
Audiences have become somewhat
fragmented, since there are now so
many different forms of music vying and
succeeding in the marketplace. What

Wesley Rose
î

Continued Jim page N -16
genius. Frankly don't feel there are many geniuses in this
business, but I'd be the last to put anyone down. Just give
even more credit to the musicians for making the producer
look good."
What about the future? "Country has an incredibly good f uture. Production has progressed, songs have progressed, the
quantity of good artists has progressed. Now it's pretty much
up to sales and marketing which, unfortunately, hasn't made
much progress. Asa result of this. we've seen the near demise
of country music oriented retail record stores. Thus there is
little selectivity. The racks frequently limit their selections to
the top ten, so the consumer has little choice. The other thing
that has really hurt is the tight playlist of radio stations. This
does away with the life blood of the industry, that of breaking
in new artists. was appalled at the recent country disk jockey
seminar in Nashville to learn that some of the stations are cutting their play lists to 15. That should tell some companies
that these stations don't need the servicing of their records
anymore. It is simply wrong for a station not to program a
good record, form any company, just as it is wrong for them to
play a bad one. They need to be selective, and to use good
judgment, but cutting down the play list is no answer. It only
inhibits good artists and good companies.
Rose feels that country music should outsell pop product
every day of the year, and feels that marketing is the reason it
does not. "Country music reaches more people by way of radio. We've seen recent figures showing where country music is
going. and who is programming it. If the radio stations influence sales, then it stands to reason that country should be
number one. Obviously it appeals to more people. There is
something in country for everyone. It is the music of the
people generally, but so often it's just not out there for the
people to buy."
What's the answer? "The answer obviously is education.
That may sound over- simplified. but it's been a long process
overcoming bigotry, both against country and rhythm and
blues. They have more than proven themselves. But there still
is a general reticence on the part of some to market it properly, to make it available in mass quantities.
"Therefore we need to do even more of an education job.
That's what we're working at, and what we must do. It's the
old- timers who are holding things back; old- timers in the in.
dustry who cling to the practices of the past. Every country
artist who attains number one should be outselling the number one artist in any other field."
Turning to publishing, Rose takes notice of a statistical fact
of life. "In 1945, there was only one publishing company in
I

I

vious

new
each
musical phenomenon is

far

bigger
anything

than
that ever went before. The electrifying impact of Elvis
Presley, great though it
was, did not match the
great crowds gathered outside
the Beatles hotels at every stop of

their tours.
However, it's hard to see where the
equal smash breakthrough of the 1970s
is coming from. There does not seem to
he a similar dead -end desperation in the
(Continued on page N -52)

Nashville, and only one company dealing exclusively in country music.'That meant that one person made every decision.
And individuals, as everyone knows, can be wrong. But that
one person had to dig the song or it had no chance. Most
writers couldn't afford to get their songs to New York anyway.
"Now it's almost easy to find someone who digs a song, a
publisher somewhere who will like it, and push it to an artist or
producer. At our company alone, where we once had that one
man, we now have four qualified people who can listen. If any
one of them likes it, we respect the decision of that individual.
Just because one person on our staff doesn't care for a song
doesn't mean we'll reject it. So, consequently, a writer has a
far better chance today. Nobody really knows how many pub.
fishers there are in Nashville, no the odds are greatly in-

creased."

Artists. it's to their benefit to buy catalogs, and don't blame
them. They use up so much material for their pictures and
other affiliations that the more catalog they have the less
money they have to pay. Theydon't have to contact independent publishers. to use their songs, thus necessitating payment of fees. They simply use their same songs over and over
again. This results in a strange situation. for it makes it prac.
tically impossible for a lot of great songs to be used which are
owned by independent publishers. It isn't that these companies don't want to use these other songs: it's just that it is
more economical to use their own material."
Pincus stresses the importance of the overseas market.
"The world has become very small and unified, and it you
have a great song or a great artist in the states, the some song
and the same artist can make it worldwide in no time at all.
have a fine publishing wing in London, headed by John
Beecher, and one is Sydney, Australia. think it's important for
any American publisher to also have a production wing and a
management division. And we have young producers who
work from our New York office who are constantly on the lookout for new talent whom we try to place with labels in London.
Berlin, Paris, Amsterdam and elsewhere. Basically, the some
rules apply everywhere in finding new talent. Find an artist
who can write a great song not just a writer who writes.
"Naturally. you're not going to turn down a great song if
you get a writer who can't perform. But if you have both, you
can place him on a label. Then you've got it made.
"So you've got to be on the lookout constantly for the right
combination, the artist- writer, and if he can produce too,
that's an added bonus. My sons, Irwin and Leo, helped me immeasurably along the way to help me succeed towards that
I

I

Looking ahead and beyond, Rose concludes with this: "In
the foreign nations, country music has really arrived. A job has
been done overseas, and we see the results of what has hap.
paned there. We had to fight even more pronounced bigotry in
Europe and the Far East, but the battle has been won. The for.
eign publishers are seeking our songs. We see more country
groups springing up in other parts of the world. Right now the
old Hank Williams tune. 'Jambalaya' is on the pop charts of
six nations. That says something."
So, with reflections and projections, this highly regarded
and respected leader of the music industry clings closely to
country music. He knows where it's been, where it's at, and
has a good idea of where it's going. He credits Mitch Miller
with the crossover of country songs in the past into the pop
field, and again he looks back at the Nashville musicians and
makes it abundantly clear that, were it not fir them, country
music probably would be nowhere.
Instead, it's everywhere.

George Pincus
I

_So
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goal."
Pincus is optimistic about the independent publishing business because "everything depends on the people in charge. It
you've got the ability and know -how today, an independent
publisher can make it big, and he can make it better than he
could in the old days. Wall street firms are so submerged in so
many catalogs that they can't get the people who know how to
run them. There are a few people respect, Lester Sills. Ed Silvers, Marvin Cane. Norman Weiser and a few others, but on
the whole it's impossible for these firms to get the right

people."

you think otherwise, defy them to sing or whistle 16
bars of any hit today to any members of the boards of any
of the big firms which own large catalogs. They couldn't care
less. All they're interested in is what will these catalogs bring
in. It's the money that counts; that's the only music they
hear. It's too bad that the business, which was once beautiful
and filled with people who were enthused about their work,
had to reach its present low state.

"Too, most of the record companies are owned by motion
picture companies which, in turn, also own publishing firms.
whether it's MGM, Paramount, Warner Brothers or United

I

I

Continued from page N -36
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that

Pincus places little difference between the future for the in.
dependent and the future for the Wall Street -owned publishingcompanies if both were headed by "great music men." He
cites Howie Richman, Al Brackman and Buddy Morris as
prime examples.
"Astor me," he says, "1 feel am as good professionally as
ever was, and am as young today as will be tomorrow. It all
depends how you feet about the business." And. he added, "I
will never take a back seat to any motion picture company or
other type of conglomerate, no matter how much money they
have behind them."
I

I

_

I
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Consumerism Issues Of Watts Ratings
And Fair Trade Hulk As

Hi Fi

Hardware Industry Flourishes

By Radcliffe Joe
most other segments of
business dealing directly or
indirectly with the consumer,
the hi -fi industry has, within
recent times, been forced to
add the word consumerism to
its vocabulary. It is a subject
Like
that looms larger everyday.
Consumerism is that relatively new term employed by government, and private watchdog
agencies, to ensure that the consumer gets what
he pays for, and not be ripped off by unscrupulous companies.
In addressing themselves to consumerism in
the flourishing hi -fi industry, agencies involved
have chosen to direct their initial attention to
such problem areas as fair trade and wattage
ratings.
According to consumer interest groups, some
manufacturers and an unspecified number of
dealers have long enjoyed a field day in these
areas, playing the wattage game for all it was
worth, and deliberately flouting attempts to
stabilize retail prices through fair trade agreements.
As far back as 1972, the Federal Trade Commission took a long hard look at the power play
with wattage ratings -the terminology used by
manufacturers to specify the volume capacity of
their hi -fi systems -and came up with a report
which read in part:
"Abuse of power ratings has occurred as a result of the use of numerous standards and methods. For example, the rating of amplification
equipment in terms of music power peak power
permits a gross exaggeration of output figures."
The abuse of power ratings to which the FTC
addressed itself was later spelled out by Betty
Furness, past commissioner of consumer affairs
for the City of New York. when she :aid: "One

inexpensive, moderate quality stereo may be ad.
vertised at 100 watts IPP for $89.95, while another high quality stereo may be advertised at 50
watts RMS for $300, giving the impression that
the former is twice as powerful as the latter.
"In tact." she continues. "the $300 set may
be as much as 20 times more powerful than the
one selling for $89.95."
The fact is that the numerous standards which
flourished for wattage ratings was advantageous, particularly to low -end equipment manufacturers, many of whom unscrupulously resorted to the use of such terminology as IPP. and
PMP, to make their products look good in the
eyes of the unsuspecting consumer.
In felling the practice here in New York, the
Consumer Protection Law Regulation 36,
warned that it was a deceptive practice in the
selling, leasing, or in the offering for sale or lease
of home audio equipment, for any person to
make any oral or written statement, or other representation, either expressed or implied, concerning the power output of such equipment
without clearly and conspicuously disclosing the
manufacturer's rated minumum sine wave continuous RMS power output expressed as watts
RMS, hi -fi language for root mean square.
The New York City law succinctly spells out
what is expected of both manufacturer and dealers in both specification sheets and advertising
copy, and, largely because of its clarity is being
used as a guideline by the Federal Trade Corn.
mission (FTC) in its efforts to establish a Federal
standard for the wattage ratings of home audio

equipment.
However, the New York City law is not without
its kinks. The major problems lie in its enforce.
ment. As Norm Stampfer of the City's Dept. of
Consumer Affairs puts it. "There are still violations both at manufacturing and retailing levels.

These are being constantly brought to our attention, and we try correcting them by contacting
the guilty parties and informing them of the existence of the law and the penalties involved for

continuous violations."
The feeling at the Dept. of Consumer Affairs is
that despite the resistance to the law now being
experienced in some areas, most manufacturers
and offending dealers will eventually come
around to the realization that it helps rather than
hinders the growth of the industry.
The second major effort to proliferate con.
sumerism in the consumer electronics industry
addresses itself to fair trade, and is meeting
even greater resistance in some areas than wattage regulations.
The fair trades concept was established in
1934 when, in the middle of the American depression, the need was felt within the business
industry, to establish a pricing structure that
would not only ensure the manufacturer and retailer comfortable profit margin, but would also
save the consumer from the questionable business ethics of the unscrupulous retailer.
Today, only 15 states, including New York.
continue to have full fair trade laws on their
books, with another 21 maintaining a non -signer
clause making fair trade an optional arrangement between a manufacturer and his retailer.
The arguments against fair trade come from
many sources including many powerful consumer and political bodies. The general feeling
among these dissidents is that fair trade has outrived its usefulness: and not very long ago one
New York Judge referred to it as an "anachronistic leftover from the depression."
Last year fair trade efforts in Massachusetts
suffered a major setback when the Supreme
Court in that state killed the "non- signer" clause
in

a

decision of Corning Glass vs Ann & Hope.
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love that went into their preparation. Also, the material is too
strong to bypass, and therefore Richard and have been able
to reach a market not normally tapped." Oliver agrees. "How
many times have you seen a record album get page one treatment in the Sunday entertainment section of a major metropolitan newspaper? Both of us have done it."
"Unfortunately. the music industry tends to treat the albums strictly as a record which is really limiting its potential.
However, there have been some breakthroughs. Korvettes in
New York saw the potential of both series and prepared state.
ment stuffers which they rarely do with any product." continues Gillespie. "Right," adds lerardi, "and Marshall Field in
Chicago, one of the largest department stores in the country,
is devoting an entire window to our seres. It's one of the first
times in the history of the store that they've devoted a window
of such records."
The respect for film music has been evident with other
record labels, especially RCA Red Seal with its newly recorded
version of music by Korngold, Steiner and others, U.A.'s "The
Golden Age of the Hollywood Musical," which was first released in England, Angel with their re- release of "Streetcar
Named Desire" plus albums devoted to the music of Newman
and Rona, and Rod McKuen's Stanyan Records.
Stanyan has long been a pioneer in the field of once again
making rare recordings available and. as such, has enjoyed
excellent sales. The philosophy of the company is that there
are many artists and much music which deserves to be contin.
ually in release. They recently released the scores of "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," "Gone With the Wind," "Spellbound."
and an album, "The Great American Movie Music." What is
especially noteworthy is that both "Spellbound" and "For
Whom the Bell Tolls" are released in quadrasonic sound. "A
rare thing in the movie music field," states Stanyan's Wade
Alexander.
"M a matter of fact. I'm surprised that RCA Red Seal
didn't consider it for their series of newly recorded scores. In
our'case, it will definitely not be a pseudostereo type of approach. We went back to the original multi-tracks used for the
initial release and mixed for quadrasonic. It is definitely a plus
for motion picture music on record and one we believe in most
strongly as evidenced by our past history in sales and consumer interest. It's much more than nostalgia. It goes beyond
that in importance. There's always room for quality."
The far -reaching potential of films and film music is demonstrated by its multi -media treatment. Besides records,
there have been numerous books published, and television
tributes. Movies themselves are aware such as the forthcomI

ing MGM extravaganza, "That's Entertainment" and Para.
mount's "The Great Gatsby." On television, The Carol Burnett Show is a prime example with her treatments of film clas.
sins both musical and dramatic. Although they are often done
in a comical vein, it is never with the intent of looking back and
laughing at an era. It's done with an obvious fondness and respect for the material.
"Still the gap remains between the various media," says
Harsten, "record companies think mainly of that next hit
single. They forget about the local movie revival houses and
television channels which provide an obvious tie -in."
One area where the potential is realizes, although limited
due to their nature, is the field of pirate albums. Following the
release of the first MGM set, a pirate version of Judy Garland
singing songs from "Annie Get Your Gun" appeared. Interest
grew with the success of MGM and the release of the Warner
Bros. package and more pirate albums appeared including
"Meet Me In St. Louis," taken from a radio show, "Rainlree
County," Betty Grable cuts, and vintage radio shows such as
"The Lux Radio Theater," to name a few.
The renaissance in vintage motion picture albums and especially soundtracks, is a continuation of a love story between
the public and films. Records have been able to recapture the
magic of the days at the Bijou. They are not just records, but a
record of film history and should be duly noted and recognized as such. They are also entertainment. Soundtracks are
something that can never be replaced. Their issuance and
preservation is a public as well as industry service. Their success underlines the romance between the public and the
people who make films ... it's a love story that will go on and
on. Nostalgia? No. Quality? Yes.

Woody Herman
Continued from puge N-22
but who return because they're truly interested in this kind
of musical experience.
The rigors of the road haven't changed over the years: living
out of a suitcase, being in a different town every day, thinking
about that favorite location you are heading toward or hoping
to see come around soon.

"I consider myself a gypsy, but this is where a young man
decides if this is the life he wants." Does he avoid hiring married guys? "1 don't ask it they're married, just how they play."
In order to keep his music fresh, Woody looks for fresh
things while "doing things that are part of our roots. It's what
makes me survive and if survive then think we all can."
Woody admits that he needs the young blood in order to
keep this polished machine. this band machine, this dynamo
I
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which chums out today's pop hits with the same verve as it
does charts by the old but famous Four Brothers Herd of the
late 40's.
"The coach can be an old man but you have to have the
energy from the young guys,"
Alumnus from Woody's tour previous Herds can be found
around the country. He recently held a reunion with several
playing in Disney World in Orlando, Fla. How many are there
totally? "The number would be in the thousands bracket.
would hate to make a count."
Woody calls himself a product of the band that plays the
blues, the catch slogan for his first aggregation, circa 1936.
The first Herd rode over America from 1944'46, followed by
the Four Brothers Band of the late 1940's and the Third Herd
of the 1950's. The 50's was one of the most difficult times for
Herman and the other big bands. "We hit a low point in pop
music. We had to make concessions and we lost money a lot of
weeks "
Herman trimmed down the big band concept to six, seven
and eightpiece groups, worked whatever gigs were available
and even went to England where he picked up some British
all-stars and toured Europe with what he calls the "first AngloAmerican Herd."
Ask Woody about feelings of frustration and he comments:
"Other than the turnover. you're constantly saying hello and
goodbye."
M for the road: "It's a liberal education you get in a hurry.
You can't say you died from sheer boredom. A gig lasts two to
tour hours and if you don't the that town you'll be in another
I

tomorrow."
The present crop of musicians he works with "is one of the
straightest I've been around. They're extremely serious about
their lives and what they want from their music. The onething
that hasn't changed about musicians is their sense of humor.
And there can't be any barriers because of age. It's how he
blows, man, that counts."
Woody believes the players of the 70's aren't concerned
with narcotics the way jazzmen of earlier decades were. which
may come as somewhat of a surprise to some people who
think that all musicians today are drug oriented.
Musicians, Woody says, have been clowns down through
the ages and they're "always trying to do things that haven't
been done before. That's one of the reasons we had problems
with narcotics years ago."
Of all the name big bands working today. Herman's is probably the one most concerned with building and nurturing new
audiences. He has told writers that he's out to cultivate the
younger crowds, that the older audiences don't interest him.
because with a few exceptions from the pure buffs. most
adults deserted him and the big band scene 25 years ago. And
now when they come around, it's to hear songs of yesterday.

Nehi

record producers can get paid." Joyce has lined up 25 inde.

Confirmed from page N -20
Volat said he and Heiman first started noticing the interest
in old 45's around 1965, when dealers were coming into what
was at that point Nehi's old Washington street address. They
were interested in specific titles," he said. not so much in
buying in bulk. So typed up a list and we started offering it
around to Los Angeles dealers."
At the time. only Heiman and Volat were working. We
would close the door during the day and put a note on it telling
any customer that we were out on deliveries." Calling on small
grocery and variety stores, the two men would regularly move
$50,000 to $150,000 worth of returned singles at three for
El, racking 100 to 500 per outlet. Frank Miko, album buyer,
was the third man brought in.
The old Nehi operation laced on Washington but steady expansion forced its move to West 9th. However, an additional
facility was maintained for the rackjobbing division that now
extends almost a block long and back to Washington.
In addition to this twist, the original Nehi at 615 Washington was near the beverage company also called Nehi. Nehi,
the record operation, derived from Heiman and Steve Nellmen, the latter an associate of Heiman's in the concession
business.
From its beginning with punched -hole cutouts and returns,
Nehi expanded gradually into budget LPs with such lines as
Pickwick at $1.59 and other lines selling retail at $1. Volat distinguishes "economy" LP's as selling at above $1 and
"budget" at below $1 and this.type of product continues as
an important segment of the Nehi business today, although
now much LP product is cutout items.
Actually, Nehi evolved into a rackjobbing operation
through oldies. As early as 1966 it had no open account status
with distributors, even though Volat and Heiman were stocking the entire catalogs of oldies such as Columbia's Hall of
Fame and Capitol's Starline.
Even as late as 1968, Nehi was not stocking a single current recording.
"Then in 1969 we decided to start stocking new 45's because the dealers were coming in here anyway and we figured
we might as well have that business," says Volat. Also, during
this time, Nehi was steadily adding rack accounts who wanted
full service across the board
However, even in 1969, Nehi was doing ten times more
business in singles than in LP's. Today, the ratio is around 30
percent singles -of that percentage 40 to 50 percent is oldie
merchandise. In total business. Nehi is now around 16 percent tape and the balance disks.
Tape was also an evolutionary development.
Just as Nehi first started buying from other one -stops because it was not on open account status with distributors in
terms of LP's and hit singles, it also started buying tapes the
same way. Gradually, the operation built up a tape business.
However, Volat said that around 1971 he and Heiman took a
look at tape sales and concluded that tape was turning only
once every 18 months. "We got completely out of tape."
Today, of course, tape is very big again.
Nehi last year decided to exploit the jukebox oldies business. This came about when Volat was approached to be on
the Billboard conference panel. The new at that time catalog
was mailed to over 6,000 jukebox programmers and/or operators.
Volat is encouraged by the prospects of this new business,
though he notes that jukebox programmers tend to order in
small quantities. He also proved another theory he has that
other experts in the jukebox business doubted.
"They said we could not sell into the jukebox market without title strips. Well, it would be impossible to maintain stocks
of strips for the enormous inventory we have." Nehi's catalog,
soon to be updated, is 45 pages long. "Not once have jukebox
people indicated they expect strips on the oldies."
Yet another growing area of business for Nehi in oldie singles is radio stations. During this interview, a station programmer called in an order for 50 oldies and Volat had the order
processed immediately. "Ordinarily, we will not take an oldie
order over the phone unless its for 10 titles or less," says Volat, adding that a station gets priority because it is exposing
oldie product.
Volet's newest project is to completely computerize the
enormous Nehi oldie inventory. He is working on a system
that will automatically search out a title by having the entire
stock cross referenced by title, label, artist, stock number and
I
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distributor.
No matter how an order is generated, it can be filled in
minutes eventually via this system. Also, the system will allow
further sophistication on marketing information and movement of oldie product.
Does Volat see an end to the nostalgia wave? "I think we
will always look back in music," he says. "Also. believe there
is a lot less really good original material being written today."
These two combinations have brought about the oldie boom,
I

he believes.

Toward the latter subject, Nehi is getting into contemporary music via Joyce Records (the name here derives from
founder Tom Heiman's wife's name). Joyce is headed up by
Heiman, Volet and Roger Davenport, the latter a veteran
record manufacturer with labels such as Swinging Records
and Magnum, and who is returning to the record business after a hiatus.
Essentially, a lot of producers have been coming to Nehi
because with other distributor oultets they get lost in the
shuffle, says Volet. "Also. we have a reputation of paying our
bills and can work out distribution where these independent

pendent distributors nationally.
At present, only singles am being produced and none of
the material is nostalgia oriented.
Nehi, of course, has evolved beyond the oldies business.
Volat displays on his wall in his office a gold record award from
MCA. It was presented after MCA promotion man Buck
Stapleton walked in one day with a record under his arm. It
was Olivia Newton-John's "Let Me Be There."
Stapleton thought it would be a smash. Volet was already
on the record however. Stapleton, learning this, said that if
the record became a hit he would present Volat with a gold
record.
So Volet received a gold record for the single and it is now
among thousands of catalog oldies at the distributorship.

Jess Rand
Continued from page N -24

"A friend told ese not to take a residual deal because the
747's were comingout and a commercial promoting a smaller
plane wouldn't have a long life. So went in and got my money
I

up

front."

As part of the deal, the Lettermen recorded a special
single, "For Once In This Lifetime" and people began asking
them to sing it in their nightclub act. The commercial with the

boys singing and acting eventually won an Andy Award from
the Advertising Club of New York in the TV commercials com-

petition.
Once the act got rolling, Rand was faced with the problem
of developing an acceptable means for the trio to appear in
high schools, colleges and clubs doing the same act. So he
leaned on something Jerry Lewis told him: physical imagery
means a tot. Translated that meant the Lettermen appeared
at schools in collegiate clothing. their famous letter sweaters
their calling cards. When they played clubs they came out in
formal wear. For eight years they had custom -made collegiate
clothes; now they have a mod Western look.

Rand says manager draws on what he's seen and heard,
Once when Sam Cooke was bothered by a bunion on his foot
and wouldn't take the time to have it removed, Rand suggested he change his shoes. Cooke favored a pair of shoes
with tight laces. Rand suggested a loafer type of shoe.
The two were having a go- around about the shoes. Rand
said people at ringside notice an entertainer's clothing. Cooke
said people came to hear him sing. "So told him to leave e
lace open during the second show and a girl at ringside noticed it and whispered 'your lace is open' to Sam." He never
wore those shoes again, resulting in the comfort Rand was
seeking for his artist.
Reflecting back over his years in show business, Rand
finds that people were freer with their assistance than they
are today. "I was fortunate that when I was a counter boy for
Irving Berlin Music in New York, could sit in the professional
department and listen to publishers talk about their 'drive
tunes.' Dave Dryer, the professional manager, would tell me
why he had lyrics changed. The business was exciting and
people were personal and friendly. There was a lack of media
and you had to go in person to see an act. Years ago the writer
or publisher romanced the artist. Every publisher sent his top
man down to an artist's opening in a tux. You couldn't hire e
I

I

record promotion man to talk to Tommy Dorsey about a tune.
Dorsey only wanted to see the top guy. Them was less money
in those days but think there was more love for people."
1

The Lettermen and Rand's love story is based on each
knowing where they are going. Basically a middle -of- the -road
'act, the trio knows how far to the right or left it can swing away
from its basic sound. When rock began to dominate the musk
business and thus the colleges, Rand moved the boys into the
nightclub /Las Vegas field. And they have never recorded any.
thing they couldn't reproduce live before an audience.

The colleges the Lettermen played were often in locations
where the student body Sued on campus. So they became a
captive audience.
But before that acceptance from collegians, the act was
put together one night at Capitol Records. GAC was told to
find the most remote place for the break in. "We got booked
into the Great Falls Hotel in Great Falls, Montana, for $500 a
week and rooms," Rand recalls. "They had to drive there and
pay for their own meals. Every night they honed their act. It
was like the biggest rehearsal. They talked to the people, sang
requests and found out what an audience wants to hear."
While we are talking the phone rings. It's the act's agent in
New York. "What's up ?" Rand says briskly. "Let's check the
schedule," he says pulling out the act's routing schedule. "On
the ninth they're in Nashville.... no not with those new speed
limits. It's eight straight hours driving."
A moment later he explains he's just turned down a date
because it would mean the act would have to drive eight consecutive hours to the location.
ask him about the human problems in dealing with three
men. "Personalities." he answers. "You get involved in their
private lives. Take taking a picture. One doesn't like how he
looks. There's always one in a group who gets involved in the
business aspect. What must never be done is playing one off
against another. You really have to carefully handle how you
spend your social time with any of them,"
And once they get married? "The wives can start demanding things. If a wife gripes about something? "I first go to her
and say, 'I'm a business man only doing what's best for the
act. Let's sit down and discuss it.' "
I
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Rand's office handles all administrative chores involved
with keeping the act going, like hotel reservations, passports,

transportation.
Communications while on the road works this way: they
usually stay at a Holiday Inn and they each have their own
phone credit cards. There is a special phone in Rand's office
for this purpose. It is connected to a phone by his bed at
home. And it does ring at night, like at 2 a.m. when the boys
discovered someone had broken into their Greyhound bus
and stolen their microphones.
Ask Rand about bookie things which happen on the road
and he responds with:
Twice two guys did the whole show because the third
didn't read the schedule right.
One of the guys had just gotten out of his car in front of
the Warwick Hotel in Manhattan to hand the doorman his key
when someone reached in, stole all his tuxedoes and took off
down the street.
In Florida 15 minutes before the Miss Universe TV special was to go on the air, the act's music and some instruments were discovered missing. But a quick search produced
the culprit and the material.
One of the guys took a bow and his pants split.
One guy who went out while sick ended up throwing up
on stage.
One guy's new car rolled down a hill into a lake as he
fished and watched the tragedy unfurl.
Has the act been taken? Rand says they've been lucky;
they haven't been paid around six times in all these years.
The group's business manager has called to state the concert promoter claimed he couldn't afford to pay the act. Rand
made a few phone calls. The act got paid.
The act has discovered it was being sold to a school at one
price with the Morris off ice being quoted another, much lower.
Naturally the act never plays again for that promoter.
Rand says he goes to dates the "boys want me to. A lot of
times won't tell them I'm dropping in. just want to see how
everything sits."
One advantage of going on the road is that the manager
can become "the great peacemaker" because tempers can
explode.
Rand is a corporate member of Lettermen, Inc. receiving
commissions and a salary. Tony Butala and Jim Pike own the
corporation.
A New York business management firm handles all money
matters for all concerned. Rand handles all career matters.
After each date the road manager sends the receipts to
the business office which pays the Morris agency and sends >
the musicians and Rand their weekly draws plus petty cash. r,
It all works very well now. The act's special brand of music
keeps it in demand. Its albums are consistent sellers. They
arewealth,y enough to afford their own five -piece band, sound
system, lights, customized bus, first class ticket to anyplace in m
the world.
r'
For ex -New Yorker Rand it's business and show business,
W
And it's been the key toe good life for himself.
-Eliot Tiegel 90
I
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Rodgers
Conrinued from page N -39

sometimes when we were under pressure and he wasn't feeling up to it. But loved him, loved working with him, and I had
the greatest respect and admiration for him, and for his work.
Both Oscar and Larry were great in their own ways, and loved
working with them.
(Q) Do you voice opinions regarding the book? Suggest
changes in production?
(A) Well, when I'm producing my own work, which I have
since early in my collaboration with Hammerstein, I of course
do have a word to say about both book and production elements. That's a big part of a producer's job.
(Q) Has musical theater changed? How and why?
(A) A good musical is still a good musical. Standards don't
change, only styles. The theater goes through cycles, periods,
as do the other arts. But quality has no special season. Hopefully, changes are for the better. That's not always the case,
unfortunately.
(Q) What do you think of musicals which stress nudity?
(A) try not to. First, "musicals" which "stress" nudity are
merely nude shows with a musical accompaniment.
(Q) What do you think of rock musicals?
(A) don't always understand them. couldn't write one.
I
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Some like. Some I don't.
(Q) Future of musical? Trend? Effect of rising costs and the
trend to long road shows, then Broadway showing.
(A) am confident the future of the musical is secure. Everyone wants music in his life. The musical show may have to find
a way to combat rising costs, as you say, by trying to recoup
their investment out of town, and then coming in to lace the
I
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critics' "music." There is already a trend toward smaller.
more intimate musicals Off- Broadway, which "try-out" in preview, before opening officially. Unfortunately, it is often necessary to have "bankable" names involved in a production in
order to raise even small amounts of money. But that isn't a
musical exclusive. Straight plays are having their troubles,
too. believe we're going to reach an economic plateau. The
musical is in no more trouble than the theater itself, which has
been the "Fabulous Invalid" for centuries.
think the
prognosis is positive.
I
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Nostalgia Builds Small Independent
Labels In The East

_

By John Sippel

Where did
that D.J. get all
that info?
WOW!

The parallel experiences of Arnie Kaplan and Bill Borden as
long-time record collectors resulted in both men forming embryo labels when they were unable to find certain of their favorite old recordings available.
Their business experience in building unusual catalogs of
materials, dating back to the twenties, too, is similar.
Borden got into old big band disk collecting as an undergraduate at an Ivy League school. He continued in music alter
graduation as an arranger with Claude Thornhill's band. In
1968, he started Monmouth Evergreen as a sideline. Today it
is a 60 -LP catalog label. One Ray Noble orchestra LP at that
time has led to six more, all featuring vocalist Al Bowlly, a legendary voice today. Borden found a global market for the
band and singer. The Noble master leasing from EMI, London, was the start of a beautiful business friendship. The majority of ME releases have core from EMI vaults.
The $6.98 catalog includes two Jack Hylton orchestra and
one by Ambrose and his Orchestra. The best sellers over the
past six years have been two circa 1920 -38 Fred Astaire packages. A two -LP series, "A Nostalgia Trip to the Stars." which
contains vocals ranging from Pola Negri and Adolph Menjou
to the end of the thirties, also has done very well. As volume
rose, Claire Olivier, sales manager for ME, explained that Borden cut his own sessions. starting with a successful tribute to
composers' series which continues today. Pianist Bernie
Leighton will release another this tall. Borden has recorded
U.S. jazz soloists from Bud Freeman to lesser -known Bucky
Pizzarelli. Slated for release this year area first Sadler's Wells
ballet music package, a first Libby Holman collation, a Bix
tribute and a solo album from clarinetist Johnny Mince.
Kaplan was an avid jazz collector. He achieved success in
his first five years to a point where he became the first U.S.
firm to work out a leasing program with Columbia. Today,
most of his recordings are from Columbia's vast cache of masters. A recent Bing Crosby reissue, which featured pictures
and liner notes by der Single, and a Ruth Elting package, in
which the 75- year -old singer now living in Colorado Springs
assisted in packaging, have sold over 5,000 each in three
months. While a large part of Biograph is jazz and folk, Kaplan
searches for the unusual. An original Scott Joplin album, containing the same music which is featured in the Academy
Award -winning flick, "The Sting," is based upon material
Kaplan found and obtained from the QRS Music Roll Co.
Kaplan, who has a 28 -LP catalog,, listing at $5.98, does some
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Nostalgia
Continuer! from page N -5

Nostalgia is a sense of security that a link to the past can
bring because life has become just one instant cup of coffee
that disappears before your eyes. Those old tunes make them
feel that their life has some continuity and a connection to
people, places, and things in their past that can't and
shouldn't be forgotten. They provide the memories of a mile.
stone of love, of a former life that worked or even of bad times
they'd lived through, having lost but learned.
The bottom line of these answers was "don't throw away everything that's old just for something that's shiny and new."
Can it be that these answers reflect our growing awareness
that we ruthlessly discard too much of the old for the new: our
old people, old buildings, life styles, and popular folk art
whether it be in music, film, or the written word?

instant superstars, supergroups, and "geniuses" only to have them wiped out by tomorrow's new "hot property." Maybe we're finding out that
too many of these acts are not worth very much and lower the
standards of any art form along with confusing people as to
just what is the real thing.
We also overpromote and create

For some it's a relief to get back to something they know
has withstood the test of time, a tune that still sounds good
and one of those old musical tracks that is as fine today as it
was yesterday. It helps people to look back and hear that we
once had it all together even if things appear to be flying apart
in every direction these days.

Maybe nostalgia is used to make up after a quarrel, bring a
family together, keep a couple from splitting or help a kid decide what's best when he's had too many options.

Most important of all, nostalgia can sometimes help someone hold onto a life he or she is ready to destroy because the
memory that lives in a song lingers on.

Jazz

Cnminued from page N40
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Both ME and Biograph find specialized collector magazine
reviews the big sales booster. Schools are a big market for
vintage, they aver. Both find that young buyers, interested in
the roots of a culture, are becoming vintage -minded. Both estimate they have about 20 U.S. distributors and both reinforce areas where distribution is weak with manufacturer's
reps.
Kaplan summed up the state of vintage specialist firms
when he stated that Biograph's total return in a year is 300 to
400 LP's most of which are defective. He says he sells about
125,000 LP's yearly.

Maybe a memory to fill a lonely night, to replace a lost lover,
to give one just that perfect lift at the end of a bad day; to
share an exquisite past moment in a life the way we were because we're not that way now.
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berg.

Needless to say, I've just scratched the surface of Why Nostalgia? In fact, people have always wanted some nostalgia in
their lives in one shape or form or another and probably for
hundreds of very personal reasons. Because nostalgia is that
very special kind of feeling that is part of everyone's past that
provides them with whatever emotion they wish to connect to
that moment in their present life.
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and others led mixed bands, Joe 2awinul spent almost a dec.
ade with Cannonball Adderley, and the bi- racial leadership of
the great Thad Jones -Mel Lewis orchestra offered perhaps the
finest illustration yet of jazz at its artistic best without regard
to ethnic considerations.
The situation today is healthier on almost every level. Onstage, a racial mixed unit is more the rule than the exception.
In the audience at many of the leading jazz festivals, the proportion of blacks may range from 25 percent to 90 percent -a
far cry from the days when the blacks who patronized Carnegie Hall's occasional concerts, and the whites who caught
big bands at the Apollo in Harlem, were both distinctly minority groups.
Commercially and artistically the freer association between
the races has produced salutary effects. Jazz, a music of indisputably Afro -American derivation, in which blacks were responsible for most of the new movements, has become more
and more the sound of all colors: of Gillespie playing theworks
of his Argentinian ex- pianist Lab Schifrin; of Oliver Nelson
touring Africa for the State Department with a biracial group;
of classical-jazz pianist Friedrich Guide summoning Americans of both races to interpret his big band jazz works at concerts in Vienna. One by one, the man-made fences are slowly
being destroyed by men of goodwill.

Beatles

THE BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF

Continued from page N -15

was always striking a pose or an attitude, confronting society;
Ringo was the good-natured one and George, well, George was
the hardest to figure. The one thing you could say was that he
was quiet.
Once, during the height of the mania, had a cocktail party
at my home for the Beatles so they could meet some of the
Hollywood stars and everyone came -except George.
Then, of course, there was Epstein
totally inflexible,
very opinionated. Together, the five of them made up one of
the most unique combinations that ever did business in the
industry. And that combination changed the industry drastically.
There were the positive things that happened. For instance, the music industry opened its eyes to the possibilities
of a world -wide hit. Most of us suddenly became more open
and interested in foreign masters. Record industry business
boomed to the highest levels in its history and the business
became a place for entrepreneurs and independent producers. A place where anyone could take a shot.
think all of these elements were good for the business.
They opened it up and made it the giant it is today
for that
we can thank the English music invasion. But there are other
elements that are with us that I don't think are that desirable.
For example, the hot English product created a move on
the part of the distributors and racks away from catalog and
in -depth product. They only had a certain amount of room
and they wanted to carry the current hot product in depth;
catalog items which were always good, steady sellers, became
a smaller and smaller item in the industry. Today, catalog is a
thing of the past. Racks and distributors are only looking at
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what's on the chart.
On the other hand. because of the lack of catalog in stores,
the record clubs began to grow. Things you could not find in
stores were now available through the mail. Check television
advertising today and you'll find a whole raft of ads for material that is no longer in stores- series like "K -Tel" and the
"Swing Series" that can only be bought through the mail.
Much of this distribution pattern was brought on by the English invasion. Of course, it might have happened anyway, but
the British sound accelerated it.
There were other things, too, that the British brought with
them -a de-emphasis on the label's name. Most of the majors
disliked this but it becamea fact of life. Kids no longer looked
for a Capitol, Columbia or RCA record. Today they look for The
Beatles, an Edgar Winter or David Bowie disk. They have no
idea what label it is on, nor do they care.
With the English sound came the innovations, too. Most of
us realize that the Beatles brought longhair to this country but
we tend to forget some of the other things they were responsible for. They were innovators and fought for a freedom that
we take for granted today. I'll give you an example.
Some years ago, during the Vietnam War, the Beatles
came out with an album cover that had a dismembered baby
doll on as cover and the four Beatles in doctor's dress. We argued about that cover trying to convince them that we would
have difficulty in marketing it. Finally, we pressed a small
amount and sent them out to dealers for opinions. A number
of large retailers came back and said they would not market
the product, despite the group being as big as it was. So the
Beatles agreed to a change in the cover.
In another instance, we refused to put out a cover showing
John and Yoko naked on the cover. Another label did, with a
plain brown paper cover over it.
Today, neither one of those things would shock the industry or the public. Both would probably be accepted without
question. But the Beatles were ahead of their time.
Did the Beatles change our values? Not by themselves, but
they certainly contributed to d as the rest of the English invasion did. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the entire in.
vadon was its "difference" from everything we were accustomed to seeing and hearing. For any music to really make a
lasting impact and impression in this country it has to be different ... and if that difference is great enough, as it was with
the English, it is going to last.
What about today? Can we see more invasions similar to
the one of a decade ago? think K is possible but it is going to
be difficult. Why? Because it is harder to be different today
than ever before. The country-and the youth of this country-have seen and heard virtually everything. Just look how
much harder it is today to get a hit record than it was a decade
I
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If you are interested in breaking into the music
industry or would like to learn more about the
career you already have in music, this is the book
for you. The Handbook is an encylopedic guide to
beginning and developing more than 30 different
careers in the creative, commentary, business, and
educational areas of the music and record industries. Written by a former editor in chief of
Billboard, in a clear, doom -to -earth style, this new
book includes all careers in pop, contemporary,
rock, jazz, rhythm and blues and soul, country and
western, folk -all fields of music except classical.
Based on the author's practical experience, the
Handbook is designed to help music educators,
band directors, and choral directors give practical
guidance to students who wish to pursue careers
as professionals in the music industry. Also included are special sections on Careers in Arranging/Conducting by Dick Grove and Careers In
Music Education by lack Wheaton. 376 pages.
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THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC Revised and Enlarged
Edition by Sidney Shemel and William Krasilovsky.
Edited by Paul Ackerman. A new updated guide
to the music industry for publishers, writers, producers, record companies, artists, and agents which
The New York Times calls "a bill of rights." "A
veritable gold mine of information." -John K.
Maitland, Vice President, MCA, Inc. 544 pp. óye x
91/4. 180 pp. of appendixes (Federal and International laws, statutes, contracts, agreements, etc.).
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ROCK ENCYCLOPEDIA by Lillian Roxon. Biographies, discographies, commentary, analysis, photo.
graphs, miscellany
the only reference work
available on rock and its roots. "Worth its weight
in gold to anyone concerned with the rock phenomenon
an invaluable aid to researchers in
years to come " -Billboard,612 pp. 51 x 8. paper.
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THE NASHVILLE SOUND. Bright Lights and Country
Music by Paul Hemphill. The definitive description
of what country and western music is, where it
came from, where it's going, and what It means to

the millions of Americans who make their living
off it. 289 pp. 53'r x 846. $5.95
MORE ABOUT THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC by Sidney Shemel and William Krasilovsky. For anyone
involved in any phase of the music business this
book is an invaluable source of necessary information. A vital addition to any music library. 176 pp
61/a x 91/4. Index. $695
SUCCESSFUL

CONCERTS by Kenneth
Kragen and Kenneth Fritz. A unique handbook of
proven guidelines for the successful planning, coordination, promotion, and production of professional shows and concerts on campus. 88 pp. SIA
x 8. $4.95
COLLEGE

.

$3.95

DANCING ON THE SEATS by Andrew H. Meyer.
Today's most comprehensive guide to every aspect
of producing rock concerts on the college campus
and hailed by major booking agencies and college
buying services as the finest text on the college
concert ever written. 96 pp. 51/ x 816. $6.95

THE RECORDINGS OF BEETHOVEN. These critiques,
originally published in High Fidelity cover all the
available recordings of the works of Beethoven. 184
pp. 514 x 816. paper. $2.95
THE DEEJAYS by Arnold Passman. This book is the
first full story of the disc jockeys and how they influence popular taste. It also is a history of the na-

tional radio stations, the recording companies and
their role in the industry. 320 pp. 516 x 816. Index.
$7.95

WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK 1974. A
Complete Directory of International Radio and
Television. This handbook is the authoritative
source of complete and exact Information about
all broadcasting and television stations around the
world. 400 pp. 6 x 9. $7.50

THE SOUND OF SOUL by Phyl Garland. An account of e cultural force that is also a multi -million

dollar business. This book will remain the standard
authority for years to come. 246 pp. 51/2 x B+/a
$5.95

ago.

It seems as it almost every sound and look has been tried.
That doesn't mean we won't see more invasions. In tact,
think we will but it won't be in this era or generation. At least
not the landmark kind of innovation that the English sound
brought. The changes will come but they won't be on a par
with what happened a decade ago.
The changes, when they come, will come primarily from
within this country. Throughout the history of the recording
business it has usually been the Americans who were the innovators and the leaders. The Beatles, leading the English
sound, were an exception.
Youth in this country have more advantages than their
counterparts in other places. They have ready access to in.
strumento and musical training. And because of the number
of kids in this country now interested in musk, there is that
much more chance to exchange musical ideas and come up
with new ones. Sure, kids in foreign countries can do similar
things but economically not to the extent the U.S. kids can.
That's why feel that any lasting future innovations will come
from right here and that in the years ahead we'll see an American music -influenced world.
I
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Friedman
Continued from page N -32
The rackjobber specifically has a responsibility if he's seriously interested in making a profit, and that is simply not "to
give it away." I think it's high time that a few rackjobbers
around the country had the courage to go to their customers
and say they need an increase in price!
Woolworth's is not in the nickel and dime business any-

more -and neither is K.Mart's policy justified that they most
be "the lowest price in town."
All distributors, whether branch or independent, need to
warehouse, to inventory an ample supply of any company's
active catalog, in order to be able to service their customers.
In most cases, service to major metropolitan cities throughout the United States can be accomplished within 24 hours.
That specifically means that if Russ Solomon wants to order
an old Sinatra album that was released 30 years ago, or the
new Carly Simon album, we can get the product to him within
24 hours -and we do this in every major urban center in the
U.S.
WEA operates seven warehouse /fulfillment centers, in Bos-

ton, Cherry Hill, N.J., Atlanta, Cleveland, Chicago, Dallas and
Los Angeles.
We're serviced by pressing plants in the East, Midwest and
West.

inventory nationally valued at some $18 million.
In addition to the seven branch centers we have an additional
14 sales offices in other cities such as San Francisco, Seattle,
Minneapolis, Detroit, New York, St. Louis, etc.
We have a total payroll of some 652 people- including
sales, promotion, clerical, warehouse, shipping, receiving, accounting and management.
We operate our own data processing department that feeds
us and the labels we distribute, sales information on every al.
bum, single, 8.track, cassette and quadrasonic configuration
we sell, every day of the year.
Our sales people call on our accounts on a regular weekly
schedule- together with the Warner's, Atlantic and Elektra
staffs, we constantly communicate and attempt to improve
communications, about the product we sell, essentially devising ways and means to excite the consumer, to expose the artists who record for us.
WEA services in excess of 3,000 individual customers, who
in turn service more than 70,000 individual retail outlets.
Our business is a $2 billion -plus a year industry today, simply because we've broadened the base of our business so that
phonograph records are in tact an acceptable commodity in
virtually any type of retail establishment.
It wasn't always thus -not too many years ago the only ex.
We have an

posure we had was the pure retail record store, personified by
pioneers like Clyde Wallichs' Music City in Los Angeles, and
Sam Goody in New York. The changes that have taken place in
distribution in the last 15 years are in tact the direct result of
the expansion of our business. You hear more people in our
industry talking about data processing, bar coding, inventory
management systems, and other sophisticated business
methods, than ever before.
It takes the vision and management expertise of an Amos
Heilicher at J. L. Marsh, or a Lou Lavinthal at ABC, to recognize the need for better. faster management controls in 1974,
than it did 15 years ago when each of their businesses was
largely restricted to pure independent distribution and a very
restrictive geographic territory.
The J. L Marsh Co., as well as ABC Records & Tapes and a
multitude of others, have grown and prospered as a consequence of their management expertise -they run companies
10 limes the size they were 15 years ago.
And there are many companies in our industry that could
name who, frankly, need to borrow some of the old- fashioned
genius that these two gentlemen have. And the one ingredi.
ent that's sorely lacking in many companies is that fine meas.
are of corporate responsibility, coupled with good business
ethics.
I'll dare a few absolutes:
1. The use of advertising dollars for tonnage is long over.
2. The day of the advertising rip -off is long over.
3. We would prefer not to be in the banking or financing
business.
4. Your time is better spent selling the ultimate consumer,
rather than "beating" the manufacturer or distributor for a
couple of points.
5. You like to get paid -so do we.
think, as an industry, we're somewhat shortsighted in
settling for the million selling single or album. when there are
something like 50 million phonographs in the country. That's
where the additional profits lie for all of us -in further expand.
ing our horizons to that untapped audience who presently
don't buy musical entertainment.
That's the job of distribution -to reach those unsold mil.
lions.
Talking about yesterday would be easy -and it was really
easier. Jack Gutshall, operating from a one.room office in Los
Angeles in 1946, ran a national distribution company, handlinga multitude of labels, such venerable names as Modem,
Exclusive, Specialty, Aladdin and others. It was easy because
he only had a handful of customers -not the 3000 that we
presently have servicing 70.000 other outlets.
There are approximately six or seven major companies engaged in branch distribution in the U.S. today -the WEA
group of companies, Columbia, Capitol, RCA. Victor, MCA,
Phonodisc and London Records. Each of the aforementioned
I

companies distribute only their own labels in most cases -and
are involved in little more.
There are several hundred active record companies who release recorded product on a regular basis -and virtually all of
these companies are distributed across the country by independent distributors. So there's much that can be said for
both schools of thought. I've been associated with both -with
independent distribution, and now with running the WEA
branch system -and maintain that there's ample opportunity for both systems of distribution to coexist and make a
prof it.
But I can tell you that neither will exist unless we do make a
profit. The profits lie in an ever expanding economy, in servio
ing the needs of the multitude of department stores, discount
stores, free standing stores, and individual retail entrepreneurs, all of whom by 1980 will have opened literally thousands of new available outlets through which we can sell and
distribute our product.
That calls for better ways to do what we are presently
doing -cutting our costs wherever they can be cut- managing
our inventory and getting more turnover -and a better return
on investment. There are all too many companies operating in
our industry today who are public companies and they can't
hide behind a financial statement.
Collectively, we need to get out "into the street" far more
often and find out what the needs of our customers are. In
doing so, we will have served the function of distribution far
better, and returned a profit for each of us.
I

Musical Sweep
Continued from page N.46

I

musical scene that existed during similar emergencies of
new worldwide superstars.
Not everybody likes every gold record that exists these days.
But them is so much good music coming from so many different directions that the biggest buying audience in history can
find something they love.
One safe trend to predict is a growth in the size and versatil.
ity of a band's instruments. Keyboards, especially the wide ranging synthesizer soundmakers, may compete for universality with guitars and bass guitars. Most groups will probably
have horns, and if not a string section, then an electric keyboard like the Mellotron imitating string sections.
And with the emergence of radical new vocal teaching techniques by pioneers like Warren Barigian, coach of Jimmy
Webb, Jackson Browne, Danny O'Keefe and many other artists associated with David Geffen, the self- contained writer singer will far more likely be expected to have a big. full ranged singing voice to support his creative ideas.
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Gene Norman

1950s Billboard ran a pool with disk jockeys voting for their
favorite disk jockeys. I came in fourth both years of the poll,
but in a way I feel I was first because was the only non -network disk jockey in the top four. Dave Garroway and Martin
Block were two of the three ahead of me, but I was heard only
in L.A. and San Diego so felt was really being honored."
And with the record company still going strong. Norman
says it is like the radio and club days in a way. "Basically, I'm
still a fan."
BOB KIRSCH
I

Cnurinued from page N -40

adds. "Pd be in touch with owners in Chicago, New York and
San Francisco and we tried very hard to compare acts and decide who was good and at what price."
As for the record company, Norman says, "I couldn't get
the majors to release some of my recordings, so decided to
do it myself- In the beginning, released Only what Hiked and
it was a jazz label. We had Dizzy, Gerry Mulligan, Charlie Ventura and lots of others. We continued with jazz, of course, but
we also moved into rock with groups like the Seeds, easy listening like the Moms and Dads and Liberace, comedy like
Mort Sahl and blues like Jimmy Reed and John Lee Hooker.
And at the moment I'm releasing vintage series in blues and
jazz, with newly acquired material from Europe as well as
things from my personal collection. The vintage material represents most closely my original objective in the company."
Norman had other clubs besides the Crescendo. As early
as 1949 he had opened the Empire on Vine Street, which
showcased artists such as Woody Herman. "We had an area
in the back," he says. "where we charged a flat dollar admission and nobody tried to sell you anything."
In 1964, however. he got out of the club business. "Everything has it's day," he reflects, "and the tenor of the time was
changing. We had to compete with TV and Las Vegas. where
artists could make a lot more money. At this point, you really
had to discover talent to make money.
"For 15 years," he smiles, "I really felt that, in a way. L.A.
was my town. played the artist on the radio, promoted him in
concert, brought them into the club and sometimes even
brought them to the label. For instance, we did two great live
LP's with Dizzy. But knew when to quit."
Does Norman miss the "old days ?" "I'm certainly not at
the apex of the music industry as once was," he says. "but
I'm still having a lot of fun. I think the need for a lot of clubs
has been obliterated by Vegas and TV, or there would be more
clubs. Vegas is really the showcase of the world. Still, the club
era was a good. exciting. healthy time here. People came out
of their houses more and there was more to do. Now, and
think this is somewhat unfortunate, the whole industry is ca;
tering to youth. With the label, I try to appeal to everyone."
Norman was also on TV for a number of years. acting as a
"visual disk jockey" for three -minute TV transcriptions for
such artists as Les Brown, Lionel Hampton, Peggy Lee, Earl
Grant and Nat Cole. About 60 artists appeared on the series.
With all that he's done in the business, Norman is still able
to pinpoint what he calls "my two biggest thrills.
"I was president of the night club owners association for
two years," he says. "which was certainly a thrill, and in the
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Now that the Ives boom has peaked out. other forms of
Americans have taken over, sought out and promoted by the

classical wings of the record companies.
It wasn't too many years ago that the near forgotten name
of Louis Moreau Gottschalk was revived. A brilliant pianist of
the Civil War era, his compositions, replete with references to
American folk material, made record buyers pleasantly aware
of the entertainment values tucked away in their indigenous
past. Eugene List's historic Gottschalk recording on Vanguard, just repackaged after some 20 years on the market,
was a harbinger of things to come.
Then along came Joshua Rif kin, only three years ago, and
in one dramatic move appropriated Joplin for the classical
community. His Joplin album on Nonesuch, a heavy seller by
any standard, triggered a burst of followers, with classical performers tripping over each other in their haste to join the rag
bandwagon. Other Joplin for sob piano, for two pianos, for
harpsichord and instrumental ensemble began to swell the LP
catalog. Gunther Schuller's "Red Back Book" on Angel
showed that the Joplin craze was no flash in the pan. Dealers
can expect lots more Joplin before the trend levels off.
Well, if Joplin's music, treading a narrow semantic line between classical Americana and ragtime jazz, can make it, why
not other jazz. Why not indeed, asked Columbia Masterworks
and RCA Red Seal, each of whom within recent months have
offered up Jelly Roll Morton albums for sale in classical bins.
And along comes Angel with the first in its new series of
"Great Jazz Recordings of the Century," a disk devoted to historic sides by the Quintet of the Hot Club of France. featuring
Django Rheinhardt and Stephane Grappelli.
The definitive sales story of these latter entries is not in yet,
but already the results are provocative enough to predict
safely that much more of a similar nature will be released by
classical labels. Traditional categories are breaking down and
an interesting time of over widening parameters of what
"classical" claims as its own is at hand.

z

Radio
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station (at least those who process to play what's selling in
their markets), some Top 40 stations sound very soulish and
the apposite is true. In fact, in several of the larger markets
the soul station sounds much like the Top 40 station at various times of the day, depending on the record being played.
Some people feel that this "blending" of radio formats is
good. Many others consider it bad and claim that radio is stagnating -which it is, to a great extent.
However. overall. radio is far from stagnating. And this
comes not only from the inner turmoil mentioned earlier, but
also because of various technical developments coming into
tray in the future.
The biggest and most -awaited technical development is
quadrasonic for FM. True, several stations coast -to -coast are
now broadcasting in matrix quadrasonic and WSHE -FM in
Fort Lauderdale, programmed by Gary Granger, is doing a
phenomenal job in quadrasonic. Stanley Kavan, vice president of planning and diversification for CBS Records and their
SQ matrix system, has stated that more than 500 radio stations are broadcasting in matrix quadrasonic.
The Federal Communications Commission is still deliberating over which quadrasonic system will be approved for
broadcasting. however, and only various discrete systems are
being considered at this time.
The matrix systems -both QS and SQ -don't come under
the jurisdiction of the FCC, according to the FCC. So matrix
records are presently the only may you can hear quadrasonic
over the radio -if you have matrix system with receiver. And
many stations are capitalizing on matrix quadrasonic for listener impact and promotional excitement.
Everyone predicts that quadrasonic will replace stereo in
record form and some people indicate this is only a couple of
years away. As stereo records replaced monaural records,
quadrasonic radio will be the "in" thing, especially with
younger demographics 25 years and under. Thus, it's obvious
to see that quadrasonic radio is going to be a vital and booming thing with Top 40 and progressive radio FM stations.
No one at this time can predict a "new" radio format many
program directors are searching. The oldies format seems to
grow dull taster than any other and soon these stations trend
toward arrent product. The black progressive format seems
to be valid in major market areas only. Jazz hangs on. but only
in a few major markets. Classical seems also to be holding its
own.
What the future will entail for radio, only the years coming
up will tell.
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Copyright
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tain of getting into a safety zone of permanent copyright
protection at last. The new bill by House Copyrights Subcommittee chairman Robert W. Kastenmeier (D., Wis.) appears
sure to pass, and will assure continuing protection for the
new generation of copyrightable recordings made on or after
Feb. 15, 1972, under federal law. The record producers,
talent and composers will breathe a sigh of relief when the
Kastenmeier bill removes the terminal date of Dec. 31, 1974
from the 1972 antipiracy amendment of the old law -a cutoff it was hoped would serve as a prod to passage of the overall revision bill.
In a rather painful way, the record piracy losses have had
one good effect. Because the piracy has been so blatant, Congress can see this as a clear -cut instance of a legitimate industry being robbed of its rightful revenue by a new technology
for cheap and easy duplication.
Why has it taken so long for Congress to realize the dangers
to both creators and legitimate users when proliferating technologies take advantage of a weak or outdated federal copyright law? The history of congressional action -or rather inaction-in copyright protection is one of preoccupation with
other matters. Traditionally, Congress is reluctant to get into
the art and entertainment areas when there are so many
other claims on their time, so many other issues important to
their political careers. (A shining exception is Rep. Kasten meier and the members of that small, dedicated subcommittee group of 1965.7, since replaced by new faces.)
Believe it or not, for nearly forty years, the single dominant
copyright issue fought over in Congress was the jukebox
exemption from paying composers performance royalty in the
1909 law. The jukebox operators were the single exception
among commercial users of copyrighted music. Incidentally,
it was typical that even with the law on the composer's side, it
took until 1917 for ASCAP to win a Supreme Court decision
affirming the legality of music licensing.
Nine congresses held hearings on the jukebox issue. Bills to
end the exemption were sponsored by such memorable
names as House Judiciary chairman Emanuel Caller; Sen. Everett Dirksen of Illinois; present Senator (then a congress.
man) Hugh Scott; Sen. Hubert Humphrey and Sen. Estes
Kefauver of Tennessee and the coonskin cap. None of the
bills ever reached a floor vote.
Cover, illustrations, art direction by J. Daniel Chapman;
sections editor is Earl Paige and Eliot Tiegel.
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There are parallels in today's industry standoff over the
Cable TV copyright liability. Debate between congressmen
protecting the "grassroots" jukebox operators in their districts, versus a minority who defended music licensors, became so acrimonious that a copyrights subcommittee holding
hearings on a jukebox bill begged the parties to call an indus.
try-wide conference to Linda reasonable compromise. It never
happened.

Programmers
Cominned from page N -38

lives are convinced jukebox programmers never take chances
and "buy only the hits." This. belief. however, is refuted each
week in the Billboard " What's Playing ?" survey of programmer
purchases.
During a recent week, C & N Sales of Mankato, Minn. did
purchase iill-ins 1rom the top of the "Hot 100," but also such
new records as "Virginia (Touch Me Like You Do,)" 61 that
week and not star- marked by fast movement: Al Wilson's
"Touch & Go," also not starred and 66. and "The Entertainer," by Marvin Hamlisch, starred after two weeks but 7g,
and moreover, Hamlisch's debut single on the Hot 100,
though he has written songs other performers turned into
winners.
In anticipating likely hit material, jukebox programmers
will, of course, continue to follow the trades, check radio play
probably more closely than ever and do more in the way of
testing samples and early releases.
Ironically, the route such as mentioned by Larson in Kenosha, Wis., that is now checked each month, will benefit
from the fact that records can be placed on it that have already spun meters in more frequently- checked bars and
cafes.
On the other hand. a swiftly climbing chart record will be 30
days away for the monthly-checked stop.
More and more, programmers will look to labels that acknowledge the Íukebox singles market and to one -stops that
specialize in this business. Also, the two major title strip companies, Star Title Strip in Pittsburgh, and Sterling Title Strip in
Newark, N.J., both increasingly sophisticated in marketing
analysis, will be watched.
One other area of the jukebox industry growth is the flourishing jukebox one -stop business with new ones being opened
all the time. These specialist wholesalers will play an ever increasingly vital role in helping programmers anticipate.
Just recent examples of one -stop growth include the expansion of the Seeburg chain, and more dramatically, the opening of Singer's One -Stop for Ops by Gus Tartol, long -time shop
foreman at now -shuttered Singer One -Stop in Chicago.
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Opry" moved into its new $15 million home at Opryland
U.S.A, adding further dignity and meaning to country music
generally. This oldest of all continuous radio shows in America
presented to its talent a literal palace for showcasing, and rewarded its patrons the utmost in comfort and convenience.
Some years ago the WWVA "Jamboree" in Wheeling, W.Va.,
moved its quarters to the plush Capitol Theater, Now, in
Shreveport, La., the old "Hayride" is being revived in ultramodern quarters. The haylofts are gone: the edifices are up.
Country music, no one will argue. has filled voids and, as
previously noted, has become involved in some entangling alliances. There is an element of the big band sound in much
country music today: lush strings and the right amount of
brass; there is an obvious intermingling of rock; there is still
plenty of folk; there are unmistakable sounds of rhythm and
blues, of cotton patch blues, and a lot of the funky as well;
there is, in essence, whatever one seeks. Thus the tans have
been presented.
Through it all there is a retention of the "pure," or at least
semi -pure: the old -time music and its updated variations.
There isa resurgence on the charts of the old -timers, some of
whom had been relegated to pasture by those who hastily
wrote-of f the past.
The lyrics are still the strength, whether modern or traditional. Yet the lyrics have expanded with the sound.
While country music has absorbed much of the successful
segments of other forms, they, too, have taken in much of the
country sound. It is possible that the breaking of the barriers
of the past is the most significant move of all. While there is
little likelihood of music being its identity, there isa tendency
toward hard categorization, as in the past, which could erase
any stigmas which remain.

Artists

Continued from page N -44

Eddy Arnold, balladeers like Mathis or Nat Cole and superstars like Elvis are packaged in TV promotions.
And, of course, the standard programming of oldies into
tight AM formats helps keep older sounds alive in the ears of
listeners, especially since the time -span of oldies in this radio
format ranges from 20 years to six months.
All this artistic activity may signal a deep shift in American
attitudes, which has previously concentrated on intensive
merchandising of the latest product, often at the expense of
still -valid older styles.
-Nat Freedland
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U.S. and APO /FPO addresses, add $1.00
International, add $1.50
(payable in U.S. funds)

i

PLAYER ROLLSI'rt"
t

FOR CATALOG of 6000
titles send $1.50 (no C.o.d.'s)

BLUE NOTE RECORD SHOP
156 Central Avenue

Albany, New York 12206 U.S.A.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SPECIAL ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY:
Hard to find albums, tapes, cassettes.

RECORDS:
Pop, Rhythm & Blues, Country & Western,

Heavy Rock, Soul, Classical. Full Line
Budget.
B

TAPE CARTRIDGES:
Pre -recorded and Blank 8- Track, Cassette,
Reel -To-Reel, All labels, Blank 8 -Track and
Cassettes, Scotch Reel Blank Tapes.

ACCESSORIES:
Diamond & Sa pP hile Needles, Batteries, Full
Line of8 -Track Cassette Players, Phonos. Distributes For Hitachi and Pioneer units.

CALL or WRITE'
WRITE:

GALGANO
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
4147 W. Armitage, Chicago,
111.

312/235 -3800

60639

ct Some years back, after a childhood of pre-

occupation with comedy that led to observing
the styles of all the great comedians, I came
to the conclusion that Groucho Marx was the
best comedian this country ever produced.
Now I am more convinced than ever that I was
right. I carit think of a comedian who combined
a totally original physical conception that was
hilarious with a matchless verbal delivery.
I believe there is a natural inborn greatness in
Groucho that defies close analysis as it does
with any genuine artist. He is simply unique in
the same way that Picasso or Stravinsky are and
I believe his outrageous unsentimental disregard
for order will be equally as
- 'tia°'
funny a thousand years from
now. In addition to all this,
he makes me laugh.»
IIN EYENNiY YMiN

-WOODYALLEN/

HAPPY 80th BIRTHDAY Wr21110
FROM GROUCHO AND A&M RECORDS.
www.americanradiohistory.com

A little stalgia is good for sales but

nostalgia is even better.
That's why... you must
remember
this
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The Classic Film Scores
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RED SEAL

Caassic Film Scores
Wuthering Heights The Robe Anastasia
The Song of Bernadette Street Scene
Airport and others
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BETTE DAVIS
All About Eve Jezebel Dark Victory
The Letter Mr. Sketfington Juarez
All This, and Heaven Too Now, Voyager
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The Classic

Erich Wolfgang Korngold

Celte Concerto in C horn Deception
Sea Well
The Prince and the Pauper The
Bordage
Another Dawn Or Beeler
Anthony Adverse

Orchestr
Charles Gerhardt,Netlonel Philharmonic
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Records and Tapes
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GOLDEN OLDIES
TRADING POST

NeW LP/Tape Releases] Ejesteryeor
Hits_
Continued from page 36

in d, PaMaw9lia & Fugua in c)
...
LPlandon5PC2t096
e ss

Fugue

JONES. QUINCY
BedZ Hast
BT

8T6381
36

)

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN

6.98

Von
Karajan
(Cariolanus, Egmont. Fidelio, Lenore
Ill. Ruins of At em)
WOG 2630414 .........................798
Ouanea (late)
Jualierd Quar.
n CakmIn
Sonata In F. Op. 24 ¡Spring):
Rondo in G; Undertone On "Se

LATEEF. YUSEF
Part Of The Search
LP Allento SD16517 ...................65 98

KLEMMER. JOHN
Magic & Movement
DL lmaulse09289

16 98

MOOUFF, JACK
The Fourth Dimension

LPA11an1ic 5D

Vual Behaim'
Menuhin, Kempff
LUG 2530205 .......................6798

594

MINGUS, CHARLES
Miagua Moyev

BOTTO. ARRIGO

MODERN JAZZ QUARTET
Blues On Bach
LP Mimic 501652
MORGAN. LEE
Memorial Album

x5.98

A2226

..56.98

PUMA. JOE. tea Chock Wayne.
REINHARDT, DJANGO
Quintet Of The Hot Club Of
France. w. Stephens Grappelli
LO

Angel S36965 .......................

SZABO. GABOR
Rambler
LP m16035
..

.............

a

5

LP

Symphony No.
Barenturn

mG32494.......

3698

GACT32494

THEATER /FILMS /TV
THE GREAT GATSBY

Soundtrack
37 90

-- .38.95

THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT
L

&

rC

9

LP Motown

Soundtrack
10501 1310

.......

CLASSICAL
BACH. JOHANN SEBASTIAN

Music Selections
Czech Philh.. Srokowski (Toccata &

ORIGINAL

3

Galveston (Capitol)
BLOOD, SWEAT B TEARS

4

5

TEMPTATIONS
Owl Nine (Gordy)
DONOVAN

ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL

.....e7.98

..

(Alto)

FOR

a

I

797

R

2

OR 97366.

4

a9

SB00 each prepaid

Louis Armstrong (Kapp)
3

Complete cnwop w7Orde,

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW A SECRET

P.O. Box 126.

BMW..

Te 77401 Oro

Dore Clark Five (Epic)
MY GUY

B

Mary Wells (MOtmnr)
DON'T LET THE RAIN COME DOWN
(Crooked Little Man)

NOSTALGIA
SOUNDTRACKS

Serendipdily Singers (Philips)

A

SUSPECION

SHOWS

A -1R RECORD FINDERS

P.O. Ben 750710, Lo e Mgele., Cellt. 90875
(213) rio -Iron
my4

RARE¡'

TEN YEARS AGO
May 2, 1964
ALBUMS
1

ONE HUNDRED PER
CENT NAUGHTY
Only bad, bold, der.
ing red -hot, sane,
rive and blush making
jokes and stories are

-

included in, this
"Adults'Only" anthology. A potent

3

M

7

Vida)

DAVE CLARK EWE

(Colo mbioI

While you were looking for

RECORDS
10011(99

BEST SELLING OLDIE

848

649

DISCONTINUED
RECORDS

ALBUMS

e

T5rr44h

fame- tetnu. To:

635 Ender 5L, Dept BB,
10329. Pha,e (412178181M. my4

010 RADIO COMEOIE9.
Drama, Bend Remda, Mysteries. etc. 5600
for Hour Rata Caalopie: 51.00 (Refundable).
RADIOVOX.1758 Wahtenaw. Ypsilanti. MieNTHOUSANDS OF

13324

LOVE ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPHS? SEND
Pump for free lia or books caalop, manual).
monthly maps.. Repair your old machine!
Listen to early eyunderand disc recorda Koenig,.
berg. WWM Snyder. Brooklyn. N.Y. 11903. my4

SOUNDTRACKS. BURN IMORR1CONE).
Mcusn en ON Bounty' (capait. Some like it hot
SBAA each Galon moo dean.. u
on first order. Sourd Thick MR. Retailer.
050$. 88 Boa SSA Armyo Grande. Ca 934M.
wake gs

18951

I

844

buy-ell-trade-

Dana,

for us.

14aF83

845

204

ass

223

501

HIT SINGLES
"CAN YOU TALK " / Vernon Green & The Medallions 479
"EARTH ANGEL" t6HEY SENORITA" /Penguins 348
ORDER DIRECT FROM
12440

S.

Centro! Ave,

DOOTO- RECORDS

recorded reference library covering ALL categories of recorded
material.
A

224

& TAPES

Compton. Calif ender 90222

-

02167.

mu

N.

Ow RA0108HOWS ON
6.10

McJ8 Eoteryrka

61301.

CASSETTES LIST

Box 72L Spencer, Iowa
my4

COLLECTOR
RECORDS -U.913-JAEZ,
Swell
Rn PaewJítim Original Caw, Auction

tiff

Pont: Ray MacW1k,

16114

Nap

St.,

USA.
GOLDEN APE RADIO -COMPLETE TAPED
Shown.

www.americanradiohistory.com

2521888, Portland Oregon

HISTORIC JAZZ AND SWING. OW RADIO

Mow,
All on

movie soundtrecka, Broadway muakele.
new LIT Tram Me morve dedicated to
(lectors Dual.. only Lá from Tulip Recarda.
P.O. Hoa 3155 San Rafael. CA. 99903.
mye

PRODUCERS! COLLECTORS! WHILE YOU
were looking for - Otn-of -Prins" Rorotde, you
ehoum'te been looking for m DISCOntinued,
216N. Rae. Bmbnk,Cat8.91605.
11y4
ROCK MARKETPLACE: THE ACCLAIMED
mepzine for rallenam eperieleing in the Sen.
tbnel Sletka. The complete trading poet for
recorda tapa and related memorebile. Each
Mtn filled with indi.iduol o,lLoInn, and oldie

shopedmrticlu.rarepicture,enddiscoskaphiet.
Send BI for ampkv M par year. TM; PO Box
253;

Elmhurst -A. N.Y.

113BÚ,

U.S.A.

RECORD COLLECTORS' CONTACT GUIDE.
Dakn, mepama acclaim, Handbooks and
directories hued. 62.90 pnpeid. Jeckeon. 1506

WANTED TO BUY
CUT-OUTS WANTED FOR DISTRIBUTION
at lowest
send info, to Music World. 128
Heard Ave, Allston.
02134.
my4

pry

M.

OLD COPIES OF ANY SINGLE BY TEXAS
Country singer Tony Douglas. Roy HMI. P.O.

Drawer.Hanw.Tema778M.

SEARCHING FOR OLD RECORDS? DOS
Continued, 216 N. Rae, Burbank California
mye

OPERA TAPES -DISCS OPEN REEL AND
Camelles- hiatmial performamrr of Mt 40
yeare-Unbetimók treasure and rarities -ALPO
LP RECORD& Ed Rosen, We 97, FwmeoO,

my4

"RECORDS WANTED. 45RPM, INSTRUmental, whin Rork & Roll collector. Dm Lamb,
11401 Chrian Avenue, San Poa andA G. 91342.
Good p it
pm"
raye
BACK

-

URGENTLY NEEDED
nom to 0950 W. Boyle -?B
Nid.Meld,Cn06977.
nyC
BROADCAST TRANSCRIPTIONS, I900STO
1950') wanted! Bad let to: Money- Box 247.
YpaImO. Michigan 48197.
mod

Cak

COPIES

One Magazine

SWAPPING
POP SINGERS, GROUPS PROM I9a -191i5
LPs, 4S in Laine, Huma 4AOe, Stafford John
Laonwa33014ain.Pan Yen,N.Y. 14527. ray

WANTED.

40S AND
d,, t
Buy a asap. Example.
Decal "Bing% Hollywood` eerie IUlmm,.
190&Geneao. Atibuni.N.Y. 13021.
my

BROADCASTABLE

50'e LP's and

97226.

my4

91506.

216 N. Rose St.
Burbank, Calif. 91505
(213) 980 -0539 - 846 -9192

Ba

myd

my4

Sepolvedn, Calif. 91349,

®lilie

MMaehuata

ATTENTION RECORD COLLECTORS
ONLY; 4II'a
so'a omit. Set. RrR. Pop,
COW, RWkehilly. Soul. Big Band Blues. Clue.
L bend for free bstelodue King
OMkn.
Seery Alexander, 408 Pond SL, Franklin, Maas.

11194

Ran 48067.

Av

and positrons of over 3,500 oldie liard
Rom 1960 through 1873. For FREE brochure.
THE MUSIC DIRECTOR. Box TIT.

It 166

RECORD -RAMA HAS OVER 500,090 OLDIES

Eitrdl04M,,Po.

BARBRA STREISAND /THE THIRD ALBUM

you should've been
840

WAMS. BOX

RARE RECORDS. SEND

it
RECORD.RAMA,

Cousins (RCA Victor)

OUT -OF -PRINT

3.a5yi

Rill,

in auk. 710- 45O-LPe-We
mail -send 5180
inquiry

ELVIS PRESLEY

Gad All Over (Epic)
8

ON

RECORD. 19181968 MAO. poeneo d. now ud
Dndelaker,
Box 152C, Gakill, N.Y.
12414.
awe

lae. Broomall. Pe.19008

HIRT

Hain'

Data

OoeooeS-SOUNDTRACKS, SHOW. CUTa elend wente-well quote. Cohn, 3205 Mary-

lay)

Honey In The Harn (RCA
6

THAAONTHEATREND
TF
TELEVISION
EV

MOE Long 0MendChy,N.Y.

4 INTRODUCING THE BEATLES
5

ALITY

Perannelily, Folk LP's. Pite LW. Deeidwn, 6114
Get, Baltimore. Md. 21210
my4

HELLO DOLLY! /ORIGINAL OAST

(Yee

SHOW, SOUNDTRACK. PERSON.
RECORDS for ale. Subscription to

'HARD TO GEI'" SOUNDTRACK, SHOW.
.

(RCA Victor)

CURRENT REDD FOXX COMEDY HITS
mom

MEET THE BEATLES

(Capitol)

answer to the clamor
of comedy fans who
like the "dirty stuff."

-A&gSB2t

THE BEATLES' SECOND ALBUM

(Capitol)
2

Mee can

02038

FREE

Terry Stafford (Crusader)

REDD'S NAUGHTIEST!

AND PROGRAM DIREC.
RETURN TO YESTERYEAR with
THE MUSIC DIRECTOR OLDIE GUIDES.
COLLECTORS

mile

5

TWIST AND SHOUT
Beatles (Tillie)

my4

Chestnut Hill.

BELLAIRE RECORDS SALES

BITS AND PIECES

7

mye

ELVIS NOW!! WRITE "HOUND DOGS"
ELVIS FAN CLUB, PO Bra 66921, Portland,

8811011133590008

HELLO, DOLLY!

Write

INI. MICH. 48501

LIVE

Beatles (Capitol)

SIOt.

MISCELLANEOUS

13th FLOOR ELEVATOR ALBUMS
PsyahteI,,Srurae

CAN'T BUY ME LOVE

top

TISI: SERB STAMP

TEN YEARS AGO
May 2, 1964
SINGLES

10 a

91503,

RECORD SLEUTH
BOA 701

nom

JOHN TERRY, 2031 McKinley, Philamy4
delphia, Pa. 19149

oho

WO.

µMI33
M

promote

MAKE MONEY BUYING AND BELLING
phono recoNa by mail order. Flee detailsAuras Publintiom -Boa 988, Burbank, C.

BOORS)

Kh INMRON

a

NOTE

GLEN CAMPBELL

Beatles (Vae lay)

796:..........511.93

JOEL WHNBURN

M 1á

IRON BUTTERFLY

Wkhila Lineman (Capitol)

s6.913

ARTISTS
LABELS

(Belem.:

Mt 1 BBB

Now it's time for your resources to

WITH CHART POSITIONS

TOM (ONES

JOHNNY TREZO
Recorded
"Rock Around The Clock,"

thru 1971

RECORDS 1955

In- A- Gadda.De.Eda
8

GOLDEN

OLDIES

Help Yourself (Parm))
7

Ganarolli, Arroyo. Freni,
Burrows, Royal Opera House Orch.
& Glarus, Davis
LPPnn6p6707022141.27.B9
Serenades Nos. 11 In E-tat, K.375
& No. 12 in c, K.OBB
Vienna Phllh. Wind Ensemble
LP OG 2630 368..........
37.93
Symphonic Nos. 38 /Prague) &
41 (Jupiter)
BBC Sym. Orch., Davis
)6.98
le Wilms 6500.313....

.........36.98

Victor)

Greatest Hits (Epic)

W,eell.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS

FOR SALE

HAIR /ORIGINAL CAST
GLEN CAMPBELL

Don Giovanni

M800.92 .................. s 7.90

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER TO:
Billboard Golden Oldies Trading Post
1515 Broadway, New York City 10036

Ventura (Liberty)

2

6

LP Columbia D3M 32

Regular Classified: 55c per word. Minimum $11.00.
Display Classified: $27.50 per column inch.

ALBUMS

Casadews

Soundtrack

d The MG's (Slat)

FIVE YEARS AGO
May 3, 1969

1

Convinca Par Piano

SAVE THE CHILDREN

T.

SWEET CHERRY WINE

The

....66.98

LP OG Z530 411

...................... 35.9a

...

Booker

(RCA

MOZART. WOLFGANG AMADEUS
Concerto For Clarinet in A. 0.622;
Concerto For Bassoon in B.Ine
K.191
Print. Zeman. Vienna Philh.. Bohm

8r8091.3001N (GcTI ..............38.95
CA 50311.3001N*1913

TIME IS TIGHT

HAYDN, FRANZ JOSEPH
Quartets For Flute. Violin, Viola &
Cello, Op. 6
Vienna Philh. Clamber Ensemble
LEDG 2630360 ........................07.98

(MUSICAL¡
LP Panmeun0PA52- 3001121

May Butler (Memory)
B

1

GINASTERA, ALBERTO
Quant For Strings No. 2
Juillisrd Guar.
OP Cotumge M 32809
........

55 98
56 98

Don't Miss It!! Classified Advertising Closes Every Monday.
"WANTED TO BUY," "FOR SALE." 'SWAPPING"- Use the headline that lits your need.

(Calunn ia)

(Columbia)

OL M032807

WEATHER REPORT
Myneriaue Traveler
LP Columbia KC 324 99............

buyers, sellers and all other traffickers -here is your TRADING
POST, a marketplace, right in the middle or the action: BILLBOARD MAGAZINE, Here's where the charts have been
measuring music popularity since the early 40's. BILLBOARD
GOLDEN OLDIES TRADING POST is open for busine.g5.

ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE

6.98

32599 ...............6 598
ON MO32698 ................_.........66.98
OB MÁ032599 ............... _......... e 7.98

LP Choice CRS1004

Soundtrack

a

LP Columbia M

WAYNE, CHUCK
Interactions. w. Joe Puma

JOSEPH

m,llloe 6500.309 ...................

Feletati
............. BS 98

SeNI d Teals

Blood,

s6 98

Yuval Tria
¡PDG 2530371.......___.___..6798

66 99

record traders, collectors, swappers. investors, changers, switchers,

YOU 'VE MADE ME SO VERY HAPPY

(Rou lette)

ELGAR, EDWARD

MUMS

LP Blue Nate

Coesills (MGM)
4

JOIN US WITH YOUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT. Records Albums Sheet music Phonographs Old

8 HAWAII FIVE -0

DVORAK, ANTONIN
Trio For Plano In 1, Op. B6

98

TYNER. McCOY

Auntie

3

CHOPIN. FREDERIC
Concerto For Piano No. 21n 1. Op.
21; Krakowiak, Op. 14
Arrau. London Philh. Orch.. Inbel

36 90

eT6NEA2220.222G....

2

AQUARIUS /LET THE SUNSHINE IN
Fifth Dimension (Soul City)
ITS YOUR THING
Islay Bros. (T.Neck)
HAIR

Tommy lames d The Shondells

CARTER. ELLIOTT
Quartet For Strings No. 2
J0illlerd Suer.
LPCaumbia M 32736...........
OL M039738 ......................

MOUZON. ALPHONZE
Funky Snakeroot
016WE

1

7

in

132BREAO24¿Nwzzac

SINGLES

5

Me1iatotale
Tmigle. Domingo. CeWIM. London
Sym.. Rudel

s598

1853....

FIVE YEARS AGO
May 3, 1969

Overtures
Berlin Philh..

...................38.98
F

....

-

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
DOESN'T
COST,
IT PAYS.

38

Soul

Sauce

Billboard

Pryor Puts
True Soul
In Comedy

ñ

face.

"That Niggers Crazy" is a live
nightclub dale that took place in San
Francisco. It was produced by Pryor
and his manager, Ron DeBlasio, and
shows a careful selection in the maICmninned an page ra)
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By LEROY ROBINSON
LOS ANGELES Soul has been
so long associated with black music
that there is never any alluding to
the fact that soul is the language of
the soul. But it is the language of
some black humorists.
Most assuredly the humorous language that flows from the mouth of
comedian Richard Pryor is soul.
And most of as who have experienced Richard Pryor comedy in person or on records have laughed not
at Pryor but at very real people out
of the Inner City.
Those same people come out of
Pryor in many ways, and in some
ways that surprises Pryor. Of that
surprising, sometime hilarious and
horrendous character, Pryor says:
"That nigger's crazy."
Pryors most recent album on the
Parsee label (a division of Stax)
reiterates the latter several times in
his 34 minutes of excursions into
past and present experiences as a
black man.
We were afforded an opportunity
to hear, through a test pressing, a
most remarkable album by Pryor
that says more about what soul is all
about than any lames Brown record.
Soul lives in a Pryor performance
and this album punctuates that fact.
o Pryor is easily the funniest man in
his field. be he black or while. Of
1 Ycourse,
there might be some disagemment with the aforementioned
by people not of the Inner City. And
the natural rebuttal might be:
"Cosby is funnier because he tells us
as about our childhood, and we can
identify with that" Or that, "Redd
ÿ Foxx tells raunchier stories." All of
G which is accurately stated. But when
looking at the soulfullness of both
the humor of Foss and Cosby, their
language falls Nat on its non -ethnic
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BUFFALO, N.Y.: WPHD -FM, Steve Lapa
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Pryor Puts True Soul In Comedy

22

19

area date.

Unfortunately, with the exception
of a few tracks, not too much of this
album can be played on radio. Its label warning of "Rated X Uncensored" is to be taken seriously by
those people who become horrified
by scatological phrases and oJatemests.

There

is

perhaps more than some

people can stand, or will consider
"necessary" to get a laugh. In defense of the latter. Pryor does not use
a scatological line to shock and bring
about laughter. He will use a line of
profanity in the manner that it is
heard within the Inner City. And,
that's whet makes you laugh: that is
if you want to laugh at what is sin -.
cerely funny.
Pryor is both sincere and funny.
And when the two arc combined, it

rare experience. It is an experience (found in this album) that
makes "Black & White Lifestyles"
come to life. "Niggers vs. Police"
humorously real, and "Wino &
Junkie" something unique by a rare
dispenser of absolute soul.
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The Apollo Theater in Harlem
will get a live demonstration this
week of Richard Pryor humor, followed by the rest of the world when
the album is released this week.
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Latin Music
Latin Scene
SANTO DOMINGO
Dominican recording artist Chari tin Coleo on the Alhambra label released a single. "Amigo Mio," taken
from her latest album recorded in
Spain. Ms. Goico composed the music and the lyrics of this song which
is getting heavy local airplay.... Cuban singer Laina Maria Guell on the
RCA Victor label was booked for
dates at the El Conquistador nightclub. Ms. Gueil now living in Spain.
won second place at the First International Festival in Puerto Rico and
was recently awarded

Miami.

...

a

gold star in

Dominican baritone

Fausto Cepeda recorded a new
single with folk tunes, "Fetes Eres.
Labriega'/"Lo Que Quiero" which
he interpreted on TV program "Nosotros a las Oche' on RTVD. Channel 4.

Mexican singer /actress Angelica
Maria who records for Sonido Inter nacional gave performances here at
the Palacio de Deportes and in Santiago at the Cibao Stadium in benefit of the Rehabilitation Center.
The singer has a hit here with her
recording of "Adonde Esta Nuestro
Amer?," theme of the TV serial, "La
Italiana Que Vino a Casarse." a
presentation on RTVD, Channel 4.
Angelica Maria also had dates at the
Embassy Club of the Hotel Embajador.. -. Dominican singer Theodore
took part in a special concert which

Song Festival
Moves Deadline
LOS ANGELES -The American
Song Festival has extended its dead a line for applications to May 15. The
tM
company has also established a loll
free phone number which people
m outside of California can use to call
for applications.

O

.}
1

The number is (800) 421.0184.
Mal Klein, the festival's president,
says the extension was initiated to allow for the slowness of the mails.
Songs have to be entered and postmarked by June 3.
The festival takes place Labor
Day Weekend in Saratoga Springs,

look place at the Trocadero Catering
Club in New York. The artist then
proceeded to Miami and Puerto
Rico where he had contracts for
nightclub engagements. Theodoro is
now working his second LP.
Jazz. Latin. Soul band Zapata
from Washington gave two concerts
at the Bellas Artes Theater.... Rhine
Ramirez, Dominican songstress on
the Montilla label and residing in

Mexico. had dates at the "La Copa
de Champagne" nightclub in Mexico City. Ms. Ramirez was selected
as the best interpreter of the song.
"El Tiempo Que Te Quede Libre"
by the composer of the songJose Angel Espinoza (Ferrusquilla). The
singer interpreted the composition at
the "Ariel" Mexico Award presentation in Mexico City where she was
personally congratulated by the
President of Mexico. Luis E. EelsFRAN JORGE
eveMa,

MIAMI
Borinquen Records is preparing
to release new LP's by Ralphie Levitt
and his Chacon.... Blanca Rosa Gil
is still packing them in nightly at the
Centro Espanol. Her new release
continues to sell well here.... Gloria
Lasso, RCA Records songtress. is
now appearing here at the Montmetre.... Parnaso Records has released new LP's by Tito Mora and
Jairo.
The Ponta All -Stars will be appearing here this summer. The concert date and site will be announced
shortly.... Cafe (Vaya) switch from
the Sonesta Beach Hotel on Key Biscayne to the Sonesta Hotel in Connecticut. The group will be playing
there through the summer. Meanwhile. local Cafe buffs are waiting
for the group's latest LP, as (heir
single is already selling well here.
The Zans, at present playing the
Marco Beach Hotel on Marco Island, will have their latest LP released by Parnaso shortly.... Willie
Vega and his band are playing the
Numero Uno opposite Chinino....
Sound Triangle Records has released Orchestra Snprema's latest
single, "El Piton."

ART (ARTURO) KAPPER
BOlbaard SPECIAL SURVEY for Weet End
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Soul Lives
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LOS ANGELES -"La Onda Chi cana." What is it? Where did it begin? Who is playing it? All these
questions are asked in California.
Chicago, Denver, Salt Lake City,
Utah. Kansas City, in fact all over
the U.S.. Mexico and South Amer ica-

"La Onda Chicana"

is

Chicano

Soul. a feeling in music played by
Chicano bands coming out of Texas.
It began in the late 1940s after the
war. Belo Villa and his band from
Falfurrias. Texas, and Armando
Marroquin of Alice, Texas, got together and with Marroquin as engineer. produced and recorded what is
probably the first 'Onda Chicana"
sound. The "La Onda Chicane"
phrase didn't exist then, but this was
the beginning.
Villa and Marroquin came up
with a recording of "Rosita Vals &
Monterey Polka" It was a hit across
the country wherever Chicanos
lived. This also brought about the
first successful Chicano label, Ideal
Records. And so out of this recording and the Beto Villa Band evolved
the Chicano sound.
Balde Gonzalez, a blind singer musician from South Texas, with
one of ho big hits, "Que Me Puede
Ya ImportaL" recorded in the early
'50s, was instrumental in expanding
"La Onda Chicana." The bands that
followed are too numerous to men -

lion.
Isidro Lopez was the next name to
rise in this parade of bands. His impact was tremendous and today after 20 years, it is still fell Lopez was
the first band leader to buy a bus no
his bind could travel in comfort
Throughout the country. By this time
there were a number of labels on the
market, and it was easy for bands to
record a single.

From among these bands came
Sunny and the Sunglows, with
Manuel Guerra as the leader. and
together they had a number of hits.
Sunny Ozuna now has his own

recording company.

Key -Loc
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'Tortilla Factory,' GC 107
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ANNE DUSTON
The amount of work involved in
charts, and air play from Detroit's
By

programming difficult type locations is not compensated by an equal
return in profit, programmers agree
in a quickie survey. Also. difficult locations varied from programmer to
programmer. running the gamut
from teen to neighborhood bars, to
jazz locations.
For Bob Karius. manager, Milwaukee Amusement Co., Milwaukee, Wis., neighborhood bars
that draw a middle -aged (40 +)
white patron require more work and
thought because the customer
doesn't want the run of the mill pop
music, but is unclear about his tastes.
"People in these spots don't think
alike, compared to the kid spots or
soul places. They like to pick and
choose, but they don't use the box a
lot. I usually me the top ten, singers
like Como and Sinatra, big band
sounds, and a novelty record like
Ray Stevens 'The Streak.'
'Oldies are very good. with a
couple of rows in over half the locations. Many of the bars have oldie
parties once a month or over a weekend. and we have special sets of
records from the late 50's and early
60's for that."
The rapidly changing tastes of
teens caused a problem for Bud
Hash man, Star Novelty, Springfield,
Ill. "They demand a record immediately, and if you don't put it on the
box within four days. they have forgotten it, and have another list. No
star cames for any length of time."
A sit down. listening audience is a
problem for Larry Douglas. programmer for soul and jazz spots for
Hellenic Automatic Vending, Inc.,
Detroit. Mich.
"Jazz spots are the most difficult,
because over 80 percent of the
records cater to the dancing public.
We honor a lot of requests, and depend on standards like Dinah Washington. Sarah Vaughan, Herbie
Hancock, Nancy Wilson, Dave Bru beck. Cannonball Adderley, and
The Three Sounds. We also use release lists from our one -stop. the

There also came Little Joe and the
Latinairs and Augustine Ramirez.
Both came to fame through the efforts of Johnny Gonzalez. owner of
El Zarape Records.

While Little Joe and Augustine
Ramirez were successful in a relatively short time, one young man
who struggled for years before making it big was Freddie Martinez.
Martinez, after recording with
many labels and getting nowhere,
started his own record company. As
fate would have it, he immediately
got his first hit.
All these bands were determined
to make it with this kind of music.
They were persistent, and through
hard work they succeeded and
brought across this sound, this feeling they had for this kind of music.
this kind of soul. for this too is soul.
the soul of the Chicanos. "La Onda
Chicano."

LOS ANGELES -Helen Pine, di-

rector of ABC Records' International DepL, leaves April 29 for a
two-month visit to major record
markets around the world.
Among the nations Ms. Pine will
visit are Australia, Japan. France.
Germany, Holland and England.
www.americanradiohistory.com

"Another problem is deciding
what to take off as well as what to
put on, when you get the box the
way you want it. change two to Ave
records a week. We've found that
soul records are not interchangeable
with jazz. Also, the big band sound
is not as popular in jazz spots. Customers range in age from 28 through
(heir 50's"
1

COIN Expansion

Meeting Topic
OMAHA- Programming

topics
and problems will gain a wider audience if the proposed expansion of
the Nebraska association combines
operator members from lowa and
Missouri, says Evelyn Dalrymple,
president, Coin Operated Industries
of Nebraska (COIN).
Ms. Dalrymple, manager of Lie berman's One -Stop here, says the
Nebraska group alone has drawn 40
new members since the first of the
year.

-

Expansion will be a major topic at
COIN's next meeting May 25 -26
here at Holiday Inn.

MONY to Hold
Confab May 17 -19
NEW YORK -The Music Operators of New York (MONY) will
hold its spring convention from May
17 -19 at the Stevensville Country
Club, Swan Lake. N.Y. Some 300
operators and several label executives are expected to attend.

Kiernan of RCA, Harold Komisar
of Chess /Janus, Stanley Marshall
and George Steele of Elektra, Paul
Smith of Columbia and David
Skolnick of UA.

Playing?

l____Whak's
A weekly survey

jazz station.

Label personnel include Ron Alexenburg of Epic, Mel Fuhrman of
A&M, Harry Bars of MCA, Jack

Records, and his band now goes under the name of Sunny and the Sun-

Disk Market Tour
1379

Locations: Tough Job

By RAY TERRACE

liners.

SpecóliSurvey
b

Jukebox Programming
Programming Hard

of recent purchases and

current and oldie selections getting top ploy.
"'Sundown." Gordon Lightfoot. Reprise

CHICAGO: SOUL PURCHASES
Mens
M.GStMea

r

1194

'Sleepiri " Diana

1JEtosa94aMn

0171214404
"Pay Back." lames Brawn. Polydor 14223
"Be Thankful For What You Got" Wm. De
Vaughn. Roxbury0236
"Let's Get Married." Al Green. Hi 2262
"Pm In Love. Aretha Franklin. Atlantic
2999

"Ifs Worth

The Hun." Gwen

Were. Cat

1992
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NORTH BEND, NEB.: SOUL,
COUNTRY. POP PURCHASES

MuMMá
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e ów11%
1.71.117

Il

Avon 4364
Pap

4M4N.Wereere

utamMSDo
For Old Times Sake" Eddy Arnold MGM
.

14711

"Another Park. Another Sunday." Doobie
Brothers. Warner Brothers 7795
"My Girl Bill." Jim Stafford. MGM 14718
"Band On The Run." Paul McCartney/
Wings. Apple 1873

DAYTON: POP, COUNTRY
PURCHASES
Jame Naps

Gys elv*avewx.C,.

Seta Beall
Cranny

"1

Motown 1295
Won't Last Day Without You."
Carpenters.A@M 1521

Soul
"Heavenly." Temptations. Gordy 7135
"You Make Me Feel Brand New.-Stylistics.

CHICAGO:MIXED PURCHASES

gar E

"1

Ross.

Don't See Me In Your Eyes Anymore,
Charlie Rich RCA 0260
Pop

"The Streak." Ray Stevens. Barnaby 600

"Piano Man." Billy Joel.Calumbia 45963
"Oh My My." Ringo Starr
Country
'One Hell Of A Woman." Mac Davis.
Columbia 46004
"Hang lnThere Girl." Frcddic Han.
Capitol 3627

THORNTON HEATH,SURREY,
ENGLAND: POP PURCHASES

Mau. Amos*
0r670r-eeaa

"Jet." Paul McCartney /wings
-ye mba laya:' Carpenters
"smokio' In The Boys Room." Brownsville
Station
"Lang Live Lovc." Olivia Newton -John
"1 GetA Little Sentimental."New Seekers
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Tape/Audio/ Video
NEWCOM FOCUS

Consumer Line
For NEWCOM

Do -It- Yourself Kit
Touted In Car Stereo

CHICAGO -The move to include

EARL PAIGE
LOS ANGELES -A program of very simplified consumer buying guidelines and do-it -yourself installation instructions is the key to selling after market in -dash car stereo through mass merchandise outlets, believes Stan Surlow,
vice president, Boman Astrosonix. The company is one of several firms pushing in -dash through large outlets. But Boman isn't limiting its program.
In fact, Boman will launch a 13 -kit in -dash program at NEWCOM 14. the
annual electronic distributors convention in Las Vegas, May 8 -10. Surlow believes the distributor is also an ideal way to the 8 -track and cassette in -dash
after market because of the ability to stock the hardware necessary.
(Cantlnee eri page 45)
By

Keystone Audio Line
To Consumer by '75

"While the NEWCOM show is
traditionally oriented to the distributor, many distributors are involved
in consumer products, as well as industrial parts, and both aspects
should be represented. I don't see a
conflict with the Consumer Electronic Show, which is directed
toward the dealer," Mazzacano says.
(Combated on page 42)
.

EVR to Enter

By RADCLIFFE JOE

NEW YORK -The Keystone Division of Berkey Photo, Inc., plans a
line of compact audio entertainment
products on the consumer market by
the spring of 1975.
The company, under vice president Gary Kaess, is in the process of
tooling up the manufacturing facilities at Clifton, NJ.. for the line
which will be priced in the popular
to mid -high range.
Sale is expected to be done
through the same sales representative organization that handles Keystone calculators. It is also under-

finished consumer product manufacturers as exhibitors at the NEW COM show with parts distributors is
inevitable - says Paul Mazzacano,
communications director, Electronic
Representative Assn. (ERA). The
NEWCOM show, in Las Vegas
Convention Center May 8 -10, is cosponsored by the ERA.

stood that Stuart Better, general
manager, Keystone calculator division, will be named to handle the
marketing operation of the new
audio products line with a separate
product manager to be named at
some later date.
Initial products will feature compacts and components. Portable
products, consoles and table radios
are not bring considered.
Keystone is expected to manufacture most of the components for the
systems, However, changers will be
imported from the United Kingdom.

Taiwan Market
PARAMUS, N.J. -The EVR system will shortly be marketed in Taiwan by the newly formed EVROC
Corp., Taipei.
EVROC will impon EVR players
and cassettes for both sale and
rental. It will also transcribe local
programs into EVR film -cassette
form in the commercial, social and
educational markets.
Agents for EVROC are Nippon
EVR Ltd.. Videanet International
Inc., Hitachi Ltd., Mitsubishi Electrical Corp. and Teijin Ltd.
Pre- recorded tapes and records are
paired with hardware in these

Brandeis Department store sound
sections. Emphasis on high -end
audio has brought hardware up
from 20 to 40 percent of total enter.
tainment product volume, says
buyer Jeff Hochster (pointing out
feature to customer in left photo,
where assistant buyer Terri Lowder
stands at left). The chain emphasizes commission selling to spur
greater sales efforts. Quadrasonic
car player sales are being boosted
with special speaker displays (insert). Brandeis sees its doubled volume from a year ago climbing and
plans such expansion as a new
sound room with carpeted walls in
its Grand Island, Neb. unit. Its
Crossroads store in Omaha, now
being expanded, will have a larger,
more sophisticated sound room, as
will the new store planned for Des
Moines this year.

New FTC Rules Due
In Audio Power Ads
By

MILDRED HAIL

WASHINGTON -Tough

new
rules fofadvertising the power output of amplifiers on home entertainment audio products are expected to
be released by the Federal Trade
Commission sometime next week.
The new rules. in the works since
1971, are designed to prevent abuse
of audio output ratings in advertísing. and to provide a standard for
rating power output in terms consumen can understand and compare, the FTC says. (Billboard. Oct.
27, 1973.)

The rule provides for standard test
conditions for manufacturen' measure of power outpuL All advertising.
print or broadcast, making power
output claims. on such items as radios, phonographs. tape equipment
and component audio amplifiers,
will have to use a standard of continuous power output capability
(RMS).
This will replace a variety of types
of measurements such as Instantaneous Peak Power (IPP) and other
manufacturer rating claims the FTC
feels are misleading. Agency research shows consumers can be deceived by the diverse claims. Customers will, for example. buy a
stereo set advertised as having 100 watt amplification, in preference to
a 50 -watt set, when the latter might
be as good or far better.
The rules for all radio and TV and
print media advertising are expected
to become effective in October. six
months after publication date in
the Federal Register. To prevent
unreasonable hardship, the FTC
rules will permit us use of promotional literature such as wall charts,
line folders or spec sheets that have
already been printed for the 1975

product lines, until the supply is
gone. But everything printed after
the publication dale for the new
rules, should abide by the require merits.

Anyadvcrtising that makes claims
output most also disclose total
harmonic distortion. load impedonce. and rated power band or
power frequency response. as well as
(Cnntinrred on pure 45)
as to

JVC Seminars

Offer Alternative

To Price Cutting
NEW YORK -JVC America will
offer a series of consumer education
high -fidelity seminars as pan of an
overall dealer promotion plan designed as an alternative to price cutting.
The two-day in -store seminars on
4- channel and the JVC ANRS noise
reduction system, are being sponsored at JVC's expense. Officials of
JVC hope they will serve as traffic
builders at dealer level, and will also
help justify the higher prices tagged
on JVC's hi -fi equipment.
The seminar packages include
point -of-sale materials, radio scripts,
ad mats and a dealer booklet to help
the retailer organize his own hi -fr
show.
Those attending the seminars are
being offered a TDK cassette or a
Quadradisk at an incentive price of
Sl.
JVC officials are hoping the program will encourage dealers to work

(Continued on page 42)

BRANDEIS HIGHLIGHTS

Department stores must fight limitations on $400 ceiling for list price
Sound section must be comprehensive and still not "everything to everySony, Nikko, Sherwood being added to what was once only Lloyds and

Electrophonic
Attempt to stress packages fends speakers borders frets to fine
Supplier' belief that employee turnover is see fast is unfounded
Sound departments now averaging ¡.200 sq. ft. with brcreases indicated
Buyers do no cherry picking despite limitations on stock dollars allowed
Sony sales personnel training emphasis on careful qualification of conramer
Upgraded equipment cuts software/ hardware volume from 80/20 to 60/40
Quadmsonic safes ranging up from $250 but car 4- channel lagging behind
Proper display results in eight turns for car stereo lines

p

Dept. Store Chain Upgrades Car, Home Audio Players
By JACK ROLAND COOGINS

OMAHA -Brandeis Department stores in Nebraska and
Iowa are bucking tradition in the 12 -unit chain's emphasis on
high end audio products for both the home and car, according
to Jeff Hochster, corporate buyer of electronics. He says stores
such as Brandeis can do a successful job with sophisticated
equipment and he secs this happening via more highly specialized departments within department stores.
The approach of using specialized departments, while requiring more skill on the pan of buyers, is paying off. Brandeis
has doubled its ceiling price of players from 5200 to $400 list
items and has seen volume in its sound departments double as
well over last year.
There are important differences between sound specialist
stores and department operations, Hochster suggests.
"Number one. we are governed by rules because we are a department store. We have certain limits to go by that sound
shops do not. We have the basic restrictions inherent in department store merchandising. For example, we are currently limited to $400 per single retail item, although systems naturally go
much higher. In many cases, we have a leased departmentselling consoles across the aisle from us.
"Number two, being a department store, we cannot be everything to everybody. We have to highlight certain things and do
weakerjobs in others. A department, however impressive, is not
a full line store. We try to get as much as we can into our depart-

It

has proven successful. There are certain areas we are
going to expand over the next several years. And we are going
to de- emphasize some areas we have stressed in the past."
Until last May, Brandeis' peak price point was under $200.

ments.

The sound departments were basically records and record players-Lloyds and Ele trophonic.
"It was impossible to work under that figure with better
sound equipment," Hochster notes. "So, at that lime, the $200
limit was boosted to $400."
Brandeis is currently stressing package systems. "The only
difficulty we've run into is developing a good strong speaker
line. We are going after that right now. One of the problems we
faced was that the speaker people didn't feel a department store
could project the desired image. They felt that department
stores were not sufficiently specialized and that department
store help turned too fast."
Actually, says Hochster, Brandeis has enjoyed a very low
turnover of employees during the last two years. There are several masons why. "We are doing a much improved job of personnel training. Pay has greatly improved at both corporate
level and floor level. both in commissions and salaries.
"Just the idea of adding new dimensions to the sound department has built and kept excitement within the personnel. The
upgrading has kept employees motivated. They want to sell
higher priced items and earn more commissions."
www.americanradiohistory.com

Brandeis sound departments presently average 1,200 square
feet. "We are reviewing the physical size and characteristics of
the departments. We are going to have to allocate more space
and have better sound rooms acoustically. In one of our stores,
we'll be adding an additional 700 square feet of sound.
"We are finding as we go into higher priced merchandise.
where there is more grass margin to be retrieved, that management is more open- minded about bettering sound department

facilities."
Brandeis buys an intermingling of items to fit within certain
price point categories. "We don't actually cherry pick,lines. We
try to do a good job with each of the lines we have, so we don't
carry a string of lines. In hi -fi equipment (receivers, amps,
tuners) we feature three lines. In turntables we carry only two,
Sony and BSR."
Why no cherry picking? "As a department store, we are limited in the exact number of dollars we cari spend. By handling
fewer lines, we can better take care of those lines: at the same
time, those lines can do a better job of taking care of us. By not
spreading ourselves too thinly, we can buy the volume to get the
price.
"We've found no problems working with a limited number of
sources. Right now we are working with companies like Sony,
Nikko, and Sherwood and ordering for six full -line sound
shops in our stores."
(Continued on page 43)
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traveling Mich. loe the I.
Malcolm Flora, Inc, company, reaping U.S. Pioneer, Shure Brothers,
British Industries, 1AL

elude, guarantee of usual rates. provision for

Kure Controls, RAM Merchandising, Sanca Gen.

Third (801) 3646409 where Craig Berry head-

profit on parts, increase of cash flow with a 15
percent commission on every contract sold to a

eral Manufacturing, U.S. Lighter and lady Mari

quarters. Also in Denver are Grant

bins

Masterson, Pat Turner and tenet Lindberg. A

customer, and guaranteed payment. The dealer

feature of the new offices

and Ampex. He was for.

can also participate in the repairs. charging cur-

newly area manager for

rent shop rates.

Auompanying Arnie were his wife Diane,
daughters Jill (3) and Francine (6) and Mrs.
Schwartz' father and mother from Phoenix, Sam
and Sylvia Mils. While in Los Angeles, Schwartz
and his family visited with Billboard special
sues and lape editor Earl Paige and his family.

Bob Huth will be

recording tape.
covering Mich. and O.
Flora is at 165 W. Liberty
St.. Plymouth, Mich.
(313) 01 34298. Steve
fauun of the firm says
Ampex

HUTH

that the gas shortage is biting more conscious
travel planning. but no one has been stranded
yet.

Collins was formerly an executive with General

Uecbk for

15 years. Electra -Home for two

years, and Broadmow Industries Ltd. for eight
years.

9

A

Marty Bettan "retired" twenty years ago as
a limited num.

sales manager of RMS, to take up
bee of

lines and wan out of his home

as a sales

1.

Malcolm Nara Company lm the last three

years. Prior to that. he had his own rep firm in

Detroit. and moved into the sporting goods basi.

industry.

Marty Bellen',

lion man sales learn
and its own building at 77 -15 164th St, Flush.
rep organization boasts

a

Mg. N.Y., with 4,000 sq. ft. and shipping and

warehousing space.
Included in the sales team

is Phil Bettan,
the company; Jerry
Birnbaum, who has been with the company 16
years. Larry Wassemein, an eight year veteran;
and Stan Schwartz, approaching three years
with the firm. Hard-wpding o8ke help includes
toile Batten, secretary and Ireasurer, and Leah
Greenberg, with eight years of service.

vice-president

An

of

extended warranty plan offered by Ted

Cams, Safeguard Services, Northbrook, III., has
been adopted by the Kentucky Etegbmk Semi
lees Association.
The plan will offer up to live years warranty

Wks k Brender, founder at Arks 1. Beater,
Inc, a 27yearold rep firm in Englewood, N.I.,
has announced the appointment of Milton Baum
as president. Baum has been with the firm 25
years, and the company will now be called Bnaler 8 Baum effective loft 1. The firm is located
at 40 N. One Brant St, Englewood 07631;
phones (201) 5697600 and 101 New York (212)
564.4105. Braaler will be chairman.
Brester vice president o Paul Epstein. lust
promoted to regional manager

is

Charles SiebeL

The firm has been associated with many of

its

principals for tong periods: Littelhoe (26 lean;
Antenna Specialists (I7); Ede Techmkyr and
1.W. Miller (both 15); imperen (10); Pau (9);
Manhattan Cable (7). Two recent additions are
E.Y. Game and

metropolitan

Magimn.

N.Y. and

The company covers

north New Jersey.

on bee parts and tabor on televisions. stereo-

combinations and tape decks. The warranty
is dated from dale Cl purchase. An example of

Offering a complete marketing approach to
manufacturers for mass machandisers, and a

the rates. Ira five year coverage on

direct import program.

die /phono /tape combination
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a
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a

stereo ra.

$10.00.

dealer outlined by Collins

ion

as

well as warehousing

for an extensive line of consumer electronics.
electronic and giltware items, is the aim of the

Malcolm Flora, Inc., intensifies Rs approach to major midis chains with the addition

chid, who

booklet describing the development of the

booklet includes statistics on the broadcasting

mess before Coining Flora.

representative.
Now, on his 20th anniversary.

in

REPS

for Technics by Panasonic

were hosted at Playboy Club, Great
Gorge, N.J. recently where Pena.
sonic group vice president Ray
Gates is shown with bunny lovely.

Inc,

glossary of terms. listing of allied

trade associations. and bets on the electronic
industry's contribution to the nation's economic
development.

"One thing keeping quadmsonic sales slow is
the Lick of dramatic sound difference between it
and stereo. Stereo was easier to sell because

Radennan and Assai.

you could easily compare the high and low sides

sales rep firm at 1934 Cotner Ave., W.

of a record." says Red Belched, chairman of the
board, It Rod Mohan Associates 21617 E.

newly formed Robert
Ofes,

a

1.

Los Angeles. Calif. (213) 479.4397.

Presidenl Bob Rederman, former national
sales manager of audio inducts for Teledyne

Nine Mile Rd., St Clair Shores, Mich. 48080.

Packard Bel, will cover all of California.

Undberg

Ce.

has moved to

panded offices at 6140
Arnold "Arnie" Schwartz combined

a

vacation to los Angeles and Phoenix with
to Bayport

Industrie,

principals

of

shod
a

visit

Santa Ana. one of the

Arnold

Schwartz Associates.
Schwartz, the subject of an in.deplh profile (see
elsewhere this issue) headquarters out of Troy.
Michigan: 4211 Bristol Dr. 48084 (313) 524.
1133 and reps in addition Precision Marketing
A DeveloynteM Mired, Hegemen Labs, Cartier
Anustks, Royal Sound, Rb (dis. Reno), Se-

according to

C.

E.

Edward Undberg, presidenl. The

Chicago Miniature, Cushman

BMronia,

Greyhdl, Communications, Regency, Signalte,
Sande, Spectrolb and Thermagq. The firm

maintains offices
San Pablo SE

in

Albuquerque 87108. 209

(505) 3452/89

1

FAIRCHILD

where lee Turkic

is manager and in San Lake City 84111, 431 S.

St., Lincoln, Nebraska, 68501

www.americanradiohistory.com

for six years as the top
man for e major audio
chain in Plymouth, Mich.
rnith std will be waking

Continued from page 41
toward enforcing the fair trade pricing on all JVC high -end equipment.
At present the company employs a
professional shopping service to
monitorJVC co -op ado for price violations on hi -fi equipment.

Consumer Line
Continued from page

41

The ERA will again have its
Comm -Center available for manufacturers seeking reps, and reps
looking for lines. ERA will also cosponsor the annual Young Tigers
Growl cocktail party May 7 in Caesar's Palancr, open to the industry.

For complete details write or call today for brochure.

P.O. Box 29341, 3900 North 68th

BS.

JVC Seminars

designed from an engineering grade material, quality guaranteed.

Co

e

manage-

with vise president Du
DeregMM from 165 W. Liberty St., Plymouth
(313) 421 -7460.

revolutionary new tape cassette. Friction and wear reduced,

Lenco

has

marketing

new and ex-

Evans. Denser 80222.

10-year-old firm reps Electra-Voice both for
audio stores and professional application and
other principally industrial lines such as Bud Ra.

d,

lira Fair

ment and has been active in consumer audio

introducing
A

.

1.

ponents. tape equipment. and allied products,
o now available through the Consumer Electronic Group, Electronics Industries Assn., 2001
"Eye" Si.. NW, Washington. D.C. 20206. The

Charlevoix, Mich. Beitel, S7. was associated with

the

(303) 758.9033.

electronic industry over 53 years, with statistics
on television, radios, phonographs. audio com-

in

Bob

is an expanded ES5
telephone communications system. That phone:

to the staff of

Affiliate service centers have been estab.
fished nationally.

Services for Wayne Betel were held April

ford,

402/464 -1488
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Panasonic Expands Series 44
tapirs IV (matrix) circuitry. The

NEW YORK -Panasonic has dramatically expanded its line of Series
44 home entertainment equipment
with the addition of eight home entertainment centers with price tags
ranging from 5219.95 to $459.95.
and two turntable units retailing at
$159.95 and $199.95 each.
Emphasis in the new home entertainment systems is on the CD -4 discrete 4- channel concept. The same is
true of the turntables, both of which

Eric Goggins photo

INTERESTING DISPLAY- Warranties rate special attention at Brandeis,
which will stretch a guarantee and which never claims more coverage than is
actually provided. Here, Kerry Harwick (right), sound department manager at
the outlet in Lincoln. Neb., shows customer a wide array of equipment.

This unit also features a 4- channel
balancer, microphone mixer circuitry which allows the unit to be used
as a public address system, separate
volume controls and four separate
air suspension speakers, each with
an eight -inch woofer and a two -anda- half-inch tweeter.

feature built -in CD -4 demodulator.
The Series 44 model SE -5070D is
described as a deluxe 4- channel center with a full size three -speed automatic record changer. built.in discrete CD -4 demodulator and FM/
AM /FM stereo radio.
The SE -5070D offers a discrete 4channel amplifier system and Quad-

Other features of this unit tagged
at $459.95 include speaker jacks.
record out tape in. FM 4- channel
MPX output, twin headphone jacks,
remote 4- channel balancer and FM
external antenna.

Store Chain Upgrades Players
Continued from page 41

But quadrasonic hasn't picked up

Because consumer electronics are
a large gross margin factor. there has
been a tendency to stuff the departments into low traffic areas. "For example, we had the department on
the fifth floor of Brandeis. Lincoln,
Neb. Last year we moved it from the

in the car sound business at
Brandeis. "I think that is because of
the cost. Right now our big gun is 2channel. Panasonic. Sanyo has good
price points in matrix 4- channel. We
are experimenting with that brand
currently.

fifth Boor

"I think our customers are more
open to these. In Grand Island, we
are doing well with Sanyo in -dash.

to a basement

location.

Sales figures have gone far ahead

of

previous years."
Since last July, Brandeis has held
training sessions for electronics personnel once a month. "More
recently," says Hochster. "we have
developed a special program with
Sony in which our people are educated not only about products but
also how to rightly qualify customers. This is going to be a great help to
future sales."
Three basic types of customers
shop Brandeis sound departments.
I. The customer who knows clothing
shout electronics and admits it. 2.
The customer who thinks he knows,
but doesn't. 3. The audiophile, who
usually knows. The majority of customers are the first two types.
Sales approaches are worded to
discover the right levels on which to
speak with customers. Asking about
present equipment owned, for example, gives an idea of the customers' present level of sophistication.
How customers describe their equipment reveals what they know or do
not know. "The approach helps determine right off where to start with
quality and pricing."
Brandeis feels there is a greater
profit dollar to be had in hard goods.
Before the program of upgrading
hardware, sales were 80 percent software, 20 percent hardware. Following the upgrading, hardware sales
rose to 40 percent of the total, in
terms of retail dollars.
"Brandeis is strictly a retail department store. We do not discount.
But, we do charge the minimum retail allowable by buying in bulk."
Fachster says he spends 80 percent of his time improving the hard
goods scene in his departments.
"I don't think the boom in hardware sales is going to level off for
quite a while. I think the idea of
quadrasonic is going to help the industry. I was skeptical at first But.
the more we sell the more I think
that it may eventually replace stereo.
Quadrasonic certainly is going to
make the sound industry stronger.
Every industry needs new blood to
keep it growing. Four -channel will
keep the industry from stagnating.
"We are moving a lot more quad rasonic in Brandeis stores. But we
cannot move low -end 4- channel at
all. Our sales range from $250 to
whatever the customers desire to invest."

We stock more under dash units. But
I think an in -dash program will play
a bigger role in the future. People
are asking for them.

"When we first added car stereos
to our lines, we achieved eight turns,
which we feel is great. Part of the
reason is our display of car stereos.

The top of the line unit with a
$499.95 price tag is the model SE5757. Besides incorporating many of
the features of the SE- 5070D, the
unit also incorporates an 8 -track
phono music center.

Our distributor built a custom display showcase. It is a big plus for us.
We are able to demonstrate our car
stereos better than our competition. l

Other features of the SE -5757 include an auto sensor for 2/4 channel
records and tapes which selects
proper matrix or CD-4 circuitry
through an automatic sensing de-

think."
Hochster believes that Brandeis
has done a good job selling lower
priced 8 -track home record equipment Lloyds and Electrophonic. "It
has become a good chunk of our
business and we want to carry this
into the high end merchandise like
Sony. We plan to carry finer home
record units, both open reel and 8track, as well as Dolby cassette units.
We are selling more open reel tape
blanks. So we feel there is an increasing interest in open reel units.
We definitely plan to enter this

The unit's changer features a
semiconductor cartridge and diamond stylus that provide better
tracking and frequency response for
4-channel. Four separate balance
controls with master volume provide
output control.

area"

r

f

nun soles lean, (if also includes n
nutn salesperson) to sell n wider
cross. section of Broms (Billboard.

April27).

LOS ANGELES -Arnie Schwartz
believes his years as a buyer of consumer electronics for a drug store
chain gives him a perspective that
perhaps many reps would appreciate. He says that for one thing, he
believes in following through with
buyers.
What he doesn't say, but what
comes through in this interview, is
an openness about repping that is
often difficult for other reps.
Schwartz, for example, reps five different speaker lines and believes fervently that they represent no conflicts.
Here for a combined vacation
with his wife and two daughters and
also to see West Coast principals, he
says. "I thought for a long time
about becoming a rep and how
many have a poor reputation that I
have to admit is deserved.] made up
my mind
would be completely
honest. When I write an order and
get back home I write a letter thanking the buyer. Then I have a card file
on each store and each buyer I deal
with. I try to anticipate when the
merchandise will be shipped and
then call back to find out if it was."
Although some of the speaker
lines cross over in price, each is so
different that Schwartz finds no

1.2 to 10.8

percent on 79 models and reduced
prices 5 to 15 percent on 17 models
and set a major push in compact
stereos. The firm recently moved its
corporate offices from New York to
suburban Compton here.

nicians, the record changer contains
a built -in CD-4 demodulator for discrete 4- channel disks, as well as a 4channel radar rye that lights up to
indicate when the user is playing a
CD-4 disk.

do you
need 8 -track lubricated tape.
cassette tape, C-O's or loaded

Other features include AFC
switch. FET tuner. quadruples/
stereo mode selector. adaptable for
Quadruples IV (matrix) 4- channel

problems. he says. Royal Sound is a
line with wedge and recessed car
stereo speakers. Mirati has models

from $79.95 to $149.95 and might
conflict in pan with two other lines
except that the distinctive feature of
Mirad is its flocked finish. Mirad
does have walnut finish models too.
Cartier Acoustics doesn't conflict
because this line features speakers
built into lamps for both indoor and
outdoor use. The price range is

cassettes?
Get in touch with EMPIRE

INDUSTRIES
the one .stop for all your
duplication or blank loading
requirements at LOWEST
MAGNETIC

-

sound from 2- channel sources. 4.
channel auxiliary in. record out, and
remote 4- channel balancer and

PRICES.

Quadruples IV (matrix) circuitry.
This unit is price listed at $379.95.

At

a

H.

other 4-channel stereo music center
with 8 -track cartridge system and
FM /AM /FM radio. This unit fea-

oil pace 44)

MANN

EMPIRE MAGNETIC INDUSTRIES
545 Alien Rd., Woodmera. N.Y. 11598
Phone (51x) 4204550
Miami, Florida- Flagter Plaza Bldg.
410D W. Flager Street
Phone (305) 448.9038

minimum retail price of

5359.95 is the model RE -8860, an-

$69.96- $109.95.

((minuted

It also raised prices

Are Your Suppliers Telling You:

MATERIAL SHORTAGES!!
PRICE INCREASES!!
Then it's time you checked with us!!

"Quality at Lower Prices!!"
40HUL-8

1

'Write for catalogue and prices on all our products.
Wanted: Distnbvrors.

1

6232 Bragg Blvd.,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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According to Panasonic tech-

EARL PAIGE

I

LOS ANGELES- Hitachi Sales
Corp. has introduced 49 new models
including a new quadrasonic stereo
system with wireless back speakers.

Tagged at S429.95 is the model
RE -8585. also a discrete 4- channel
music center featuring FM /AM/
FM stereo radio. 4- channel 8 -track
cartridge player and CD-4 record
changer.

No Conflict for Rep
On 5 Speaker Lines
EDITOR'S' No F: This is the second installment u)L profile of rep Arnold Schwan,
fron. Mich., whose
diversified lines allrar his firm} frve-

Hitachi Offers
49 New Models

vice.

SCHYVARTZ !!

By

tures a built -in visual 4- channel balance scope. It also offers most of the
other features incorporated in its sister systems.
Priced al $10 less than the model
RE -8860 is the model SE -4400, an
FM /AM /FM stereo receiver with
discrete 4- channel 8 -track cartridge
player and 3 -speed automatic CD -4
discrete adaptable record changer.
Like the other units in the line the
SE -4400 comes with four air suspension speakers.
For the more budget minded, the
RE -8244 comes with a price tag of
$269.95 and is a discrete 4- channel
8 -track home entertainment center
with FM /AM /FM stereo radio. It
also features the Quadruples IV matrix 4- channel mode, and may be
used with an optional CD -4
changer.
Rounding out the line of Series 44
home entertainment systems is the
model RE -7644, an FM /AM /FM
stereo receiver with discrete 4 -channel amplifier system and four speakers. The unit can be used with an optional 2/4 channel tape deck or a
CD-4 record changer.

record changer features include.viscous cueing and pause control, antiskating adjustment, semiconductor
cartridge and diamond stylus for
better tracking and response for 4channel.

P. O.

Custom Case Mfg. Co., Inc.

Box 5866, Fayetteville, N.

C.

28303 (9191 VOlume

7

-6117
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o
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Tope Duplicata

New Products

By ANNE HUSTON

chine, you drop, thread, drop
thread, every two seconds. You
really need only one second. For a
large operation. we can supply it
with a machine to run the machine
and eliminate the operator. You can
be blind to run this. It's always at the
same place. You set the speed. the
length of cue tone required and how
many cycles, not on this machine but

Norman Deletzke of Audimation
claims to have developed the "fastest
tape winder in the world." At the recent International Tape Association
(ITA) seminars and exhibit, we let
him tell on about it as his new associate, John Wilkins, looked on, wondering if he could ever incorporate
all of the dialog in the firm's new
.brochures:
"The tape winds at 900 ips, varies
as it goes. It starts out at the center
and continually increases at a conslant speed. The tape is pulled ouiuf
the center, no crinkle, dead soft center. You pull a few inches out of the
center and that air moves out
through the pack the lust time it
plays. You don't need io exercise the
cartridge, no running, and you reduce your field rejects by up to 90
percent because your operators are
not making a judgment as to the
winding tension, they don't feel for
the squeak, they just pull out to
much, it's a geometric, provable
thing.
'This is not winding soft and hoping the humidity is just right and the
girl feels the squeak just the right
way. The motor's always turning.
When you set the disk down, you
don't have to spin it. The tape is always in the some place when it cuts,
it doesn't spill, it gives you the same
footage count plus or minus one-

-

half second of tape.
'Typically, you get

il

on a cue tone machine.

All Castings
"There are two knobs, minimum
and maximum cue frequency, independently adjustable- from diere to
50 cycles of cue tone. Inside it's all
castings. You mould probably drive a
railroad diesel over it The motors
are all completely sealed and enclosed. They're all terrifically over size, don't even get warm. They tan
at reduced voltage. The solenoids
are run on surge, not on continuous
operation, they don't get warm.
"The carbide cutter is spring
loaded, so on impact it doesn't get
the inertia shock of the solenoid.
only the shock of its own small
weight. And the cutter is $1.25, replaccable lathe tip, available at any
machine shop house in the country
off the shelf.
"The brakes on this machine are
pencil eraser tips, four for 25 -cents.
They're up front on the machine,
two screws, and they come off. They
are clamping the disk, four on top,
four on the bottom. 90 pounds of

500 pieces per

hour on one machine, three machines or more per one girl, which

pressure.

It stops.

"The philosophy of the 742 entamated cartridge winder is that the
only inertia in the system that affects
winding tension is the tape itself. All
motors, all masses rotating, are corrested by electrical energy in the sys-

means 12,000 in one shift. Here's the
key to it. It's not expensive to eject,
operator
m but eject destroys your
pace, to take it off by hand means
m you destroy your pace. With this ma-

4
d

No Conflict for Rep
Q
î

tive, not advertising. not stocking
sufficient merchandise, not moving
as aggressively as such chains as
Schaak and the mail order houses.
"The dealers ought to stop trying
to sell the same products their competitors across the street are selling,
they ought to stop the price wars and
stop just selling hardware by model
number. Where is merchandising
knowhow, salesmanship, expertise
and service with a smile?
"Put in some romance, sell music
not (wattage) power, sell the beauty
of fine precision electronics, sell the
state of the art we hear so much
about and sell the store by toning
down the complete electronics supermarket image.
"You ought tosee some of the fine
stores around Michigan -they create
sales at any price they want white
others are crying recession and
worse. A price whore will always be
treated as such"
Next: Schwartz' views on hiring
housewives as reps, increasing efficiency and aiding buyers in adopting
sophisticated selling techniques.

Continued from page 43

Closest are the speakers of Precision Marketing & Development and
Hegeman Labs. Precision has the
Aztec line at 567.95 -5179.95 and
very end high Precision Acoustics at
$475 a pair to $1,300. But there is no

conflict here with Hegeman,
Schwartz contends because Hegeman's basic model is an omnidirectional, column style at $270 each.
Schwartz says he is surprised how
buyers focus on price alone and believes reps must Team the salient features so that speakers can be distinguished. "I have sometimes quoted
the list price because until some buyers hear a price up around 6270, they
make me keep turning the pages of
my catalog. Of course, I always
eventually tell them I'm quoting the
list price, but I have to if am to get
them interested."
Schwartz & Associates' steadily
diversified lines and spread within
lines allow dealers to broaden the
appeal of their stores too, he feels.
He is critical of dealers being nega1

pion/held)
needle guide

gives you moro
model numbers... Mon hard-to-find
needle types ...More cross reference information.
More of everything you need to make the sett.

More

ses

Became a PFANSTIEHL DEALER and you'll be able
to all more LONG PROFIT Replacement Needles,

pfrundiejd

WRITE TODAY FOR INFORMATION
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tam, introduced at any given point
in time. The tape inertia gives you
constant hold -back. The hold -back
is derived by continued acceleration
of the tape due to increased take -up
diameter. If we're going to turn
faster, we have to introduce energy.
We introduce energy to increase
speed of a large hub of tape

The 'Robot'
"We increase to a lower rpm a large
mass, at the end we introduce a high
rpm to a low mass and it takes the
same amount of energy to do both.
And That energy is transmitted
through the tape -thus constant

BSR- McDonafd's 310 AXE Total Turntable. Model features ADC K8E elliptical
diamond stylus magnetic cartridge, jam proof tone arm and tone arm lock.
Unit, with base and dustcover is selling for $86.80

spend

Detetzke explained that "just for
the hell old" he has labeled the 742
"the robot." "We have diamond cutters for it, diamond powder that is
compressed under very high pressure, centered, just like making carbide, so it is nondmmurable. It is not
a crystal construction, except on an
atomic level, and commercially
available. Six years per edge and 16
edges at $ 1.25.

"All

the adjustments on this
winder are in what we call the
'kitchen cabinet,' with a recessed
plate over it to keep your employees
Speaking of its heavy-construction, he said it was necessary, particularly in view of buying tape on
pancakes and breaking it down.
Deletzke claimed it is becoming difficult to purchase tape in 7 -in. reels
in quantity.
"We can modify this machine.
You have to make it bloody heavy,
because if you take a 7 -in. roll of
tape full at 3,600 rpm and you're
pulling a 3 -in. hub. this thing is spinning out here at 7,000 rpm, and if it
ever look off it would go right
through a wall or anyone in its way."

The Data Packaging Corp., Cambridge, Mass., has opened a central
regional office in Indianapolis, Ind.,
as part of a continued program of
expansion for its sales and marketing organization. The office is located at I I t i East 54th Sl,, Indianapolis, Ind., and houses F.E. (Gene)
Hull, sales manager, central region,
and Scott Bartlett, area representative, central region. Its telephone is
(317)257 -4488. Data Packaging has
also appointed Richard Kenneth
Hines to its eastern region. Hines is
located at 605 Swallow Hollow
Road, Centerville, Del. 19807. His
phone number is (302)654 -4301. He

will have

ESS's new AMT 4 compact two-way
speaker at $239. Lower frequencies
are produced by a 10" air suspen-

sion woofer, while upper range features the Heil air -motion transformer. Frequency of 40. 22,000 Hz,
20 Watts RMS minimum power and
walnut cabinet are other features.

GE's new two pound, miniature re-

corder, M8710, features built-in
condenser mike, play- record button,
built-in erase guard and earphone
jack. Recorder uses standard size
cassettes and retails for $54.95.

I

Off NZ
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1
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NORTRONIC'S Professional Bulk
Eraser, QM-211, generates a 60 He
magnetic field that completely erases reels, cassettes and 8.track
tapes. The eraser is usable with
tapes up to Ih" in width and features a pressure sensitive Micro.
switch. The QM -211 sells for
$25.90.

REVOX's A722 power stereo amplifier includes output selector in front
for two groups of speakers, forced
air cooling of output transistors,
over heating protection and limit
switches for reducing output power
to 20-50% among its many quality
features. Uni is priced at $495.00.

responsibility for
Data Packaging's complete product
line in areas covering New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Washington, Virginia and North Carolina.
sales

Motorola Sales
Up In Car Units

INTEGRAL SYSTEMS new Model 10 Preamplifier. Among the many controls
on the uni are push button input selection, adiustable phono sensitivity, dual
tape monitor, and negative feedback circuitry. Suggested retail: $300.

CHICAGO -Sales of the Motorola automotive products division
established a first quarter record, despite a decrease in automobile sales.
An oversupply of car units for medium and full sized cars contributed
to a lower earnings figure, however.
Other factors bringing the first quarter earnings figures below the same
period for 1973 include rising malerial costs and higher operating costs
caused by the start-up of the Sequin,
Tex. and Angers, France facilities.

Autovox, the division's majority owned subsidiary in Italy that manufactures car tape players and radios
for the European market, increased
sales and profits for the quarter,
Motorola president William J. Weisz
said.
www.americanradiohistory.com

four
channel discrete 8 -track stereo
player with AM/FM/ FM Quadraplex
radio at $195.00. The solid state
uni is designed for in -dash or under -dash installation and features
automatic two and four channel
sensing, tone and balance controls,
memory select and is finished in
LEAR JET STEREO's two and

SUPERSCOPE's SMS.3026 Stereo/
Quadraphase compact music system has 4- channel capabilities from
both stereo and matrix encoded

sources. Other features include
loudness control for full tones at low
listening levels. BSR turntable,
speakers and front headphone
jacks. Retail: $249.95.

burled elm.
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Tape/Audio/Video
Video Caravan
To Hit 5 Cities
NEW YORK -A video caravan
featuring exhibits of the latest in
videocassette equipment and software, TV caneras and other video
equipment and services has been organized by Charles Tepfler, president, Educational & Industrial Television and Videoplay Magazines,
Ridgefield, Conn.
Tepfer says participating manufacturers are assembling special exhibits which will travel to five city locations. The first three hours of the
business day, from 9 a.m. to noon
will be devoted to the video clinics.
There will be a SS admission fee to

all clinic sessions.

will be a
practical workshop, the first of
which will take the farm ofa demonstration of lighting techniques for
TV, and the second an explanation
of videotape editing techniques.
The exhibits will be open each day
at noon and will be free.
Scheduled dates and locations for
the caravan are Thursday (2) to FriBesides the clinics there

day (3) Boston Park Plaza Howard
Johnson Hotel; May 8 -9 at Stouffer's Inn. Atlanta: May 14.15, Chase
Park Plaza, St. Louis: May 22.23,
Baker Hotel, Dallas: May 29 -30.
Biltmore Hotel. LA.

Pa. Chain Sees Spurt in Tape, Equipment
By

PHILADELPHIA

- Prerecorded

and equipment are major
growth areas for the Wee Three
Record Shop chain
of six and soon to
be seven outlets.
The stores stock
several well known
tapes

lines

ROSEN

of

audio

equipment but concentrate in the pop ular price area because the emphasis

is still on software, explained

Larry

Rosen. president.

Speaking of tape growth, he said.
"I remember when I used to come
home from the store and excitedly
tell my wife that we sold two tapes
that day. But, of course, in those
days our entire inventory included
only about 50 tapes."

Today, however, tapes represent
20 to 25 percent of the chain of six
stores with a seventh store coming
up soon. And tape sales continue to
grow at an average of about five percent each year, according to Rosen.
What started out with an inventory

of

50 tapes in a small showcase has
grown in only seven years to a dis-

play alone of more than 10000 tapes

Cor Stereo
Continued from page 41

Distributors can work closely with
mass merchandisers too. though traditionally they do not. Surlow notes.
He says that for those mass merchandiser buyers who believe indash needs support, the distributor
can play a role.
Boman will unveil four new Hammond brand models of car players.
including three in -dash units. These
are 2220 AM /FM multiplex 8 -track
at $149.95, 2300 AM /FM multiplex

-track with pushbutton controls at
$179.95: 2660 cassette with AM /FM
multiplex at $159.95: and a 595 cassette under -dash at $119.95.
Because Hammond is Boman's
two -step distributor line. the firm
will not be showing its one -step Boman brand at NEWCOM. Surlow
says there are essentially two kinds
of distributors at the show. 'There is
what we call the hard parts distributor. TV tubes, that sort of merchandise. and there is the hard parts and
consumer electronics distributor.
We're after the latter type."
Many marketers may not realize
how important distributors are in
nonmetropolitan areas, Surlow
claims. He says that companies such
as Price in Oklahoma City virtually
blanker enormbus areas. "They have
21 warehouses."
On the other hand, in Southern
California there are very few distributors. "It's too metropolitan. Everyone down here can buy direct."
As far distributors going with the
after market in -dash program. Sur low says it's suggested they stock 25
of each of the 13 kits with each
model carried. then "play it by ear."
In -dash after market car stereo is
still in the frontier stage and even
some of the largest manufacturers
have yet to determine an approach
to mass merchandisers, Surlow says.
Boman spent a year and a half working out its program. which will accommodate 400 different car models, domestic and import brands.
Surlow sees after market in -dash
for the mass merchandiser developing primarily as a do- it- yourself
market. though some stores will provide installation, either on- premises
or through a local installer.
8

"The reason in -dash has been
with the installer so long is that there
never has been anything for the doit- yourself marker"
Boman's program is keyed by:
Special display with catalog attached so the browsing customer can
make the choice himself:
Complete application chart
printed on the back of each kit:
Catalogs for sales people for
behind the counter assistance:
Comprehensive installation instructions. "Our chart on a kit may
hit 40 different points but perhaps
only 10 will apply to customer with
an AMC Hornet, no we will have it
pin -pointed to the individual application."
Surlow is quick to admit that indash has been a difficult concept to
launch at the mass merchandiser
level. "Don't get me wrong, we're
not the first or the only company to
come up with an approach, but we
think we have one that's going to

work."
The test will be in the next few
weeks and at the upcoming Consumer Electronics Show June 9-12 at
Chicago's McCormick Place where
Boman will again "face off': its onestep line on one side of the aisle and
Hammond directly across.

MAORIE ORODENKER

and cassettes in the six stores
presently in operation.
So great have tape sales become
for the Wee Three that Rosen found
it necessary to increase the store
space at the Plymouth Meeting (Pa.)
Mall from 1,350 to 2.000 square feet.
More than 50 percent of the increased space has been assigned to
tapes. In addition to the Plymouth
Meeting Mall, Wee Three stores are

all indoor shopping mall operations
all located within the Greater Philadelphia suburban area in a radius of
about 50 miles, including McDade
Mall, Glenolden, Pa.; Village Mall,
Horsham, Pa.: Moorestown (NJ.)
Mall: Lebanon (Pa.) Plaza; and
Ridge Pike, Conshohocken. The
Ridge Pike store also maintains the
warehousing facilities and corporate
offices.

The seventh store will be located
Willingboro (NJ.) Mall and is
expected to be ready for operation
by the end of the summer. Further
expansion plans will be within the
50 mile radius "so I can keep my fingers on the operations of each store."
in the

said Rosen.
A former certified public accountant. Rosen thinks in terms of numbers and percentages in setting up
his stores, sales and inventories.
Each store, he said, is geared to an
average of 2.500 square feet of
space. and the only locations that interest him are those in indoor malls.
He is definitely cold to strip shopping areas which are bountiful in
this section, pointing out that they
lose about 25 percent of the year's
shopping days because of either excessive cold days and snowstorms. or
because of extreme heal

Moreover, Rosen prefers the
smaller indoor malls located close to
heavy centers of population rather
than the giant conglomerates located out in the woods "and where
you have to wait for a number of
years before the population growth
reaches you." He also finds that the
smaller malls have more shoppers
than "strollers," as found in the giant
malls. Moreover. the small malls
close to town never have to worry
about an energy crisis, as they are located within easy auto shopping distance.

Rosen remembers when the
Plymouth Meeting Mall, which
started out as a regional mall but has
since become the hub ofa heavily
populated suburban area, had to depend on the bus loads of customers

from nearby communities. And
while the 'shoppers specials" are
still running to the mall, the fact that
there are many more people living
close by has made the energy crisis

r

and gasoline shortages a minimal
factor for both Plymouth Meeting
and Moorestown Mall, which has
also outgrown its rural status.

settes are so easy to duplicate. As a
result, sale of blank tapes is tremendous with cassette blanks out-

The major factor in adding a store
to his Wee Three chain is That there
be capital outlay. with the rental
based on the amount of space taken
in ratio to a percentage of sales volume. Since mall owners, in effect,
"become your partners when you
move into their shopping center,"
said Rosen. "I want them to set up
the store so I can come right in and
do business for which I am prepared
to pay them a fair share percentage
in proportion to the space used."

to one.
In the record field, while pop and
rock are holding their own, there
have been marked increases in both

While sales volume varies among
the different stores, the overall figure for the entire chain this past year
was approximately $1.5 million.
And with a seventh store to open,
plus the marked increase in tape
sales, that figure should get closer to
the $2 million mark by the end of
this year. That volume figure is all
the more appreciated when it is realized that the Wee Three Record
Shops are basically "Record Shops."

Although the stores all carry
audio sound equipment, with all the
name brands like Craig, 1.D.1., Panasonic and Pioneer in stock, the emphasis is on the popularly priced
unit going only up to $129.00. "Our
salesmen are not sound engineers,'
explained Rosen. "but they know
how to sell records and tapes: And
that's what were in business to sell."
The tape displays are all easy to
see and sell. Rosen doesn't believe in

tricky wall contraptions or behind Ihe- counter devices to foil tape -nappers. The tapes are prominently displayed in walkaround see- through
and easy -to-read showcases placea
in front of the stores. There's a clerk
at hand to answer any questions and
take care of sales. If the customer
wants to know more about the particular tape, he's directed to the
album display at hand, since there
is always a record album to match
virtually every tape.
Store stock is generally 2,500 prerecorded 8- tracks and about 1000
cassette. The 8 -tracks outsell the cassettes by three to one. The sales difference is largely because the cas-

Dual cassette

winderwith
an automatic
tapesplicer;
no competition

selling 8 -track blanks from 10-to-20

classical and country /western.
While adults represent the largest
number of classical buyers, the
youth trade is beginning to take up
with some of the classics, which represent about 15 percent of the Wee
Three record business. A complete
classical catalogue is carried, including both the foreign and imported
rycordings.

With country artists, like Charles
Rich, attaining general popular appeal, the gap between folk- and -contemporary and country- and -western
is closely filling in. No longer are
the c&w hidden in the corner of the
store. The album covers are displayed as prominently as the pop
and rock.
While Rosen advertises heavily in
newspapers and radio, he depends
on the record manufacturers to promote the records. "We are only the
instrument for the sale," says Rosen.
'The record shop is primarily the
sales outlet. The manufacturer has
to do the 'hard' selling. We have to
make sure the records are available
and to let the customers know we
bave them in stock."
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at its price.

New FTC Rules Due
Continued front page

41

the continuous average power output in watts per channel. The standard lest conditions set up in the rules
must be met when any claims are
made in the advertising.

Advertising may refer to other operating characteristics or specifications not required in the FTC rule,
such as "music power" or peak
power. provided certain conditions
are met. When any extra disclosures
of this type are made, they must be
less prominent than the standard test
rating. In printed matter, they are
not to be in bold face, and in letters
no more than two-thirds the height
of the RPM disclosure.
Also, the extra claims must be
based on recognized industry testing

methods or standards. The FTC
wams that the additional claims
must be careful not to deceive or
confuse the consumer. or in any way
frustrate the purpose of the rule making.
Any advertised performance rat ing of power output that requires additional, extraneous aids would be
banned under the rules. Exempted
from the rules' disclosure requirements are those items with maximum output of two watts, per channel or total, provided the
manufacturers own rated power is
clearly disclosed.
A power output rulemaking put
our by the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs, along
similar lines, will expire with the effective date of the FTC rule.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Rodio TVProgramming

DJ Awards Competition

Where to Send Entries
in the Annual
Air Personality Competition

Opens; Climax on Aug. 17
McGrew. one of the nation's

Continued from page 3
Record Company of the Year and

awards for community service.
Competition details will be announced in a future issue.
Awards for air personalities will
be presented for most of the major
formats and for markets above
500.000 in populations as well as
small markets, meaning that a personality in a small market will compete against air personalities within
his format in markets of similar size.
Newscasters will compete on the
basis of market size.

In addition- awards will be
presented at the Forum for syndicated and religious programs. Competition is also open for special programs created in -house by radio
stations. International awards will
also be made for air personalities
and stations.

youngest station managers, has already lined up preliminary judges for
the
personality
competition. In order to avoid any
conflict, air personalities must submit
airchecks to judges
in another part of
McGREW
the nation from
where they presently work.
These judges will screen out the
best air personalities from the tapes
submitted to them and forward the
finalists to a blue ribbon panel of
judges in Los Angeles for final judging. Names of 'the finalists will be
announced at that point, though the
winners in each category will not be
announced until the awards luncheon in New York.
McGrew, an experienced on -air

DJ Entry Form
STATION

NAMF

Market Size (check one)

Years of Experience'

Above 500,000
Years With Present Station:

-Below 500,000

(do not write below this IMO

Excellent Good Astrage Below Alerage.

NEWS READING, IF ANY

FORMAT PRESENTATION
PRESENTATION OF
STATION IMAGE
PRESENTATION OF
PERSONAL IMAGE
PRODUCTION QUALITY
OVERALL PROFESSIONALISM

f

Note: Enclose this form with telescoped version of show on 7.inch reel at
7'6 ips. Send in prescribed area on11', Deadline for nape in hands
judge irr
your Toren it May 3l.

Vox Jox
By CLAUDE HALL

Radio-TV Editor

who a few weeks ago passed the
word that none of his air personalities were to even consider leaving
to join another chain.

tor, WFIL -AM, Philadelphia: John

Randolph, program director.
WAKY -AM, Louisville, Ky.: Gary
Allyn. program director. WMYQFM, Miami: Larry Ryan, program
director, KEEL -AM. Shreveport:
and Don Kelly, program director
KIOI -FM, San Francisco.
MOR: John Lund, program director. WNEW -AM. New York: Bob
Canada, program director, WWDCAM, Washington: George Fisher.
program director. WSB -AM, Atlanta; Stu Bowers. program director.
KCMO -A M. Kansas City; and
Chuck Southcoti, program director.
KGIL -AM.
Soul: Cecil Hale, WVON -AM.
Chicago. and Roland Bynum, program director. KGFJ -AM. Los AnCountry music: Bob Ardrey. vice
president of the FM Group for the
Merv Griffin Stations, Waterbury.
Conn.: Edd Robinson, program director. WAME -AM, Charlotte,
N,C.: Ted Cramer, program director. WWOK -AM, Miami: Ric
Libby. program director. KENRAM, Houston: and Bill Ward, general manager, KLAC -AM, Los Angeles.

geles.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS.

major national program director

tapes in these specific format categories:
Top 40: Jay Cook. program direc-

Contemporary: Frankie Crocker.
program director of WBLS -FM,
New York: Gary Granger. program
director of WSHE -FM, Fdrt Lauderdale. Fla.: Levi Booker, air personality, KLOL -FM. Houston: and
Rod McGrew. station manager.
KJLH -FM. Los Angeles.
Progressive: Scott Muni. program
director. WNEW -FM. New York.
and Tom Yates, program director.
KLOS -FM, Los Angeles.
Jazz personalities will be judged
by Jai Rich, KJLH -FM, Los An-

VOICE QUALITY
PERSONALITY
COPYREADING

One of the major problems of Top
40 program directors in small and
medium markets has always been
that they get air personalities ripped
offright after training them.
One program director in a very
decent market has been ripped off so
much by the major market program
directors that he jokes he's thinking
about reducing his 50.000 -wait signal just to keep anyone from hearing
his staff.
He feels that so many more major
market program directors are listening to his station that if the ARB
would just count them, too, in their
audience surveys his ratings would
double. Then, of course, there's the

gory
Other judges working with
McGrew read liken who's who in radio. The following men will judge

geles.

STATE:

CITY

FORMAT:

personality himself, will be one of
the judges in the contemporary cate-

A specific chain, of course, had
been ripping off his air personalities
right and left. If the national program director of the first chain ever
runs into the national program director of the specific chain, it should
be a very interesting event.
s

f

w

Jim Higgs, program director of
WKMI -AM in Kalamazoo. Mich.. is
looking for old airchecks of what
may have been the original Wild
Child -Dave Steele back in 1959 on
KPHO -AM in Phoenix. Supposedly. Dave Heilensen, who once
worked in Spokane. might have
copies. If anybody has airchecks of
the Wild Child from those days or
knows the whereabouts of Heilen
sen, please contact Higgs. Incidentally, that Wild Child is now owner
(Continued on page 53)

Tapes of newscasters will be
judged by David Moorhead. general
manager. KMET -FM. Las Angeles.
Firms and organizations wishing
to enter syndicated programs, religious programs, or specials should
submit these to McGrew at KJLH FM, Los Angeles.
Tapes for all of the competition
must he on 7 -inch reels, 71/2 ips. with
the music telescoped. About 30 minales of total entry should be on tape.
Each tape must be accompanied by
either the entry blank shown here or
by a xeroxed copy of the entry blank
or a similar blank. Top part of the
entry blank should be filled out.
Deadline for all tapes is May 31.
At that time, judges will determine the seven best air personalities
in large markets and those seven in
markets under 500.000 and send
these to McGrew.
The winners will be determined
by a panel of judges comprised of
leading program directors, general
managers. and air personalities.
many from the advisory panel for
the Forum. These judges will meet in
Los Angeles at a date sometime in
June.
Competition details for the other
awards will be announced soon.

More
Radio -TV Programming
See Page 53
www.americanradiohistory.com

f

Note: Entries in errrh roar coregunahordd lreseat to the judge handling
that forma or category for the area codes .specified
h, other avals. if }vnr're u countryman. air personality waking orne radio station in Houston, rou should send r oarentn ro Bill W rnl, general manager of KLAC -A M. Los Angeles. Cauadlan air personalities should send
their !apes to designated judges. regardless of area rodes,

Country
Bill
406,
815,
606,

Ward. General
701, 218, 612,
312, 309, 217,
817, 214, 915,

manager. KLAC -AM. 5828 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles. ('A 90036
507, 715, 414. 808, 307, 605, 303, 505, 30a, 402, 712, 515, 319,
618, 913. 908, 316, 818, 314. 417, 918, 405. 501, 405, 318, 504,
713, 512, plus Canada.

'red ('ramer, Program director. W WOK -AM, Boa 577. Miami. Fla. 33145
907, 206. 509, 503,208,916. 707, 415, 209, 408.80% 805.714.213, 702, 801, 602.
Ric Lihha. Program director. KENS -AM. 2 Greenwav Plata E. Houston, TX 77096
616, 517. 313. 219, 419, 216, 317. 513, 614. 912. 502. 606. 304, 301, 804, 703, 704,
919, 202.
Bob Anima. FM Group vice pees.. WIOF -FM. Box 2719, Waterbury. Conn. 06720
901, 616, 603, 404, 912, 904. 305, 813. 601, 205.
Ede' Robinson. Program director. WAME-AM. 2401 Wilkinson Blvd.. Charlotte. V Ç'
28201

207. 603, 802, 518, 315, 716, 607, 914, 413, 617, 401, 203, 212, 201, 609, 814, 412.
717, 215.

Top 40
lay Conk. Program director. WFIL -AM, 4100 City Line Ave.. Philadelphia, PA

19131

901, 615, 803, 401, 912, 904, 305, 813, 601, 205.
John Randolph. Program Jirenor. wAKY -AM, 554 S. Fourth St. Louisville. KY 4020:
906, 701, 218, 612, 507. 715, 414, 606, 307, 605, 303, 505, 908, 402, 712, 515, 319,
815, 312, 309, 217, 618, 913, 906, 316, 816, 314. 417. 918, 405, 601, 405. 318, 504,
806, 817, 214, 915, 713, 512, plus Canada.
Gary Allyn. Program director. WMYQ.FM. 925 41st SL Miami. Fla. 33140
907, 208, 509, 503, 208, 916, 707,415, 209, 408,808, 805,714,213.702,801,602.
Larry Ryan. Program director. KEEL- AM.710 Spring St.. Shrcvcpoa. LA 71120
207, 603, 802, 518, 315, 716, 607, 914113. 617, 401, 203, 212, 201, 609, 614, 412,
717, 215.
Don Kelly. Program director. K101-FM, 700 Montgomery SL. San Francisco. CA 94111
616, 517. 313, 219, 019, 216, 317. 513, 614, 812. 502, 606, 304, 301, B04. 703. 704.
919, 202.

Middle- of- theRoad
John Lund. Program director. WNEW -AM. 565 Fifth Ave.. New York. N.V. 10017
616, 517, 313, 219, 419, 216, 317, 518, 614, 812, 502, 808, 304, 301, 804, 703, 704,
919, 202.
0,h Canada. Program director. W WOC -AM. Box 4063, Washington. D.C. 20015
207, 603, 802. 518. 315. 716, 607, 914, 413. 517, 401, 203, 212, 201, 509, 814, 412,
717, 215.
George Fisher. Program director. WSB -AM. 1601 W. Peachree St.. Arlan. GA 50309
907,208, 509, 503, 208,91% 707, 416,208,408, 808, 805,714, 213, 702, 801, 602.

t.

Bowen. Program director, KCMO -AM, 125 E. 31st St.. Kansas City. MO 64108
901, 615, 803, 404. 912. 904, 305, 813, 601, 205.
Program director. KGIL -AM. 14800 Larsen St.. San Fernando. CA
Chuck %Althea
Stu

.

91343

406, 701, 21% 812, 507, 715, 914. 608, 307, 605, 303, 505, 308. 002, 712, 515, 319,
615, 312. 309. 217. 818, 913, 906. 316. 816. 314. 417, 91d 405, 501, 405. 318, 504.
808, 817, 210, 915, 713, 512, plus Canada.

Contemporary
Rod M Grew. Station manager. KJLH- FM.3847 Crenshaw Blvd., Las Angeles, CA 90008
816. 517, 313, 219, 41B, 216, 317, 513, 614, 812, 502, 606, 304, 301, 800, 703, 704,

919, 202. 207, 603, 802, 518, 315, 716, 607, 914, 413, 617, 401, 203, 212, 201, 509,
814, 012, 717, 215.
F mnkie Crocker. Program director. W BLS -F61.901 Second Ave.. New Yark. N.V. 10017
406, T01. 218, 812, 507, 715, 414, 509, 307, 505, 303, 505, 308, 402, 712, 515, 319,'
915, 312. 309, 217, 616. 913, 906, 316, 816, 314. 417, 918, 405, 501. 405. 318. 500,
808, 817, 214, 91s, 713, 512, plus Canada.

Levi Basher. KLOL -FM, Box 1520. Houston. TX 77001
901. 615, 803, 404. 912. 900, 305. 813, 601, 205.
Gun 5imnger. Program direnon. WSHE -FM. 3000 S.W. 60th Ave.. Fon Lauderdale. Fla.
33314

907.206. 50% 503.208, 915.707.415, 209, 409,

BOB,

805.714, 213, 702, 801,802.

Soul
Roland Bynum. Program director. KGFJ -AM. 5900 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA
90036

816,
919.
309,
201.

219.
414,
906.
412,
Cecil
406. 701. 218, 612.
314, 417, 919, 405,
503, 208, 919. 707.
517.
202,
217.
808.

313,
715,
618,
814.

419. 216, 317, 513.
608, 901, 615, 803,
207, 609, 802, 518,
717, 215.
Hale. W VON -AM.
507, 307. 605, 303,
501, 405, 318, 504,
415, 209. 409. 809,

I

614, 812. 502, 606, 304, 301, 804, 703, 704,
404, 912, 904. 305. 813, 601, 205, 815, 312,
315, 716, 607, 914, 413, 617, 401, 203, 212,

IBM Plaza. Chicago. Ill. 60611
505, 308, 402, 712, 515, 319, 913, 316,1316,
806. 617, 214. 915, 713, 512, 907, 206, 509
905, 714, 213, 702, Sol, 602, plus Canada.

Progressive
Statt Muni. Program director. WNEW -FM, 565 Firth Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10017
406. 701. 219, 612. 507. 307. 605, 303, 505, 308. 402, 712, 515, 319. 913. 316. 916.
314, 417, 919, 405, 501, 405, 316. 5134.110% 817, 214, 915, 713, 512, 907, 206, 509,
503. 208. 916. 707. 415. 209, 408, 808, 805, 714, 213. 702. 801. 802. plus Canada.
Tom Yates. Program director, KLOS -FM. 3321 S. LuCienega Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA

616,
919,
309,
201,

517,
202,
217.
609.

313,
715,
818.
814,

219.
414,
906,
412,

419,
608,
207.
717.

90016
216, 317, 513. 614. 812. 502. 806 304, 301. 804, 703, 704,`
901. 515, 5111, 404, 912, 904, 305, 513. 501. 205. 815. 312. F
603. 602, 518. 315, 716, 607, 914, 413, 617, 401, 203, 212,
215.

All news lapes
David Moorhead. General manager. KMET -FM, 5828 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles, (-A
90036

All tapes entering in syndication, religions, or specials Categories.
Rad McGrew. Starion manager. MLR-FM. 3847 Crenshaw Blvd.. Los Angele5CA 90008
Jazz
Jai Rich, KJLH -FM, 3847 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90008

TESTIMONIAL
HONORING

HAL COOK

Sponsored by the
MUSIC, APPLIANCE, RADIO AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES
in Association with the CITY OF HOPE
Sunday Evening June 6, 1974 Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, California
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in the Souvenir Journal
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Now You Can Contribute to the Dinner
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Artists not affiliated with Motown Records appear courtesy
of their respective record companies:
Cannonball Adderley. Capitol Records
Jerry Butler, Mercury Records
Rev. James Cleveland. Savoy Records
Sammy Davis. Jr., MGM Records
Brenda Lee Eager. Mercury Records
Roberta Flack, Atlantic Records
Quincy Jones, A &M Records
The Ramsey Lewis Trio, Columbia Records
The Main Ingredient, RCA Records
Curtis Mayfield, Curtom Records
The O'Jays, Philadelphia International Records
Nancy Wilson, Capitol Records
Bill Withers, Sussex Records
Zulema. Sussex Records

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Billboard's International Directory Of Recording Studios
When you're the National Sales Manager of a large tape manufacturing company, you know
that your working hours aren't always 9 to 5. Sometimes you'll get a frantic call at 4 a.m.
from a studio in desperate need of software. With Billboard's International Directory of
Recording Studios, coming June 8, you'll have all the pertinent studio information needed to
supply your customers- no matter where in the world they are -all their software needs.
Even if you're too sleepy to ask the right questions, you'll find all the right answers in
Billboard's International Directory of Recording Studios.
And because you're always on the look -out for new customers, Billboard's International
Directory of Recording Studios provides an up -close look at potential clients. Not to mention
a good look at what you have to offer.

Billboard's 1974 International Directory of Recording Studios is coming in the June 8 issue.
We can't promise you an uninterrupted nights sleep, but we can promise you the most
useful recording studio directory there is.
Ad Deadline: NI,.
Issue Date: June

Contact

a

o

8

Billboard Sales Representative at any of the following offices:

www.americanradiohistory.com

51

O

O REGULAR CLASSIFIED -55C a word. Minimum
$10.00. First line set all caps. Name, address
end Phone number to be Included In ward COUnt

O

DEADLINE -Closes 4:30 p.m. Tuesday.
prior 10 dal. of Issue.
CASH

WITH

ORDER.

it

Business Opportunities
O Professional Services
O Fo, Sale

Billboard, 1515 Broadway,

O Miscellaneous

ern

-

ADDRESS

ADDRESS ALL ADS -Ery Kallus, BILLBOARD.
2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45214, or
telephone Classified Adv. Dept. 5131381 -6450.
(New York: 212/764.7433).

-

_..._______.__

__STATE

CITY
Telephone No

For recycling LP's or LP Centers or
Vinyl 46-9.

CONTACT:

_......._.- .._._.....

ZIP COOP

Ive.. 2301 E.
15011995.0 0.

SOUND -A -LIKE
MASTER TAPES FOR LICENSING FOR THE WORLD

From Original Producers Specializing
in Sound -A -Likes for 17 Years
(Also known as Cover Records)
Our clients include RCA, EMI, Polydor, Phonogram, Decca,
London, Barclay, CBS, Deutsche Grammaphone, etc.
Complete library of Oldies, Current Hits -Easy Listening,
C &W, R&B, Childrens', Classical, Latin, Instrumentals,
Broadway Musicals.

P P X ENTERPRISES, INC.

1916 OMsIOn St, Nashville So.,

Nubllla

acs

Tann. 27209.
sow

Lobe Tape 3.600' le 7200'
Cassette. Hi Density Cobalt Causette,
Loso Noire Gamma Petrie.
Blank 8 -Track Cartridge, Blank Cassette Packages, C-0 Cassettes. 8track and Cassette accessory items.
Call for name of nearest represents
five.
QUALITY VIDEO INDUSTRIES, INC.
11782 Western, 5110100, CA 90680
(714) 8924341
MOO

C.

"NEW PRODUCTS"

I. /SUPERCART

Cessna Budget Tapes
-Track Budget Tapes
HI Ouallly Sound Alike Line
(Need Raps Dealen, Dlslrlbulors.)
8

Splicing Materials
for 8 -Track and Casettes
Fee 'mammon pall: (876) $37 -2196
or

lidlw

TERRY D. VOGLER

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73103
Pho: (405) 2364946
am7

Excelsior Springs, Mlsseud 84024
myll
NEW

COLLECTORS

SHOP

FEATURES

all wane. C.telo0ue 51.00 dedudbk from
min
ens purchase Recordllmd, 3787 Elvis Presley

noise upe.

Men. u

low as 49r.

REPS AND DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for SOUND ALIKE.
Call collect person to person
PHILL
(303) M.P.

e.

áóMOT

sv

DIFFERENT OLDIES 56.351 CHOOSE
Rork or MOR. CODA 3100 Six amps Bine..
Catalog 51.25. J A S Ca, Posebo. 403, Flaring,
eon
N.Y. 11879.
100

FOR SALE:

Approximately
tee

ALL PURPOSE MACHINES.
CO

8v ashy'
Ave. Pan...

wee. we acch pleaaf llo,

woo.

Co., 7921 S. E. 90th
Oregon 97202. Pb... (5031 252.4051.

evening.
my4

BOX 3770 G.C.S.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
nys

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

available for lease
also Penske for sale

PIKES PEAK TAPES. INC. Is looking for
its
a auMteweka9ing,
ees. Beter
tt product
Besar selection, Bebe cox M1adidng.
ANO need reps for selected areas.

MICHELE AUDIO CORP.

PIKES PEAK TAPES, INC.

WORLDWIDE SOURCES

ROBERT L LEWIS
INDUSTRIES, INC.
15.25150 SL. Collage Po.

.

cameos or camel. to mace.,
15 ice:Model C -1340 Master:
94400 Slave unie CW-6 Winder: Practically
new' Mat mIL P O. Box 589, Baton Rouge,
Louisiane 70621.
(MR 3444322
my4

brand cartridges,(entai* low, low
Babb as tow as 494.

nome
ise tape.

REPS AND DISTRIBUTORS

gdlNb

TRACK CARTRIDGES
805X00 STYLE BOXES
B

C.O. CASSETTES

CASSETTE HALVES

Excellent Quality

KITS TM, PIPES, PAPERS.
lights and other youth oriented
tamss. Court Lingo, Dept 2,43 Milbar 01,4.

BLANK 8-TRACK TAPES, AMPEX FIRST
may. Any length exert time loaded And,
Audio Products, 4212 14th Avenue, Brooklyn
N.Y. 112191212) 4357844

tfn

REELS AND BORES P" a 5" 1ARGE AND
small hub. Hey duty white bone. W -M 8sS.
635 Woolsey. Sellas. Ter. 75224.12141 M23160.
un

BROADCAST

with ape. meld, sell all or put, make
offer. NVL 0100 05100 Blvd. 0201, Oder
Royo
Ott'. Calif. 90430. 1913165.4353.

my4

Oregon 61631,

BLANK

8

TRACK TAPES MASTRO FIRST

quality, any length. exact thee
DD'asount SSloe.5
La keen
Pa. 16503.171719813901.

aA

BIOGRAPHIES ON HUNDREDS OF PAST
end current recording artlate For information
write: Rock Bioi Unitd.. Bee 978, Beloit. Wk
535n.

my4

SONGWRITERS- PROTECT YOUR WORK!
Your maw ere valuable proper
Copyright

formation 5150 check or money order. Proton
Co., Boa 90201 -8, Nahville. Tenn, 37809. my4
SONGWRITERS! PROS SHOW YOU HOW!
Made, money, martelAg. everything! Receive
royalux Produce rood.! Publish! Promote!
Deteile! Redwine
School, 70813D

...ins

ill

REPAIR SERVICE FOR S TRACKS. ALL
brads All carte, 500 elm mmm 501157. Ua
our address Let us be your guarantee'!!!! Call
collect now
149 Revere

DISTRIBUTING SERVICES

On
n

McKmpofl,

111.

.3005.

e.

m.il

RECORD MFG. SERVICES,
SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
DISPLAY FIXTURES 8-TRACK. LP d
45'. Beet prices e selection of coun4r
floor models Strack pilfer -proof special
capacity counter mad ..................

100

ATTENTION. RECORD OUTLETS. WE
have tee larget electia a 45 rpm oldies
at 254 each also major label LP Wings

.d

WHILE OTHER PEOPLE ARE RAISING
their price. we are lowering ours Major lob,
LP's are low as 11.00. Your choice. Write (o
free Beings. Scorpio Music Dktribulos tel
Limekiln Pike, Ph,ledelph'. Pa. 19129. Dmkn
only.
of

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Weekly. Nationwide Employment Mnmp
for Radio ATV including PD'., DI's News
Silo 8 Engineers.

Job Leads
BOX 61

LINCOLNDALE
N.T. 10540

m2,1

.an.

mor model ....,....._.._..... 119.95
New hems rtonge unite available.
Write (or butohem and dea!b,

252 capacity

Distributors discounts

PA,

Quality Display
Seo lilt. Chula., N.C.

20261

or ea. 7e4.194ASS1

iel

HELP WANTED

Join

a

dynamic growth odmad record and

Reply: BOX 5079
1616

/o BILLBOARD
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 15036

my.

ATTRACTIVE COCKTAIL WAITRESSESexperience m y...try. God Mary. (212) 77S.p27
4766: atar 5 P,M. 121115661166.
MOONLIGHTING MIXER TOR MIDTOWN
NYC rending audio. Only those with greet
following and good modem
,led apply. IBgh
commission. DUI 52A-9577.
MY6

**

SCHOOLS &
INSTRUCTIONS
SRI PIVE WEEK COURSE FOR FCC 1ST
erane license. Sk week course for
timeline* Call or write today. MIL 52 S. Palm

...TV

Ave . Sarasota. Fla. 33577,

SHORT RUN RECORD PRODUCTION
1100 usl. We do It all -horn the mater ta the
preteing-to the album. LP6145a also Seely.
end demaWeatrea- precieion c
Rmecorde -for prase.
111eeo or mal. Trutone
sunsl Ouaaty et down a earth prima-hill
Betgenwmd Ave., Nomh Bergen, N.J. 070e7

MD

868-9332.

PROMOTIONAL SERVICES
REAL ESTATE

Hazel Park, Michigan 40030
(313) 3994080

MALDEN BRIDGE PLAYHOUSE -5 BEAULi wg@teens, lh hours
MI aces ,ear

Al.,.

Dorn New York. 19141 Onu -r291.

www.americanradiohistory.com

sow

50/60 60N0WRITING, RECORDS. PUR
lieh:na, bee radio pmmotkv. We and 7" recorda
717 each Bet wet you
mailed. Write:
my4
A It A, Bea 5593 Columbus. Ca, 31105.

elle

ta

SERVICES

Ile

DYNA -UAY PLASTICS. INC.
1451 East 9 Mlle Rd.

34.95

SALESMEN WANTED
CHICAGO REGION

Contact:
BERKLAY AIR SERVICE
P.O, Boa 665, JFK Airport,
Jemaloa, N.Y. 11430. U.S.A. je22,

Cash with order, please

ems

WORDS OST TO MUSIC TUNES Fos TSE
recording ani.. Muric arranged for bend A
oealka. We can get your eons seconded. For
nfornatia: Send it Sl.m MO. to D. BaMdn
Music Aeses 1412 R Michigan, Chicago.

punt..

per 15517
$5.00 per month
012.00 3 month.

Pe. 15182

Records 3160 Francis, Jackson. Michigan 49203
eon
5111 162.3190

the
Assemble various orders
Ship at lowest freight ote
Provide new apply sources
Aid you hi your ekca to N.Y.

$I.w

0049146- 5e Side Sounds.
Revere, Mae
mylI

SOUNDALKE MASTERS AVAILABLE. THE
Beet m nest Country. Pop Rock. R. e & Jesup

ATTN! OVERSEAS IMPORTERS
from
U.SA. we pro.

é the

10171

Red, Blvd.,

COLLABORATION LYRICS FOR YOUR
HA potential roamr -rock. bella,d, ow no mt.
60-50 deal. Sad demo needs reek camels,
uteidge and lead stem to d.B.. Boa 11M.

11%35. 15161 420.0022.

An

my.

4í300

M.

Wings.lAl
or,
welmroe. Ape. Redervous Inc,
v, 1135
W. Elizabeth
Uden, N.J. 0709e.
if

or write: 46 Ca*AIM..
51 101.

DOZEN. I000OTHER NOW

i promotional pics. Send for five

,

Cal collect person to person

Ala. Cob,

myl

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

my2J

Reel
Eleven

for

coya

CONCERT

PENTAGON CASSETTE OUPUCATO8

wand

A

MHO

Queen Park.
lems Houe of Rinrs 38 N.
way, Mc Vernon. New York 10560.
tfn

Fansioadele, New York

mym

New York, N.V. 11356

2037 Cmen5o Odre
na:
s Cal-aol
Phone: (303) 352-9045

PATCHES $240

Sturdy are Construction. 3 and 8 Pocked
Sommer Type FlOOr Merchandisers. Each
Pock* holaing 25 -12" LP's.
WMe:

1000 PIDELIPAC

my18

Ceo

mytl

(31s) 701,2446

;

AUe.

*TRACK DISPLAY FIXTURES -- QUALITY
built pdf proa, 110 meadty. DMnlutm di
aunts. Cuelmo Display, Box 137. Rogue Riser.

14" NAB AMPEX FLANGES IN 00101.
gel boa. PscÌSe of 10.3615.00eriasa metal

NEW

reek available, nee end und Seundd Investment
my4
POE 8930, Atlantis, Ga. 50316

GRAFFITI RECORDS

SOUND -A -LIKE MASTERS

(309)

LOWEST PRICE AROUND
Full color IabIL and sleeves. Excellent
use brand cartridge. fantastic low, kw

P.O. Box 196

HARRY HEPCAT and the
BOOGIE WOOGIE BAND

PHILL

N.E. 7th St.

CARTRIDGE INDUSTRIES
CORP.

STREAKIN' U.S.A."
by

Worldwide wholealen of UK and

Quad Enterprises
1

1

Road

M.N..

Ddkh

mated 1, EoKie. M fada,es d mad
emelope. Libra Dept B. Box l450. Studio City,
OPI
CA.91804.

and Distributors,
Write for copies:

P.O. Boa 555
N.Y. 13862

Twineiel,

eons

LOWEST PRICE AROUND
Fos color IabeR and slaves. Excellent

Clued Budget Tapes

CARTRIDGES
Empties with Foam Pad
Bulk 8 -Track Tape

m29

THE ORIGINAL,

RECORD RACKS

8 -Track

STUDIO SUPPLY CO.

II Woodfield

5804A

FREE PROFESSIONAL REVIEW OF YOUR

London W,2.

Bulk Tape On Nab Hubs

Contact: EMIL OR SPARKS,

-

JOCK SHORTS! MONTHLY CONTEPOrary comedy. A must for toe deiays. Free edition.

Bey Road,Nehdla TemL07201,

a

LTD.

wanted, tee.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

RECORDS
EXPORTS
9

m

Ion

We do not, in any way, manufacture or distribute Cartridges,
Cassettes, Records or any other finished product. We produce solely for the manufacturer or distributor. ALL production Is done by PPX Enterprises, Inc. and is solely owned
By PPX.

sories. For more Information

Libenn

CAROLINE

vv

dvneeboro, AR 22401,

rem.

CHOICE

do

21126.

roy0

RECORD COLLECTIONS BUY AND SELL
Heller. 12151 MA 7-815e. Herd to net
1512 Pratt PhiadeOhia. Ps Redid 8tatiom

European gramophone records and
CUM Ne tapes, Virgin Records mot edal our veniality.

245 W. 55 St., New York City 10019
(212) 247 -6010

Bea Photon (615) 927.3076.

BRITISH

...eon,

...

Tee 75227.

DUPLICATING EQUIPMENT -OPEN REEL
hiaed omette. Mat handle 72011' up. Also
led lodes, labolem end nlbd eeel te hurdling
equipment -no junk. muet be late mdel and in
gee class condition Cash. Berl A. Brooks ESP.

,

EVERYTHING FOR
Deeim'! Comedy, books, aBd,eeb, wild
old radio shows. FCC tees end more!
Wdn.
OO: Commend, Boa 2a428.B, Han Francisco

Bradant Library,

MRS. KERMICK
(ein) 690.8178

FOR SALE

For under $9,000.00
Tascan Console, machine.,
M edereo echo, mikes end acces-

11200 daze.Ma one -line gap, 510. Catalog he
Edmund Oele, 2786A Weal Roberts, Preen
H
Calif. 53705

tb

RECORDS WANTED

Enclosed is u.__.___
O Check
O Money Order.
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

NAME

Includes

"W6. Teach Standup Comedy"
Remit to: BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th S1,
New York, N.Y. 10019

FREE CATALOG

Billboard.

RECORDING STUDIO

sues. 510-3 for $1200

2

"FUNMASTER Geg Film 545
"Anniverwy ImiP," 330
"Hew to Masts the Ceremonies;' 05
35

DEBUTS: NEW SUREFIRE COMEDY

day.

OWN A COMPLETE

The Service of the Stars for 30 Yrs.!
"THE COMEDIAN"
One,wi Monthly Sena -645 yr,l

Box 6076

O Publishing Services

New York, N.Y. 10036

Classified Adv. Dept.,

4 -TRACK

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL

O Wanted to Buy

Equipment
O Promotional Services

Box Number, Cio BILLBOARD, ligure 10 add,
Ilona! words and Include 506 service charge for
boa number and address.

Wanted Immediately
to 10 Slave duplicating line.
Need 8 -track Convenible to Cassette, but can use two independ'ent lines. One 1 -inch master loop
bIn complete with electronics.

O

O Help Wanted
O Used Coln Machine

O DISPLAY CLASSIFIED AD -One inch, 527.50;
4 -limes 52445; 26 -limes $23.25: 52 -times 520.00.
Box rule around all ads.
O

Distribution Services
Record M Ig. Services. Supplies
8 Equipment

COMEDY MATERIAL

5

Check heading under which ad is to appear
(Tape 8 Cartridge category classified ad Is not accepted.)

CHECK TYPE OF AO YOU WANT:

WANTED TO BUY

More Market News
See Page 70
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General News

White Front
Step Closer
To Switch
-The

BOW FOR GLADYS: Bubba Knight, right, offers respects to sister Gladys
Knight as she was presented a commemorative plaque for her NARM award
as best female soul artist in 1973. Joining the Knights are Art Kass, left, president of Buddah Records, and Sidney Seidenberg, president of SAS. Kass
made the presentation at a label reception prior to the premiere of the motion
picture "Claudine" in New York April 22.
A

Carol Carmichael
Continued from page 4
ing. "And that's what record pro-

ducing is all about," she says.
The problem, she says, is that
many women find it difficult to "sell
themselves." But she thinks them are
many women capable of making
records who don't know it.

"1f I hadn't had an artist like Rita
Jean Bodine, I probably wouldn't
have become a record producer either. She walks into the studio prepared. And, too, I've had enormous
0 help from people such as Marty
Paich and his son David ... they
C helped me get my music together."
She writes in partnership with
Dean Parks, who did all of the lead
in guitar work on the Badine LP.
rot.
"Because of my father and everything I learned from him, when I got
into a studio to do a song, I already
T know what the record is going to
isound like in every detail except how
the artist is going to sing.

J

Musicians, however, often fight
you and you have to go over and
over something to gel it the way you
want it. It's hard to convince even
your best friends that your ideas are
right. But, once that record is finished and they hear the total effect,
they'll have to admit what you did
was

right"

LOS ANGELES
fate of the
once -mighty White Front West
Coast chain record /tape departments moves a step closer to solution
with the acquisition of the remaining 15 California outlets by Walter
A. Craig, He is president of the discount division of Interstate Stores
Inc., the financially troubled operation which took the stores over in
1973 (Billboard, Jan. 13, 1973).
So far, only a letter of intent has
been signed. Craig and his group
would take over the stores on a sublease agreement for hree years, with
options to renew and would buy
store inventories. Craig would depart Interstate when the deal would
be completed.

The White Front departments
were the largest new release volume
outlets on the coast till about 1972,
when the stores ran into dollar difficulty. They consistently led in discounting new LP product. The
chain, which stretched from Oregon
to Southern California, closed 17
music departments late in 1972 from
Oregon through central California
when those stores were closed. Inventory was liquidated in January
1973 in those stores.
The music departments in the
stores are served by the Handleman
Co.

Sesame Street
New Label Line
NEW

Norm Schindler photo

JIM GREENWOOD, founder, owner
of the Licorice Pizza retail chain In
Los Angeles, speaks on the challenge of retailing in America at
IMIC -5 in London on May 9.

Gal Engineers Speak
LOS ANGELES -Three women
engineers spoke May at a meeting
1

of LASS, Ladies Association of
Sound Services at Western Recorders. Hildegard Hersch, Christina
Hersch and Linda Tyle of Capitol,
United Artists and Sound Labs, respectively, discussed their progress
in the field.

YORK

-

Children's

Records of America, label headed
by Arthur Shimkin, has formed a
new One, Sesame Street. The first 10
releases were shipped last week and
will carry a suggested list price of
$2.98 each.
The release includes solo albbms
by some of Jim Henson's most familiar creations from the "Sesame
Street" show on TY, These are the
debut record of Big Bird and five releases in the Moppet series. Other
records are performed by various
members of the"Sesame Street "cast.

{This Week's Legal Action]
Ex- Inmate Sues
Cash, Col Rec

3 Doors Sue

LOS ANGELES -A former inmate of Folsom prison is suing CBS,
Columbia Records, William Johnston and Johnny Cash for 55.25 mil-

LOS ANGELES -The three surviving Doors, through their publishing, production and performance
companies, have sued the widow of
their late singer, Jim Morrison, for
over $250,000 allegedly advanced to
Morrison as recoupable corporate
loans before his death.
According to the suit filed in Superior Court here, Pamela Courson
Morrison, as executrix of the estate,
has refused to let the Doors' corporations deduct Morrisoñ s advances
from incoming royalties.

lion, claiming invasion of privacy
when an announcement over the
public address system during the
Cash recorded concert there carried
his name and prison number and is
part of the album.
Rudolph Sandoval, who was released from prison in March, 1973,
after serving ,a felony sentence,
claims the unauthorized use of his
name on the record placed him in an
unfavorable, false light.
The announcement was made because certain prisoners, one of

Morrison Widow

whom was Sandoval, were requested
to come to a prison area, where they
could meet the entertainers who
made the record there Jan. 19, l968.

Guitar Firm to Create Study Materials
SAN

FRANCISCO -Guitar

AF Opens Fla.
Distrib Company

RETIRING GOLD -Singer One -Stop co-founder Fred Sipiora (second from
left) and his brother Joe hold gold records commemorating their retirement
after 23 years in the business. The Chicago wholesalers were roasted at a
recent dinner organized by Iry Rothblatt of the Chicago W / E/A branch (left)
and hosted by Phil Holzman of London Distributors (right). Co-founder Ted
Sipiora flew in for the dinner from Los Angeles, where he is in the real estate
business.

TREASURES -Olivia Newton -John accepts a number of awards from various
organizations following her arrival in the States for personal appearances.
Helping her hold the awards are John Farrar, her producer, with the Academy
of Country Music's plaque for newcomer of the year, manager Peter Gormley
holding the RIRA certified gold single "Let Me Be There," Ms. John holding
her Grammy for the best country performance and MCA president Mike Maitland with Ms. John's copy of the gold single.

KENNY BURRELL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Player Productions has been formed
to create materials for the educational and instructional fields.
Kenny Burrell, well -known jazz
performer, has been named its executive director, He is working on a
book on improvisation and guitar
techniques, which is scheduled for
publication this fall.
The company plans a series of

Joe Gino /United Photographer plwte

MCA pliOo

NEW YORK- Audiofidelity Enterprises has set up its first company owned distribution operation. The
firm, Tropical Record Distribution
Co., is Miami -based. Charlie Morrison will head the division, according
to Herman D. Gimbel, president of
Audiofidelity.
Gimbel says in explaining the
move, that "it is necessary to obtain
greater emphasis on the growing
Florida market for us as well as
other recdrd companies in need of
better concentration of sales and
promotion for their labels.
Tropical will serve the following
labels: Audio Fidelity, Black Lion,
Chiaroscuro, World Jazz, Enja,
Thimble, Harlequin and First Component Series.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Session" recordings featuring
"name performers" in a rhythm section, which allows the listener to
play along. Also planned are disks
on which known musicians perform
on one side and explain and demonstrate their techniques on the other

The company is a division of Guitar Player Magazine which operates
from Los Gatos, Calif.

side.

The farm additionally plans books
for all styles of guitar playing and
will be making contact with high
schools and colleges with a series of
half-hour tapes by well -known guitarists.

AFTRA, Labels
Set Meeting to

Talk Contract
NEW YORK -A new meeting between AFTRA (American Federation of Television and Radio Artists) and record companies has been
not tentatively for May IS, it's been
learned. This marks the first move
by both factions to discuss a new
contract in some four weeks.
Talks between AFTRA and the
record companies, which began
March 5 in Los Angeles, had broken
down, with AFTRA's bid to obtain a
performer royalty trust fund as main
stumbling block (Billboard, March
9).

Fantasy photo

KENNY BURRELL: tau guitarist
starts writing books for the instructional field.

Phonodisc Sales
DALLAS -Although

Phonodisc
has dosed its local warehouse facility, it retains a sales office here
headed by Mel Patton. Inventory
stored here has been shifted to three
other Phonodisc warehouses in Los
Angeles, Chicago and Atlanta to
service customers in those locations
formerly handled by this city.
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Radio-TV Programming

Vox Jox
Continued from page 46

of W KMI -A M. He never kept any of
the airchecks of himself from those
days.

*

*

*

Looking for work is Dave Arlington, previously with WKIS -AM in
Orlando, Fla, The station replaced
him with a talk show. His number is
305- 851 -3719.... Bill Phipps, assistant sports director. WJHL -TV,
Johnson City. Tenn., is looking to
get back into Top 40 or uptempo
MOR radio as a personality. Also
has experience as music program director. 615- 926 -2153. Says willing to
take small or medium market....
Mark Sampson, a country air personality most recently at KCKN-

"TAKE MY
TURNTABLE,
PLEASE"
full length book of orignal radio
comedy material. Needs no rewriting.
Unique 30 -90 second bits. written
FOR the DJ by one of the all -time
greale -ME!!! There has ta be a good
reason why over 200 top jocks around
the word we now using "TAKE MY
TURNTABLE, PLEASE-...
rra CHEAP II
A

l

For treebe, write

...

HYPE, INK...

PCB Mosel
LA, CA 99989

AM

in Kansas City, is looking for
work. 913 -299 -0790.

*

*

Dan McKinnon, KSON -AM, San
Diego: Sorry that 1 missed the big
roundup this year. It hurt.... The
Reus Record Report, Richmond.
Va., 804- 270 -0858, always has several job openings, especially for stations in the Deep South area. This
week alone, he (meaning old friend
Dick Reus) listed: WAZY -AM.
Lafayette. Ind. (that's only in the

South.
though);
WWUN -AM, Jackson, Miss.:
WROV -AM, Roanoke (solid
South): WLYV -AM, Fort Wayne.
Ind.; WIVY -AM, Jacksonville:
WYLD -AM. New Orleans: WIFE AM, Indianapolis; WAPE -AM,
Jacksonville. Fla. I f your station isn't
semi -Deep

getting the three R sheet, may suggest you ask him fora samply copy.
1

Friends of Humble Harve will be
glad to know that he's back in action
on KKDJ -FM, Los Angeles. By the
bye. has anyone noticed lately how
more and more big name air personalities are drifting over to FM?
*

*

use hundred's. He

probably meant
posters of rock artists. but why not
other radio stations, too?
e

Lets play Whatever Happened
To. I'll mention Johnny Rahbitt.
You're supposed to say: He just did
the voice-over for Kentucky Fried
Chicken's new "Dinosaur an gratin"
commercials. Near: Greg Dean....
Jon Nichols, WGHQ- AM -FM,
Kingston, N.Y.. needs a copy of the
old Metro-Me lia Network News Style Handbook. He'd like to make
contact with Paul (Bill Christie)
Welter, George (George Woods)
Kaywood, Danny (Danny O'Day)
O'Dess, and Tom Friday.... Note:
I'm starting a new sometimes feature
called Programming Comments.
These are meant to be pithy statements about radio programming of
any and all types, I will accept con-

promoted to operations director of
the beautiful music station. Rest of
the air staff there includes Darrell
Edwards in mid -day. Don Evans in
evenings and Jon Kris* on weekends.... Jerry Holtz, program director of WIHN -FM. Bloomington. Ill..
requests posters to brighten up the
hallway of the station. Says he could

program directors, and general managers from all formats and all market sizes. You don't have to be famous to get your statement printed.
just have something valid to say.
You should enclose a picture of
yourself with the comment. I will
print anywhere from zero to three or
even four of these per issue, depending on how many I get that are good.

NOTE: There will be a special
discount flight 747 leaving Los Angeles Aug. 13 for New York City and
the seventh annual International
Radio Programming Forum. You
have to leave Los Angeles on Aug.
13. but can return anytime you wish.
The roundtrip fare for this flight is
$71 off the normal fare. Tom Ray
and Tony (Shade, W. Diamond)
Richland are planning to take their

wives, this flight is so reasonably
priced (actually, they would have
taken their wives anyway). If anyone
on the West Coast wants to come
into Los Angeles and join the party
flight to the Forum, please contact
me for details.

*

*

*

Bob L Collin has joined WON AM in Chicago to do the 2-4 p.m.
show; he'd been afternoon drive
personality at WOKY -AM in Milwaukee and program director of the
Top 40 operation.... Nancy Plum:
Will try to answer your letter: it was
sensational.... Tim Benko: Got the
tapes. Thanks. WIVY -FM -A M.
Jacksonville. Fla., needs an all -night
personality. Contact general manager Tom Kirby.

"PUNCXLINE

has got to be

the best topical humor service
in the nation."

Programming Comments

-Dick Whittington
"1973 MOR Air
Personality of the Year"

STU BOWERS, program director
KCMO -AM

(Billboard Convention)

-

Try Punchline For A Month
Published Weekly
Special Introductory Offer
Four Issues -510.00
Send check or money order to:

Kansas City

*

Jerry Haines, announcer at
WIXZ -AM in Pittsburgh. has been

*

tributions from air personalities,

Middleof- the-road radio?! think there's a resurgence of the air personality. The music is important, but I've never put all of my apples on
the music. Here, for examples, we have live news around- the-clock
done by two newswriters and six newscasters, including a girl. But, as
far as format goes, we're probably one of the true MOR radio stations
in the nation. First, we're a radio station, not just a music station. Part
of what we play on the air is very popular and hot and that's country

Punchiine!

Dept. abs
-0
P.O. Box 48584
Los Angeles, California 90048
(if outside U.S.. send money
order only)

music. But we also play Elton John, Ringo Starr -the big popular music
hits.

OIDAR UNLIMITED

In

the Future there will be
Only one wavelength.

The Oidar Wavelength

is

a new,

three -hour monthly radio syndication concept
unlike anything In the past.
And it's FREEI Bring your station into
the future now,
Over 100 stations are already there.

the
Oidor Wavelength
4558 Coldwater Canyon

Ave.'

Studio City, CA 91604

'I7 want to be there and hear the Oidor Wavelength.
understand Oidor is available on on exclusive
market basis and that am under no obligation at
Mistime.
I

I

'

I

My station

Is

u

Progressive MOR
bp 40
O Progressive Rock
Solid Gold

1

some

station/Me

1

street

o

'

city

zip

phone (area onde)
Free offer available in the USA and Canada only.
expires September 30.1974.

ZOfer
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International News
Common Market Probes Charge
By GEMA vs. Radio Luxembourg
BRUSSELS -The Common Market Commission will investigate a
complaint made by GEMA, the
German royalty collection agency.
alleging that Radio Luxembourg
has breached the EEC's fair competition regulations. GEMA's case is
supported by the music publishers'
associations in Germany and
France.
The hearing took place April 23 in
Brussels, but it is expected that a decision will not be made known before the end of the year. Radio
Luxembourg. having successfully
defended two similar eases brought
by GEMA before the German
courts, believes that it can prove that
its activities over the promotion of
records are carried out in a proper
businesslike manner. "We are confident that the Commission will not
tam against us," Luxembourg's general director Gust Grass told Billboard.
A Commission spokesman explained that the investigation revolves around whether Luxembourg
is abusing a dominant position regarding the playing of records,
which would be in contravention of
the Treaty of Rome. He said that
GEMA's case is that where paid play is concerned, Luxembourg's
German service requires the publishers to assign 50 percent of the
royalties to the station's publishing
company Radio -Tele Music in re-

m

e
á

i

turn fora guarantee of 36 plays, or
alternatively to pay 200DM per
broadcast. The chief area of complaint concerns the 50 percent royalties assignment which is alleged to
be formulated on the basis that
Luxembourg shows are picked up
and repeated up to 36 times on the
Deutsche Welle shortwave station
and that recorded copyrights involved are given prime airplay slots.
GEMA's complaints also notes
that of its total collections on behalf
of writers and publishers in 1972
amounting to 2.4 million DM,
863000 DM was the publishers'
share. In the same period, under its
various sub -publishing deals, Radio
Luxembourg received 945.000 DM.
it is alleged.
General director Graas from the
RTL headquarters told Billboard
that GEMA's original complaint
dated back three years since when
the station had won two coup hearings in Germany, which had been
brought under the Treaty of Rome
regulations. "As GEMA had no success there, the society is now trying
the Commission in Brussels, but in
our opinion the complaint is super -

ftcial." he said.

It

for us to show that we
do not have a monopoly in Germany
and that we are not abusing the
regulations."
Graas stressed that as a commercial station. Luxembourg took the
is easy

French Supermarket's Role
In Selling Disks Cited
PARIS- Between

30 and 35 percent of French record sales are made
through supermarket outlets, it was

revealed during two recent record
and tape seminars organized by the
French Self-Service Institute.
Traditional record shops account
for 40 percent of sales while the balance comes from department stores
and mail -order houses. Altogether.

Atl in U.K.
In 'Grip' Push
LONDON- Atlantic

mounting
a major promotion campaign to
stimulate interest in "Monkey
Grip." the forthcoming solo album
by Rolling Stones' ban guitarist Bill
Wyman. The LP -the fins solo alis

bum to be recorded by an individual
member of the group -is being released on the Rolling Stones label.
distributed by Atlantic, on May 10.
On the consumer side, the campaign will include T-shirts, lapel
badges, an interview on BBC -l's
Rockspeak programme. an appearance on BBC -TV's Old Grey Whistle Test and interviews with the consumer music press.
On the trade side, Atlantic will be
making available to dealers a full
range of point -of-sale aids including
window streamers, posters and
counter displays.
Commented Atlantic promotion
manager Geoff Grimes: "We are
giving the album the son of promotional push you would expect for a
major artist."
The album has been produced.
written and arranged by Wyman.
Among the back -up musicians on
the LP are Dr. John. Leon Russell,
Danny Kootchmar, Betty Wright,
guitarist Jackie Clarke and pianist
Duane Smith.

there are 18,000 record and tape outlets in France.
Sales of records here are still lagging well behind those of books but
the disc market is continuing to expand at a brisk pace -currently
around 50 percent a year -and the
general conclusion at the seminars
was that the future for record and
tape retailers is extremely bright.

The only slightly worrying factor,
according to the Institute, is the
hardware market which is only
growing at the rate of around 10 percent per annum. There are at present
about eight million record players in
use in France.
On the product side, budget albums selling for anything between
$1.50 and $5 are continuing to capture a hefty slice of the total market.
According to the Institute. 70 percent of budget buyers are under 30
years of age and enjoy buying
"cover' LP's of recent Top Ten hits.
Indeed, based on the figures the Institute has compiled from sales in
1972, full -price LPs only account for
around 18 percent of the total market. Singles continue to have the biggest share.

auitude,

"If you want promotion for

records, then you must pay." He regarded the 200DM tarrif as being

"very

low"

in relation to
Luxembourg's usual charge for
commercial advertising of 50DM
per second. On the matter of publishers giving Luxembourg a 50 percent share of royalties, Gram said
that this was regarded as "a normal
commercial exchange.' "The publisher who gives up half his rights is
winning, because he is getting much
mom promotion that if he made his
own arrangements. Before they dealt
with djs, but now there is no more
hidden promotion, they deal directly
with us on a completely aboveboard basis."

Gilbert O'Sullivan, right, with his Billboard No. 1 Award as 1973's Top Easy
Listening Artist, presented in London by Peter Jones, editor of Record & Radio Mirror. Also in the picture are Roy Smith of MAM Publishing, with the No.
1 Award for 1973's Top Easy -Listening Publisher, and Geoffrey Everett, managing director of MAM Records.

EMI Undergoes Internal Shakeup
Continued from page I
Bob Mercer will be general manager of the U.K.operation and Brian
Jeffrey in over -all charge of U.S.

product EMI is currently looking
for sales managers for each wing.
Both Mercer and Jeffrey will report
to Roy Featherstone.

Barry Green will be general manager of the new tape division, looking after sales and marketing.

EMI's managing director, Gerry
Oord. notes: "We have really set up
two competitive labels aimed at promoting friendly competition, This
will be a major step toward achieving a 40 percent growth."
The U.K. operation will cover
sales marketing and promotion of
pop, classical. and MOR product
and oversee a &r.
The U.S. branch will have the
same duties for American pop and
MOR material and will handle
EMI's licensed and distributed lines.
Notes Oord: "About 12 months
ago I forecast 50 percent growth.
People challenged this and called it
big -headed.

"But we beat that target. Now I
am aiming for 40 percent growth."
He says this can be handled with
present production resourcs and is
not taking into account a proposed
ew factory.

Negotiations over the new project,
which could be all-tape, taking cassette and cartridge production out of
the Hays plant are continuing.
Oord says there will probably bea
reduction in the number of sales
areas -now about 28 -but that U.S.
and U.K. salesmen will be working
n

side by side.

Confab on
Folklore
HALIFAX,

N.S.

-The Canadian

The Institute believes that around
34 percent of total sales are made to
office workers, manual workers account for 27 percent, people working
in a profession, 17 percent, shopkeepers, 6 percent, the farming community, 2.5 percent and the remainder, by others.
There has been a tremendous increase in sales of French -originated
material, which now accounts for
just over 50 percent of the market
while the share held by British and
American material has slipped to
just under ton percent
Supermarkets either use a rack jobber to sell product or buy it direct
from distributors or through whole-

Music Council will hold a conference on folklore in Canada on Friday (3) and Saturday (4) with preregistration on Thursday (2) at the
Nova Scotian Hotel in Halifax.
Named "Conference '74," the meetings will have a theme based on folklore in Canada and subjects planned
for discussions over the two days include Canada's folk heritage, folk
music in education, the popular contemporary folk explosion and folk
MUSIC in serious composition.
Among those taking pan in the
conference are folklorists Dr. Helen
Creighton and Kenneth Peacock;
singers John Allan Cameron and
Edith Butler; and composer Harry

salers.

Somers.
www.americanradiohistory.com

"It will

efficient for both
dealer and salesman," he says. "By
reducing the amount of product
each salesman has to contend with
he can learn his material. thoroughly
and we can get back to a position
where salesmen sell instead of just
taking orders, which is happening in
some cases at the moment."
be more

Oord says the scheme will officially roll into action on May I with
a gradual phasing -in of the new operation and following pilot test runs
in specific areas will be fully operational in January.
See International Executive Turntable for additional EMI personnel
changes.

From the Music Capitals

of the World
LONDON
Osmond's manager Ed Leffler
flew to London to discuss future
U.K. releases by the group following
settlement of the dispute with MGM
in America. The contractual dispute,
which has been going on for several
weeks, has balked plans by Polydo -MGM's distributors in the
U.K. -to release Osmond product.
But with news that the problems
have been ironed out, Polydor is releasing a single by Marie Osmond,
"In My Little Comer of the World"
on May 17, and an album of the
same name in June.... Rediffusion
Gold Star, a new Rediffusion mid price label, was launched across the
board on April 26, including budget
racks in department stores and other
oudets. Marketing manager Maurice Perl, explained while the company had two separate sales forces.
one for the budget line and the other
for the imported Supraphon mid price line, both sales forces would be
responsible for promoting the new

label....

Bronze has shelved plans
for a new pop- orientated label. Label manager Selwyn Turnbull said
the decision was taken after a meeting with Island, which licenses
Bronze. He said it would be a year to
18 months before the label materializes. Turnbull said iminens signing
Gene Pitney would have gone on the
new label, but will now appear on
Bronze for the time being. His first
release on Bronze is expected to be
the Elton John composition, "Skyline Pidgeon." ... Ann Bishop, one
of the three directors who launched
Magnet Records and played a leading role in breaking Alvin Stardust,
has quit the company. Clifford
Ellson, whose publicity company
handles Magnet's affairs, said: "The
depanure was completely amicable.
It was brought about by different attitudes over the promotion of certain
artists." No new director will be appointed to replace Ann Bishop, who
handled promotion though two
people have been drafted in to absorb the promotion duties. Ms.

Bishop

is

at present believed to be in

the Caribbean, and is heavily involved in an agency organizing un-

ship entertainment.
Due in London next month is
GRC president Michael Thesis and
international representative Bobby
Weiss to lay plans for autumn opening ofa recording and publishing offree.... Stanley Dorfman, 14 years at
the BBC as designer and producer, is
leaving in June to start his own production company. Dorfman s eight
years as producer has been spent
mainly with music, working with
artists like Frank Sinatra, Jack Jons
and John Denver. He hopes to begin
a production company to handle tv
shows in the U.K. and U.S.
Charisma is launching a major
spring campaign- spearheaded by
local radio promotion -starting from
the end of this month. Fronting the

airplay promotion will be a series of
60- second spots on Capital Radio
expected to cast over 51,750. Backing the broadcasting will be extensive press advertising and a color
poster mail -out to dealers nationwide for in -store display ... due for
release next month by Chrysalis is
an Alan Toussaint -produced album
by Frankie Miller. ... New CBS

marketing chief Ruben Walker, recruited from the classical department, has played organ and drums
in rock bands and once ran a progressive jazz club. ... President
Records is advertising the first single

"Let It

Be

Me" by Opportunity

Knocks' winners, The Doyley Brothers during the commercial break of
April's all- winners show. The Doyley Brothers were winners on Opportunity Knocks on Sept. 24, 1973,
appeared on the next week's show
and again on the all- winners show
on Oct. 22.... On May 18, Who will
headline at Charlton soccer club's
ground, a concert supported by
Humble Pie, Lou Reed, Bad Company, Dare Mason and Lindisfarne,

...

Nearing completion

the
(Continued on page 56)
is
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NINO ROTA
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sound track album
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Nino Rota
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themes composed
by

Nino Rota

* * * * *
THESE THREE MASTER -WORKS CONDUCTED BY CARLO SAVINA
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International News
From
Continued from page 54

Moody Blues' own studio at Devra's
West Hampstead premises.
Island Music has signed a three year deal with writers Ronnie and
Russel Mael to administer their material worldwide. The Marl's are
members of, and write material for,
the band Sparks whose single "This
Town Ain't Big Enough" is a Music
Week star breaker... Meanwhile Island Records is re- promoting the
nine -strong back -catalog of Traffic
albums to coincide with the band's
20 -concert U.K. tour which began
last week- It is the band's first major
tour of the U.K. for several years
and their first visit here since the
spring of last year. On all dates but
three at the Rainbow, Traffic will be
supported by Richard and Linda
Thompsons hand Sour Grapes.

TOKYO
Under a five -year plan the Min On coneert association has earmarked an annual budget of 22 million yen to procure 30,000 records
12 million yen or more than $40,000
worth -and 30,000 scores. The items
are for its music library, which is to
be opened to the public in Novemu

-

ber....

Eleven concert dates have
been fixed by World Planning /Promotion from May 20 in Nagoya to
June 13 in Osaka for the Glen Miller
Orchestra. This time the band will be
led by "Peanuts" Hucko, the Japanese promotion agency says. Buddy
de Franco and Rey McKinley led the
on its previous two Japan

p
áorchestra

the Music Capitals of theWorld

performance tours.... Six "Organic
Music Theater" performances will
be given by Don Cherry on his first
tour of Japan, May 9-16, says Ai
Music. Toho Records released "Blue
Lake" by the jazz trumpet soloist on

March

25.

Early this month 2,000 fans

of the

CN-Utes (Brunswick) and Rufus
Thomas (Stan) were still seeking refunds from tickets to a joint recital
that was scheduled for last Oct. 19 at
the Nippon Budokan. postponed to
Feb.4, then cancelled. In the meantime, Soul City Promotion, which
sold them tickets ranging from 2,000
to 4,000 yen each, closed shop. It was
headed by Ritsuko Sam, whose husband was reported by the Japanese
press to bean American.... At least
22 concert dates have been fixed
from May 14 to June 9 for Albert
Hammond (Mums), according to
CBS /Sony. He is due to arrive here
May 12. It always rains in southern
Tokyo that day, the weatherman
says.... Kazumitsu Machijiri, president of King Record, says his company registered gross sales of 12,980
million yen (about S43, 300.000) in
is 1973 business year ended March
21, or 3.3 percent over is sales target.
International amiss and repertoire
accounted for 63 percent of the total,
he adds. The Japanese manufacturer, with whom London, Telefunken and A &M have foreign
record licensing agreements, has
boosted the sales target for its current business year by 15.4 percent to
15 billion yen (S50 million). The
Queen Club, founded by King
Record for the wives of Japan retail-

O

m
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Lowest Prices For Records & Tapes
Order Vla TELEX: 62632 U.W.

TOP ROCK
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BLACK LP's
West, Bruce & Lang -Live 'n Kickin

LP

($5.98

List)

-Columbia- KC32899

Doodato- Whirlwinds -MCA -410
The Sting /Sound Track -MCA -390
The Spinners- Mighty Love -Atlantic- SD7296

Jim Croce -You Don't Mess Around With Jim- ABCX756
Gladys Knight &The Plps- Imagination- Buddah -8055141
Terry Jacks -Seasons In The Sun -Bell -1307
Stevie Wonder -Inner Visions- Tamla -T326L
Earth, Wind & Fire -Open Our Eyes- Columbla- KC32712

March I.... "Hotcakes" by Carly Simon (Elektra), "Purple Passages" by
Deep Purple (WB), "Planet Waves"
by Bob Dylan, "Muscle of Love" by
Alice Cooper (WB). "Photos of
Ghosts" by Premiate Fodera Marconi (Manticore) and "Enter the
Dragon" by the late Bruce Lee were
released here April 10 in cassette
music tape format by Apollon Musical Industries.... Vic Arts Productions, a JVC subsidiary, has changed
its camera Victor Geino as of March
22.... The Riverside label and Fast
Coast jazz recording artists of the
1950.60 period were reintroduced
here April 5 with the release of six albums by Victor Musical Industries.
.. Twelve concen dates have been
set for Percy Faith and His Orchestra by the Kyodo Tokyo promotion
agency for their Japan performance
tour of 10 cities, May 7- 20.... Yasuyoshi Talcums, president of Tokuma
Musical Industries, and lehiro
Tsuboi, president of Trio Electronics, have been named as the keenest
rivals for a take -over of the Daiei
motion picture company, which
went bankrupt Dec. 20, 1971.... Kenichi Morita. president of Polydor
K.K" says the German -Japanese
company registered gross sales of
about
5,181,000,000
yen

Turntable

At EMI: Graham Powell, deputy
managing director, assumes total responsibility for production and studios, distribution, personnel and
sales. Cliff Busby moves out of sales
to become general manager of

(56.9811sí)

($6.98IIst)

EMI's distribution division while
Roy Matthews keeps his responsibilities for manufacturing and audios as production director. Alan

All 45 RPM Records

5

Century News for distribution

International

Call Or Wire Us For Quantity Prices.
Order Any Quantity From S1 Million Inventory.

per
No record

record manufacturer named Royal
Records marked its 10th anniversary
earlier this year with annual gross
sales of 120 million yen ($400,000).
Too small to become a member of
the Japan Phonograph Record Association, it has a staff of 12 employes headed by Hirnomi Miura.
Even a cal can look at a King,
quipped the independent manufacturer at his Ginza office last week.
busy clearing inventory at the height
of the transportation strike.... Sid
Seidenberg, worldwide manager of
Gladys Knight & the Pips, told Billboard here that a Far Eastern tour
including Japan is being planned for
the Buddah recording group, also
for Stories, followed next year by
B.B. King (ABC). ... Despite the
short supply and increased cost of
newsprint, a free four -page Japanese paper with news of international artists and repertoire is
available at the local record stores.
The first issue of the monthly newspaper was published in this music
capital March 20 by Uni PR.... No
copy yet to hand, but King Record
published its inaugural issue of 20th

'D

Billy Cobham- Crosswinds -Atlantic -507300

All LP's $2.95 and up
Tapes, 8 Track 8 Cassette 53.99

ers. is observing its 10th anniversary
this year.... Also, a tiny Japanese

f1 each
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Kanne becomes executive assistant
to Gerry Oord, EMI's managing director, retaining responsibility for
public relations.

for less than
Box Lob
In Boa Lob
5 or more per
t5 pst Gex
number
Minimum Order 100 Records -No D10es

Additionally, Brian Dockery,
manager of the international sales
division will look after export sales

of all U.K.
LARGE USERS CALL OR CABLE FOR SPECIAL BOX PRICES

Shipped Same Day Air Express
Specialists in Rock, Sold, Gospel, Jazz, Pop, etc.
ALL ORDERS C.O.D.- SHIPPED F.O.B. NEW YORK

..

record and tape product.
Reg Painter, finance director, retains
his post while Malcolm Brown becomes business affairs manager and
Roger Stubbs remains business
planning manager. Jimmy Hanks
takes on the responsibility of coordinating a new specialist sales group.
www.americanradiohistory.com

($17,270,000) in its 42nd semi -annual business term ended March 31,
or about 55 percent over the corresponding six -month period. Records
accounted for 89 percent, music
tapes 11 percent, he says. The joint
recording venture expects gross sales
of 4,380,000,000 yen ($14,600.000)
for its current business term ending
Sept. 30, or 16 percent over the corresponding six -month period of
1973.... The all Japan Federation
of Record Retailers Associations
(Zenreren), headed by Minoru Sasaki, decided April 2 to hold its annual meeting June 6 at Amami.
Among the subjects to be discussed
is the furore of is "Record Monthly"
and "Tape Monthly" publications.
Record dealers' bulk subscriptions
and manufacturen' advertising support no longer meet production
costs.

HIDEO EGUCHI

WARSAW
Poland's first ever rock opera,
NAGA, has had its one hundredth
performance in Poznan. It was written and is being performed by the
Blue and Black group with soloists
Stan Borys, Wojciecb Korda and
Ada Rusowies A soundtrack album
is available on the Polskie Nagrunia
label and recendy a cassette recording has been put on the market... A
new super group, SBB (search,
break and build) consisting of musicians from Causlaw Niemen's CBS
recording outfit, is gaining major
popularity here. The three musicians
are 25- year -old multi-instrumentalist Josef Skrzek, 19- year -old guitaist, Apostols Antymos and 24 -yearold drummer. Jerzy Piotrowski. The
group has based its style on that of
the Mahavishnu Orchestra but is developing it further.
The Austrian Dieter Glawischning
Quintet from Graz, has given jazz
concerts in Warsaw and Nowy Sacz.
The leader is a professor at the
Higher Music and Theatre College
in Graz and also author of numerous publications on jazz.... Polish
Days was held in Finland between
March 25 and April 3. Alongside appearances by Polish serious music
artiss, theater companies and ballet
groups, performances were given by
pop stars Maryla Rodowicz and
Czeslaw Niemen and pop groups the
Skalds and No To Go.... Polskie
Nagrania, Poland's only state record
company. has announced a list of
the most popular recording artists
between January 1960 and December 1972. Top of the list was the Red
Guitars group, who sold a total of
2,279,000 records. Second was vocalist Irene Senior, with sales of
1,293,420 records and third, Slaws
Praybylske, with sales of 1.260.140.
...This year's Jazz on the Oder festival was held in Wroclaw between
March 21 and 24. The event attracts
amateurjarz musicians and vocalists
from all over Poland who compete
for honours in various categories.
Many of Poland's leading professional artists hold awards gained at
this festival. ROMAN WASCHKO

DUBLIN
Brendan Quinn's cover version of

"Behind Cloud
British Broadcasting Corp.'s playlist -a considerable achievement for the independent Irish label, Hawk. Promotions
the Charlie Rich hit
Doors" is on the

manager Dave Pennefather said:
"Previously. anyone in Ireland who
has got on the playlist has been on
an international label. Hawk is independent. Whether or not the record
breaks, this must be good for the industry in general." Lack of sizable
reaction on Irish radio and television
prompted Pennefather to promote
"Behind Closed Doors" on the U.K.

market. The record is released on
Hawk thru Shannon Distributors in
the U.K. Pye has an option on distribution.... Dublin "Evening Herald" will present "The Tom Hennigun Memorial Show, in aid of the
Central Remedial Clinic, al the
Carlton Cinema on May 3. Hennigan was one of Ireland's best -known
journalists. Among those taking pan
will be Patricia Cahill, The Memories, Hal Rauch, Tony Seder, Pumpkinked and Jim Doherty.... Joe
Cuddy's new single features two
songs from the musical "Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor Dream coat." currently showing at the
Olympia Theater, Dublin. The
single is called "Any Dream Will
Do," and follows Cuddy's "I'm
Gonna Make 10' which he sang to
victory at the 1973 Castlebar International Song Contest

KEN STEWART

MOSCOW
Fifth USSR Composers Union's
congress opened here April 2. ...
Yugoslavia's Show Quartet, rock
group, was on an extended tour of
Russia in March -April.... Valerl D.
Kalmykor, the USSR minister of radio industry, died March 22. Most of
the national radio, television,
phonograph and tape hardware are
produced by companies under the
ministry. ... U.K. singer Robert
Young is in Russia, being featured in
one -man show:... Alexei Kozlov's
Moscow -based jazz /rock group is
now the most popular act on the local jazz scene, drawing capacity
crowds. Karim, is a veteran jazz
horn player /composer. He formed
his current group of young rock oriented musicians last year.
Russia's top female singer, Edita
Plekha, the star of Leningrad -based
Druzhba vocal ensemble, is seriously ill. Druxhbà s concerts have
been postponed since January. ...
Japanese -made components (Sony)
are utilized by national radio companies for manufacturing several
models of monaural cassette hardware (Tom and Elektronika recorders).... BASF and Soviet ministry
of foreign trade signed a deal, according to H. Wakebensehtein, chief
of the BASF bureau in Moscow. The
deal calls for supplying components
and raw materials on an exchange
basis.... Melodiya has released an
album in the "Prominent Violinists"
series. featuring HenrykSzeryngperfor ing Prokofiev's Concerto No. 2
and the Sibelius Concerto.... Solid
State Electronics show is scheduled
to be held at the Radiotechnits Pavillion at the USSR VDNKh (Permanent Exhibition of the National
Industry Achievements) here. April
through June. Comsumer electronics currently produced by the national companies as well as pre-production samples will be showcased.
.. Under a deal signed by Soviet's
V/O Mashpriborintorg, foreign
trade firm, and Czechoslovakia's
Omnia Co. 180,000 Soviet -made radios of various models will be supplied to Czechoslovakia in 1974....
Melodiya has released monaural
three-album set, presenting reissues
of recordings by G. Nelepp, Bolshoi
Opera's artist of the '40s -'50s, in a
program of operatic arias and romances.

Poland's Pagan and Soviet's Gosconcert agencies' recent cooperation
resulted in a big package of Polish
talent presented in Moscow April 2
through April I I, during the days of
Polish Culture. The roster of the acts
featured included Warsaw National
Philharmonic Orchestra, pop singer
Irene Santos, Ensemble of the Palish
Army and top rock group SlmldowL

VADIM YURCHENKOV
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Canadian News
14 Nations, 24 Songs Will

Vie

Evoy's Bullishness Makes Bear
In Tokyo Fest Contest Fast Runner In Disks & as Pub

Comlmred from page 3

UNITED KINGDOM: (lurfle

-

James -"Ce Ca Ma Chanson"
Wayne Bickerton & Tony Waddington; Gold & Silver -"Up Over My
Head" -Colin Richards & Harold
Geller, Harold Geller;

BRAZIL: Noelita-'Sabedoria"Waller Franco /Altair Stocker.

CANADA: Rene Simard -"Mi-

-

dori fro no Yane" (Green Roof)
Kunihiko Murai/ Daizo Saito, Koji
Makaino:

CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

Karel

Gon- "Let's Give Love Room to
Flourish " -Karel Svoboda /Zdenek
Borovec, lint Svoboda;

(WEST) GERMANY: Simon
Butterfly & Bettina Simon- "1S -1920"- Kunihiko Kase /Howard
Rama. Jo Kirsten;
(SOUTH) KOREA: Pahl Kim
"Farewell, My Love" -Khil Ok
Yoon, Katsuhia Hattori.
PHILIPPINES: the Circus Band
"Got to Save the World " -Atek Jacinto;

-

-

POLAND:
sonie " -Didier

Cristina-"Var-

Marouani /Sinoye,
Jean Claude Vanier;
SPAIN: Juan Bau -"Sobre el
Viento" -Pablo Herrero:
SWEDEN: the Gimmicks -"All
Together Now " -Stefan Muller;
USSR: Muslim Magomayev"Chortva Kaleso " -A. Babadjonyan/A. Eftushenko, A. Babadjonyan.

C
Om

.a
,=1.

According to Kimio Okamoto. director -general of the Tokyo Popular
Music Promotion Assn., the 21 finalists were selected from 301 entries
representing 27 countries. He said
that the three Golden Canary

Cross -Country
Tour Is Set Up
For Stampeders
MONTREAL. P.Q.- -Don Tarlton
of Donald K. Donald Productions in
Montreal has signed the Stampeders
cross- country tour which will
begin in Saint John, New Brunswick
on Thursday (9). The tour will mark
the 10th anniversary of the band

to

a

since their formation in Calgary in
1964.

According to Tarlton each date
will be a happening or a celebration
and peopletin the various cities will
have the opportunity to party with
the Stampeders.
Due to heavy commitments made
in the U.S. by their manager, Mel
Shaw, and their U.S. label, Capitol,
the tour will be presented in different phases. Pan one of the tour will
take place in the Canadian Atlantic

provinces from Thursday (9)
through May 25; Phase two will put
the band in northern Ontario in
early June; phase three will take

them to western Canada during
July; and the fmal phase will be
extensive tour of Ontario and Quebec in

August

The U.S. commitments include
appearances in such cities as Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Washington and
New York. The American dales will
be backed with full promotion by
Capitol who recently released the

band's latest album "From The
Fire."
Last years cross- Canada mur by
the band established house records
in over 80 percent of the venues that

they played.

Accompanying the Stampeders
on their Canadian dates will be
mentalist/clairvoyant Eric Levinson.

Award winners would be chosen
from 20 Japanese songs introduced
in March and April by member
manufacturers of the Japan Phonograph Record Assn. including CBS/
Sony, Nihon Phonogram, Polydor
K.K., Toshiba EMI and Warner Pioneer.

International contest judges from
overseas include Frances Preston, of
BMI; Joan Collins, the U.K. film
star; Denise Glaser and Marie Laforot from France, Salvatore T.
Chiantia, president of MCA Music;
and Ray N. Tanaka, secretary- treasurer /director of the Musicians'
Assn. of Hawaii.
Besides the annual cash prizes

and trophies, the sponsoring organization is planning a Frank Sinatra
Award for an outstanding singer in
addition to the F1DOF Award that
has been instituted for an outstanding song this year.
In the 2nd Tokyo Music Festival's

International Contest, Mickey Newbury, the Elektra recording artist,
won the World Popular Song Grand
Award for the US. with his own
composition "Heaven Help the
Child." Fourteen countries and 26
songs vied in the contest last year,
plus flue finalists who represented

Japan. International entries totaled
373 and in 1973.

Supported by Tokyo Broadcasting System, the 1974 International Contest is scheduled to be
telecast nationwide June 30 and
videotaped for showings overseas.

MARTIN MELHUIST
Bear repertoire at that time. It was a
By

TORONTO -When Edward Bear
signed to Capital Recorda in Canada
in 1969, the three band members at
that time, Larry Evoy, Paul Weldon
and Danny Marks, decided that it
would be a good idea to setup an incorporated company which would
be a corporate shelter for all of their
business affairs. The result was the
setting up of Canadian Bear Ltd.,
which also contained their publishing company, Eeyar Music. When it
came time for negotiations with
Capitol, none of the band's publishing was given up to Beechwood Music. Capitol's publishing arm. It is
certainly a move that Larry Evoy,
who now holds controlling interest
in the company (Weldon and Marks
later left the band), is glad that they
made. With a number of both major
and minor hits under their belts, Canadian Bear Ltd. has to be considered one of the healthiest independ-

ent

productional

publishing

companies in Canada.
It is not often that a band that has
had one hit gets a reprieve of close to
five years to come up with a follow up but that is what happened to Edward Bear. In the late 60's the band
had what could be referred to as a
healthy his with the song "You. Me
and Mexico" and then came up
stone cold with a follow -up song,

"You Can't Deny IL" which was a
much heavier sound and certainly
nota tune that the public was willing
to accept as typical of the Edward

had mistake, as the band's singer/
song- writer /drummer Larry Evoy

admits.

"It

very depressing time for
the band," says Evoy. "We thought
that we were on our way and then it
was like running into brick wall.
Everything seemed to go wrong. We
got some lousy concert and club
dates -at some we had trouble getting our money from the promoters.
We needed that all important follow-up to'You, Me and Meaicti and
it seemed that the radio stations were
was

a

waiting for it"
In the months that followed,
Capitol Records in Canada released
a single entitled "Spirit Song,"
which got little to no action cm the
Canadian charla and that same year
Danny Marks, the band's guitarist.
left the band and was replaced by
Roger Ellis. To Capitol Records
credit they persisted and continued
to believe in the band's his potential.

Everyone concerned got some encouragement in 1972 which two of
the band's records "Fly Across the
Sea" and "Masquerade" reached the
lop of the Canadian charts.
That same year the band negotiated with Terry Jacks with an eye
to his producing the band. It was at
that time that Jacks offered Evoy the
song "Seasons in The Sun," which
recently became a major hit for
Jacks.

Recollected Evoy- "for one reason

A&M Opens Special A&R Wing:
Points to Sharper Talent Focus
TORONTO -The recent opening
of a special a &r division in Canada
by A&M Records is fresh proof that
many of the majors with branches in
this country are finding lucrative
new caches of talent north of the
49th parallel. Though 'A &M
Records of Canada has been fairly
active in the development of Canadian artists in the past, the establishment of this a &r house coupled
with the promotion of Peter Beauchamp, the former national promotion manager for A &M Canada to

the newly- created position

of

a &r

manager, indicates a more aggressive approach to the searching out
and development of Canadian acts
in the near future.
A year ago, Gerry Lacoursiere, the
head of A&M Records of Canada,
bought a house in downtown Toronto with an eye to moving the

publishing operation, Irving -Alma
Music of Canada, headed by Graham Powers and a&r division, out of
their head office in Agincourt, Ont.
The publishing operation moved in

From the Music Capitals

of theWorld
TORONTO
Valdy has just completed a cross Canada tour which was given the
tide The SpringCoast to Coast Celebration Tour. The last date was
April 21 at Salspring Island. B.C.
Accompanying Valdy on the tour
were Bruce Miller and the Diamond
Joe Band, A &M Canada's Bob
Beauchamp handled pm- publicity
promotion'for the tour, and Collo

Macdonald of A &M's Toronto office
traveled one day ahead of the show
confirming dates and interviews
with local press and media people.
family of friends travThe idea of
elling on a properly conducted tour
throughout Canada" came to Valdy
while on his last American tour....
Manu Dihango was in Canada on
April 13 to begin a one -week promotion tour. On April 15 Dibango appeared on the CBC TV special "Lato
Olympic" performing "Soul Makossa," ... United Artists Records of
Canada has released the song "The
Battle of New Orleans" by Mike

first, followed by Beauchamp who
will headquarter his a &r, talent development and artist relations activities for artists signed to A &M in
Canada from there.
Beauchamp explained how the
idea of a separate division came up.
"When I was doing promotion,
Gerry ( Lacoursiere) started to have
me come into his office and listen to
tapes that had been submitted. We
would talk over the merits of the artist and so on and then make a decision on whether the act was worth
signing or not. Soon we slurred to
talk about opening an a&r division
with me in charge. Graham Powers
was already at the house with the
publishing-and we decided that the
time was right for me to move down
there and set up the operation."

Graham. The record was produced
by John Pour at Eastern Sound Studios in Toronto. Graham will tour
throughout Ontario in May followed by a heavy concert schedule
in the Maritimes in June. On June 30
Graham will return to Ontario to appear in Kitchener at radio station
CHYM's 25th anniversary concert.
Following the Kitchener date he will
lour Eastern Canada.

"The whole thing was a costly
venture and certainly the company
didn't need it for financial success.
We understood that if the Canadian
music industry was going to grow,
we would.have to take steps to help.
By opening the a &r house we have
found that there are a lot of people
with aspirations of becoming recording artists," '

Radio station CJBK, London,
Ont., drew thousands of entries to a
contest entitled Super Wish. Listeners were asked to send in a wish for
something that they wanted but
never thought they could have. The
17 winning entries were based on the
reason why they waned to win....
Suzanne Stevens, who played with
Tina Rosi at the Theatre des Variems for three weeks, took one night
off and flew to Toronto to perform
at Capitol Records -EMI of Canada's sales and promotion convention on April 5.

According to Beauchamp, the
company's initial plan is to put emphasis on singles and eventually
build the artists into album acts.

MARTIN MELHUISH
www.americanradiohistory.com

"Producing commercial product
is the only way to break into the international market," said Beau champ. "If we could get a few hits to
start off with it would give us a lot of
pull. At the outset it is not specifics
that we are looking for, in fact, we
are open to anything. The attitude of
the artist has a lot to do with whether
we sign them or not and if the act already has good management that's
all the better"

or another we got Gene Martynec to
produce our next sessions and we
picked one of the songs that I had
just written called "Last Song" to be
our next single. I sent Terry Jacks a
rough tape of the song and he sent
back a letter suggesting that we drop
it a half a tone. We took his advice
and it really made a big difference to
the song."
Just before "Last Song" was released, the band's organist Paul
Weldon decided that the didn't want
to continue with the band because of
the rigorous touring schedule, and
chose to pursue his burgeoning
graphic arts business on a full-time
basis. Weldon has been responsible
for the design of a great percentage
of the album covers that have come
out of Canada in the last three years.
Bob Kendall replaced Weldon on

organ.

"Last Song" became one of the
biggest hits to emerge from the Canadian music scene and hit the international charts. Needless to say,
things got a lot better for the band.
Capitol followed up by releasing
-Close Your Eyes," which sold close
to 250,000 copies, and then it was a
matter of keeping the momentum
going as Evoy related, "after 'Close
Your Eyes' we put out a song entitled 'Walking on Back' in order to
try and stimulate album sales. Well,
we made the same mistake that we
made when we released 'You Can't
Deny It; because the song was not
indicative of the sound that the public had come to expbct from us. Our
latest single 'Same Old Feeling' was
a lot more commercial but it also did
peanuts. We are just finishing four
tracks in the studio with producer

Gene Martynec of Nimbus 9,'Brand
New Me; 'Love -Itis; 'Share Your
Love' and 'Freedom For the Stallion and from these sessions we wil
have an album and a new single."

With Canadian Bear Ltd. as the
corporate shelter for all of the activilies of Edward Bear, the company is
getting more involved in management and publishing. New Pintoes,
the band that accompanies Edward
Bear on all their tours and is utilized
as a back -up group, is signed to the
production company.
Roger Ellis, the band's guitarist
who recently left the group to pursue
his own career, is currently living in
Los Angeles and is in the process of
forming his own group. Evoy stated
that the parting was "entirely amicable and coincides with an over -all
plan to re-vamp the Bear show."
Evoy will now perform as a front
man and will limit his drumming to
only two or three tunes in a set. Bob
Kendall on organ and New Potatoes
will continue to provide both the live
and corded back -up for Evoy.

Pressing Cost
Hike to Hurt
Budget Lines
PARIS -The effect of the 20 percent increase in pressing costs may
be more serious than was at first expected. The increase is due primarily
to higher electricity charges and also
to increased salaries. Budget lines
are expected to suffer most panic ularly as pressing costs are about 50
percent of full cost before tax. This
might well push prices up to the
limit under existing conditions and

could, therefore, be harmful.

Canada

Capitol

QUEEN OF COUNTRY ABDICATES
Shirley Eikhard has betrayed her
subjects. The singer -songwriter
who so recently won another important vote of confidence from her
peers in the music industry when
for the second time in a row she was
awarded the Juno Award as Country Singer Of The Year (Female),
has abandoned her domain.
Last week she gave her first public performance in Toronto since
Easter of '72, beginning a twelve.
show series at Canada's best
known coffeehouse, The Riverboat.
The house was packed with Capitol
people. reviewers, publishers, other
artists, execs from other record
companies, and long-time fans.
Many of them felt responsible for
her winning margin in a field of
strong country contenders. There
was a feeling of excitement and anticipation in the air.
And then she began to play.
Of the twenty and some -odd
songs she performed. including an
even dozen which she herself had
composed there was not more
than two or three numbers which
even a Beverly -style hillbilly would
have labeled 'country'.
Only one of the songs came from
her first (and so -far only) album.
the Shirley Eikhard album. Her lat.
est single, a fire- breathing version
of RESCUE ME, needed some of the
-

instrumental muscle producer
Audie Ashworth had provided for it,
and she had to leave it off the program. The old singles were out of
her childhood, and now that she is
eighteen, she has put away childish
things.

Century lI recording artists Privilege made their Toronto concert debut on Good Friday at the Victory
Burlesque Theatre on a show headlined by Capitol veterans Blood rock.
Both bands have gone through
some personnel changes, and neither sounded quite like their
records might have predicted.
The biggest changes in Privilege
are the loss of smithy-voiced Mel
Degan, the first touring Jesus
Christ Superstar, and the addition
of a mellotron to the instrumental
lineup. The result was more shading and nuance in their live sound.
The difference could be felt particularly in their performance of
HIRED MAN. the single taken from
" Canata Canada" which they re.
corded with a symphony more than
a year ago.
For the most part, though, they
proved to be a good, tight, old -fashioned rock 'n' roll band and went
over extremely well with the audience.

HOOFER FRANKIE VAUGHN A
"CHEEKY, CHEERY BLOKE ban nered a fivecolumn headline in the

Toronto Star the day he arrived to
open two weeks of appearances at
the O'Keefe Centre.
"Smooth, predictable. pleasant,
singing golden oldies and guaranteed show -stoppers, not wasting his
time with a lot of dreary chatter, but
just getting out there and selling
it," concluded otherwise acerbic
critic Urjo Kareda the next day.
Britain's "Mr. Entertainment,"
that's Frankie Vaughan, the first
British artist ever to win the coveted
"Gold Microphone," the Inter.
national Song Industries premier
accolade to show business. Only
Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Sammy
Davis Jr., and Marlene Dietrich
have also been honoured in this
Shirley Eikhard at the Riverboat with sidemen Terry and Moses.
The Toronto Sun's musical wordsmith Gerald Levitch was moved to
compose an instant analysis of her
ambience. "She's getting into an
Ella Fitzgerald portamento style,
gliding coolly from one note to the
next." he observed, footnoting his
own text. And later, "She has a
really lovely set of pipes, used most

tastefully."
And Anne Murray, who has re.

"Mastered by Capitol"
A Critical Delight.

BL00DROCK & PRIVILEGE
After two more weeks in the area
at nightclubs in Hamilton and Scar born, the band is gigging its way
back west in the Greyhound bus
star Andy Krawchuk bought back
from Ronnie Hawkins. (It burned
only one quart of oil on the entire
trek east.)
New members of Bkodrock are
drummer Matt Belton (the only
mate of the team not originally
from Dallas, Texas) and Bill Ham,
brother of established Bloodrocker
Warren Ham, the reeds player and
the visual focus of the group. (Bass
player Ed Grundy is the real leader.
but he has stayed in the background on stage ever since the
band was formed.)
The new Bloodrock proved to be a
tough, no- nonsense rock band with
strong jazz and blues influences,
and they turned a lot of the Victory
regulars on to "Whirlwind
Tongues," their latest album.
The Victory appearance was the
second last of their tour. (The last
was in Flint, Michigan, home base
of Grand Funk.)

Privelegw the new Hired Men.

-

nominated for super.

stardom, Frankie Vaughan has refused to run; when chosen, he has
refused to serve.
So began a feature profile which
appeared in the Toronto Globe and
Mail while the celebrated singer was
headlining The London Palladium
Show for a week in Ottawa.

guitar picking worked delicate
counterpart with the flute and keyboards of long -time associate
Moses Hazen and with the softly
ambling basslines of newcomer

A Good Friday Co ncert

Mr. Entertainment
When

What she did do instead was to
cast a spell.
She chose songs of melodic complexity and emotional depth, songs
written by herself and by friends of
hers and one each by Lennon/
McCartney, Bob Dylan and Don
McLean, and interpreted them.
made them matter, with a sensitivity and a maturity that would do
credit to most established artists
twice her age.
She chatted with the audience.
spontaneously, eagerly, so pleased
to be with them that even a school
of the deaf could not fail to have
been charmed.
And she sang with such grace
and warmth that her whole audience might have been a school of
the dumb.
Two fine session men were helping her out; her smoothly idiomatic

Terry Quinn. On some improvised
instrumental segments, her voice
danced in and out of the musical
blend, making moments that were
really special because they would
never happen quite like that again.
At the end, her friends -and by
now everyone in the Riverboat was
a friend -applauded long and hard.
What has happened to the pretty,
clear -eyed country style that was
her trademark? Shirley herself sees
her music now as sort of a jazz -tasty
folk. The change is not revolution,
merely personal evolution.

MAY 4, 1974

In his April classical record review
column in the "FM Guide" critic

Bruce Sortees devoted the first half
to a pair of chamber music discs on
Angel, and made special note in
each case of the technical quality.
One was "a most wonderful collection of VICTORIAN SONGS sung
by Robert Tear (tenor) and Bejamin
Luzon (baritone) with Andre Previn
(piano) ... a winner on all counts,
including the Mastered By Capitol
processing."
Here is an excerpt from the other
review (emphasis mine):
What a great musician ftzhak
Perlman is. He is certainly the best
of the "new generation" of violin
ists. His playing combines an unbelievably perfect technique with a
warmth and soul not heard in his
contemporaries. In fact listening to
this new Angel album, PERPETUAL
MOTION & OTHER VIRTUOSO PERFORMANCES (S 37003), I was constancy reminded of the late Fritz
Kreisler who, we are told, also had
that rare combination of technique
and warmth. I compared some of
the pieces on this disc with Kreis
ler's own recordings and the similarity was unmistakable. Some of
the thirteen pieces on this disc are:
The recording sessions were held
in England, and Angel in the U.S.A.
has succeeded in producing a flaw.
less disc. As some record buyers will
have noticed (those who look for
this kind of thing) the latest Angel
and Seraphim discs have "mastered by Capitol" engraved into
them. So far, all the discs so marked
have featured exemplary processing from the excellent sound to ab.
solutey silent surfaces.
(ADVERTISEMENT)
www.americanradiohistory.com

corded a number of Shirley's songs
herself, was quoted as saying,
"Shirley already has more talent in
her little finger than most artists
will ever develop."
Upcoming: the CBC Network's
Juliet Show on May 2, performances at the Rothmans' Convention
on May 4 and 5, and then -at long
last -back into the studio to begin
her second recording career.

way.
So began

the biography in the

program which people of all ages
were backstage asking him to sign.
ENJOY FRANIE VAUGHAN SINGING 24 OF HIS MOST REQUESTED
HITS ON ONE GREAT ALBUM
FRANKIE VAUGHAN'S SING SONG
trumpeted our ad in the same program. A good many of the more
than 30,000 people who will have
seen him before the end of his run
are already doing just that.

-

BEAR HITS ROAD
After a winter hibernation of writ.
ing. recording. rehearsing (and relaxing), Edward Bear is hungry for
the sound of applause.
Larry Evoy and Bob Kendall, the
stars of Edward Bear, have spring
fever in their veins. And they have
scheduled a whirlwind tour of Western Ontario and the Canadian
Prairies, returning to the home of
many of their first and most faithful
fans for the first time in a year.
The performing Bear begin entertaining at the Exhibition Colosseum
in Thunder Bay on April 30, then
proceed west through Manitoba
and Saskatchewan, rounding the
bend in Calgary. By the time they
wind up at Centennial Auditorium
in Saskatoon on May 17, they will
have played a total of fourteen concerts for as many as eighteen thousand happy applauders.
Accompanying the Bear on the
road will be the five members of the
country-rock folk band, New Potatoes, who were responsible for
much of the Bear's success on previous tours and on the "Close Your
Eyes" album. (N.B. Watch for their
own second album -so far known
only to machines, which think of it
as ST 6418 -coming soon.)
Although Larry Evoy has now
been separated from his drums and
brought up front into the limelight,
the Bear show has not changed the
formula that won them so many
friends in the past. There are still
no dancing misses, just a music packed collection of their hits, the
best songs from the first tour al.
bums, and some stunning new
Larry Evoy compositions from the
upcoming Bear album, "Parade."

The established hits alone would
provide a major musical evening.
From YOU, ME AND MEXICO, their
first major recording success,
though follow -up chart charmers
FLY ACROSS THE SEA and MAS-

Larry Evoy.
QUERADE to the multi- million -sell.
ing THE LAST SONG and its sequel
CLOSE YOUR EYES and on to their
most recent golden goodies, WALK.
ING ON BACK AND SAME OLD
FEELING -Edward Bear's goodhearted good -time music has outlasted the fads and follies of their

contemporaries. In consistently
providing new songs that people
want to hear, Edward Bear is nonetheless pursuing its own artistic
tastes. Which is what keeps their
new music as fresh and inviting as
the old.
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producer.

Perry; writers:

R.

C.

Simon,

For The Pain (3:50);

J.

Brockman; publisher:

C'est, Maya, ASCAP. Carty returns to her own material with

this pretty ballad, somewhat reminiscent of the malarial from
her earlier LP's. As always, it is Carly s powerful vocals which
highlight. Rip: Mind On My Man (2:57); writer: C. Simon.
GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS -On and On

(3:íO); produce: Curtis Mayfield; writer: C. Mayfield; publisher Cur
tom. gal. 8uddah 423. Usual excellent job from the group
that rarely misses. This time they're back in the up.lempo
-

vein, with exchanges between Gladys and the group the

spotlight. Song shouts be strong in pop and soul. Flip: The
Makings 01 You (2:24). Into same in all other categories.
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APPLE -A Funky Song (3:07); producer: Dee Ervin;
writers: 0. Samuels. Ripple, Inc.; publisher: AM One, BMI.
GRC 2017. (General). Tight arrangements. powerful vocals
and fine instrumentals spark this song. Excellent alternating

(3:ß0); producer: D.M. Kershen.

boom; writer: B.W. Stevenson; publisher: Prophecy. ASCAP.
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CONWAY TWITTI -Cm NO Through Laing You Yet (2:36);
producer: Owen Bradley; warders: Conway TwiOy, L.E. While;
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written tune. Flip: "Before Your Time"; producer: same;
writers: Conway %illy and Tommy Markham; other credits
Same.
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AMISIEAD- Stumdin' Mocks, Sleppin' Stones

(3:25); p.oduser: 1. AJmslead; writer: 1J. A 110)110: pub.
lisher. East /Memphis, It Steady, BMI. Truth 1214. (Sfax).
Powerful, building vocals highlight this soulful song.

NANCY WATNE -The Back Door of Heaven (2 :51); producer:
Eddie Martinez; writer: Glen Bal)antyne; New York Times Mu.

sic (Sunbeam Division) (BMI); 20th Century 2086.

GUI HARDEN -Warm in My Arms (2:301; producer: Bud Lo.
gam; writer. Glen Gaza: Tuckahoe (BMI); Shannon 819.
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Twisty Bird (BMI); MCA 40224. Twitty never lets up with the
good ones, and
another excellent production of a sell ca-

men) works well.

JJ. Cale; publisher: Audigram, BMI. Shelter 40238. (MCA).
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SHORES ROBINSON -It's Her rum To Live (2:50); pro.
ducer: Smokey Robinson; writers: W. Robinson, M. Terplin;
publisher TamO, (Mete, ASCAP. Tama 54246, (Motown).
Melodic lune from Smnkey featuring his highly distinctive v0
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Thing (3:15); producer: Mandrill;
C. Wilson, L. Wilson. R. Wilson. M.D., C. Cave; pub.
lisher: Inlersong -U.S.R /Mandrill, ASCAP. Potydor 14235.

/JACKIE IRVIN -Dance Party Musk (2:44); producer: Power House: writer: F. Bursey; publisher Act One/
Power House, BM). GRC 2007. (General/.

CARL JAMES

STONEY EDWARDS
IWII Never GM Over You (3:08); pro.
doter. Biff Collie; Milers: Betty Jean Robinson, S. Bledsoe; 4Star Music (860; Capitol 3878. An exceptionally good ballad,
and very well done by Edwards. A good production job with
some great harmony on the bridge. One of his best in a while.
flip: Honey ( Stoneÿ s Yodel Blues) (2:40): producer: same;
writer: Stoney Edwards; Central Songs (BR.
GEORGE MORGAN- Somewhere Around Midnight (2:5ß);
producer: Joe Johnson; writer. Max Powell; 4 Star; MCA
40227. With help from Roy Wiggins on the steel. George sings

another winner. with changes of tempo along the way. Flip: "I
Never Knew Love": producer: same; writer; Betty lean Robin.
son; other credits same.

MCA 40225. Another beautiful love ballad by

Mss Seely. with

material lumshed by the Cochran. She improves with each
release. Flip: no into available.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Capitol 3879.

TENNESSEE PULLEYBONE -Clean Your Own Tables

(2:26);

producer, Chuck Neese; miter: Chip Taylor; Blackwood g
Back Road (BMI); IMI 39.

GURTS YOUNG -Pickle' (4:28); producers: Bob Milsap g
Earl Ball; writer: Aaron Wilburn; Our Bag (BMU; Caprice
E.

1990.

-I

Miss You (2i05); producer: Waller
Haynes: Miters: Hank Cochran. CFI Cochran: Tree IBM)).
JEANMIE SEELY

(2:405 producer:
lack Clement; writer: Alex Zanmis; lack O'Diamonds (BMI);
DICK CURLESS-A Brand New Bed of Roses

Piths,
voted
e

lop 201013 turn D the (RANI el the Neble Masi «EIN
the selections Whl0Md fhb week; reummended-

lei

tune predicted will Nod on the HM 100

Review

ed.pr -KW kinc6

WIMP

20 and

60.

CO/s'ORA 1(1141/OMS
BMI CANADA LIMITED
is proud to recognize the outstanding contributions to Canadian
music made by these affiliated writers, composers and publishers
and to present to them

1973 CERTIFICATES OF HONOUR
AMI
Gaston Cormier
Les Editions Kasma Publications

BALLADE POUR SERGIO LEONE
Roch Poisson
Blueberry Music

A GOOD SONG

ORLY
Burton Cummings

Valdy

Mavis Music
I

Cirrus Music, Expressions Music

JUST WANT TO MAKE MUSIC

Ken Tobias

Gl0osecap Music Ltd.
I'M A STRANGER HERE
Les Emmerson

CARRY ON
Nell Maclver, Frank Phillet

J'ENTENDS FRAPPER
Michel Pagliard
Lapapala Music

C'EST TON AMI MON FRERE
Denis Forcier, Pierre Chantelois
Les Editions Kasma Publications

KENTUCKY TURN YOUR BACK
Terry Canisse, Bruce Rawlins
The Mersey Brothers Publishing
Company

CONTROL OF ME
Les Emmerson
Snowblind Music
CRY YOUR EYES OUT
Les Emmerson

Snowblind Music
DIRTY OLD MAN
Bob Ruzicka
Pet -Mac Publishing
FOLLOW YOUR DAUGHTER HOME
Burton Cummings. Donnie
McDougall, Garry Peterson, Kurt

Winter

Mediatrix
TAKE THE BLINDNESS
Joey Gregorash, Normen Lampe
Blackwood Music (Canada) Ltd.,

Dollar Bill Music

BONDI JUNCTION
Peter Foldy
Eskimo Music

Manhole Music

PRETTY CITY LADY
Bob McBride
Hopo and Boco Music

SUNNY DAYS
Skip Prokop

THE PROPHET

Dick Damron

Snowblind Music

Doubleplay Music o/ Canada
RIGHT ON BELIEVIN'
Shirley Eikherd
Beechwood Music of Canada
ROCK AND ROLL SONG

Valdy
Klawc Music

WILDFLOWER
Douglas Edwards, David
Richardson
Aloud Music, Edsel Music
YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT
LOVE IS
Terry Jacks, Bob Nelson
Gone Flshin' Music Limited
YOU GIRL

LADY RUN LADY HIDE
Jim Clench, Myles Goodwyn

Summerlea Music Limited

ROSALIE
Michael Tarry
Don Valley Music Limited

LATELY LOVE
Bob Ruzicka
Lions Gate Music Ltd.

RUNNING BACK TO SASKATOON
Burton Cummings, Kurt Winter

MON CHOU
Jean- Pierre MBnseau
Les Editions Kasma Publications
NORTH TO CHICAGO
Les Pouliot
Great -West Music Publishers

Skip Prokop

Mediatrix

SIGN OF THE GYPSY QUEEN
Lorence Hud
SOME SING SOME DANCE
William Finkelbarg, Michel Pagliaro
Lapapala Music, Summerlea
Music Limited

Serving the creators and users
of music since 1940
1440 St. Catherine Street West
Montreal, P.O.
HSG 108
(514) 566-4957

Velleybrook Drive
Don Mills, Ontario
MOB 2S6
(418) 445-8700
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1482 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
VEO 2S2

(6041685-7851
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Billboard's
MAY

Album Picks.

1974

4

Number of LPs reviewed

Spiklighk

this

weer

33

Lost

week

wwme

me

SONNY

AYES-h

It Wrertg, Columbia

the cmtemparary music scene. Lyric content and arrange-

of good follow-up lunes with

eeullent Ike set put together in

marts

32848.

are fresh,
Stanley's ability to deliver a song. A
number al cuts should have strong AM appeal, white FM po.
tenlial a there as well. Produced by Stanley, the disk carries

San Francisco, New York

as is

tap backup band, show
themselves remarkably adept at everything from simple
ballads ta country to straight rack, and. as always, it is
thee near perfect harmonies which steal the show. The

over quatiry lound in selections to the technical side.

double set allows for almost full concert time, and unlike

time.

a

live concert. The pair, wEh

e

arts "Eclipse," "Growing

Ben

Panes," "Star," "Every

Dealers: Pick up: the bandwagon can start rolling at any

UMBEL IAPLAN -Holes and Mellow Rolls,
especially on the longer cuts where Kaplan

32574. Time has proved that the Holten
are an institution that no moments of turmoil Of mappro.
priate baritone vocalists can keep down for long. The return
of lead singer Allan Clarke has been greeted in England by the
now tali.

ing off ie the US. as well. Count on the Hollies for the warmth
and the rich harmonies that characterize English pop at ds

bed. Superb crisp recording, too.
Best cub: "Don't Let Me Down," "Pick Up the Pieces
Again, "Out On the Road."
Dealers Put this subtly efleutiae album cover in good light

"

and watch your customers do doubtetakes.

AFTER- Positive Whralkns, Columbia PC
Q 32851. The first altering from the group in some time, the
m.album proves well worth the wait. Opening selections are
smooth and well conceived, with that laid back rock feeling.
Further on, heavier rock numbers sudace and the combina.
TEN YEARS

-

the group's abilities. Mix and

excellent throughout.
Bed cuts: "Positive Vibrations, "Stone Me, "'Want To
Boogie" and "Look Me Straight Into The Eyes."
Dealers: Proven sellen, and group's followers should be

and Margaret,'

MINNEW -tire M The Winter Garden, Columbia, PC
32854. An absolutely brilliant set from one of today's top all
around entertainers, All the Rua of a live show is captured
here, ham the Broadway showdike overture to Ms. Minnel lï s
chaffer between rob, from the wonderful orchestration lo
the fine vocal accompaniment, The real star is, of course,
Liza, who showcases her voice on everything tram pop to
standards to rock to show tunes, and proves that she has one
of the most dynamic and versatile voices in the business. If
is

not as much of a star on record as she io on the stage or

screen, this should be the album to change their mind.

star in the soul, pop and

Country,_

backup. Taylor has again come up with an LP that should be
big in both soul and pop areas. With everything working right,
d is dill Taylor's magnificent vorab which capture the

SAYAN SMITH -The

spotlight.
Best rods:

"It's September. 'Try

Me Tonight,

"I've Been

Boo Again."
Dealers: Cover opens for good display of full, lour

cola

shot of artist.
RALPH GRAHAM- Differently, Sussex SRA 8833. New art-

highly professional. tasteful set which
will probably go the soul route first hut should easily crass
into pop and MOR. Graham is a mixture of the soft soul style
so popular today and the sometimes rougher vocal styles
'st has come up with

a

R

auto "badly Like Ile," "Natural Man, 1 Can See
Now,"
"Cabaret"
Clearly
Doren: Ms. Minnelli is a universal star. Stock in shows
and female vocalists. White cover with red lettering makes for
good Byplay

a

Oú" and "A Little Bit of Heaven" and 'Till The Want-Te s Out
of Me."

rats "Differently," "I Mú1 Want

Game," "I

in

to

soul and with new vocalists. Name across

existentialism

in musical

lams that

PG

32866. Much of the

has characterized Miles

Davis' recent offerings are embodied in this new album, but
Davis has the creativity of mind and expertise of profession to
break away loom the conventional and still remain an exeit

tradition of
Queen I. epitomizes the essence of British rock by sounding
like every major British group all at once. Particularly ideali'
liable are Yes (and Flash), Led Zeppelin (hard and soft), the
QUEEN II, Eleklra EKS 75082. Queen II, in the

enter

tainment and Queen create a highly commercial package.
Bed cuts: "father lo Son," "Seven Seas of Rhye."
Dealers You may want to contrat the 'White Queen/
Black Queen" motif of the inner and outer covers for echo

33. Mellowgentle rolling lines highlight Laws flute work.Thh is

another in the series of small studio groups which Crede Taylor puts together. laws, the most noted of the new flutists,
"Come

Ye

fa

the

to

a

LP's

light jazz inspired style and the result

real down home but

Disconsolate "). But when drummer

twist lakes some ponder ditties and adds his own supple.
comfortable swing.
Whether playing single note lines or strumming several
stings, he is always in contact with the melody. Best rats
"You Are the Sunshine of My Life," -When Sunny Gets Blue,"
"Where Is the Love."
is

COMET

REBEL -The Human Menagnie, EMI ST.11298.
(Capitol). Very pleasant soft rock sparked by balky electric
violin work and subtle percussion. Strong FM play action
could come from this debut set. Ben cut: "Hideaway."

Boy

spe

-Yesterday And
Today, A&M SP 3613. Combination of Thielemann' guitar and
Asmussen's violin, viola and cello makes for magnificent interpretations of a number of smooth jazz /classical tunes.
Best cuts: "Mr. Nashville." Weslerday and Today."
TOOTS THIELEMANS and SVEND ASMUSSEN

Bal

Shuffle."
BEN SIDRAN- "Dont

HUBERT LAWS -In the Beginning, CTI CDC

(

dined

British folk which characterized their former affiliation.
Strong candidate for FM play. Strong harmonies dominate
this set Bed ads: "Angels," "Pith Up the Pieces."

cut "Pretty

gentle mood

You"

HOWARD ROBERTS- Sounds, Capitol ST.11247. Veteran Gai'

John Nitzinger has put together a good solid rock band
cialaing in unpretentiousness and tight overall sound.

Dealers: Stock in arc and pop.

change to go to church once in

Need

most outstanding M the week's Nkaen; pate -pre'
ham el the mart in the oppinron of the renewer;
mended- predicted to ht Me <hart among the hew ham positions; reaien editor: Bak Kirsch: reviewers: Eliot Toga, Nn greedland, Claude Nall. Bin Williams, Jim Maanwq h emee ts, lob Kiraly,
Radcliffe low Nancy Erlich.

Spotlight

-the

I

NUDSON- FORS- Mchelodeen, AGM SP 3616. Two Straw
spinoffs manage a line mie of roch and the more traditional

THUNDER, EMI ST- 11279. (Capitol). Former Nitzinger leader

that genre.
Best rats: "Great Expectations," "IFE."

is in

a

Child" and "Love.

jazz

ing, interesting, innovative and acceptable artist. This album

ness and

Best cub: "My Feel Good Sure Feels Good," "Country

pop

top makes for easy step down display.

MILES DAVIS-BM Fun, Columba

assembled.

Play Th's

Future."

See Someone New in Your

Beeler:: Stack

really brings out the best in Melba and she has never
sounded belts nor has a better collection of tunes has been

Billboard's Recommended

cated material which should be accepted on FM.
Best

Rainbow In Daddy's Eyes, Mega

MLPS601. There's some old, some new and Iwo of Sammïs
singles in this one and not a bad cut among them. Ws mostly
ballads about love with a couple of up tempo tunes with an
unusual rendition of "Neva Been To Spain," going from
Sammïs low key to the raking up -beat melody you're used
to hearing. Liss of single potential.
Best cols "Deepening Snow" and "Birmingham Mistake."

fine writer, able to write short, crisp hook material
tailormade fa shaight AM play as well as longer more complihimself

gen

visual impact.

songs of love, theres Jas of it here with "Whatever Tunis You

&B. Artist also proves

Best

bloodies, the Stmwbs and, yes, even the Beatles. Much

FREDDIE HAW -Hang In There Girl, Capitol ST-11296.
Freddie is a super writer as well as a super artist, and he
proves it k this album wish several set.penned songs, in.
eluding his latest single, "Hang In There Girl" Excelling in

MELBA MONT60MEgY -NO Charge, Eleklra ENS 75079.

LIZA

any doubt left in anyone's mind that Liza Minnelli

a really outstanding cut an "Abilene' and 'Warm and Tender Love," Production and arrange.
ment throughout the album is traditionally lames style. all
easy listening with lames smooth delivery.

try, country rock, a little blues and her current angle, "No
Charge" which is high in the charts now. Producer Pete Drake

a

ganxious to pick this one up.

is

curant tingle hit, there's lots

learned his craft well and this set offers most of the reasons
why he has been a star for so bag. Using his distinctive sing-

singer who has been

a

am angem enh are

there

this

even gospel (with the Soul Stirrers) fields, Johnnie Taylor has

more traditionally assocleled with

CI

fa

of them in

Melba's soulful voice is somewhere between today's contemporary country and the traditional deep South country blues
and this album has a little of everything. There's pure coun-

bia). As

NE

rich formal

"lim

JOHNNIE TAYLOR -Super Taylor, Stay STS -5509. (Colum-

ing style and bouncing it off excellent vocal and instrumental

a

of his

32805. Sonny is

chance

soled by ABC. Display this loran.

Theater poster type cover makes for catchy display.

ton presides

title

By the same

MC

doily

"Ed Sullivan."
Dealers: Set comas with entry for "ranking" contest spon

live set serves far new exposure as well as greatest hits.

is

a

Comedy Store, which has been a breeding ground for many

characters in school and TV.
Best cuts: "Holes and Mellow Roles,

Bed cuts "House at Pooh Caner." "Danny's Song,"
"Angry Eyes, "tunic' Me, "Your Mama Don't Dance"
Dealers: Group already has three gold LP's and this

Breathe," which

given

most can identify with, such as bits dealing with different

bands in the land.

Top 5 success of 'The Air That

is

laughter seem contrived. Beside length, perhaps the funniest
cuts are the ones which deal with the past and with which

but this altering again proves they are one of the top

HOWES, Epic

ABC ABCD-

line comedians, and the small audience does not make the

Messina ere not (lash. nor are they "spectacular" stars.

wore.

815. Storytelling type of hums which hits most of the time,
to gel into his material. Set was recorded live at Los Angeles'

Reason."

v

po.

known for his love ballads and there's

One of the country's most consistent duo's serve up an

PG

many five LP's, there are no wasted moments. Loggias 8

>

o,

album.

of

6

dno

44

BWL

and brings out Jimmy Messina, which adds to the feeling

rim

,

MMES LEE STANLEY-Thne's The Chaves, Wooden Nickel

and Boston. Nm Loggias opens the show with five solos

at

o pwo,

ph

1.0430 (RCA). An ambitious undertaking for a new
comer, and results should more him into the mainstream of

LOGGIAS & MESSINA-Se Stage, Columbia

cg

ruta aniooarn Pum,car.ons. roc No parr ol mmput,
Copngnr
may ow,emoauCaa. eond rn a removal syal«n. or
mec pa
mined
any ;own o, by am reanaMxronc
means.

THIN UTLY- Yagahmds of the Western World, London )(PS
636. Good, boogie rock in the Savoy Brown vein highlighted
by flashy guitar and

gad,

rough vocals. Best

al:

'The

Let

Be," Blue Thumb,

BTS

6012.

Sidan's unique piano style. fine arrangements and various
vocal guises make this set another sure bet with his cult al
steady fans. But euh: "Ben Sultan's Midnite Tango," "Don't
Let Go."

Raker"

Steve Gadd goes into a furious pattern using brushes, Laws

matches the fiery tempo an 'Airegin." This LP is

a straight
blowing date with side one of the taro disk set opening with a

fast 4/4. Bob lames, who plays beautiful electric piano
throughout, is joined on keyboards on a Latinism "Mean
Lene" by Cad Fischer and Rodgers Grant

Bed cuts "Mean Lene," "Come Ye Disconsolate."
Dealers: Stock in small jail groups but keep clearly in
sight.

THE SHAW BROTHERS -Follow Me, RCA APL I -0511. Another

album with the quality touch of producer Milt Okun of John
Denver and Chad Mitchell Trio fame. Selections include Den
ver material as well as a law Shaw originals. Album maiff is

folk/western

pop.

Vocals and

musical backup are well

Thought out and appealing. Best culs: "Lou'siana Young" and

"A Number And

A

Name."

religious
BIBLICAL GOSPEL SINGERS-It's Sa Easy Now, ABC Songbird
SBLP.242. Good harcenas and a fine mix of the frenetic and

the sensitive in black gospel. Bed ads: "It's So Easy Now,"
"I Want to Give My Ide to Thee."

Plastic for Records Continues ln Short Supply
Continued from pate 8

first quarter of 1974, and that, at the
present time, the firm is trying to
build a catalog backlog for the fall.
Overall, the situation has not
eased, according to CBS. A question
mark still hangs over to what extent
industry prices will rise for PVC and
how much PVC will be available
during the coming months.

At RCA,

a spokesman indicates

the Ann "is hopeful that current
commitments will make possible a

continuing supply of vinyl for the remainder of 1974." But the company
is not currently soliciting any new
custom pressing clients, indicating a
cautious air about that area of prof-

it.

Warner Bros. Records chairman
Mo Ostia says, "We have been advised by our suppliers that there is a
problem and our allocation is actually being put back somewhat. We
do have enough PVC coming to fill
our requirements. But the vinyl
shortage still exists and apparently

will continue to exist for some time."
United Artists president Mike
Stewart says, "AS far as UA is concerned, right now there doesn't seem
to be a crunch. But of course, nobody's selling as many records as we
did around the holidays. However,
the vinyl shortage became a problem
even before the Arab oil boycott. I
expect a shortage in the fall again,
and we're pressing our fall catalog

product already so we don't get
caught."
Motown merchandising vice preswww.americanradiohistory.com

ident Tom Noonan says, "It's worse
now than it was during the gasoline
shortage. Back then we could always
get vinyl even though the price has
jumped. But now RCA, who does
our custom pressing in the East, says
they can't promise to get out our full
May release. I'm sure we'll get out
records pressed, one way or another.
But there is a shortage."
A spokesman for ABC /Dunhill
says, "As far as we are concemed,
the whole thing was blown out of
proportion from the very beginning.

We 've never felt any real effect and
it hasn't hurt our release schedule or
signing of new artists in the past and
we don't see it doing so in the fá-

lure."
And at Capitol Records, chief operating officer Brown Meggs says:
"The situation is less severe than it
was several months ago as far as obtaining vinyl is concerned, but the
price has increased. We are not anticipating any changes in our release
Or artist signing policy at the moment "

`HICKORY'
HEADED FOR
HITSVILLE I
ON MOTOWNIHUIHI.
WMMS-FM WCAU-FM WTAG WNEB WQPD WPRO WPOP WORC WIP KOGO KOY KALL WBGN WOOD
WMAX KWWD WJIM KGGF WBVP WHAR WWWE KMBY WEEX WLAN WLAM WKKE WUOK WWCA WPEN
WHUM WTBC WHOK WCCC WSTP WREC KHOW WBEN KMPC WACK WGTO WLOX WPAR WSPT
KIOT K101 WKIZ WVFV WBCN-FM KFI WWJ WJR KGIL WCAR WYSL WMC WAKN WSAV KROK
WENE WLEE WINK KWEB WENY WLAC WNIA WWKE WQDE KOLO WLW WSM WISN KSLY WHDH WTRY
WEHE WWCA KGRT KOOK KIMM KPRL WRUF WONN WWKE

FRANKIE VALLI
&THE 4 SEASONS
.MOtow

Record Caraoralion

www.americanradiohistory.com

Billboard

*Chart Bound
HAVEN'T GOT TIME FOR THE PAIN
Carly Simon (Ele.lre 45887)
ON ANO ON- Gladys KnIghi & The Pips
(Suadah 423)
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You don't have to be an

Student in Math
to add up the greatest built-in promotion
in the history of the Record Industry
L
The Best Selling Novel by Leon Uris QBVII
has been made into
the most expensive television film ever

z

QBVII gives 6 Full Hours of TX Network Impact
with an audience estimated at
50 Million Potential Soundtrack Album Buyers

3.
Part i showing on MondayApril 29 (3 hours)
Part II showing on TuesdayApri130 (3 hours)
ABC Television Network

f4

Soundtrack written by the master himself
Jerry Goldsmith -with Orchestra and Chorus
of over 100 Musical Talents
contributing their skills from all over the world.

F
5.
Music Composed and Conducted by Jerry Goldsmith.

Immediate
availability finn

Records

Original Television Soundtrack Recording

RBCD-B'L2
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"THEY'RE REACHING MORE PEOPLE ON MORE LEVELS...
THE CRUSADERS HAVE ARRIVED."
WANDA COLEMAN
L.A. FREE PRESS

-

"THE CRUSADERS HAVE BEEN TOGETHER FOR 21
YEARS AND THEY'RE STILL FLAWLESS."
JOHN WENDEBORN
PORTLAND OREGONIAN

-

-

.. CRUSADER -STYLE MUSIC THAT COMBINES A
BRAND OF JAZZ THAT ROCKS, AND ROCK THAT
SWINGS, ALONG WITH SOME DOWN HOME FUNK."
HARVEY SIDERS
DOWNBEAT

-

"THE MUSIC IS A GRAND ACCOMPLISHMENT IN ITSELF,
BUT THE PERFORMANCES BY THE GROUP ARE ABSOLUTE MIND- BENDERS, CREATING AN INCREDIBLE
ARRAY OF SOUNDS TO MESMERIZE THE LISTENER."
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

-

... EVERYONE CAN DIG CRUSADERS' JOYOUS VIRILE
SOUNDS."
BTS 8010

- BOSTON AFTER DARK

SCRATCHTHE CRUSADERS

- New York, N.Y.
WLIB -New York, N.Y.
WILD - Boston, Mass.

FROM THE HIT SINGLE BTA 249 `SCRATCH" WWRL

WWIN- Baltimore, Md.
WOL- Washington, D.C.
WOOK- Washington, D.C.

Charlotte, Carolina
WEAL- Greensboro, N. Carolina
WLAC- Nashville, Tennessee
WAAA - Winston -Salem, N. Carolina
WMBM- Miami, Fla.
WBOK- New Orleans, La.
WJIZ - Albany, Ga.
Ill.
WGIV

Produced by Stewart Levine
A Chine Record
Production For

Blue Thumb
Recorde. Inc.
THE STATE OF THE ART ON BLUE THUMB RECORDS, INC.
A Subsidiary of Famous Music Corp. A Oulf +Western Company
ON BLUE THUMB RECORDS AND AMPEX TAPES.

N.

W VON- Chicago,
WCIN- Cincinnati, Ohio
WJMO- Cleveland, Ohio
KATZ- St. Louis, Mo.
KKDA- Dallas, Tex.
KNOK -Fort Worth, Tex.
KYOK- Houston, Tex.
KOKA Shreveport, La.
KDKO Denver, Colo.
KDIA -San Francisco
WDAS Philadelphia, Pa.

--
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70

Lote News

InsideTrcack

in London and the continent. Three Philadelphia men
were charged with armed robbery and with hijacking a
truck owned by Superior Record Co., loaded with 05,000

WILLIAMS
JOHN
Ahmet Ertegun, word has it, is going all -out with Far
Out Productions' Cold & Goldstein to gel Eric Bardon's
comeback contract for Atlantic.... If anybody wonders
why Paul Williams left his successful six -year association
with Irving Almo publishing, the rumored answer is that
20th Century Music guarantees him $250,000 a year.
Williams also taped live- audience special for KNX -FM

in Hollywood.
Mike Stewart definitely not exiting UA Records presidency fora post with parent company Transamerica, despite unfounded rumors printed in other music publications.... Chicago added an eighth, Latin percussionist
Lash. de Olivera, first personnel change in seven years.
Group won't use opening act on spring tour, for first time
in over two years.
Elton John is subject of 90- minute TV documentary
May 17 on ABC -TV "Wide World of Entertainment"
late -niter.... Elektra Asylum president Mel Posner
daddy of baby boy, Michael Anthony.
Is MikeCurb huddling with Berry Gordy over possible
MGR producing for Motown ?... John and Mike Miller,
sons of Brad, producer of Mystic Moods and owner of
Mobile Fidelity label, are contenders in junior speed ski.
ing in northern California..,. Kenny Myers, one -time
Mercury executive and more recently head of Amara
records, has left the business to go with Regensteiner
printing as their rep in Los Angeles.
Tom Catalano is no longer Helen Reddy's producer,
according to husband /manager Jeff Wald. Wald has a
number of producers in mind for future projects but
hasn't committed to any one individual. Over an 18
month span Catalano cut three LP's and three singles.
The LP's were "1 Am Woman," "Long Hard Climb" and
"Love Song For Jeffrey." The singles included "Peace= NI," "Leave Me Alone" and "Keep on Singin'." Before
Catalano, Helen worked with Jay Seater who put single
E of "I Am Woman" and Larry Marks who did two LPs.
-I
The William Morris Agency in Beverly Hills has let go
E eight agenLS in the music, variety and TV fields. Reports
are that others are to be let go in the New York office.
^m
Pat Pinnolo working temporarily in national promo.
tion for Bell Records, before switching to Far Out Productions? ... Charley Shafer of Custom Recording, N.
Augusta, S.C.. has written a book, `The Sanhedrin Papers," a novel about the Q scrolls considered by many
the basis for the gospels of the New Testament. Tome is
published by Vantage Press.
Jerry Kennedy, vice president /Nashville for Mercury
records, turned down an acting role as a Nashville musician in the Brut Reynolds film "W.W. and the Dixie
Dancekings" because of conflict with production of Tom
T. Hall's new single,'That Song Is Driving Me Crazy."
Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, closed its lounge at end of
April, making room for more casino space.... Liza Min nelli collapsed while appearing at Harrah's- Tahoe. Doctor said flu.... Harrah's Corp., owners of two hotels in
Nevada, reported a sharp drop in profits, which it
blamed on the gasoline shortage. Fox Lake, Wis., the
hometown of the late Bunny Benign, honors the trumpet
star May 18 at an all -day fest, featuring a fish -boil, evening dance and a band which will be styled after the one
Berigan batoned.
The "Datsua Sets You Free" radio and TV campaign
currently airing features music written by Mark Lindsay
and Perry Betkin Jr. Lindsay records as a solo artist and
with Paul Revere & the Raiders, white Betkin was nominated for an Academy Award for "Bless the Beasts and

t

Children."
The undaunted George Pincus, off on his umpteenth
trip of Europe. This time, it's to set up recording sessions
with John Beecher, who administers Ambassador Music
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worth of records. Famous Music a &r man Mike Batblero
braved a snowstorm recently in Albany to buy some
honey for 15- year -old singer Stephanie Mills. She got the
honey but he got the flu.
Warner Bras. Records president Joe Smith recently
addressed several hundred Yale students on various aspectsof the music industry. He was a Yale graduate himself-Class of '50. ... John McLaughlin has formed a
new 11 -piece Mahavishnu Orchestra, using none of the
farmer personnel among its players. They will hit the
touring road shortly.... The premiere of the motion picture "Claudine" in New York April 22 drew a host ofcelebrities, including such artists as Gladys Knight & the
Pips, Curtis Mayfield, Milton Berle, Melba Moore, La.
belle, Linda Hopkins, James Earl Jones and Dianne Carroll, who both starred in the film, and Melvin Van
Peebles.

Dorothy Donegan, legendary jazz pianist. returns to
New York for the first time in over six years for a six week engagement at Jimmy Weston's, starting Monday
(6).... Kathryn & Duffy are having a hard time with
their single "Nixon's the One." Seems that radio stations
keep telling them that they like the single, but won't play
it because they don't want =get the FCC or the administration on their backs. It's a repeat of the story they heard
from a number of major labels when they first tried to
sell it. Tacoma Records finally picked it up- political implications and all!
Tara Records has grabbed U.S. rights to a new Union
Express single from Declon Recordings. Deal was made
by Richard Broderick of Tara and Eddie Deane, of Burlington Music.... Some retailers reported covering up
the jacket of Bully Sainte -Marie's debut MCA album.
It's a little too revealing, they feel.... Paul Anka gets a
Golden Plate Award at the annual American Academy
of Achievement banquet in Salt Lake City come June.
Stan Marnmduke, president of Western Merchandisers in Dallas, got a gold record from WEA Distributing
as customer of the year for high volume, low returns and
prompt payment.
All three members of Emerson, Lake & Palmer cutting
solo albums.... Lena Zaveroni, big- voiced 10- year -old
Briton. arrives in U.S. this week to promo her debut Sias
release.... Guitarist Don Feldner joined the Eagles.
The Impressions added new lead singer Ralph Johnson and are now a Curtom foursome.... Crusaders playing only for black audiences in September tour of segregationist South Africa.... Glen Campbell to Japan this
month, where he's a big hit due to his long -time practice
of recording phonetic Japanese versions of all his hits
dating back to "By the Time I Get to Yokohama."
Lori Ham, 17. continues performing with Hillside
Singers when she starts attending Barnard College....
Blue Aquarius,46 -man rock group of Maharj Ji devotees.
disbanded due to touring costs.
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If you're a deejay searching for st radio station, or a radio station searching for a deejay, Billboard is your best buy. Ni,
other trade publication is read by so many air personalities
and program directors. as well as the sharp programming.
oriented general managers. Best of all. general managers
report that Radio -TV Job Mart ads can draw five times the
results of the next leading radio-TV publication.

advance -for two
times. 2" maximum. Additional space or variation from
regular ad style is 525 per inch. no maximum. No charge
for Box numbers.

Rates:

"POSITION WANTED"

is

MS-in

"POSTIONS OPEN" is $15 -in advance -for one time.

HANCOCK

BEEFHEART
Artie Butler scoring "At Long Last Love," Herbie
Hancock soundteacking "Death Wish," Tan Scott scoring "Nine Lives of Fritz the CaL" ... John Mayall to tour
U.S. next with more funky blues -rock approach.... Kim
Marathon for Casablanca group Kiss at Fort Lauderdale, sponsored by WSHE -AM, set a 96 hour smooch
record.... Jeffrey Convenor, now on Epic after some
A&M releases, titling his new LP, "Thanks For the Advance, Sucker."

Jerry Kennedy, vitt- president /Nashville for Mercury
records, turned down an acting role as a Nashville musician in the Burt Reynolds film "W.W. and the Dixie

Dancekings" because of a conflict with production of
Tom T. Hall's new single `That Song Is Driving Me

Crary."
Captain Beefheart put together a new backup Magic
Band for his current tour through America and Europe
that includes: Del Simmons, tenor sax; Dean Smith, guitar; Flury Fuscaldo, guitar; Paul Uhrig, bass; Michael
"Bucky" Smotherman, keyboards; and Ty Grimes.
drums. Former band members, according to manager
Andy De Martina. "couldn't leave their families, or just
wanted to surf.^

Public relations for Larry Coryell are being handled
by Carol Ross in New York. It was incorrectly reported
last week that CJ. Strauss & Co. were handling Larry
Coryell's p.r. activities.

"The Phil Donahue Show," Avco Broadcasting's
syndicated talk show which for the last seven years has
emanated from WLW -D, Dayton, Ohio. originates from
WGN Continental Television, Chicago, effective April
29.
www.americanradiohistory.com

2" maximum. Additional space or variation from regular
ad style is $25 per inch. no maximum. Box number ads
asking for tape samples will be charged an added SI for
handling and postage.
Send money and advertising copy to:
Radio -TV Job Mart, Billboard. 1515 Broadway, N.Y. 10036
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IT'S TOO LATE TO STOP NOW.

For Van Morrison fans, the title of Van's new live album is hard to argue with. They've
followed him since 1965, through a career that started with "Gloria" and "Here Comes
the Night," shook to the tune of Top Ten singles such as "Brown Eyed Girl" and
"Domino" and matured through a series of beat- selling albums such as Moondance,
Tupelo Honey and St. Dominic's Preview.
It's Too Late To Stop Now (2 B5 2760) is a powerful double set that documents nearly
a decade of Morrison music. Making it at once the Van Morrison album for people who
never bought one before, and the latest- and -greatest for those who own and treasure
all the rest.
Recorded last summer in London and Los Angeles, its 18 rare performances trace the
steady growth of one of contemporary music's most captivating writers and singers. All
the way from his R &B roots ( "Ain't Nothin' You Can Do," "Bring It On Home"). through
his hits ( "Domino," "Here Comes the Night "), to the joy and passion of his most recent
Hardnose the Highway set ("Warm Love," "Wild Children ").

it's Too Late To Stop Now is becoming the biggest Van Morrison album yet, but not
without the help of the six others he's done with Warners.
Professional growth, like sales growth, is cumulative. Van Morrison came to Warner
Bros. in 1968 with a pocketful of hits to his credit and new directions in mind. Wishing
and hoping had nothing to do with establishing him as a successful album artist.
Warners had faith in Van Morrison and the music he wanted to make. He set his own
pace and Warners helped him find an audience. The two have never broken stride since.
For the record Astral Weeks (WS 1768), Moondance (WS 1835), His Band & the Street
Choir (WS 1884), Tupelo Honey (WS 1950), St. Dominic's Preview (BS 2633) and
Hardnose the Highway (BS 2712).
And, 2 B5 2760, ITS TOO LATE TO STOP NOW* We agree

9
1

'Including "Ain't Nothin' You Can Do" (WB 7797), the single.
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